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Preface and acknowledgements

This book is being finalised in the middle of the COVID- 19 crisis that 
is putting so much pressure on health care systems, changing global 
value chains and shaking global labour markets. This is placing the 
most vulnerable groups –  and these also include youth –  at a higher 
risk of social exclusion. Youth is a generation at the turning point in 
their personal lives at a time when their social contacts and access to 
the labour market are being severely disrupted by lockdown measures 
in the pandemic. This volume brings together spirited academic 
discussions and the diligent work of scholars across Europe who 
have been researching and reflecting on the implications of labour 
market insecurity since the Great Recession in 2008– 09 and the 
subsequent debt crisis, and drawing lessons that are highly relevant 
in the current situation.

The book is one of the milestones marking a long academic journey. 
The academic community contributing to this volume consists of 
researchers based in Bulgaria, Estonia, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland, 
Sweden, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom (UK). The chapters of 
this book are only a small part of the vast output of the project ‘Social 
Exclusion of Youth in Europe: Cumulative Disadvantage, Coping 
Strategies, Effective Policies, and Transfer’ (EXCEPT). An extensive 
list of working papers, policy briefs, links to academic publications, 
videos, and photos is available on the project website: except- project.
eu. Thank you to all who contributed, all members of the EXCEPT 
project, experts, policymakers, advisory board members, and youth 
organisations who have formed a great academic community and 
made such an exciting and productive project. Since 2018, the 
European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) Action 
‘Transdisciplinary solutions to cross sectoral disadvantage in youth 
(YOUNG- IN)’ has provided a major framework to expand the 
geographical scope and continue academic exchange on youth 
facing the risk of social exclusion. We are grateful to YOUNG- IN 
Coordinator Prof. Anu Toots and all colleagues from 33 countries for 
the enriched discussions and feedback that helped us greatly when 
finalising the chapters for the edited volume.

In the course of this extended journey, some steps especially need to 
be highlighted. We kicked off discussion about this book in June 2015 
in Tallinn at the first meeting of EXCEPT at which the foundations 
of the project were agreed and the first heated debates on qualitative 
comparative methodology were held. In October 2015, we met up 
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in Turin to agree on the set- up of our pan- European qualitative study 
aiming to give voice especially to youth in precarious situations. We 
found that we were able to reach a fertile compromise in bringing 
together different approaches to qualitative research. The next step 
in our journey was the meeting at Bamberg in February 2016 where 
we drew on excellent policy insights from many academics including 
our advisory board members Professor Jale Tosun (Coordinator 
of CUPESSE, University of Heidelberg) and Ruth Santos- Brien 
(Programme Director of Public Policy, ICF). This meeting also marked 
the clear dedication of our project to more responsible research by 
prioritising the involvement of youth and also deciding to hold future 
meetings in places where young people face especially high labour 
market insecurity in the form of high youth unemployment. We are 
grateful that we were able to meet in Sofia in September 2016 and in 
Warsaw in February 2017 to discuss results on how policies moderate 
the effect of labour market insecurity and whether one can detect 
scarring effects over the life course. We also especially want to thank 
our advisory board member Dr Caroline Dewilde (Coordinator of 
HOWCOME, University of Tilburg) for her valuable feedback on 
our analysis of youth autonomy. The last major project consortium 
meeting took place in Thessaloniki in August 2017. We are grateful to 
the major policy forum and our advisory board members Dr Vanessa Di 
Paola and Dr Virginie Mora (Aix– Marseille University) for productive 
discussion of the findings gained from the rich interviews with youth 
in nine European countries including Bulgaria, Estonia, Germany, 
Greece, Italy, Poland, Sweden, Ukraine, and the UK. The next 
meeting in Catania in April 2018 provided a further round of feedback 
from editors. We thank all involved in the kind hosting of project 
meetings and the spirit- raising social events at Tallinn University, Turin 
University, Bamberg University, the Institute of the Study of Societies 
and Knowledge of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, the Educational 
Research Institute, and Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. Especially 
now, in the era of virtual meetings, we realise just how much physical 
presence helps in triggering new ideas, engaging in heated debates 
when discussing the ongoing work, and gaining invaluable feedback, 
all of which helps to refine ideas and methodologies and maintain a 
high level of motivation.

We have been really blessed to be able to meet in person not only 
with our co- researchers but also youth workers and policymakers 
across Europe, including the Ukraine. We express our gratitude to 
Olena Nizalova and Rowena Merritt for leading the outstanding 
dissemination of our work resulting in a fact sheet published by the 
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EU Commission, Making research results work for society: sharing knowledge 
and informing policy, in which the EXCEPT project was mentioned 
as a good example of a project that is successful in reaching out 
to policymakers.

Some of the book chapters have been presented at numerous 
international conferences and expert seminars including a special 
session at the Work, Employment and Society conference at the 
University of Leeds, UK, in 2016, together with the EU- funded 
Strategic Transitions for Youth Labour in Europe (STYLE) and 
CUPESSE projects; at the expert group meeting, The role of families and 
family policy in supporting youth transitions, at Doha International Family 
Institute, Qatar, 2018; an employment seminar at the International 
Labour Office, Geneva, Switzerland; and a special symposium at 
the 36th International Labour Process Conference in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, 2018. Our research was enriched by exchange with the 
EU- funded CatchEyoU (Constructing AcTive CitizensHip with 
European Youth) project and by our Norway- based sister project 
NEGOTIATE- research.no (Negotiating Early Job Insecurity and 
Labour Market Exclusion in Europe). We also benefited greatly from 
further discussions and exchange about some of the book chapters at 
meetings of the YOUNG- IN network in Thessaloniki, Greece and 
in Valletta, Malta in 2019.

This book would not have been possible without generous support 
from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under grant agreement No 649496 (EXCEPT) and from 
COST Action CA17114 (YOUNG- IN). European funding made it 
possible to carry out truly comparative research, gain insights from 
country experts, and give voice to youth by carrying out qualitative 
interviews in nine countries. We are deeply indebted for the careful 
guidance, support, and encouragement provided across the project 
and beyond by our project officer at the Research Executive Agency, 
Kerstin Wilde. The views expressed here are those of the authors and 
do not necessarily reflect the official opinions of the European Union.

Maybe even more importantly, European Union funding enabled us 
to build up a spirited research community and develop close personal 
friendships across Europe. The editors of this book became ‘infected’ 
with comparative research as PhD students while participating in 
large- scale research projects led by Professors Hans Peter Blossfeld and 
Irena Kogan, and we hope we have spread this positive ‘virus’ to young 
scholars. It is such a great pleasure to see how a project like this can 
contribute to the creation of a pan- European academic community 
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and inspire numerous brilliant young researchers to continue in 
comparative research.

In this research, we have learned a lot from young people who have 
experienced job exclusion and labour market insecurity. We express 
our deepest gratitude to the 386 young persons who shared their life 
worlds and dreams via in- depth interviews as they made their way 
towards adulthood; to all the others who participated at rant box, 
graffiti wall, and numerous other events; and to those who reviewed 
the key findings of the project and wrote a summary for other young 
people. At the beginning of each section of the volume, you will see 
a photo taken by a young person that was submitted to the EXCEPT 
photo competition ‘Youth Vision: Becoming adult today’. We thank 
all the young people who actively took part and sent in 117 photos 
showing visually what becoming an adult means for young people 
today. These photos were exhibited at Bamberg University, Germany, 
at the Estonian Presidency of the Council of the EU conference 
‘European Research Excellence –  Impact and Value for Society’ 
and at Tallinn University, Estonia; at the Museum of Work History, 
Turin, Italy; at a parliamentary reception in the House of Commons, 
London, UK; at the Educational Research Institute, Warsaw, Poland; 
at the 16th Conference of the Hellenic Psychological Society in 
Thessaloniki, Greece; at the workshop ‘Uncertain pensions –  lesser 
pensions’ at Duisburg- Essen University, Germany; and at the Estonian 
Liaison Office for the EU Framework Programme for Research and 
Technological Development in Brussels, Belgium, between 2016 and 
2019. We hope the findings of this book will contribute to a broader 
understanding of the life experiences of those young persons who fail 
to gain a stable foothold in the labour market, and be of benefit to 
policymakers in their work to empower the next generation through 
life course policies.

We cannot conclude without a note on the ‘EXCEPT kids’: nine 
babies were born to researchers during the lifetime of the EXCEPT 
project. They are all too vibrant proof of the ability to combine 
research and family transitions, and we hope that the energy we 
put into understanding and explaining the consequences of labour 
market insecurity will help to fine- tune policy interventions for 
their generation.

The editors are grateful to the contributors for their diligent work 
and patience in responding to our numerous requests for revisions 
to their manuscripts. Many thanks to Epp Reiska and Léa Gérard 
for research assistance during the editing process. Jonathan Harrow’s 
careful and critical editing ensured the quality of language in our 
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Introduction: Youth transitions 
in times of labour market insecurity

Michael Gebel, Marge Unt, Sonia Bertolini,  
Vassiliki Deliyanni- Kouimtzi, and Dirk Hofäcker

Description of the problem and research questions

Labour market insecurities are widespread among young people in 
Europe, and they represent a key challenge to society. Comparative 
research has shown that, across Europe, youth often experience 
labour market exclusion in terms of periods of unemployment and 
episodes of being not in employment, education, or training (NEET) 
(Eurofound, 2012; Dietrich, 2013; Lange et al, 2014; O’Reilly et al, 
2015; Rokicka et al, 2018). Moreover, if young people actually do 
find a job, they often face job insecurity in the form of temporary jobs 
(Baranowska and Gebel, 2010; Karamessini et al, 2019; Passaretta and 
Wolbers, 2019). Indeed, labour market insecurities hit young people 
more often than the rest of the population in Europe (Breen, 2005; 
Baranowska and Gebel, 2010).

However, counter to the rhetoric in public and political debates, 
trend studies cannot confirm a general increase in youth NEET and 
temporary employment over time (Gebel and Giesecke, 2016). Instead, 
there are strong cyclical components, because youth are affected 
specifically by business cycle fluctuations (Dietrich, 2013; Lange et al, 
2014). They were affected particularly during crises such as the 2008 
financial crisis and the subsequent debt and Eurozone crises (Choudhry 
et al, 2012; Marques and Hörisch, 2020). Such crises are expected 
to have a potentially detrimental effect on the future of these young 
people in the form of ‘scar effects’ (Unt and Täht, 2020). Indeed, 
concerns have been raised as to whether the so- called Great Recession 
has produced a ‘lost generation’ of young people (Hur, 2018). It is still 
too early to assess the full impact of the current COVID- 19 pandemic 
on youth labour markets, but indications suggest that it is giving rise 
to the most severe economic recession for decades in most European 
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countries, and prevailing uncertainty about prospects and projections 
give great cause for concern.

European comparative research has highlighted that the extent of 
youth labour market problems varies widely across countries (Saar et al, 
2008; Karamessini et al, 2019; O’Reilly et al, 2019a, 2019b; Dvouletý 
et al, 2020). Previous research has revealed that this cross- country 
variation can be related to differences in the structural, institutional, 
and cultural contexts across Europe. In this respect, policies come 
into play that modify contexts in such a way that they improve youth 
labour market chances (Lahusen et al, 2013; Caliendo and Schmidl, 
2016; Hora et al, 2019).

Since the 1990s and particularly following the financial crisis in 2008, 
this problem has been a high priority for policymakers at both national 
and European levels, and numerous initiatives have been developed to 
overcome it. For example, the Europe 2020 strategy makes explicit 
reference to promoting youth employment chances through better 
education policies. The Youth on the Move flagship initiative aims 
to improve the qualifications and labour market integration of youth 
(European Commission, 2010a) and the European Social Fund Youth 
Opportunities Initiative has promoted vocational and apprenticeship 
training for youth to support smooth transitions from education to 
work (European Commission, 2011). In 2012, the EU launched the 
Youth Guarantee Scheme (YGS) which promised to offer good quality 
jobs or education opportunities (for example apprenticeships) for 
young people facing labour market problems (Eichhorst and Rinne, 
2017; Escudero and Mourelo, 2017). In 2016, the YGS was extended 
to support school- to- work transition under the Investing in Europe’s 
Youth programme, and also to provide better opportunities through 
education and training systems, and learning mobility (European 
Commission, 2016). The YGS, as an open method of coordination, 
does not prescribe one common active labour market policy (ALMP), 
but calls for alignment to specific local circumstances and mutual 
learning (Tosun et al 2017; Tosun et al, 2019a). In their European 
comparative study, Tosun et al (2019a) have shown that the YGS led 
to some catching- up and convergence with regard to the sectoral 
coverage of active labour market policies, but also to divergence in the 
number of policies. Regarding the risks of social exclusion, the Europe 
2020 strategy integrated guidelines for economic and employment 
policies that also propagated active inclusion policies for vulnerable 
young people. Next to the EU- level initiatives, a large array of policy 
measures in different education, labour market, and social policy fields 
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exist on national and regional levels that aim to improve youth labour 
market integration and social inclusion.

Against this background, the first central research question emerging 
in this book asks about the consequences of labour market insecurities for 
young people. The book addresses the multifaceted consequences that 
arise on the individual level, in order to find out what the implications 
are for the young persons affected. To capture this multidimensionality, 
research is framed in the field of social exclusion. The concept of social 
exclusion is particularly relevant for youth and has been on the agenda 
of European social policies for some time. One example is the Europe 
2020 flagship initiative European Platform against Poverty and Social 
Exclusion (European Commission, 2010b). Specifically, the researchers 
in this book investigate the implications of experiencing individual 
labour market insecurities for the subjective well- being and health of 
young people, their chances of gaining autonomy through leaving the 
parental home, of gaining economic independence from parents, as 
well as their short- , medium- , and long- term economic situation in 
terms of their risk of poverty and material deprivation, together with 
their eligibility for social security. This comprehensive view offers an 
opportunity to identify the complex interrelationships and potential 
risks of cumulative disadvantage.

The second central research question relates to the coping strategies and 
compensatory mechanisms that facilitate social inclusion for disadvantaged youth. 
While it is important to understand what the consequences of labour 
market insecurity are, it is also important to understand what can be 
done to mitigate negative consequences (O’Rand, 2009). Mitigation 
can function on various levels. This book refers to coping strategies 
and compensatory mechanisms on the microlevel and the mesolevel. 
First of all, the young person who is affected has the agency to deal 
with the emerging problems and try to mitigate the consequences 
or find ways to compensate for the negative effects of experiencing 
labour market insecurity. Moreover, family members, friends, and local 
communities and neighbourhoods can step in and help young people 
who are in need (Tosun et al, 2019b; Tosun et al, 2021). Finally, other 
mesolevel actors which the young person has to deal with or contacts 
voluntarily such as public employment agencies can also intervene to 
provide help (Shore and Tosun, 2019).

On the macrolevel, policies are designed to help mitigate the risks of 
social exclusion that may arise in response to labour market insecurities 
(Lahusen et al, 2013; Caliendo and Schmidl, 2016). This leads to the 
third central research question: Which policies are effective in mitigating the 
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negative effects of labour market insecurity? Because this book studies the 
multifaceted consequences of labour market insecurity for the risk of 
social exclusion, it is important to investigate the various policy fields 
that exist to address specific social exclusion risks. This complements 
the great majority of studies on how policies can reduce youth labour 
market problems by investigating which policies can actually help those 
young people who are currently affected by labour market insecurity. 
As long as youth labour market problems continue to exist, it is also 
necessary to know how to help young people who are affected.

In sum, this book addresses the following three central 
research questions:

 1. What are the multifaceted consequences on the individual 
level of labour market insecurities for young people’s risk of 
social exclusion?

 2. What coping strategies and compensatory mechanisms on the 
individual level and the mesolevel facilitate social inclusion for 
disadvantaged youth?

 3. Which policies are effective in terms of mitigating the negative 
effects of labour market insecurities on young people’s risk of 
social exclusion?

The following section briefly reviews the state of the art regarding 
comparative research on youth labour market insecurities and explains 
the present innovative contribution of this edited volume to the existing 
literature and its main research aims. The next section introduces 
the multilevel theoretical model that acts as the conceptual and 
theoretical backbone of this book. This is followed by an explanation 
of the multimethod comparative approach adopted in this European 
project. The final section outlines the structure of the book and the 
individual chapters.

State of the art, innovative contribution, and 
main aims

There have been several European comparative studies on various 
determinants of individual- level labour market insecurity. These 
include, for example, the major volumes by O’Reilly et al (2019a, 
2019b) which offer a systematic comparison of European youth 
labour markets. Moreover, based on three- generational interviews 
in eleven European countries, Tosun et al (2019b, 2021) have 
substantially increased knowledge on the role and intergenerational 
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transmission of values and norms as important supply- side determinants 
of youth labour market chances. Based on the same data, Dvouletý 
et al (2020) have documented a variety of individual- level and family 
background variables as predictors of unemployment in young adults. 
There is also a long tradition of European comparative studies on the 
macrolevel determinants of individual- level labour market insecurity 
that emphasise the role of economic and other structural conditions 
such as globalisation, youth cohort size, educational expansion, or 
occupational upgrading (Gangl, 2002; Lange et al, 2014); the education 
and training system (Shavit and Müller, 1998; Müller and Gangl, 2003; 
Kogan et al, 2011); labour market regulation and institutions (Breen, 
2005; Baranowska and Gebel, 2010; Barbieri et al, 2016; Gebel and 
Giesecke, 2016); and active and passive labour market policies (ALMPs 
and PLMPs) (Hvinden et al, 2019a; Marques and Hörisch, 2020).

However, there is much less European comparative research on the 
consequences of individual- level labour market insecurity for young 
people. Notable exceptions are Blossfeld et al’s (2005) comparative 
studies on the effects of temporary employment and unemployment on 
the timing of leaving the parental home, and Hvinden et al’s (2019b) 
work on the multitude of effects of job insecurity on well- being, drug 
use, and later wage consequences. In a comparative qualitative study 
of six European countries, Kieselbach et al (2001) provided in- depth 
insights into the social exclusion experiences of long- term unemployed 
youth. Moreover, there are a few comparative studies on the moderating 
role of social inequality, education policies, labour market conditions, 
and institutions in aggravating or mitigating the job insecurity effect 
(Stasiowski and Kłobuszewska, 2018; Högberg et al, 2019a, 2019b; 
Täht et al, 2020).

Thus, previous research has focused mainly on the drivers of youth 
labour market problems. However, given that despite all political efforts 
many young people experience labour market insecurity, it is not only 
the drivers but also the consequences that have become a growing 
concern. Given that the youth transition period is a central stage which 
affects every aspect of the individual’s future life course, this key topic 
urgently warrants further attention. This book addresses exactly this 
research gap by studying the multifaceted consequences of labour market 
insecurities on risks of social exclusion. Specifically, as mentioned before, 
it investigates how individual- level labour market insecurities affect 
the subjective well- being and health of young people, their chance of 
gaining autonomy by leaving the parental home, their chance of gaining 
economic independence from parents, as well as their short- , medium- , 
and long- term economic situation in terms of their risk of poverty and 
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material deprivation, together with their eligibility for social security. In 
this way, the book overcomes the limitations of previous research that 
focused on single dimensions, and it adds new evidence on dimensions 
that have not yet been in the spotlight of research. Nonetheless, it has to 
be acknowledged that there are further dimensions of social exclusion 
in terms of, for example, deviant behaviour, social participation, and 
political participation, however it goes beyond the scope of this book 
to focus on an in- depth understanding of these dimensions.

Moreover, the book augments the existing literature by conducting 
empirical analyses that are framed in a common theoretical multilevel model. 
The backbone of this model is the microlevel analysis of the effects 
of labour market insecurities on various risks of social exclusion in a 
dynamic and life course perspective. Following the seminal study by 
Gallie and Paugam (2000), the social consequences of labour market 
exclusion should be understood as a dynamic process of social exclusion 
acting as a downward spiral of progressive disadvantages. Thus, next to 
approaching the issue of youth social exclusion from a standard cross- 
sectional social- indicator- based perspective, the book seeks to gain new 
insights by analysing the timing, ordering, and causal interrelationships 
of youth experiences of labour market insecurities and various other 
dimensions of social exclusion from a dynamic individual- level 
perspective. This dynamic process perspective is complemented with a 
life course perspective by providing an analysis of the short- and long- 
term consequences of labour market insecurity for multiple risks of 
social exclusion for young people. Regarding the mesolevel in terms 
of families/ households, communities, and organisations (firms, public 
employment agencies, and so on), the book studies how these other 
actors either support young people in mitigating or compensating for the 
negative effects of labour market insecurities or in some circumstances 
worsen their situation. Similarly, it investigates how the institutional, 
structural, and cultural macrolevel context either buffers or worsens 
the effects of labour market insecurities on risks of social exclusion.

On the macrolevel, the specific objective of the book is to study 
contextual effects, particularly the role of labour market, economic, family, 
housing, and social policies in aggravating or mitigating the negative effects 
of labour market insecurities. Whereas previous policy- related research 
has looked mainly at the effects of policies on labour market insecurity 
itself, this book adds another important perspective by focusing on the 
moderating role of policies on the effects of labour market insecurity on 
young people’s risk of social exclusion. Previous research is also partly 
challenged, because policies can have different effects as a driver of 
insecurities or as a moderator of the consequences of insecurities. Based 
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on multilevel analyses, this book highlights relevant policy conclusions, 
outlining the context and policies supporting young people in 
disadvantaged labour market positions. Whereas some chapters single 
out the effets of specific policies by taking a macroindicator approach, 
other chapters aim to understand the combined effect of policies by 
using a country- typology approach.

Another specific aim and contribution of this book is its multimethod 
and European comparative approach. European comparative research 
has highlighted that the extent of labour market problems for young 
people varies widely across countries (for example, Blossfeld et al, 
2008, 2011; O’Reilly et al, 2015; Tosun et al, 2019b, 2021). This 
book uses a multimethod design to study how the consequences of 
labour market problems differ across Europe. Whereas such a design 
is not innovative per se, the rigorous implementation of a European 
comparative design in each chapter is one of the book’s original 
contributions. Chapters providing comparative quantitative analyses 
of European microdata use empirical multilevel analyses to quantify 
the moderating role of the macrolevel context and, specifically, the 
effects of policies. The unique innovation lies in the chapters applying 
a European comparative qualitative approach (Bertolini et al, 2018). 
This is an especially valuable contribution, given the almost complete 
lack of comparative qualitative literature on young people’s perceptions 
of labour market exclusion and job insecurity. Thus, it overcomes the 
limits of previous qualitative research that focused on single countries 
and aims to generate new findings by listening to the voice of young 
people in various European countries.

Theoretical multilevel model

This book focuses on young people, using the terms youth and young 
adults as synonyms. Static age definitions (for example, 15– 24 years) 
as commonly imposed are not practicable for the present research 
purposes. Given the research interest in the consequences of labour 
market integration problems, it is necessary to investigate young people 
who have already left the education system, and this does not apply 
to all members of a specific age group. Because the labour market 
entry process has been delayed in recent decades due to educational 
expansion (Buchmann and Kriesi, 2011), a low upper age limit cannot 
be imposed. It would systematically exclude young people who have 
experienced higher education. Because the book also aims to investigate 
labour market integration problems and the consequences these have 
for young people with higher education, it applies a higher upper age 
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limit. Moreover, given the interest in both the short-  and long- term 
consequences of labour market problems in the early career stage, it is 
also necessary to look at a longer period following the transition from 
education to work. Hence, the book follows the life course paradigm 
and considers life course events and their consequences from an 
individual dynamic perspective (Elder et al, 2004; Mayer, 2009).

The individual- level dynamic perspective is also highly relevant when 
studying social exclusion as a dynamic process (Gallie et al, 2003). The 
book studies social exclusion from a life course perspective, looking 
not only at the short term but also at the medium-  and long- term 
consequences for later life periods. The dynamic process and life course 
perspectives are crucial to better detecting mechanisms that could 
combat or compensate for youth social exclusion.

Following insights from previous research (Gallie et al, 2003), in this 
book, social exclusion is understood as a multidimensional concept that 
entails economic, social, and psychological consequences. Whereas 
labour market exclusion can be seen as part of the broader concept 
of social exclusion, this dimension is singled out as a key explanatory 
variable because of the interest in the impact of labour market exclusion 
on other dimensions of social exclusion which are treated as outcome 
variables. As mentioned earlier, the focus is on the subjective well- being 
and health of young adults, their chances of gaining autonomy by leaving 
the parental home, their chances of gaining economic independence 
from parents and forming their own families, as well as their short-  and 
long- term economic situation in terms of risks of poverty and material 
deprivation, together with their eligibility for social security.

Another important aspect of life course theory that is taken into 
account here is that individual agency and life courses are socially 
embedded in higher- level contexts. The individual agency of young 
people is bound closely to the opportunities and constraints in their 
family, friends, and community. At the same time, families, schools, 
companies, youth centres, and public employment agencies are 
constrained in their opportunities and choices by the institutional, 
structural, and cultural macrocontext at the national level. National 
level policies influence and are influenced by EU- level initiatives 
through the set of programmes and measures such as the YGS. 
Figure 1.1 illustrates the theoretical multilevel model in this respect.

The microlevel context

The book analyses the effect of labour market exclusion and job 
insecurity on various dimensions of social exclusion on the microlevel. 
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From a life course perspective, this addresses the important aspect of 
intraindividual spillover effects, because it investigates how one life 
domain (work) affects other life domains. Some chapters also investigate 
crossover effects –  that is, interindividual effects of the life course of 
one person on the life course of another person. In general, on the 
individual level, it is important to analyse the decisions of individual 
agents who make choices and reach compromises regarding different 
alternatives and the implications that arise from these. It is also relevant 
to understand the subjective perspectives of young people and how they 
perceive and cope with the consequences of labour market insecurities.

Labour market exclusion and job insecurity are the key microlevel 
explanatory variables. Labour market exclusion is defined here as NEET 
(Eurofound, 2012). Overcoming the shortcomings of the stricter 
concept of youth unemployment (young people who are not employed 
but are available and actively searching for work), the NEET concept 
also makes it possible to capture youth who become discouraged and 
give up any job search as well as inactive persons who cannot or do 
not want to work. The analyses here acknowledge this heterogeneity 
within the NEET group (Eurofound, 2012). They do not apply a 
broader conception that defines labour market exclusion as also being 
part of the secondary labour market segment –  that is, as being excluded 

Figure 1.1: Theoretical multilevel model
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from good jobs in the primary segment. This is because this aspect is 
already partly covered in the definition of job insecurity.

Regarding the theoretical concept of job insecurity, the book 
distinguishes between objective and subjective job insecurity (de Witte, 
2010). For example, questions about the fear or expectations of job 
loss in the near future can be used as measures of the subjective feeling 
of job insecurity. Objective indicators relate to the type of contract 
such as temporary work contracts, temporary agency work, seasonal/ 
casual work, or non- contractual informal work arrangements that 
are all usually accompanied by a high risk of job loss (Barbieri, 2009; 
Kalleberg, 2009).

The two major concepts of labour market exclusion and job 
insecurity are subsumed under the overarching concept of labour 
market insecurity. Hence, this key concept is defined on the individual 
level, because of the interest in the individual- level consequences of 
experiencing labour market insecurities. Moreover, labour market 
insecurities also come into play as a macrolevel factor that will be 
explained later.

On the individual level, various consequences of labour market 
insecurity for social exclusion are considered. The outcomes under 
scrutiny in the current project are young people’s subjective well- 
being and health, autonomy and socio- economic situation. The 
key dependent variables are defined in the following paragraphs. 
The individual chapters of this book apply specific theories in order 
to explain how individual labour market insecurities affect the 
outcome dimensions.

From a conceptual point of view, a specific definition of subjective 
well- being is applied that includes a cognitive (that is, global judgements 
of life satisfaction) and an affective component of positive feelings 
(happiness) and negative feelings (sadness) (Diener, 2009). The book 
does not apply a wider definition of well- being including such aspects 
as material living conditions and individual economic and financial 
situations, because these dimensions are covered by other outcome 
variables. Regarding health, both subjective and objective indicators 
are used to rate the physical and psychological health status of young 
people (Jylhä, 2009).

Autonomy is conceptualised as housing and economic autonomy 
from the parental household. Broader conceptions of economic self- 
sufficiency also emphasise financial independence from the welfare state 
(Tosun et al, 2019b, 2021). Leaving the parental home and establishing 
an independent household can be regarded as one of the most 
important requirements for housing autonomy and achieving the status 
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of an autonomous adult. Leaving the home of origin is a key marker 
of the transition to adulthood (Corijn and Klijzing, 2001). It implies 
not only housing independence but also greater social autonomy for 
young people (Billari, 2004). However, housing autonomy does not 
necessarily coincide with economic independence (Walther, 2006; 
Baranowska-Rataj et al, 2015). Hence, economic autonomy is considered 
as a second autonomy concept. This is a self- assessment of whether 
a young person’s personal economic resources are sufficient to meet 
her or his own needs. Thus, economic autonomy is not dependent 
on a fixed threshold, but on the relative coherence between economic 
resources and needs. A low level of autonomy often implies economic 
dependence on the family (in terms of transfers) and/ or the state (in 
terms of social benefits).

The socio- economic situation is also considered as a multidimensional 
phenomenon. Disadvantage may take different forms: On the one 
hand, it may refer to aspects of income poverty –  that is, falling below 
an income threshold considered to reflect poverty (Sen, 1983). On the 
other hand, it may reflect deprivation in consumption levels in multiple 
domains (Nolan and Whelan, 1996). The aim here is to investigate 
socio- economic disadvantage from both an individual perspective 
(focusing on individual work or transfer income) and a household 
perspective (focusing on the material deprivation of the entire 
household in which a young person is living). Objective deprivation 
indicators will be contrasted with European young adults’ subjective 
perceptions of their socio- economic situation. Furthermore, analyses 
are not restricted to the immediate socio- economic consequences of 
labour market uncertainty, but also investigate its impact in the medium 
and long term. In terms of long- term effects, one interest is in whether 
and to what extent young adults are able to make provision for social 
security and pensions, both publicly funded and private.

The moderating mesolevel context

On the mesolevel, the family is a central institution. Life course research 
emphasises that individual lives are strongly linked to those of relevant 
others such as parents, siblings, partners, friends, and neighbours 
(Mayer, 2009). This is expressed by the principle of linked lives which 
states that lives are interdependent and influenced by networks (Elder 
et al, 2004). Specifically, it is assumed that the resources and attitudes 
of the family of origin (parents, siblings, and relatives) and the family 
of destination (partner and partner’s family) are relevant. Tosun 
et al (2019b, 2021) emphasise the role of values, personality traits, 
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self- efficacy, subjective norms, and entrepreneurial orientation that 
are transmitted from parents to children and shown to be of great 
importance for youth labour market chances. In the literature on the 
transition to adulthood, it becomes evident that the family of origin 
plays an important role, influencing all the different components of 
the process such as the transition to work, to independence from the 
parental family, to personal autonomy, to sexuality, partnership, and 
parenthood, as well as to citizenship (Arnett, 2000).

Moreover, communities and organisations also come into play on the 
mesolevel. For example, schools and work environments have major 
socialising functions for young persons (Kraaykamp et al, 2019). Public 
employment services are important state organisations that should 
support and guide youth who face labour market problems (Shore 
and Tosun, 2019).

Thus, the mesolevel affects the probability of labour market insecurity 
as well as the outcome variables of interest –  that is, individual health, 
well- being, autonomy, and socio- economic situation. However, the 
particular interest here is in the moderating effect of the mesolevel on 
the effects of labour market insecurity on the social exclusion outcome 
dimensions. In this regard, mesolevel actors are expected to play a 
central role for young people who are coping with the individual 
consequences of labour market insecurities. The individual chapters 
analysing the moderating mesocontext provide specific theoretical 
arguments on the causal mechanisms for moderating effects.

The moderating macrolevel context

Young people’s individual life courses are socially embedded in the 
institutional, structural, and cultural macrocontext. This defines the set of 
opportunities and constraints that young people face when making 
their life course decisions and transitions (Leisering, 2003; Mayer, 
2004; Blossfeld et al, 2005, 2008; Buchmann and Kriesi, 2011). The 
macrocontext varies across countries and, depending on the extent of 
federal state structures, also across regions within countries. Although 
the book refers to some EU policy initiatives that target youth, it does 
not address the role of the EU directly, because EU policies usually 
impact on individuals indirectly via national policies. The macrocontext 
influences the probability of young people experiencing labour market 
insecurities as well as the outcome variables. However, the particular 
interest here lies in its moderating effect –  that is, how contextual 
factors moderate the individual- level effects of labour insecurities on 
the outcomes. From a multilevel analysis perspective, this represents a 
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cross- level interaction –  that is, how the effect of a microlevel variable 
on another microlevel variable is moderated by a macrolevel variable. 
The individual book chapters analysing the moderating macrocontext 
provide specific theoretical arguments on the causal mechanisms for 
moderating effects.

In terms of structural factors, the focus is on aggregate economic and 
labour market conditions. Economic conditions are best captured by 
the level of gross domestic product (GDP) and its growth rate. Business 
cycle fluctuations are also separated from long- term economic growth 
trends. In this way, the book also captures the role of the economic 
recession. Labour market conditions can be measured by the aggregate 
unemployment rate on the (national) macrolevel that may moderate 
the effects of individual- level labour market insecurity.

Regarding institutional factors, the book follows the example of earlier 
research (Blossfeld et al, 2005; Hora et al, 2019) and investigates the 
simultaneous influence of various policy dimensions. One important 
dimension is public regulation of the labour market. This is often 
conceptualised as employment protection regulation for regular work 
contracts and collective dismissals as well as the regulation of fixed- term 
contracts and temporary agency work. Another important dimension is 
active labour market policies such as further training measures, public 
job creation measures, counselling, and job search assistance provided 
by public employment services along with social work measures. 
Furthermore, the book analyses the role of PLMPs in relation to the 
generosity of unemployment benefits and social assistance (coverage, 
duration, and level of benefits). Public support for people in need also 
includes public social services such as provision of public employment 
services, childcare, healthcare, and social housing. Because the book 
also investigates housing autonomy, housing policy is also seen as a 
potential moderator of the individual- level effect of labour market 
insecurities on housing autonomy. Another institutional dimension 
of support is family allowances. For example, young people’s parents 
may qualify for family allowances to support their children, or young 
people who have already formed a family may qualify for family 
allowances themselves. Finally, social security programmes targeted 
at later phases, such as social security and pension programmes, may 
be just as relevant to young people, given that people are increasingly 
expected to start saving for such programmes at an early stage in their 
working lives, and labour market uncertainty may keep young people 
from making such savings.

In terms of cultural factors, next to country differences in cultural 
norms on gender and gender- specific welfare state arrangements, the 
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book considers the interregional differences in the functioning of the 
family. Scholars have identified considerable diversity in European 
family systems. They have contrasted family patterns in North-Western 
Europe, in which relationships between family members have grown 
weaker over the centuries, with those in Southern Europe, which 
are based on strong ties between family members (Papadopoulos 
and Roumpakis, 2013). There are also diverse patterns in Eastern 
Europe: some countries, such as Estonia, have an early home- leaving 
culture similar to Northern Europe; others, such as Croatia and 
Slovakia, have a late home- leaving culture similar to Southern Europe; 
whereas other Eastern European countries fall in between (Eurostat, 
2020). Sociological research has often focused on how the family 
functions in Southern European cultures, highlighting its important 
role in offering affective and instrumental support for its members, 
because the family is considered to be the main provider of welfare in 
society. As a result of the 2008– 09 financial crisis, these long- established 
patterns of intergenerational transfers and solidarities, which have 
played key roles in the transition to adulthood, may no longer remain 
intact –  a phenomenon that can have dramatic consequences in young 
people’s lives (Chisholm and Deliyianni- Kouimtzis, 2014).

Analytical perspectives of this book

The contributions to this book are guided by the novel multilevel 
theoretical model outlined in this section.

In general, all chapters take a cross- country comparative perspective, 
but they differ in their approach to studying the moderating influence 
of the macrocontext. Some chapters take a quantitative comparative 
approach and use macroindicators to figure out the effects of specific 
variables in the macrocontext. Other chapters summarise the 
macrocontext in typologies such as welfare state typologies (Esping- 
Andersen, 1990) in order to capture the joint effect of a combined set 
of structural, institutional, and cultural configurations.

In terms of the timing of these analyses, what all chapters have in 
common is that they analyse the experiences of youth in a period 
of financial crisis that includes recession and austerity measures in some 
countries, especially in South-Eastern Europe. Many countries have 
responded to recent crises by cuts in public spending and retrenchments 
of their welfare state, also referred to as austerity policies. The generosity 
of public benefits has been reduced, eligibility conditions have been 
tightened, and private responsibility for ensuring an individual’s own 
welfare has been promoted. The findings presented in this book reflect 
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these general circumstances in countries that are affected in different 
ways by economic recession and austerity measures.

It is important to note that the aim of this book is not to ‘test’ the 
multilevel and multidimensional theoretical model developed here or 
its components and relations in any strict sense. Such an endeavour is 
clearly beyond the scope of a single edited volume. Instead, the book 
aims to take the model as a conceptual ‘umbrella’ for several exemplary 
analyses, focusing on different outcome variables (health and well- 
being, autonomy, and socio- economic situation), analysing different 
sets of countries, and applying different methodologies (discussed in 
the following section). In doing so, it provides first insights into the 
usefulness of this new theoretical model. At the same time, it may be 
seen as an invitation to further scholars to apply this model in their 
own research.

Multimethod European comparative approach

A major goal of this book is to investigate the influence of the 
macrocontext using a multi- method and European comparative approach. 
Hence, it engages in comparative research by means of systematic 
quantitative or qualitative comparisons designed to determine the 
moderating influence of the macrocontext. This comparative approach 
is not based on a country case study design focusing on individual 
countries, because the interest is not in the features of a country 
itself; and it does not try to provide a full description of each country 
case. This is also the reason why the selection of countries differs 
between chapters. Countries are chosen systematically for their ability 
to cast light on the impact of the macrocontext on the specific topic 
under investigation. In general, one can distinguish two comparative 
approaches in such systematic investigations.

Chapters using quantitative comparative analysis apply statistical 
multilevel analyses on comparative microdata (Bryan and Jenkins 2016) 
to quantify the moderating role of the macrolevel context –  specifically, 
the effects of policies. In order to attain a high degree of freedom for 
this statistical approach, chapters in which quantitative analysis is applied 
try to maximise the number of countries to be studied given data 
limitations. In the indicator- based approach, the complex macrocontext 
is broken down into separate dimensions that are operationalised as 
macroindicators with the aim of isolating the effect of the respective 
macrovariable. The isolation of the effect of the variable of interest is 
done by statistically controlling for other confounding macrovariables. 
In the typology- based approach, typologies of welfare regimes are applied 
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to quantify the impact of bundles of structural, institutional, and cultural 
context factors.

In chapters using qualitative methods for comparative analysis, 
a number of approaches are taken. A specific statistical approach, 
qualitative comparative analysis (QCA), is used for comparative welfare 
state research (Emmenegger et al, 2013). Based on logical inference, 
combinations of macrocontext conditions are sought that determine the 
outcome of interest. In the case- oriented approach, a limited number of 
countries is investigated in a so- called small- N comparison (Ebbinghaus 
2005). Depending on the design of the study, countries may be chosen 
that are known to be similar in many respects (most similar cases) 
or those with a particularly low degree of similarity (most different 
cases). The inclusion of particularly striking individual cases (deviant 
or extreme cases) can also be useful for testing theoretical assumptions. 
Justification is made either based on specific macrocontext conditions 
or by applying existing typologies of countries based on clusters of 
macrocontext conditions.

The qualitative versus quantitative comparative approach is also 
mirrored in the type of analyses on the individual level. Some chapters 
follow the quantitative approach on the individual level when studying 
individual- level effects of labour market insecurity on various outcome 
dimensions. Statistical techniques of multivariate data analysis are used 
to control for confounding variables on the microlevel in order to 
isolate the effect of labour market insecurity. Other chapters follow a 
qualitative approach on the individual level.

All these chapters draw on in- depth qualitative interviews that were 
collected in the framework of the Horizon 2020- funded EXCEPT 
project in which the editors and authors were engaged over several 
years (see, for details, Bertolini et al, 2018). The aim of this qualitative 
study was to gain a better understanding of the situation of youth 
experiencing labour market insecurity in different contexts, and 
especially to gain insights into how young people self- perceive their 
situation in different life domains and how they cope with risks of social 
exclusion. The unique qualitative comparative data make it possible 
to learn from the often overlooked and unheard voices and subjective 
perspectives of young people themselves. The interviews provide an 
in- depth understanding of how disadvantaged young people perceive 
their social situation and try to cope with it in different economic, 
institutional, and cultural environments.

A total of 386 interviews were conducted with youth from nine 
European countries representing different macrocontexts: Bulgaria, 
Estonia, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland, Sweden, the Ukraine, and 
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the UK. The samples were recruited using criteria which aimed to 
guarantee comparability but also to tap into national specificities. 
The sample in each country was composed of young people aged 
18– 30 years but with an oversampling of those aged 18– 24 years in 
one of the following occupational conditions: NEET, temporary 
workers, or non- contractual workers. In addition, young people with 
permanent jobs were included as contrasting cases. All educational 
levels were represented with an oversampling of young people with a 
low level of education.1 At least half of the respondents were directly 
involved in ALMPs or PLMPs. The sample was balanced for gender 
and it included minority ethnic and/ or migrant groups. In terms 
of regional coverage, at least two different areas (big cities and small 
towns or villages or rural areas) with different macrostructural regional 
characteristics were taken into account. Furthermore, specificities 
of each country were considered by identifying risk groups and 
oversampling specific categories.

The organisation and analysis of this vast and rich qualitative 
interview material required the construction and adoption of common 
methodological tools and procedures among all nine EXCEPT country 
teams. This work was the final output of an intensive and complex 
three- year process structured in the following steps: (a) the common 
definition of the tools among the qualitative researchers involved: in 
particular, the outline of the semi- structured interview, the national 
sampling plans, the codebook to codify transcriptions of the interviews, 
and the outline of a synopsis to summarise the main issues in each 
interview; (b) the fieldwork in the nine countries in order to collect 
386 face- to- face, semi- structured interviews with young people 
following the sampling plan; and (c) the analysis of the interviews in 
each country and writing of national reports.

The method applied to the interview data in each country was 
thematic analysis. This uses a categorising strategy as a procedure for 
encoding qualitative information. Thematic analysis involves searching 
across a data set (that is, a number of interviews) to find repeated 
patterns of meaning (Boyatzis, 1998; Braun and Clarke, 2006; Grunow 
and Evertsson, 2016). In order to identify themes (and subthemes), 
researchers in the EXCEPT project were advised (a) to use both an 
inductive (bottom- up) and a deductive (top- down) approach –  that 
is, to rely both on the data (what the participants/ individuals actually 
say) as well as on theory; and (b) to use both a semantic approach 
(which means to look at the explicit, surface meanings of the data) 
and a latent approach (to examine underlying ideas, assumptions, 
and conceptualisations).
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Structure of the book and outline of the chapters

As well as this introductory chapter, the book is framed by a concluding 
chapter (Chapter 15) that synthesises the main empirical findings, 
addresses issues associated with effective policymaking, and identifies 
future directions for research. In between, the thematic chapters 
(Chapters 2 to 14) are structured in three general parts representing 
three key outcome dimensions on the individual level identified in the 
multilevel theoretical model described earlier in this chapter, each of 
which subsumes various, strongly interrelated subdimensions. One 
unifying element of all three parts is that the key microvariables of 
interest refer to labour market insecurities such as unemployment, 
NEET, or job insecurity.

Part I unites studies on the consequences of labour market 
insecurities for health (Chapters 3 [Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh], 
and 5 [Schlee et al]) and subjective well- being such as happiness 
(Chapters 2 [Nizalova et al] and 5 [Schlee et al]) and life satisfaction 
(Chapters 2 [Nizalova et al], 4 [Lauri and Unt], and 5 [Schlee et al]). 
Digging deeper into the mechanisms of how labour market insecurity 
relates to self- perception, Chapter 6 (Roosmaa et al) focuses on the 
ways in which young people in different national contexts construct 
the meaning of work and their expectations towards work embedded 
in their personal labour market experiences.

Part II combines strongly interrelated topics of job insecurity and 
different types of autonomy associated with transitions to adulthood. 
In particular,  Chapters 7 (Goglio and Bertolini) and 8 (Bertolini et al) 
examine housing autonomy and how it varies in different institutional 
contexts. Chapter 9 (Meo et al) scrutinises how young people define 
and gain economic independence in different contexts. Digging 
deeper into the mechanisms, Chapter 10 (Meo et al) investigates 
the role of informal support from family, close friends, and wider 
social networks in the process of gaining autonomy; and Chapter 11 
(Ricucci et al) elaborates on how labour market policy measures are 
subjectively perceived and assessed by young people in their transition 
to the labour market.

Part III addresses the socio- economic consequences in terms 
of subjective and objective individual- level and household- level 
poverty and material deprivation (Chapters 12 [Kłobuszewska et al] 
and 13 [Figgou et al]), and social security (Chapter 14 [Hofäcker 
et al]). In previous literature, the topics of poverty and material 
deprivation have often been considered together due to their strong 
interrelationship. Adding the social security dimension to poverty 
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and material deprivation makes sense, because in EU welfare states, 
social security is an important aspect of the medium-  and long- term 
socio- economic situation of a person; even though the guarantee of 
one’s individual welfare has increasingly become the responsibility of 
(young) individuals themselves.

Given that all chapters apply a cross- country comparative design, 
they all test the moderating macrolevel context as outlined in our multilevel 
model mentioned earlier. Various chapters use quantitative comparative 
analysis methods in this regard. For example, taking an indicator- based 
quantitative approach, Chapter 2 (Nizalova et al) in Part I studies how a 
country’s macroeconomic situation, in terms of its unemployment rate 
and GDP, moderates the effect of individual unemployment and job 
insecurity on unhappiness and life dissatisfaction. Chapter 7 (Goglio and 
Bertolini) in Part II investigates the role of institutional configurations 
such as the level of employment protection legislation for regular and 
for temporary contracts and the level of public expenditure on housing 
policies with regard to the effect of unemployment and job insecurity 
on the timing of housing autonomy. Following a typology- based 
quantitative approach, Chapter 3 (Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh) in 
Part I analyses how the effect of individual unemployment on a partner’s 
health is moderated by the type of welfare regime.

The other chapters use qualitative comparative analysis methods. 
Chapter 4 (Lauri and Unt) in Part I uses QCA to disentangle the 
importance of particular combinations of institutional factor (ALMPs 
and PLMPs, and family regime) and structural factors (unemployment 
rate) as moderators of the individual- level relationship between 
unemployment and well- being. All remaining chapters use a case- 
oriented qualitative approach to focus on the small- N comparison 
of two to four of the countries in which the EXCEPT qualitative 
interviews were conducted. Systematic comparisons are used to plot 
the role of various structural, institutional, and cultural macrocontext 
conditions. For instance, Chapter 8 (Bertolini et al) and Chapter 9 
(Meo et al) in Part II investigate the meaning of and the strategies used 
to gain housing and economic autonomy among young people facing 
job insecurity in light of the different institutional arrangements in 
each country. Chapter 10 (Meo et al) of Part II shows the mediating 
role of informal social support in this process and how it relates 
to formal welfare provisions. Chapter 11 (Ricucci et al) in Part II 
investigates how the effect of unemployment on the economic situation 
of youth is moderated by ALMPs and PLMPs. Chapter 13 (Figgou 
et al) in Part III explores social and material consequences of young 
people’s unemployment and job precariousness in light of the different 
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economic situations and socio- economic policies in selected countries. 
In particular, it explores the ways in which participants construct their 
experience of labour market exclusion and uncertainty and represent 
their implications in their private and social life.

Some chapters also address the important issue of the moderating 
mesolevel context as outlined in the multilevel model described earlier in 
this chapter. For example, Chapter 5 (Schlee et al) addresses the role of 
mesolevel coping strategies in managing potential negative effects of 
unemployment and job insecurity on well- being. Taking into account 
that patterns of psychological behaviour cannot be understood solely 
from the point of view of the individual but have to be explained 
through reference to the mesolevel of society, the authors of this 
qualitative research chapter examine the role of mesolevel components 
in dealing with job insecurity, anxiety, and distress. Chapter 11 (Ricucci 
et al) delivers insights into the role of public employment agencies 
and other mesolevel actors directly involved in delivery of ALMP 
measures. Drawing on qualitative data, the chapter attempts to gain a 
better understanding of the ways in which young people deal with state 
policies and the related services these offer in order to ameliorate their 
access to the job market and their life conditions. Another perspective 
on the mesolevel is taken in Chapter 3 (Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh) 
which investigates the adverse effects of individual unemployment 
on the closest family members –  that is, the partners –  by exploring 
the mediating role of the family context and close relationships when 
dealing with the negative consequences of unemployment on young 
people’s well- being.

Each thematic part also reflects the methodological structure of 
the chapters, because each part has both quantitative and qualitative 
chapters. The following briefly introduces the data sources for 
the thematic chapters. These include various European microdata 
sets: the European Social Survey (ESS) (Chapter 2 [Nizalova et al]); 
the European Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU- SILC) 
(Chapters 3 [Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh], 4 [Lauri and Unt], 7 
[Goglio and Bertolini], and 12 [Kłobuszewska et al]). Chapter 14 
(Hofäcker et al) is based on desk research and qualitative expert 
interviews. The remaining Chapters 5 (Schlee et al), 6 (Roosmaa et al), 
8 (Bertolini et al), 9 (Meo et al), 10 (Meo et al), 11 (Riccucci et al), 
and 13 (Figgou et al) used the rich qualitative research material from 
EXCEPT semi- structured interviews.

The present edited volume brings together the work of a group of 
international scholars across Europe who have been researching and 
reflecting on the implications of labour market insecurity on young 
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people’s lives. Combining comparative research with quantitative and 
qualitative data, the book contributes to a better understanding of the 
changing social and economic conditions that emerge in Europe by 
taking respectful account of what young people, as social actors, have 
to say about their life experience.

Note
 1 In each qualitative chapter part of the sample of interviews is used. The subsample 

analysed is specified at the beginning of each qualitative chapter. Please note 
that the quotations of the interviews in the qualitative chapters are identified 
by: pseudonyms, sex (M/ F), age (in years), level of education (based on ISCED 
scale –  LE [low level ISCED 0- 2], ME [medium level ISCED 3- 4], HE [high 
level ISCED 5- 8]), employment status (NCJ [non- contractual job], TE [temporary 
employment], PE [permanent employment], U [unemployed], NEET [not in 
education, employment or training]), and country code.
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Introduction

In terms of its societal impact, the global financial crisis of 2008 was 
considered to be the most significant crisis since the Great Depression 
in 1929 (Rollero and Tartaglia, 2009), and it is often referred to as 
the Great Recession. Ever since, Europeans, and particularly young 
Europeans, have been facing a threatening work situation because 
unemployment rates have increased substantially in most European 
countries (Chung et al, 2012; Eurostat, 2014). At the same time, 
temporary employment has followed suit, albeit at a lower speed, 
but affecting mostly young people.1,2 Empirical evidence suggests 
that unemployment and job insecurity have detrimental effects on 
individuals’ well- being, and not only in the general population (for 
reviews see Sverke et al, 2002; De Witte, 2005; Cheng and Chan, 
2008; see McKee- Ryan et al, 2005, for a meta- analysis) but also among 
young people (see Voßemer and Eunicke, 2015). Hence, it is important 
to investigate the outcomes of unfavourable labour market conditions 
for young people in Europe, because employment opportunities 
mark young individuals’ transition to adulthood (Bynner and Parsons, 
2002). Any attempt to fully understand the conditions under which 
young people facing unemployment and job insecurity are particularly 
vulnerable must also account for the role of macrolevel moderators, 
given the large variations in social policies and economic growth 
observed across the different European countries (Voßemer et al, 2018).
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Although it is plausible to think that the strength of the individual- 
level effects of unemployment and job insecurity on well- being may 
vary between poorer and richer countries, few studies have looked 
at potential cross- country differences and the role of macrolevel 
moderators in understanding this relationship (for example Eichhorn, 
2013; Wulfgramm, 2014). Most of these studies focused on the 
moderating role of labour market policies or the countries’ economic 
conditions, often measuring either GDP per capita or the country- 
level unemployment rate (UR). However, these two measures may 
have a completely different meaning when examined as moderators, 
and they should not be viewed as being interchangeable.

First, GDP and UR do not substitute each other, because some 
countries often experience jobless growth, whereas others may 
experience a decrease in UR due to a concerted effort by the 
government without any increase in GDP per capita. Second, 
conceptually, GDP and UR underline different phenomena. Thus, 
when they are investigated simultaneously, different mechanisms are 
being discerned and tested. GDP per capita reflects the level of resources 
per citizen available in the country such as employment- related (for 
example, unemployment benefits) or health- related (including health 
expenditure) resources. The present analysis focuses on GDP as an 
overall measure that captures all kinds of societal support and the 
capacity of the government to provide such support. In this way, it 
captures the broader context in contrast to previous empirical attempts 
that looked at specific policy measures (Voßemer et al, 2018). Based on 
conservation of resources (COR) theory (Hobfoll, 1989), it is argued 
that higher levels of GDP may buffer the detrimental effects on well- 
being of unemployment and job insecurity, because in countries with 
a higher GDP, people have access to more resources when they face 
difficult times –  irrespective of that country’s UR.

When the level of resources (as measured by the GDP) is held 
constant, there are two potential mechanisms to consider regarding 
the moderating role of UR. On the one hand, based on the principle 
of social comparison or the norm (see Clark, 2003), unemployment 
is likely to hurt less when there are more unemployed people around, 
because it is attributed externally and not to one’s own, personal 
failure. On the other hand, from the standard economics perspective, 
higher UR means fewer prospects of finding a job for those currently 
unemployed –  hence, strengthening the unfavourable effect of own 
unemployment. In reality though, both mechanisms are likely to be 
in place, and one can determine only empirically which of the two 
effects prevails.
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The current analysis investigates the moderating role of both GDP 
per capita and UR simultaneously as moderators of the relationship 
between unemployment/ job insecurity and well- being. This attempts 
to distinguish the economic (that is, resource) effect from the social 
norm effect. The GDP per capita is expected to represent mostly an 
economic resource. Even though the UR is likely to combine both 
economic and social norm considerations, this study expects that 
the effect of UR will mainly capture the social norm effect when 
simultaneously controlling for GDP.

Furthermore, the study also distinguishes between the moderating 
role of long- term trajectories and business cycle fluctuations, given 
their different nature with respect to the formation of individual 
expectations. Macroeconomics has long been preoccupied with the 
separation of long- term trends in key indicators from short- term 
business cycle fluctuations. There are two reasons to think that such 
a separation is relevant when analysing the moderating effect of 
macroeconomic conditions on the relationship between employment 
status and well- being. If one considers the resource availability 
argument (Hobfoll, 1989), the underlying reason for the separation of 
the long- term trend from the business cycle fluctuation lies within the 
state budgeting process. The budget is set annually, based on historic 
information and future spending forecasts. Therefore, it is more likely 
that short- term fluctuations will send a weaker signal to individuals 
with regards to resource availability compared to that from the long- 
term GDP trajectory. A similar mechanism is likely to be in place with 
regards to UR: a long- term unemployment trajectory should send a 
stronger signal to individuals with regards to social comparison than 
the business cycle fluctuation.

Theory and hypotheses

According to relative deprivation theory (Crosby, 1984), the bigger 
the discrepancy between the outcomes people achieve and the 
outcomes to which they feel entitled, the greater their feelings of 
relative deprivation. It has been argued that this experienced relative 
deprivation results in decreases in well- being (Fryer, 1998). Hence, 
people are likely to feel deprived when they feel that they are entitled 
to have a job (and the income resulting from it) that corresponds to 
their human capital (for example, education, experience, skills), but 
they are either unemployed or hold an insecure job that does not 
match their expectations. This feeling of deprivation may explain 
why unemployment and job insecurity relate to impaired well- being 
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(Sverke et al, 2002; De Witte, 2005; Cheng and Chan, 2008; Norton 
et al, 2018).

Nevertheless, the relationship between unemployment and both 
job insecurity and well- being is also subject to boundary conditions. 
For instance, on the individual level, social contacts have been found 
to buffer unfavourable outcomes of unemployment on well- being, 
because unemployed people who had more social contacts were 
better off than those with fewer contacts (Kilpatrick and Trew, 1985). 
Moreover, with higher (vs lower) levels of work- role centrality (that 
is, the degree to which work is central to one’s life), unemployed 
individuals were found to experience lower levels of well- being, 
whereas supportive social relations, available financial resources, and an 
everyday routine helped unemployed people feel better (McKee- Ryan 
et al, 2005). The present study argues that country characteristics on 
the macrolevel, and specifically a country’s GDP and UR, may also 
moderate the relationship between labour market status and well- being.

In line with Paul and Moser’s (2009) meta- analysis revealing 
that the negative effects of unemployment on health were weaker 
in countries with higher (vs lower) GDP, the present study argues 
that unemployment and job insecurity will be less detrimental for 
individuals’ well- being in countries that are financially better off. 
COR theory (Hobfoll, 1989) helps to explain the moderating role 
of a country’s economic situation (GDP) on the relationship between 
unemployment/ job insecurity and well- being. This theory posits that 
individuals strive to preserve and protect their resources and acquire 
additional resources to address threats in the environment. Thus, 
resources are important not only for their instrumental value but also 
for their value in helping individuals cope with stress, prevent well- 
being impairments, and feel better. Hobfoll (1989, 2002) recognises 
four types of resource: objects (such as a house or a car), conditions (for 
example, employment), personal characteristics (such as self- efficacy), 
and energies (including money). Considering that resources can be 
found on different levels of analysis (the individual or the societal 
level), the economic situation of a country can be operationalised as 
an energy resource on the societal level.

A central assumption of COR theory (Hobfoll, 1989, 2002) is 
that the availability of resources buffers the negative consequences of 
the threatening or demanding conditions that individuals face. Put 
differently, when resources are available, individuals may use them to 
deal with threats in their environment and thereby prevent reductions 
in their well- being. In countries that flourish economically (that is, 
are characterised by higher [vs lower] levels of GDP), unemployed 
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individuals or those having an insecure job will have access to an 
adequate pool of societal resources (for example, unemployment 
benefits, better welfare system, better health care availability, and so on). 
Resource availability on the country level will help them deal more 
effectively with the demanding condition (that is, unemployment/ 
job insecurity) they are facing and feel less threatened by it, thereby 
preventing a decline in well- being. In contrast, in countries with 
lower levels of GDP, the detrimental effects of unemployment and 
job insecurity on well- being will be stronger, because unemployed 
individuals or individuals with insecure jobs will have fewer available 
resources to deal with their precarious work situation. In line with 
this discussion, it is hypothesised that the positive relationship between 
unemployment/ job insecurity and impaired well- being (unhappiness, 
dissatisfaction) will be weaker in countries with higher GDP than in 
countries with lower GDP (Hypothesis 1).

Relative deprivation theory (Crosby, 1984) assumes that people 
feel entitled to certain outcomes or conditions (for instance, having 
a job). However, the entitlement to certain outcomes is determined 
not only by individual beliefs but also by social comparisons that form 
individuals’ social identities. According to social identity theory (Tajfel 
and Turner, 1986), individuals choose to belong to groups that project 
a positive identity to them when compared to an out group. In this 
context, people in insecure labour market positions will experience a 
decline in well- being mainly when they compare themselves to those 
employed with secure jobs. This is because upward social comparisons 
or comparisons with others who are better off result in lower self- regard 
(Tesser et al, 1988). However, irrespective of GDP levels, in countries 
where UR is higher, people in insecure labour market positions are 
likely to change their comparison group in order to protect their self- 
evaluation and self- regard. In this context, unemployed people and 
people experiencing high job insecurity are more likely to compare 
themselves with others who are in a similar labour market situation 
(that is, unemployed people or people with insecure jobs) and thus 
protect themselves from decreasing well- being.

This suggestion is also in line with attribution theory (Fiske and 
Taylor, 1991) which illustrates how individuals gather information from 
the environment to explain specific events. People in unfavourable 
employment conditions (unemployed or in insecure jobs) are more 
likely to assign the cause of their condition to the environment that 
is outside of their control (external attribution), and not to internal 
aspects such as their personal characteristics (for example, lack of skills) 
or motives (too lazy to look for a job or a better job). This is more 
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likely to happen in countries with a higher UR in which it is common 
to be unemployed or have an insecure job, thereby making external 
attribution more plausible. When the cause of one’s position in the 
labour market is attributed externally and not internally, the negative 
effects of unemployment and job insecurity on well- being will be less 
severe. In contrast, people who are unemployed or have insecure jobs 
in a country in which UR is low (where relatively few people are 
unemployed or have insecure jobs) are more likely to attribute their 
condition to themselves (internal attribution) and, thus, the effects on 
their well- being will be particularly unfavourable.

There is evidence showing that in more deprived environments 
characterised by higher URs, the impact of individual unemployment 
on well- being is weaker (Clark, 2003; Shields et al, 2009). However, 
it should also be noted that more recent evidence from Oesch and 
Lipps (2013) showed no support for the moderating role of UR on the 
link between individual unemployment and well- being in Germany 
and Switzerland. Moreover, in a study of the 28 OECD countries in 
the period 1999– 2009, Stavrova et al (2011) found support for the 
moderating role of the norm effect but only for societal injunctive 
norms (what a society approves or disapproves of) but not for descriptive 
norms (the national level of unemployment). However, these latter 
studies did not account for the full period of the financial crisis in 
which the impact of descriptive norms in the form of a country’s level 
of unemployment may have become more prominent for individuals. 
Thus, on the basis of this analysis, it is hypothesised that the positive 
relationship between unemployment/ job insecurity and impaired 
well- being (unhappiness, dissatisfaction) will be weaker in countries 
with a higher UR than in countries with a lower UR (Hypothesis 2).

Finally, it is important to consider that a country’s current economic 
position can consist of two components: a permanent or long- term 
economic trajectory and transitory business cycle fluctuations. In 
this respect, a country on a positive long- term economic trajectory 
may have more resources to buffer the negative effects of individual 
unemployment, irrespective of whether it is currently experiencing 
a downturn due to business cycle fluctuations. Likewise, a country 
on a negative long- term economic trajectory that experiences a 
sudden economic boom may not make this resource available to 
buffer the effect of individual unemployment/ job insecurity due to 
the transitory nature of this increase in resources. Moreover, if the 
increase in unemployment is due to a business cycle fluctuation in an 
otherwise low UR country, it may be less likely to moderate the effect 
of individual unemployment on well- being.
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From a psychological perspective, it could be argued that individual 
attitudes are more likely to be affected when individuals are exposed 
to a message that is more persuasive (Crano and Prislin, 2006). In this 
context, a change (a message) is more likely to persuade individuals 
and alter how they view the economic development of their country 
and how they react to it if it is systemic and develops into a long- term 
trajectory. For instance, in countries that are worse off economically but 
experience an unexpected positive change, this change is more likely 
to make people optimistic when it translates into a long- lasting positive 
trend. In that sense, an individual’s well- being in response to their own 
unemployment and job insecurity will be less sensitive to business cycle 
fluctuations than to their country’s position on its long- term trajectory. 
Thus, the hypothesis is that the long- term economic trajectory will 
have a stronger moderating effect on the positive relationship between 
unemployment/ job insecurity and impaired well- being than business 
cycle fluctuations –  that is, deviations in macrolevel UR and GDP 
from their respective long- term trends (Hypothesis 3).

A number of studies have concluded that men and women differ 
in how they experience unemployment, with unemployed women 
suffering fewer negative consequences mainly because of other 
complementary roles they are expected to fulfil inside the family 
(Paul and Moser, 2009). Connell (1991, 1995) has argued that work 
is primarily essential for the identity of men in order for them to 
successfully accomplish their role as ‘breadwinners’, to achieve 
independence, and to participate in social and public life. However, 
some scholars have questioned these differences between genders 
(Russell and Barbieri, 2000; Isaksson et al, 2004), arguing that women’s 
experiences of unemployment have not been studied adequately. 
Moreover, other scholars have argued that the previous reasoning 
reflects traditional ideologies regarding gender roles and ignores the 
significant socio- economic changes in women’s participation in the 
labour market as well as the heterogeneity of the female experience 
(for example, women’s differences with respect to education, social 
class, and marital status) (Russell and Barbieri, 2000). Because previous 
studies have been inconclusive regarding the role of gender in how 
unemployment and job insecurity affect individual well- being, the 
present study accounts for gender differences when testing hypotheses 
in an attempt to shed light on previous non- systematic findings. This 
responds to calls (for example, Russell and Barbieri, 2000) stressing 
the need to link women’s unemployment to macrolevel conditions 
(such as a country’s welfare state) in order to better elucidate possible 
sources of gender gaps.
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Method

Microdata
The study employed data from the European Social Survey (ESS). 
The ESS is carried out every two years and examines a range of issues 
such as employment, income, education, housing, family, health, 
work– life balance, life satisfaction, and other attitudes and behaviours. 
The present study used data from 35 countries covering all available 
waves (2002– 14) and focused on young people only (aged 15– 29). It 
ran separate regressions for males and females.

Microlevel variables

Unhappiness was measured by reversing participants’ responses on 
a one- item happiness scale (‘How happy are you, taking all things 
together?’). Participants rated this item on an 11- point scale ranging 
from 1 (very unhappy) to 11 (very happy). After reversing responses, high 
scores indicate high levels of unhappiness.

Dissatisfaction with life was measured by reversing participants’ 
responses to a one- item, overall life satisfaction scale (‘How satisfied 
are you currently with your life, in general?’). Participants rated this 
item on an 11- point scale ranging from 1 (very dissatisfied) to 11 (very 
satisfied). After reversing responses, high scores are indicative of high 
levels of dissatisfaction.

Employment status was measured by means of self- reports on an 
indicator variable distinguishing between those employed (0) and 
those unemployed (1).

Job insecurity indicated respondents’ job contract type; more 
specifically, people were asked whether their job was permanent 
or temporary (permanent vs limited contract). Temporary contract 
workers were considered as having an insecure job.

Control variables. In all specifications, the study controlled for 
participants’ age (in years) and age squared, secondary or tertiary 
education completion, and indicators for being married/ living with 
partner or being separated/ divorced. It also controlled for other labour 
market indicators with a list of dummy variables: being discouraged 
from work, being in education, being retired, doing housework, 
or labour market status identified as ‘other’. Income (measured in 
deciles) was also included as a control variable to ensure that any 
potential negative effect observed in well- being outcomes is net of the 
individual income effect. If after controlling for income, the effects 
of unemployment or insecure employment were still to be observed, 
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this would indicate that their impact goes beyond individual financial 
inconvenience, and thereby helps to explain the route to possible 
stigma related to these experiences. Due to a change in the survey 
design from income being expressed as a 12- category variable relevant 
to each country and its currency (between 2002 and 2006) to it being 
expressed in deciles in euros (between 2008 and 2014), income deciles 
for the years 2002– 06 were imputed using uniform random values.3 
Furthermore, all specifications account for yearly fixed effects.

Macrolevel moderators

Economic situation. The economic situation on the country level was 
measured by two indicators: the country’s UR and the level of country’s 
GDP (at purchasing power parity, per capita, in thousands of 2011 
international dollars, natural log of). Both were demeaned to allow 
a meaningful interpretation of the main effects in the specifications 
with interactions (Wooldridge, 2016). Data regarding the countries’ 
UR for the years 1998– 2014 is the share of unemployed (according 
to the International Labour Organization (ILO) measure4) in the total 
labour force (World Bank, 2016a). The per capita GDP includes all 
final goods and services produced within a country in a given year 
at their purchasing power parity value (PPP), divided by the average 
population of the same year (World Bank, 2016b).

Strategy for the analysis

Hypothesised effects were tested across ages and genders by constructing 
two different model specifications. The models were run using the 
whole available sample (2002– 14 in 35 countries) of young individuals 
(15– 29 years old) as mixed- effects multilevel regressions with three 
levels: individuals (Level 1) nested in years (Level 2), and nested in 
countries (Level 3) separately by gender.

Model 1:
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where Y
itj
 is the dependent variable (variables representing well- 

being: unhappiness or dissatisfaction with life) of young person i in 
year t in country j. LM

itj
 is a vector of dummy variables indicating types 

of labour market status that includes the variables of interest: being 
unemployed, in an insecure job, and controls for other labour market 
statuses. The study was particularly interested in the effects of 
unemployment and job insecurity and their interactions with macrolevel 
moderators. The difference between Model 1 and Model 2 is how 
macrolevel moderators are defined. Macro

tj
 stands for a vector of 

macrolevel moderators: demeaned natural log of GDP level per capita in 
PPP values and demeaned country- level UR. MacroII

tj
 stands for country- 

level GDP trend and residual term along with country- level UR trend 
and residual term. All trend and residual measures were also demeaned 
following the procedure described in Wooldridge (2010). I

itj
 stands for 

individual level of income. X
itj
 is a vector of individual level controls, c

j
, 

u
tj
 and ϵ

ijt
 correspond to different level error terms. All regressions were 

run separately by gender.
Economic trend (MacroII). To separate the nature of the signal 

individuals receive from the macroeconomic indicators into anticipated 
and unanticipated parts, both UR and GDP were decomposed 
using two different filtering methods: (a) linear filtering with first- 
order polynomial only, which separates time- series data into trend 
and cyclical components (Burns and Mitchell, 1946); and (b) the 
Hodrick– Prescott filter, which additionally allows for the smoothed- 
curve representation of the trend (compared to the linear trend in (a)). 
This is achieved through modifying parameters to adjust for the trend 
sensitivity to short- term fluctuations (Hodrick and Prescott, 1997). 
Comparing both ways of constructing the trend works as a sensitivity 
analysis, because it allows an investigation of whether the method of 
operationalising the trend introduces any significant differences in the 
results. The linear and Hodrick– Prescott filtered (Hodrick– Prescott 
[HP] procedure described in Baum, 2004) trends of UR and GDP 
growth and their residuals were derived separately for each country 
using macroeconomic data for the years 1996– 2014. The acquired 
values were merged with the rest of the ESS data, and only 2002– 14 
data were used due to ESS availability. The natural log of a country’s 
GDP per capita levels at PPP values and actual unemployment rates 
were used to derive trends and residuals over time.

When considering the main effects as points of reference, it should 
be acknowledged that one has to be careful regarding the magnitude 
of the estimated main effects of unemployment and job insecurity. 
These main effects are likely to be subject to possible endogeneity –  a 
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possibility that unhappier individuals or those who are more dissatisfied 
with life will be more likely to end up in unemployment or an insecure 
job. However, the literature has now shown that the causal mechanism 
is present in this relationship, albeit at a somewhat smaller magnitude 
(Kassenboehmer and Haisken- DeNew, 2009). However, with regard to 
the main effects of per capita GDP and the UR and their interactions 
with individual unemployment and job insecurity, it is plausible to think 
that these macrolevel effects are exogenous to individual decisions, 
and, hence, the coefficient estimates on the interaction terms will be 
consistent (Nizalova and Murtazashvili, 2016).

Results

Summary statistics for both individual and macroeconomic variables 
for male and female samples are presented in Table 2.1.

Hypotheses 1 and 2 were tested simultaneously for each dependent 
variable. Hypothesis 3 was tested in a separate analysis. Table 2.2 
presents results for Model 1 (Hypotheses 1 and 2) and Table 2.3 presents 
results for Model 2 (Hypothesis 3). Each table compares outcomes for 
males and females on both unhappiness and dissatisfaction with life. As 
expected, being unemployed or having an insecure job was found to 
significantly increase youth unhappiness and life dissatisfaction relative 
to being employed in a secure job (Table 2.2). In countries with average 
GDP and UR, the effect of unemployment was stronger than that 
of job insecurity for both genders and both measures of well- being 
(unhappiness: 0.656 vs 0.053 for males and 0.385 vs 0.097 for females; 
life dissatisfaction: 0.904 vs 0.083 for males and 0.659 vs 0.109 for 
females5). Both effects, and particularly the effect of unemployment, 
were larger for life dissatisfaction than for unhappiness. Results also 
suggested that unemployment had a considerably larger effect on young 
men than insecure employment, whereas the difference between the 
two effects was much smaller for young women.

In Model 1 (Table 2.2), an increase in GDP level was associated with 
lower unhappiness and life dissatisfaction for the employed men and 
women (the reference group) in a statistically significant way. However, 
the economic significance of the effect was quite low –  1 per cent 
increase in GDP per capita was associated with a 0.008- point decrease 
on an 11- point unhappiness scale for employed men and 0.009 for 
employed women. The corresponding effects on life dissatisfaction 
were 0.013 and 0.012 respectively. Higher UR related significantly to 
increased unhappiness and dissatisfaction with life: a 1 per cent increase 
in UR was associated with a 0.030- point increase in unhappiness for 
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Table 2.1: Descriptive statistics for the samples (by gender)

Males Females

Mean SD Mean SD

Dependent variables:

Unhappiness 3.505 1.802 3.460 1.854

Life dissatisfaction 3.761 2.092 3.782 2.104

Explanatory variables:

Macro variables:

GDP level (ln) 10.395 0.416 10.360 0.433

Unemployment rate 8.093 3.883 8.196 3.837

Macro II variables:

GDP level (trend- lin) 10.374 0.433 10.347 0.437

GDP level (res- lin) 0.012 0.051 0.012 0.052

Macro unemployment (trend- lin) 8.173 3.251 8.281 3.219

Macro unemployment (res- lin) − 0.08 2.234 −0.085 2.230

GDP level (trend- hp) 10.385 0.420 10.348 0.437

GDP level (res- hp) 0.011 0.047 0.011 0.048

Macro unemployment (trend- hp) 8.152 3.241 8.260 3.210

Macro unemployment (res- hp) − 0.059 2.100 − 0.064 2.101

LM status of interest:

Unemployed 0.069 0.254 0.056 0.23

Insecure employment 0.265 0.441 0.274 0.446

Other variables:

Discouraged from work 0.023 0.149 0.021 0.145

In education 0.335 0.472 0.334 0.472

Retired 0.002 0.042 0.001 0.037

Housework 0.008 0.087 0.132 0.339

Other LM status 0.031 0.173 0.027 0.162

Income 5.627 2.874 5.299 2.858

Age 23.033 4.074 23.222 04.042

Age squared 547.130 184.370 555.580 183.690

Secondary education 0.713 0.452 0.645 0.479

Tertiary education 0.244 0.429 0.306 0.461

Married 0.192 0.394 0.297 0.457

Divorced 0.011 0.105 0.025 0.156
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employed men and a 0.034- point increase in unhappiness for employed 
women. Similar effects are observed for life dissatisfaction.

With respect to the moderating effects, when controlling for UR, 
GDP was found to be a statistically significant moderator of the positive 
relationship between unemployment and both unhappiness and life 
dissatisfaction for women, of insecure employment and unhappiness 
for women, and of the relationship between unemployment and life 
dissatisfaction for men. Whereas GDP was found to exacerbate the 
positive effect of unemployment on both unhappiness and dissatisfaction 
with life (which goes against Hypothesis 1), it reduced the positive 
effect of job insecurity (which supports Hypothesis 1) –  albeit the latter 
effect was statistically significant only for unhappiness in both men and 
women and for life dissatisfaction in women. In terms of magnitude, 
a 1 per cent increase in GDP per capita increased the effect of being 
unemployed on life dissatisfaction for men by 0.005 points (0.452/ 
100), which is about 0.05 per cent of the main effect of individual 
unemployment (Column 2). For women, it was a 0.004- point effect 
for both unhappiness (0.409/ 100) and life dissatisfaction (0.449/ 100), 
which corresponds to respectively 1.3 per cent and 0.8 per cent of the 
main effect. The moderating effects were larger in relative terms for 
job insecurity. For example, for men, a 1 per cent increase in GDP 
was associated with a reduction in the effect of an insecure job on life 
dissatisfaction by 0.002 points (- 0.183/ 100), which constitutes 4 per 
cent of the main effect. UR had a statistically significant moderating 
effect only on the relationship between insecure employment and 
unhappiness for both genders. Results showed that the relationship 

Males Females

Mean SD Mean SD

Year 2004 0.140 0.347 0.142 0.349

Year 2006 0.123 0.329 0.122 0.327

Year 2008 0.176 0.381 0.181 0.385

Year 2010 0.157 0.363 0.160 0.366

Year 2012 0.168 0.374 0.171 0.377

Year 2014 0.093 0.291 0.086 0.281

No. of observations 18,375 19,211

Notes: ln –  natural logarithm; LM –  Labour Market; trend- lin –  trend term of linear filtering; 
res- lin –  residual term of linear filtering; trend- hp –  trend term of Hodrick- Prescott filtering 
procedure; res- hp –  residual term of Hodrick- Prescott filtering procedure.

Table 2.1: Descriptive statistics for the samples (by gender) (continued)
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between job insecurity and unhappiness was reversed for those living 
in countries with higher levels of unemployment, which is in line 
with Hypothesis 2.

Although the moderating effects of macroeconomic indicators were 
relatively small at the margin, many of them were statistically significant 
when evaluated at the average values of these indicators. Hence, the 

Table 2.2: Effect of micro-  and macroindicators and their interactions on young 
male and female well- being (Model 1)

Male Female

Unhappiness Dissatisfaction 
with life

Unhappiness Dissatisfaction 
with life

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Income − 0.067** − 0.087** −0.078** − 0.094**

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Unemployed 0.656** 0.904** 0.385** 0.659**

(0.054) (0.062) (0.060) (0.068)

Insecure job 0.053+ 0.083* 0.097** 0.109**

(0.030) (0.034) (0.030) (0.034)

GDP level  
(ln, d- mean.)

− 0.836** − 1.313**  −0.857** − 1.222**

(0.130) (0.164) (0.150) (0.175)

   *Unemployed 0.193 0.452** 0.409** 0.449**

(0.125) (0.142) (0.152) (0.170)

   *Insecure job − 0.183* − 0.149 − 0.255** − 0.155

(0.092) (0.104) (0.092) (0.103)

Macr. unempl. 
(d- mean.)

0.030** 0.026* 0.034** 0.032**

(0.010) (0.012) (0.010) (0.012)

   *Unemployed 0.016 0.021 0.005 0.024

(0.013) (0.015) (0.015) (0.017)

   *Insecure job − 0.023** − 0.007 − 0.026** − 0.011

(0.009) (0.010) (0.009) (0.010)

N (Individuals) 18,375 19,211

N (Years) 155 155

N (Countries) 35 35

Notes: Significance levels: ** p < 1%, * p < 5%, + p < 10%. ln –  natural logarithm; LM –  
Labour Market. Rows with covariates preceeding by star correspond to the interaction term 
of the this covariate with the macro- level covariate above.
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effects were explored across the whole spectrum of possible values of 
the macroeconomic variables in graphical form. Figures 2.1 (results for 
males) and 2.2 (results for females) show graphs based on simulations 
of the effects of being unemployed or in an insecure job (evaluated 
with a 95 per cent confidence interval), allowing for either GDP or 
UR to vary while holding all other variables constant at the average 
values. The upper two rows in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show results for 
unhappiness; the lower two rows, for life dissatisfaction. The first graph 
in each row presents the predicted levels of each well- being indicator 
for those employed, unemployed, and in insecure employment varying 
by the GDP or UR measured as the deviation from the mean. The 
second graph in each row presents how the difference in unhappiness 
or life dissatisfaction of those unemployed and in insecure jobs varies 
by GDP/ UR (again in terms of deviation from the mean) from those 
employed in secure positions. This is effectively a marginal effect of 
being unemployed or in insecure employment evaluated at different 
levels of macrovariables. The moderating effects of GDP are presented 
in odd rows; those of UR are presented in even rows.

The graphs show that the overall levels of unhappiness/ life 
dissatisfaction decrease with higher GDP and lower UR for all three 
groups. However, they decrease at a lower rate for the unemployed 
than for the other two groups. With regards to moderating effects, the 
findings are the following: (a) holding UR constant, GDP exacerbates 
the positive relationship between unemployment and both unhappiness 
and dissatisfaction with life for men and women; (b) holding GDP 
constant, UR has a weaker, but still exacerbating effect on the 
relationship between unemployment and well- being (virtually flat 
curves for the unemployed with intersecting confidence intervals); 
(c) although the effect of job insecurity on well- being is much smaller, 
where there is an effect, it is mitigated by GDP (in accordance with 
Hypothesis 1) and UR (in accordance with Hypothesis 2). Overall, the 
evidence regarding the moderating effects supports Hypothesis 1 and 
Hypothesis 2 with regards to job insecurity but not unemployment.

With regard to Hypothesis 3, Model 2 decomposes GDP and UR 
into long- term trends and shocks (or business cycle fluctuations) using 
either linear trend or Hodrick– Prescott filters (linear: odd columns; 
Hodrick– Prescott: even columns, in Table 2.3). The results using 
both methods were quite similar. A higher GDP trend was found 
to significantly reduce the unhappiness and life dissatisfaction of 
employed youth. These effects were comparable to those obtained 
for the level values of these measures in Model 1. An unexpected 
increase in a country’s GDP level had a significant negative effect on 
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Figure 2.1: Moderating effects of macroeconomic indicators on well- being in men
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Figure 2.2: Moderating effects of macroeconomic indicators on well- being 
in women
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Table 2.3: Effect of micro-  and macroindicators and their interactions on young male and female well- being (Model 2)

Male Female

Unhappiness Life dissatisfaction Unhappiness Life dissatisfaction

Lin HP Lin HP Lin HP Lin HP

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Income − 0.067** − 0.067** − 0.087** − 0.087** − 0.077** − 0.077** − 0.094** − 0.094**

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Unemployed 0.663** 0.663** 0.908** 0.907** 0.393** 0.394** 0.683** 0.685**

(0.054) (0.054) (0.062) (0.062) (0.061) (0.061) (0.068) (0.068)

Insecure job 0.053+ 0.053+ 0.082* 0.082* 0.098** 0.098** 0.110** 0.111**

(0.030) (0.030) (0.034) (0.034) (0.030) (0.030) (0.034) (0.034)

GDP level (trend) − 0.885** − 0.894** − 1.314** − 1.327** − 0.876** − 0.878** − 1.266** − 1.265**

(0.132) (0.132) (0.173) (0.172) (0.155) (0.155) (0.182) (0.182)

  *Unemployed 0.189 0.185 0.473** 0.466** 0.305* 0.296+ 0.392* 0.381*

(0.129) (0.130) (0.147) (0.148) (0.155) (0.155) (0.173) (0.173)

  *Insecure job − 0.179+ − 0.178+ − 0.090 − 0.085 − 0.263** − 0.261** − 0.157 − 0.155

(0.095) (0.095) (0.108) (0.109) (0.096) (0.096) (0.108) (0.108)

GDP level (res) − 0.472 − 0.328 − 0.762 − 0.589 − 1.249 − 1.254 − 2.261* − 2.294+

(0.893) (0.956) (1.056) (1.134) (0.944) (1.012) (1.110) (1.193)

  *Unemployed 1.971 2.079 2.614+ 2.605 − 1.855 − 2.258 2.360 2.418

(1.384) (1.516) (1.577) (1.727) (1.570) (1.725) (1.756) (1.929)
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  *Insecure job − 0.669 − 0.745 0.489 0.598 − 0.473 − 0.520 − 0.617 − 0.589

(0.814) (0.893) (0.928) (1.019) (0.821) (0.901) (0.920) (1.010)

Macr. unem. (trend) 0.015 0.013 0.029 0.025 0.026 0.026 0.016 0.017

(0.016) (0.016) (0.021) (0.020) (0.018) (0.018) (0.022) (0.021)

  *Unemployed 0.001 − 0.000 0.012 0.011 − 0.032+ − 0.035+ − 0.009 − 0.014

(0.017) (0.017) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.021) (0.021)

  *Insecure job − 0.019+ − 0.018+ 0.009 0.010 − 0.027* − 0.027* − 0.009 − 0.009

(0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012) (0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012)

Macr. unem. (res) 0.040* 0.045** 0.033+ 0.036+ 0.023 0.024 0.020 0.019

(0.016) (0.017) (0.019) (0.020) (0.018) (0.019) (0.020) (0.022)

  *Unemployed 0.066* 0.071* 0.064+ 0.067+ 0.034 0.040 0.108** 0.121**

(0.029) (0.031) (0.033) (0.036) (0.032) (0.034) (0.036) (0.038)

  *Insecure job − 0.037* − 0.039* − 0.021 − 0.024 − 0.026 − 0.027 − 0.019 − 0.019

(0.017) (0.018) (0.020) (0.021) (0.018) (0.019) (0.020) (0.021)

N (Individuals) 18,375 19,211

N (Years) 155 155
N (Countries) 35 35

Notes: Lin = linear, HP = Hodrick– Prescott. Significance levels: ** –  <1%, * –  <5%, + –  < 10%. ln –  natural logarithm; LM –  Labour Market; trend- lin –  trend term of linear 
filtering; res- lin –  residual term of linear filtering; trend- hp –  trend term of Hodrick- Prescott filtering procedure; res- hp –  residual term of Hodrick- Prescott filtering 
procedure. Rows with covariates preceeding by star correspond to the interaction term of the this covariate with the macro- level covariate above.

Table 2.3: Effect of micro-  and macroindicators and their interactions on young male and female well- being (Model 2) (continued)
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life dissatisfaction only in young employed females. The situation is 
reversed for UR: the long- term trend had no effect on the well- being 
of employed youth, whereas the unexpected increase in UR was found 
to increase both unhappiness and life dissatisfaction in employed men, 
but not in employed women.

The findings related to job insecurity are similar to the main analysis 
and more in line with Hypothesis 3 (if the effects are statistically 
significant). None of the macrovariables had a statistically significant 
moderating effect with respect to life dissatisfaction in men. However, 
there were significant moderating effects of GDP (UR) trends, but 
not residuals, for unhappiness for men in insecure employment and 
for both measures of well- being for women in insecure employment, 
albeit they are small in magnitude.

Discussion

The aim of the current empirical analysis was to understand under 
which specific conditions unemployment and job insecurity are 
particularly damaging for the well- being of young Europeans. To 
this end, the ESS dataset was used to investigate whether specific 
macrolevel factors, and particularly the country’s economic situation 
(that is the country’s UR and GDP), moderate the individual- level 
effect of unemployment and job insecurity on two well- being 
indicators: unhappiness and life dissatisfaction. An advantage of the 
current analysis is that it also investigated trends and business cycle 
fluctuations in the macrolevel moderators and how these determine 
the effects of labour market conditions on well- being. Furthermore, it 
accounted for potential differences in gender in the examined effects. 
The implications of the main study findings will now be discussed.

Main effects

In line with relative deprivation theory (Crosby, 1984) and previous 
empirical evidence (Sverke et al, 2002; De Witte, 2005; Cheng and 
Chan, 2008), unemployment and job insecurity were found to relate 
positively to unhappiness and life dissatisfaction in countries with 
average GDP and UR, even when controlling for one’s individual 
income. When people feel that they are qualified to have a job or 
a better (that is, more secure) job but do not have one, they feel 
deprived, and this has negative consequences for their well- being 
(Harari et al, 2017) making them more unhappy and less satisfied 
with their lives.
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Interestingly, the present analyses shed light on potential gender 
differences regarding the impact of unemployment and job insecurity 
on youth well- being. Results revealed that being unemployed is more 
detrimental for the well- being of males, whereas having an insecure 
job is more detrimental for the well- being of females. The former 
finding is in line with the traditional views regarding gender roles that 
assign a ‘breadwinner’ role to men (Connell, 1991, 1995). Accordingly, 
when men are considered responsible for earning, they experience 
impairments to their well- being when they do not have the means 
(employment) to satisfy their role. However, results also revealed that 
being in an insecure job position is more detrimental for the well- being 
of women than that of men.

Turning to the main effects of the macrolevel indicators on individuals’ 
well- being, results showed that a higher GDP expressed either in level 
values or as trends and shocks related to better well- being outcomes 
(lower unhappiness and life dissatisfaction). These results support the 
assumption based on COR theory (Hobfoll, 1989) that country- level 
GDP can be viewed as an energy resource at the societal, macrolevel of 
analysis. When this resource is available, well- being is enhanced. Also, 
the well- being of young employed Europeans is worse when they live 
in countries with higher UR, possibly because they may be less likely 
to find a job that is in line with their skills and qualifications resulting 
in higher relative deprivation (Crosby, 1984).

Moderating effects

When it comes to the moderating effects of GDP, based on 
COR theory (Hobfoll, 1989), the positive relationship between 
unemployment/ job insecurity and impaired well- being (unhappiness, 
job dissatisfaction) was expected to be weaker in countries with higher 
(vs lower) GDP. Higher GDP implies availability of societal resources, 
which could, according to COR theory, be used by individuals to 
deal more effectively with threatening conditions (unemployment 
or job insecurity). The analyses revealed some significant interaction 
effects, but not all were in line with expectations. Unexpectedly, 
GDP was found to exacerbate the positive effect of unemployment 
on life dissatisfaction (for both genders) and on unhappiness (for 
females). However, we found that GDP mitigated the effect of an 
insecure job on unhappiness for both genders. These results suggest 
that Hypothesis 1 holds for those with insecure employment but not 
for those who are unemployed. Availability of economic resources at 
the country level does not help individuals when they are excluded 
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from the labour market, but it does help them when they have 
an insecure job. This could mean that there are other resources at 
play (for example, psychological support) that may matter more for 
unemployed individuals. However, these were not investigated in the 
present analysis.

Regarding Hypothesis 2, based on social identity theory (Tajfel 
and Turner, 1986), those unemployed or with insecure jobs living 
in a country with high unemployment rates were expected to be 
more likely to compare themselves with those in unfavourable 
labour market conditions (unemployed people or people with 
insecure jobs) and that this would prevent reductions in well- being. 
In other words, the positive relationship between unemployment/ 
job insecurity and life dissatisfaction/ unhappiness was expected to 
be weaker in countries with higher unemployment rates. Results 
partially confirmed this hypothesis for insecure employment, but 
not for unemployment.

To explain these findings, it is important to consider the role of 
relative comparisons. Clark et al (2008) found that happiness relates 
negatively to others’ income and to own past income. In the context 
investigated here, it is conceivable that in times when many people in 
a country experience unfavourable working conditions (high UR), 
the negative effect of job insecurity on well- being may be mitigated 
by relative comparisons. Namely, and in line with attribution theory 
(Fiske and Taylor, 1991), individuals with insecure jobs are more likely 
to compare themselves with others who also experience high levels of 
insecurity, and to attribute their situation to the external environment. 
In contrast, when everyone has a job, having an insecure job may be 
taken as being a failure or being lazy (Furnham, 1982). Under such 
conditions, those working in insecure jobs are more likely to be affected 
negatively. When many people are affected by unemployment or a 
(growing) bad economic situation, having an insecure job may be as 
good as having a secure one. This is in line with Da Costa and Dias 
(2014) who suggested that ever since the start of the financial crisis, 
there is an increasing tendency to attribute individuals’ (economic) 
failure to external societal forces rather than their own characteristics 
(internal attribution). Attributing one’s unfavourable job situation 
to the environment protects ones self- worth and self- efficacy, which 
consequently prevents health and well- being impairment (Schwarzer 
et al, 1997). However, the same argument does not apply to the effect 
of unemployment on well- being. The present findings suggest that 
the financial worry related to the availability of jobs has a stronger 
effect than that of social comparison in the case of a higher macro 
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unemployment rate. Unexpectedly, unemployment proved to have 
a stronger positive effect on impaired well- being at higher GDP 
levels. Potentially, this can be explained by relative deprivation theory 
rather than by the standard economic considerations of availability 
of resources.

An important contribution of this study is that it also investigated the 
role of long- term economic trajectories and business cycle fluctuations 
as moderators of the relationship between labour market status and 
youth well- being. It hypothesised that long- term economic trajectories 
(in GDP and UR) would have stronger moderating effects on the 
positive relationship between unfavourable labour market conditions 
and impaired well- being than business cycle fluctuations (sudden 
and abrupt changes in GDP and UR). It argued that a country on a 
positive long- term economic trajectory may have more resources to 
buffer the negative effects of individual unemployment irrespective 
of whether it is currently experiencing a downturn due to business 
cycle fluctuations. In a similar vein, a country on a negative long- 
term economic trajectory that experiences a sudden economic boom 
may not make this resource available to buffer the effect of individual 
unemployment/ job insecurity due to the transitory nature of this 
increase in resources.

The evidence regarding the moderating role of long- term GDP 
and UR trajectories and business cycle fluctuations was rather mixed. 
A higher GDP trend, but not the residual, significantly reduced both 
unhappiness and life dissatisfaction for employed young men. For 
women, the same was true for unhappiness, but in the case of life 
dissatisfaction, the GDP residual also had an effect on the employed. 
Findings were different for UR. In the case of UR, the sudden increase 
was more relevant in increasing young employed men’s unhappiness, 
whereas the long- term trend did not seem to have an effect. In the case 
of life dissatisfaction, both components of UR were found to have a 
similar effect on employed men. With regards to the moderating effects, 
both the long- term trajectory and the residual of GDP exacerbated 
the positive relationship between unemployment and both measures 
of impaired well- being for men and life dissatisfaction for women. In 
the case of female unhappiness, the two components worked in the 
opposite direction: whereas the long- term GDP trend exacerbated the 
effect of unemployment, the GDP residual actually mitigated it. For the 
UR, the findings were similar for both men and women –  the long- 
term trend component had a small effect on the relationship between 
unemployment and life dissatisfaction and unhappiness for men, but 
the unexpected increase in UR dramatically exacerbated these effects.
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In conclusion, this chapter has provided new findings on the 
moderating effects of macrolevel conditions under which unemployment 
and insecure labour market positions affect the well- being of young 
Europeans. Results showed that the economic situation of a country 
affects the strength of the relationship between unemployment/ job 
insecurity and health/ well- being. These results provide insights not 
only for theory development but also for developing policies aiming 
to protect the well- being of young Europeans.

Notes
 1 https:// ec.europa.eu/ eurostat/ web/ products- eurostat- news/ - / WDN- 20180813- 1
 2 https:// ec.europa.eu/ eurostat/ web/ products- eurostat- news/ - / DDN- 20170502- 1
 3 For an explanation of the method, see: http:// www.talkstats.com/ threads/ 

european- social- survey- income- variable.44664/ 
 4 http:// ww2.prospects.ac.uk/ cms/ ShowPage/ Home_ page/ Main_ Menu_ _ _ 

News_ and_ information/ Graduate_ Market_ Trends/ Definitions_ of_ International_ 
Labour_ Organisation_ measures/ p!edXbLa

 5 All reported differences were statistically significant on the 1% level.
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Health effects of unemployment 
in couples: does becoming 

unemployed affect a young 
partner’s health?

Anna Baranowska- Rataj and Mattias Strandh

Introduction

Losing a job has been shown to cause stress and anxiety and lead 
to deteriorating physical health (Brand, 2015). Young people are 
particularly vulnerable to the changes in labour market conditions 
(Müller and Gangl, 2003; Bell and Blanchflower, 2011). Compared 
to people in the prime age group, they have fewer financial and social 
resources that can be mobilised to deal with the stress resulting from 
unemployment. Hence, the impact of unemployment on health in 
this group is of particular concern.

A large body of research has scrutinised changes in health and well- 
being among people who lose their jobs (for literature reviews, see 
McKee- Ryan et al, 2005; Paul and Moser, 2009; Voßemer and Eunicke, 
2015; Wanberg, 2012). However, job losses may have consequences 
for not only those individuals who become unemployed but also 
their family members (Brand, 2015; Maitoza, 2019). The idea that 
the consequences of one household member becoming unemployed 
resonate within the whole family was already proposed in Komarovsky’s 
(1940) classic study in the United States following the Great Depression. 
That seminal study took the perspective of a traditional family and 
focused on the authority relations of the man in his role as husband 
and father. However, changing gender relationships in the public and 
the private spheres have irreversibly altered power relations within 
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modern families –  one manifestation being the substantial increase 
in dual- earner households (Goldscheider et al, 2015). Therefore, the 
consequences of unemployment are relevant for both partners within 
a couple, and not just for its male representative.

This chapter examines the impact of transition to unemployment 
on self- rated health in young people’s partners. Previous research has 
indicated that this group is the most vulnerable with respect to the 
magnitude of unemployment effects. Young people are at high risk 
of unemployment, are least established in the labour market, and, in 
many welfare state contexts, they lack access to welfare state benefits 
while at the same time, they do not have savings that could cushion 
reductions in household income (Blossfeld et al, 2011). In addition, 
this chapter looks at differences in the effects of unemployment on 
partners’ health across European societies. It relates the magnitude of 
the impact of male and female partners’ unemployment to the social 
norms determining the degree to which doing paid work is valued, 
as well as whose work –  men’s or women’s –  is valued relatively 
more highly. Specifically, it considers the role of the so- called work 
obligation (also known as work ethic) as a factor that may alter the 
impact of partners’ unemployment on individual health. It also tests 
whether male partners’ unemployment matters more in those societies 
in which social norms support the primacy of a breadwinner role, and 
whether female partners’ unemployment is relatively more harmful in 
egalitarian societies.

The study is guided by theories on within- family diffusion of 
the health effects of adverse life course events such as transition to 
unemployment. These theories are used to explain how distress 
spreads between the professional and private lives of individuals and 
the channels through which it may also affect the health of other 
family members. This also adds to the rather scarce empirical evidence 
on the effects of partners’ unemployment on health. The study also 
uses longitudinal methods and microdata from European Union 
Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU- SILC) survey. Unlike 
many surveys, EU- SILC provides information about both partners 
within a couple. This can be used to explore the wider impact of 
unemployment on the health of partners. The longitudinal dimension 
of the data provides an opportunity to control for pre- existing 
differences in health conditions. In addition, the methods used here 
reduce the possible bias resulting from unobserved heterogeneity. 
Finally, as EU- SILC includes data from 30 countries, the chapter 
examines the heterogeneity of effects of partners’ unemployment 
across societies.
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The effects of unemployment on health

Involvement in paid work has multiple functions for human health and 
well- being (Jahoda, 1981; Warr, 1987; Strandh, 2000). Employment is 
the key source of income, especially among young people. Income is 
necessary for satisfying physical needs and it gives the feeling of having 
control over one’s life as well as making it possible to set private plans 
for the future. In addition, employment provides individuals with 
time structure, social contacts, and opportunities to develop skills as 
well as social status and identity. Being deprived of these benefits can 
be especially harmful for youth, because in the early stages of the life 
course, attaining economic stability and self- sufficiency are important 
markers of the transition to adulthood (Danziger and Ratner, 2010). 
Indeed, a large body of empirical research confirms that unemployment 
has negative effects on health, both in the general population and 
among youth (Voßemer and Eunicke, 2015).

Previous research on the health effects of unemployment has examined 
these effects by focusing on individuals who lose their jobs. However, 
it is necessary to consider family members of the unemployed and their 
health outcomes in order to advance understanding of the impact of 
labour market careers on health (Brand, 2015). The economic need 
for employment, central to understanding the effects of unemployment 
on individual health, should be equally valid for the family. Although 
economic deprivation and strain have been found to be associated with 
poorer family relations (Voydanoff, 1990; Conger et al, 1990), the effects 
of unemployment on marital instability cannot be explained solely by 
related reductions in income (Charles and Stephens, 2004). This suggests 
that there are non- monetary channels by which unemployment impacts 
on family members’ health and well- being.

Previous research has often pictured other family members, and 
especially partners, as a buffer that absorbs the effects of negative life 
course events, but it has devoted relatively little attention to identifying 
the processes that channel this influence in relation to job loss and 
unemployment (Howe et al, 2004; Tattarini et al, 2018). Studies in 
psychology document so- called spillover effects –  that is, the spread of 
emotions across different life domains. This transmission may concern 
not only positive but also negative emotions such as stress and strain. 
After distress spills over from the work- related to the home- related 
domain, it may cross over to closely related persons and especially to 
partners (Bakker et al, 2009). The crossover effects may result from 
sharing the partner’s emotional state (Bakker and Demerouti, 2013). In 
addition, unemployment of one of the partners may lead to behaviours 
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that place a burden on other family members, and this may, in turn, 
become a stressor for them, with negative consequences for their health 
(Rook et al, 1991).

Both monetary and non- monetary factors that are potential mediators 
of the impact of unemployment on a partner’s well- being lead to the 
prediction that a partner of a jobless individual may experience more 
health problems compared to a partner of an employed individual. 
However, the magnitude of this effect may vary across societal contexts 
for reasons outlined later.

Societies differ substantially in the degree to which paid work is 
valued and not working is stigmatised, and there is also substantial 
heterogeneity in terms of social norms related to the division of paid 
work within couples. In some countries, it is believed that paid work is 
a moral duty of each individual. The so- called work obligation (or work 
ethic) refers to the moral embeddedness of work. This concept differs 
substantively from work- related individual motives or preferences about 
work (Niles, 1999; Furnham, 1982). Previous research has shown that 
the detrimental impact of unemployment on health and well- being 
tends be larger in contexts with a stronger work obligation, because 
of the stronger social stigma attached to being without a job (Stam 
et al, 2016). Following the same logic, one could argue that a partner’s 
unemployment may be more harmful in such contexts.

Women’s and men’s work are not valued equally and not doing 
paid work is not stigmatised in all societies. As Paul and Moser (2009) 
frame it: ‘masculine identity is intricately linked to having a job in 
Western societies and is severely threatened by unemployment’. Indeed, 
a number of empirical studies show that men are substantially more 
distressed by unemployment than women (Paul and Moser, 2009), 
although there is no consensus that these results are universal across 
all societal contexts (McKee- Ryan et al, 2005). Strandh et al (2013) 
have shown that the divergent findings regarding individual effects of 
unemployment may fit a contextual pattern in which gendered effects 
of unemployment on health may be stronger in societies with more 
traditional gender- role attitudes. At the same time, the health effects 
of unemployment may be expected to be similar for men and women 
in egalitarian societies. This argument can be transposed to explain the 
differences in the gendered impact of partners’ unemployment across 
societies. Less detrimental effects of male partners’ unemployment 
and relatively stronger effects of female partners’ unemployment may 
be expected in countries that do not ascribe primacy to the male 
breadwinner role.
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So far, few studies on the effects of unemployment on partners’ health 
have employed longitudinal data and used methods that reduce the bias 
related to the selectivity of unemployed individuals with respect to pre- 
existing health differences. One study that overcame these shortcomings 
was carried out in Germany by Marcus (2013), who observed larger 
negative effects on mental health when male partners experienced 
job losses than when job losses were experienced by female partners. 
In a study using data from the UK, Mendolia (2014) has shown that 
when a husband loses a job, his wife’s mental health deteriorates. Other 
studies on the consequences of partners’ unemployment have focused 
on happiness or life satisfaction rather than on health (see for instance 
Nikolova and Ayhan, 2019). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, 
except for the study by Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh (2020), there 
has been no research on partners’ unemployment and health that takes 
a cross- country comparative perspective. Hence, the conclusions from 
previous research cannot be generalised to all European countries, and 
more evidence is needed on the societal conditions that moderate the 
effects of partners’ job loss on individual health.

Research design

This study uses longitudinal methods that give an opportunity to 
disentangle the effects of partners’ transition to unemployment on 
individual health from the impact of pre- existing individual health 
conditions. The first step uses random- effects models for descriptive 
purposes. The second step estimates correlated random- effects models 
in order to reduce the possible bias resulting from the unobserved 
heterogeneity among young people. Correlated random- effects models, 
also known as hybrid models, combine the high internal validity of 
fixed effects models with the high efficiency of random- effects models, 
leading to unbiased and equally precise estimates of the effects of interest 
(Bell and Jones, 2015).

Panel data are employed from the EU- SILC survey which covers 30 
European countries over the period 2003– 13. EU- SILC is a household 
survey providing information on both the labour market status and 
health of all adult family members living under the same roof. The 
latter is crucial from the point of view of the research questions on the 
health effects of unemployment within couples. Due to its longitudinal 
character, it is possible to control for baseline health conditions and 
other unobserved factors that may affect both labour market career 
dynamics and health. The sample includes people aged 18– 30 years 
and their partners (if they have any).1
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The key dependent variable is constructed on the basis of respondents’ 
self- assessment of overall health at the time of the survey. Respondents 
rated their health using a 5- point scale ranging from 1 (very good) to 
5 (very bad). Although self- assessed health may be subject to culture- 
related bias (Jürges, 2007), this measure has been shown to be a reliable 
indicator of health, because it correlates with subsequent deterioration 
of functional capabilities and with mortality across different social 
categories and contexts (Öm and Fredlund, 2001; Jylhä, 2009).

The key explanatory variables are the labour market status of 
individuals and their partners. To avoid excluding person observations 
of individuals who were unpartnered at some selected time points, 
partnership status was controlled. The labour market status variable 
distinguishes between employment, unemployment, and inactivity. 
The control variables in baseline models include age and educational 
attainment (elementary education [or less (ISCED 0– 1)], lower 
secondary education [ISCED 2], upper secondary education 
[ISCED 3], post- secondary education [ISCED 4], and tertiary 
education [ISCED 5]). To control for pre- existing ill health and 
reduce the bias related to pre- selection of individuals with health 
problems into the group whose partners experience job separation, 
long- standing illness was controlled with a lag of one year.2 Because 
both unemployment and health outcomes vary across welfare state 
regimes (Bambra, 2011; Bambra and Eikemo, 2008), fixed effects were 
included for the following groups of countries: (a) Nordic countries 
(Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden); (b) Western 
European countries (Austria, Belgium, France, Luxembourg, and 
the Netherlands); (c) the UK and Ireland (England, Scotland, Wales, 
Northern Ireland, and the Republic of Ireland); (d) Southern European 
countries (Greece, Portugal, Spain, and Italy); (e) post- socialist 
countries (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, 
Romania, Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania); and (f) a residual 
group of south- eastern European countries (Croatia, Cyprus, and 
Malta). Separate models were estimated for men and women.

The analysis of factors mediating the impact of unemployment 
on health between partners includes two potential mediators. First, 
information was used on the health status of the person who becomes 
unemployed. The second variable measuring the mediating impact 
of changes in household income is based on individual assessments of 
household financial difficulties (on a scale from 1 to 6, with higher 
scores indicating an ability to make ends meet very easily). Table 3.1 
presents the distribution of all individual- level variables used in 
this analysis.
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Table 3.1: Impact of individual and partner’s unemployment on self- rated health among young men and women –  results from panel data models

Model 1
RE model, men

Model 2
Correlated RE model, men

Model 3
RE model, women

Model 4
Correlated RE model, women

Coef SE Coef SE Coef SE Coef SE

Age 0.02*** (0.00) 0.02*** (0.00) 0.02*** (0.00) 0.02*** (0.00)

Education (ref. ISCED 2)

ISCED0- 1 0.01 (0.03) 0.00 (0.03) 0.05** (0.02) 0.04* (0.02)

ISCED3 − 0.10*** (0.02) − 0.09*** (0.02) − 0.09*** (0.01) − 0.08*** (0.01)

ISCED4 − 0.13*** (0.03) − 0.12*** (0.03) − 0.16*** (0.03) − 0.15*** (0.03)

ISCED5 − 0.21*** (0.02) − 0.20*** (0.02) − 0.20*** (0.01) − 0.19*** (0.01)

LLSI* 0.35*** (0.02) 0.35*** (0.02) 0.37*** (0.01) 0.37*** (0.01)

Partnership status (ref. has a partner)

No partner 0.04** (0.02) 0.03* (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)

Labour market status (ref. employment)

Unemployment 0.10*** (0.02) 0.05** (0.02) 0.07*** (0.01) 0.01 (0.02)

Inactivity 0.10*** (0.02) 0.09*** (0.03) 0.00 (0.01) − 0.02 (0.01)
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Model 1
RE model, men

Model 2
Correlated RE model, men

Model 3
RE model, women

Model 4
Correlated RE model, women

Coef SE Coef SE Coef SE Coef SE

Partner’s labour market status (ref. employment)

Unemployment 0.04** (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.08*** (0.02) 0.05** (0.02)

Inactivity 0.01 (0.01) − 0.01 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) − 0.02 (0.03)

Country group (ref. Western European)

Nordic − 0.02 (0.02) − 0.02 (0.02) − 0.01 (0.02) − 0.01 (0.02)

Anglo- Saxon − 0.06** (0.03) − 0.06** (0.03) − 0.03 (0.02) − 0.03 (0.02)

Southern 0.14*** (0.02) 0.13*** (0.02) 0.12*** (0.01) 0.11*** (0.01)

Post- socialist 0.14*** (0.01) 0.14*** (0.02) 0.14*** (0.01) 0.13*** (0.01)

South- Eastern** − 0.21*** (0.03) − 0.21*** (0.03) − 0.20*** (0.02) − 0.21*** (0.02)

Constant 1.05*** (0.06) 1.01*** (0.07) 1.31*** (0.05) 1.27*** (0.05)

N 17,209 17,209 28,114 28,114

Notes: RE = random effects; SE = standard error.
Self- rated health ratings range from 1 (very good) to 5 (very bad).
* Limiting long- standing illness (LLSI), lagged values.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
Source: EU- SILC 2003– 13

Table 3.1: Impact of individual and partner’s unemployment on self- rated health among young men and women –  results from panel data models 
(continued)
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The moderating role of work obligation was examined with a synthetic 
indicator developed on the basis of the European Values Survey (Stam, 
2015). This indicator is composed of five items: ‘To fully develop your 
talents, you need to have a job’; ‘It is humiliating to receive money 
without having to work for it’; ‘People who don’t work turn lazy’; 
‘Work is a duty towards society’; and ‘Work should always come first, 
even if it means less spare time’. These items reflect a secular functional 
approach to the concept of work (Jahoda, 1981). Higher scores indicate 
a strong work obligation.3 To examine whether the effect of partners’ 
unemployment differs across societies with diverging gender- role 
attitudes, a contextual variable was included to indicate the country- 
specific proportion of people who agree with the statement ‘When 
jobs are scarce, men should have more right to a job than women’ 
derived from the 2004 European Social Survey. This variable has been 
used in a number of previous studies to examine the antecedents and 
consequences of gender- role attitudes, because it measures social 
perception of the primacy of the male breadwinner role (Davis and 
Greenstein, 2009). The distribution of variables at the country level 
is provided in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Results for mediating role of reduced household income and 
partner’s health

Model 5
Correlated RE 
model, men

Model 6
Correlated RE 
model, women

Model 7
Correlated RE 
model, men

Model 8
Correlated RE 
model, women

Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE

Partner’s labour market status (ref. employed)

Unemployed 0.02 (0.03) 0.02 (0.02) 0.01 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02)

Inactive 0.00 (0.02) − 0.04 (0.03) − 0.02 (0.02) − 0.03 (0.03)

Mediators

Partner’s 
health

0.20*** (0.01) 0.17*** (0.01)

Ability to 
make ends 
meet

− 0.02*** (0.01) − 0.03*** (0.01)

Constant 0.82*** (0.07) 1.07*** (0.05) 1.29*** (0.07) 1.58*** (0.05)

N 14736 25170 17209 28114

Notes: Control variables as in Table 3.1. RE = random- effects; SE = standard error. *p < 0.10.  
**p < 0.05. ***p < 0.01. Models 5 and 6 estimated only for partnered individuals; 
partnership status is excluded from the list of control variables in these models.
Source: EU- SILC 2003– 13
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Empirical results

For descriptive purposes, the first step estimated random- effects models 
that do not take the European diversity of social contexts explicitly into 
account. The results from these models which estimated separately for 
men and women are presented in Table 3.3 (Models 1 and 3). They 

Table 3.3: Results for moderating factors: gender- role attitudes and work ethics

Model 9
Correlated  
RE model, men

Model 10
Correlated RE model, 
women

Coef. SE Coef. SE

Partnership status (ref. has a partner)

No partner 0.00 (0.05) − 0.06 (0.04)

Partner’s labour market status (ref. 
employment)

Unemployment 0.00 (0.06) − 0.03 (0.06)

Inactivity 0.03 (0.04) − 0.11** (0.05)

Gender- role attitudes − 0.20 (0.18) − 0.23 (0.21)

Interaction: Partner’s labour market status
× Gender- role attitudes

No partner × Gender- role attitudes 0.00 (0.07) − 0.00 (0.10)

Partner’s unemployment × Gender- role 
attitudes

− 0.07 (0.08) 0.20* (0.11)

Partner’s inactivity × Gender- role 
attitudes

− 0.00 (0.07) − 0.11 (0.09)

Work ethics − 0.17** (0.09) − 0.28*** (0.10)

Interaction: Partner’s labour market status
× Work ethics

No partner × Work ethics 0.05 (0.13) 0.11 (0.15)

Partner’s unemployment × Work ethics 0.05 (0.08) − 0.07 (0.11)

Partner’s inactivity × Work ethics − 0.09 (0.06) 0.31** (0.13)

Constant 1.39*** (0.14) 1.69*** (0.15)

N 15,816 25,310

Notes: Control variables as in Model 7 and 8 in Table 3.2. RE = random- effects; 
SE = standard error. *p < 0.10. **p < 0.05. ***p < 0.01. Gender- role attitudes: country- 
specific proportion of people who agree with the statement ‘When jobs are scarce, men 
should have more right to a job than women’ derived from the 2004 European Social 
Survey. Work ethics: an indicator developed by Stam et al (2013). Due to missing values in 
indicators of social norms, Croatia, Italy, and Malta were excluded from these analyses.
Source: EU- SILC 2003– 13
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show that the relationship between becoming unemployed and poorer 
self- rated health among both men and women is statistically significant. 
However, transition into inactivity is associated with a negative effect 
only among men. After controlling for unobserved heterogeneity 
among young people using correlated random- effects models (Models 
2 and 4 in Table 3.3), the impact of both unemployment and inactivity 
weakens, remaining statistically significant in men but no longer playing 
a major role in women.

The results of these analyses also show the impact of partners’ labour 
market status on self- rated health. Standard random- effects models 
(Models 1 and 3) indicate that individual unemployment is associated 
with scores indicating poorer health. The analyses reveal that it is 
not only the individual’s but also the partner’s unemployment that 
is associated with statistically significant poorer health among men 
and women. After controlling for unobserved heterogeneity within 
correlated random- effects models (Models 2 and 4 in Table 3.3), the 
impact of partners’ unemployment weakens, remaining statistically 
significant among women, but having no effect among men. According 
to these results, women are not affected negatively by their own 
unemployment, but they do report poorer health if their husband is 
unemployed. The reverse is true for men. Partners’ inactivity does not 
affect self- rated health among men or women.

The effects of control variables are stable across models and show 
hardly any gender differences. Age is associated with poorer self- rated 
health, whereas educational attainment is associated with more positive 
health outcomes. Limiting long- standing illness reported in the first 
wave of the survey is associated with substantially poorer health, 
which underscores the importance of controlling for baseline health 
in longitudinal analyses. Partnership status seems to play a positive role, 
but only for men’s health. The analyses reveal health differences across 
welfare state regimes. Living in southern Europe and post- socialist 
countries is associated with a health disadvantage compared to western 
Europe or Nordic countries. Men living in Anglo- Saxon countries 
as well as in Croatia, Malta, and Cyprus tend to have better health, 
whereas among women, the same holds only for the south- eastern 
group of countries.

The theoretical framework indicates two specific mechanisms 
that lead to of the spread of health effects of unemployment among 
partners: reduction in household income and transmission of distress. 
Whereas a formal mediation analysis is beyond the scope of this 
chapter, it is possible to test whether income deprivation and partners’ 
poor health are associated with worse individual health and also 
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whether controlling for these variables reduces the effect of partner’s 
unemployment on health. The results presented in Table 3.4 confirm 
all these expectations. An increased score in the scale indicating poor 
health of a partner is related to a rather substantial increase in individual 

Table 3.4: Sample structure –  means and proportions

Men Women

Mean SD Mean SD

Self- rated health 1.68 0.68 1.76 0.69

Age 27.12 2.64 26.79 2.76

ISCED0- 1 5.3% 4.5%

ISCED2 17.4% 15.5%

ISCED3 50.9% 45.5%

ISCED4 3.0% 3.4%

ISCED5 23.4% 31.2%

LLSI 12.0% 12.9%

No partner 14.4% 10.5%

Labour market status

  Employed 83.9% 60.3%

  Unemployed 9.2% 9.9%

  Inactive 6.9% 29.8%

Partner’s labour market status

  Employed 52.7% 76.1%

  Unemployed 8.6% 7.4%

  Inactive 24.3% 3.5%

Nordic 16.3% 13.5%

Anglo- Saxon 4.8% 5.0%

Western 26.0% 25.6%

Southern 13.3% 15.3%

Post- socialist 35.9% 36.6%

South- Eastern 3.6% 4.0%

Mediators

Partner’s health 1.74 0.68 1.74 0.69

Ability to make ends meet 3.25 1.29 3.20 1.26

Note: SD = standard deviation.
Source: EU- SILC 2003– 13
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reports of poor health. Controlling for partner’s health eliminates the 
effect of partner’s unemployment on individual health. The effects of a 
reduction in household income (measured on a scale from 1 to 6) seem 
to be much less strongly related to individual health, although they are 
statistically significant; and controlling for the household’s ability to 
make ends meet also reduces the effect of partner’s unemployment. In 
sum, it seems plausible to think that both mechanisms –  a reduction 
in household income and the transmission of distress –  may be at 
work, and both contribute to the impact of unemployment on health 
among partners.

The final analysis addresses the role of social norms that define the 
degree to which work is valued and not working is stigmatised and 
that specify whose work is valued more: that of male or female partners 
(Table 3.5). Results indicate that among men, partner’s unemployment 
plays no role regardless of whether a society is conservative or egalitarian. 
Among women, the effect of partner’s unemployment varies with 
gender- role attitudes –  that is, conservative attitudes amplify the impact 
of partner’s unemployment. However, gender- role attitudes themselves 
are not associated with self- rated health. Results show that societies 
with higher work ethics tend to have better self- rated health. At the 
same time, there is no interaction between partner’s unemployment and 
work ethics, but there is an interaction between partner’s inactivity and 
work ethics among women. It seems that in societies in which people 
believe that doing paid work is a moral duty, women who have a partner 
who is unemployed do not experience as much distress as those whose 
partner does not work and does not search for a job.

As a sensitivity analysis, work obligation was replaced with country- 
specific measures of an aggregate unemployment rate that has been 
used as a proxy for ‘the social norm of unemployment’ in previous 
research (Clark, 2003; Clark et al, 2010). This shows in which countries 
unemployment is not strongly stigmatised (see Table 3.6). This analysis 
shows a similar pattern: again, results indicated that among men, female 
partner’s unemployment plays no role, regardless of whether a society is 
conservative or egalitarian, but gender- role attitudes do moderate the 
impact of partner’s unemployment among women. Hence, these results 
also confirm that societal conservatism contributes to the transmission 
of health effects of unemployment from men to their female partners. 
The effects of the interaction between aggregate unemployment and 
partner’s unemployment are also consistent with the theory- based 
expectations. An increase in the aggregate unemployment rate decreases 
the overall effect of partner’s unemployment on women’s health, 
indicating that in countries in which not having a job is more common 
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Table 3.5: Distribution of contextual variables across countries

Country Gender- role 
attitudes

Work ethics Unemployment 
rate

Sample size

Austria 21.6 3.7 5.1 1,560

Belgium 30.7 3.3 7.8 1,819

Bulgaria 33.2 4.1 9.0 1,264

Cyprus 40.0 4.0 9.8 1,059

Czechia 36.5 3.6 6.0 1,614

Denmark 8.3 3.5 5.5 549

Estonia 36.5 3.6 8.8 2,008

Greece 48.2 3.8 10.3 484

Spain 30.4 3.5 16.4 2,506

Finland 12.4 3.2 7.8 2,284

France 27.9 3.5 9.1 5,042

Croatia 3.4 16.2 138

Hungary 57.3 3.9 9.6 2,131

Ireland 12.8 3.5 11.3 542

Island 23.7 4.7 944

Italy 3.7 8.2 2,549

Lithuania 28.2 3.5 12.3 738

Luxembourg 25.0 3.6 4.8 2,226

Latvia 19.5 3.5 13.0 1,401

Malta 3.5 6.4 566

Netherlands 22.0 3.1 5.3 1,026

Norway 8.4 3.6 3.6 1,362

Poland 41.0 3.5 9.0 4,116

Portugal 38.9 3.9 13.4 1,059

Romania 35.0 3.9 6.1 791

Sweden 8.7 3.3 7.5 1,461

Slovenia 24.4 3.7 7.2 729

Slovakia 32.3 3.8 12.7 1,676

UK 25.3 3.3 7.1 1,679

Sources: Gender- role attitudes: European Social Survey 2004. Work ethics: Stam et al 
(2013). Unemployment rate: Eurostat. Sample size: EU- SILC 2003– 13
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Table 3.6: Results for moderating factors: gender- role attitudes and social norm 
of unemployment

Men Women

Coef. SE Coef. SE

Partnership status (ref. has a partner)

No partner 0.11** (0.05) 0.05 (0.05)

Partner’s labour market status (ref. 
employment)

Unemployed 0.09 (0.07) 0.06 (0.07)

Inactive 0.01 (0.05) 0.00 (0.09)

Gender- role attitudes − 0.30* (0.16) − 0.32* (0.19)

Interaction: Partner’s labour 
market status
× Gender- role attitudes

No partner × Gender- role attitudes 0.13 (0.11) 0.14 (0.10)

Partner’s unemployment × Gender- 
role attitudes

0.03 (0.13) 0.16** (0.08)

Partner’s inactivity × Gender- role 
attitudes

− 0.04 (0.06) 0.07 (0.07)

Unemployment rate − 0.01 (0.01) − 0.00 (0.01)

Interaction: Partner’s labour market 
status × Unemployment rate:

No partner × Unemployment rate − 0.01*** (0.01) − 0.02** (0.01)

Unemployed partner × Unemployment 
rate

− 0.01 (0.01) − 0.01** (0.00)

Inactive partner × Unemployment rate − 0.00 (0.00) − 0.01 (0.01)

Macroeconomic shocks − 0.00 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)

Interaction: Partner’s labour market 
status × Macroeconomic shocks:

No partner × Macroeconomic shocks 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00)

Unemployed partner × 
Macroeconomic shocks

0.01** (0.00) 0.01 (0.01)

Inactive partner × Macroeconomic 
shocks

0.01** (0.01) − 0.00 (0.01)

Constant 1.40*** (0.15) 1.61*** (0.15)

N 16,196 25,874

Note: Control variables as in Table 3.1. SE = standard error. *p < 0.10. **p < 0.05.  
***p < 0.01.
Source: EU- SILC 2003– 13
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and less stigmatised, a male partner’s unemployment is relatively less 
detrimental for women.

It could be argued that it is not only partner’s unemployment but also 
the specific aspects of the division of paid work within a household that 
affect individual health and interact with social norms. For example, a 
male partner’s unemployment could be seen as particularly difficult to 
accept and therefore detrimental for health if combined with a female 
partner’s employment. Additional analyses examined this issue in more 
detail, but this required combining different groups of non- working 
partners because of the small number of observations in some specific 
categories (Table 3.7). Results show that for unemployed men, having 
a partner who does have a job is just as harmful as living in a jobless 
household. For women, living in a household with a partner who does 
not work does not seem to have any effect, most likely due to diverging 
effects of male partners’ unemployment and inactivity.

Results could be also affected by idiosyncratic shocks such as the 
Great Recession. Therefore, additional analyses controlled for fixed 
effects of years, but introducing these control variables did not change 
the results (Table 3.8).

Discussion

This chapter adds to the literature on health effects of unemployment 
by showing that the negative effects of lack of jobs may go beyond 

Table 3.7: Results for additional analyses combining individual and partners’ 
labour market status

Men Women

Coef. SE Coef. SE

Partners’ labour market status (ref. dual- earner household)

Employed, no partner 0.04* (0.02) – 0.02 (0.02)

Not employed, no partner 0.12*** (0.03) 0.02 (0.02)

Employed, partner not employed 0.00 (0.02) – 0.00 (0.03)

Not employed, partner employed 0.07** (0.03) – 0.00 (0.01)

Both partners not employed 0.06** (0.03) 0.04 (0.02)

Constant 1.03*** (0.06) 1.27*** (0.05)

N 17,226 28,141

Note: Control variables as in Table 3.1. SE = standard error. *p < 0.10. **p < 0.05.  
***p < 0.01.
Source: EU- SILC 2003– 13
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Table 3.8: Results for additional analyses using fixed effects for years of survey

Men Women

Coef. SE Coef. SE

Partnership status (ref. has a partner)

0.03* (0.02) – 0.03* (0.02)

Partner’s labour market status  
(ref. employment)

Unemployed 0.05** (0.02) 0.01 (0.02)

Inactive 0.09*** (0.03) – 0.02 (0.01)

Partner’s labour market status  
(ref. employment)

Unemployed 0.02 (0.02) 0.05** (0.02)

Inactive – 0.01 (0.02) – 0.02 (0.03)

Fixed effects for years (ref. 2004)

2005 0.03 (0.04) 0.10*** (0.03)

2006 0.03 (0.06) 0.08* (0.04)

2007 0.07* (0.04) 0.17*** (0.03)

2008 0.07 (0.04) 0.17*** (0.03)

2009 0.07 (0.04) 0.17*** (0.03)

2010 0.07 (0.05) 0.24*** (0.04)

2011 0.07 (0.04) 0.17*** (0.03)

2012 0.06 (0.04) 0.16*** (0.03)

2013 0.07* (0.04) 0.19*** (0.03)

Constant 0.96*** (0.08) 1.09*** (0.06)

N 17,209 28,114

Notes: Control variables as in Table 3.1. SE = standard error. *p < 0.10. **p < 0.05.  
***p < 0.01.
Source: EU- SILC 2003– 13

young people who became unemployed and also affect their partners 
(married or otherwise). The effects of a partner’s transition into 
unemployment are stronger among women compared to men, 
implying that the impact of unemployment on health between 
partners is gendered. Results highlight the role of within- household 
social interactions and income pooling for health outcomes of young 
people who lose their jobs. The chapter also contributes to the 
literature discussing the moderating impact of cultural and structural 
conditions on the effects of unemployment on health. According to 
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the present results, the degree to which the partner’s unemployment 
is detrimental is conditional on the country- specific context. Young 
men’s unemployment deteriorates their female partners’ health most 
of all in conservative countries, with social norms supporting male 
breadwinner supremacy. These effects are also stronger in countries 
with stronger work ethics and lower in countries with high aggregate 
unemployment that serves as a proxy for the so- called social norm 
of unemployment.

The present study focuses on young people, because this social 
category has been shown to be most vulnerable to the macroeconomic 
shocks; and, at the same time, youth have few resources that could 
shield them from the effects of unemployment –  whether their own 
or those of their partners. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to take 
a life course perspective and examine in a more systematic way how 
the magnitude of the spillover effects observed varies across different 
family members’ life course stages. Because the available panel data 
cover up to four years for each individual, such an analysis could not 
be carried out here. However, future research using data stretching 
over a longer time span could examine this issue.

Although the analyses presented in this chapter pay a lot of attention 
to the moderating role of gender roles, this is done by examining 
the effect of partner’s unemployment separately among women and 
among men and by analysing the interaction of these effects with 
country- level gender role attitudes. It would be interesting to take 
a more nuanced perspective on gender by considering the fact that 
men and women have different ideas about femininity and masculinity, 
different attitudes towards their own roles in their families, and different 
expectations towards partners (Springer et al, 2012). Moreover, given 
family diversity in modern societies, future research could consider 
the impact of partner’s unemployment in the context of same- sex 
couples. However, these questions are beyond the scope of this chapter, 
because the available data do not provide detailed enough information 
to address them.

The results of this study are relevant for discussions about policies 
aiming to reduce the societal consequences of unemployment. Usually, 
introducing new policies is based on a careful assessment of costs and 
benefits. Much of the evaluation literature focuses on the benefits of 
policies supporting re- employment (Card et al, 2015) because high 
job finding rates reduce government expenses. Relatively less attention 
has been paid to the potential health benefits of policy support 
targeting people who are searching for jobs (for notable exceptions, 
see Wulfgramm, 2011; Saloniemi et al, 2014; Wulfgramm, 2011; 
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Wulfgramm, 2014; Voßemer et al, 2018) as well as implications for 
health expenditures (Biro and Elek, forthcoming). The current findings 
suggest that assessments of the benefits of programmes targeting the 
unemployed should not be restricted to the target persons of these 
policies but need to include their family members. In other words, 
the positive impact of programmes targeting the unemployed might 
be much larger overall than studies analysing individuals in isolation 
from their family members would imply. The call to pay attention to 
the benefits from policies that extend beyond the target group is in line 
with insights from previous studies that view welfare state support as a 
collective resource (Voßemer et al, 2018; Sjöberg, 2010; Baranowska- 
Rataj and Högberg, 2018).

Notes
 1 The sample includes all types of partnerships between married people and partners 

in consensual union (with or without a legal basis). Because the sample is restricted 
to young people, it did not condition on partner’s age. In other words, information 
on partners’ labour market status is included even if a partner is older than 30.

 2 By using a lagged variable, the analysis effectively uses panel data over the period 
2004– 14, because the first wave needs to be omitted from the analysis. Note that 
the control variable is different from the dependent variable (self- rated health), 
meaning we avoid conditioning on baseline outcome levels.

 3 Stam et al (2015) present evidence on the high reliability of these measures: their 
factor analysis shows that all items load on one factor with an eigenvalue of at 
least 1 in all countries with a Cronbach’s alpha ranging from 0.58 to 0.79. In the 
present study, excluding countries with Cronbach’s alpha lower than 0.65 does 
not change the results.
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4

Multiple routes to youth well- 
being: a qualitative comparative 

analysis of buffers to the negative 
consequences of unemployment

Triin Lauri and Marge Unt

Introduction

Several societal changes such as increased global competition and the 
restructuring of national economies have hit young generations more 
severely than older cohorts (Blossfeld et al, 2008). Furthermore, in 
recent decades, youth transitions have become not only considerably 
prolonged but also de- standardised, leading scholars to characterise 
these as yo- yo transitions (Walther, 2006). The latter means that 
young people swing back and forth between different states such 
as educational programmes and work, and changes in one area may 
be accompanied by setbacks in others such as moving back into the 
parental home due to losing one’s job (Stauber and Walther, 2006). The 
labour market situation for recent school leavers was further weakened 
by the 2008 economic crisis in the majority of European countries 
(except Germany) (Rokicka et al, 2015). At the same time, work is 
still considered to serve as a central component of identity as well as 
simply providing income, and unemployment can have devastating 
consequences for people’s psychological well- being and their ability 
to relate to others (Gallie, 2013; see also Chapter 6 in this volume).

Furthermore, the last 20 years have seen major shifts in welfare 
state approaches to labour market policies emphasising the growing 
responsibility of people to make themselves ‘employable’ (de Graaf and 
Maier, 2017). Thus, from one perspective, there is more pressure on 
the unemployed; but at the same time, the risk of unemployment is 
increasing due to volatile labour markets. The new social investment 
state promises that youth will be taken more seriously in welfare state 
studies and policies (Otto et al, 2015). The most important functions 
of social investment policies are to create, mobilise, and preserve human 
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capabilities (Hemerijck, 2015) in order to help people overcome 
difficult life events. Unemployment is one such difficult event, and it 
has been shown to have negative economic and social consequences 
for individuals (Gallie, 2013). Whereas the policy imperative is to 
‘make transitions pay’ over the life cycle by providing ‘active securities’ 
or ‘social bridges’ across volatile transitions between jobs (Hemerijck, 
2015), evidence has demonstrated that those who are already better off 
often benefit more from social investment measures (Cantillon, 2011; 
de Graaf and Maier, 2017). This questions some of the social investment 
state promises and makes younger generations especially vulnerable 
in the light of these policies because of their relative lack of wealth.

Although the volatility of labour markets and the de- standardisation 
of life courses are a pan- European phenomenon (Eurofound, 2014), 
there are important differences between countries in the ways they 
cope with these risks. This has led scholars to distinguish several youth 
regimes (Walther, 2006; Chevalier, 2016) inspired by the seminal welfare 
regime typology elaborated by Esping- Andersen (1990). Whereas 
classical welfare state studies have often focused on the consequences 
of poverty when assessing the potential of countries to de- commodify, 
it is clear that the consequences of unemployment encompass more 
than mere financial outcomes. Therefore, it is important to look at 
relationships between unemployment experience and subjective well- 
being which enable researchers to assess the perceptions of unemployed 
persons (Anderson and Hecht, 2015; Samuel and Hadjar, 2016). This 
study aims to explore how governments can make welfare- enhancing 
choices to increase youth well- being, especially for those who are 
most vulnerable. It understands well- being as a proxy for adaptation 
to the social environment. It uses life satisfaction to refer to long- 
term cognitive evaluation of life as a whole, and not happiness which 
is used mostly to describe momentary pleasant emotions (Eger and 
Maridal, 2015).

Whereas previous research generally agrees that unemployment 
has negative effects on an individual’s well- being (see McKee- Ryan 
et al, 2005; Paul and Moser, 2009; Wanberg, 2012), in recent years, 
increasing attention has been paid to how and why the effects of 
unemployment on well- being vary in line with the arrangement of 
the welfare state and other contextual factors (Gallie and Paugam, 
2000; Eichhorn, 2013, 2014; Oesch and Lipps 2013; Russell et al, 
2013; Wulfgramm, 2014; Calvo et al, 2015; Voßemer et al, 2018). 
These studies have revealed that the loss of life satisfaction in the 
unemployed is often mitigated by more generous unemployment 
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benefits (Wulfgramm, 2014; O’Campo et al, 2015; Voßemer et al, 
2018). However, results on other types of policy such as activation 
measures are more ambiguous (Wulfgramm, 2014; Voßemer et al, 
2018). Furthermore, besides policies, the nature of the family might 
have an effect on how youth experience unemployment (Gallie and 
Paugam, 2000). The extended family model –  that is, the trend toward 
living for a longer period of time with parents and grandparents –  tends 
to compensate for the negative consequences of unemployment on 
well- being in both financial and social terms. Additionally, research has 
indicated (Strandh et al, 2011; Gallie, 2013; Oesch and Lipps, 2013; 
Calvo et al, 2015) that the impact of personal unemployment might 
depend on the overall level of unemployment in a country. For instance, 
it could be more negative during times of high unemployment, because 
the prospects of re- employment are poorer and the increased insecurity 
translates into lower well- being (Strandh et al, 2011). On the other 
hand, higher aggregate unemployment may also be accompanied by 
lower negative effects of personal unemployment, because individuals 
can attribute their situation externally.

So far, some studies within the comparative literature on the welfare 
state (Gallie and Paugam, 2000; Walther, 2006; Chevalier, 2016) 
have addressed the variety of youth situations. The present study 
attempts to complement this comparative welfare literature on youth 
by extending the underlying model by both adding dimensions and 
encompassing a wider geographical coverage of European countries, 
and through approaching the model configurationally. The latter means 
that the study assumes that explanatory patterns work as packages, 
because, instead of having isolated effects, each attribute tends to 
empower or compensate each other attribute differently in different 
contexts. Furthermore, equifinality is assumed, meaning that there 
can be different routes or institutional packages to buffer the negative 
consequences of unemployment on well- being.

This chapter is organised as follows: first, it introduces the chosen 
explanatory framework, maps the empirical evidence so far, and 
derives configurational research hypotheses. Then, it proceeds by 
empirical analysis to estimate the outcome dimension –  the effect of 
unemployment on well- being among young adults –  and it introduces 
the operationalisation and calibration of the explanatory dimensions. 
Next, it investigates what combinations of contextual and institutional 
dimensions mitigate the negative effect of unemployment on well- 
being. Finally, it offers concluding remarks and implications for 
future research.
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Analytical framework

When framing the research problem, the present study is influenced 
by Gallie and Paugam (2000) who conceptualise a country’s ability to 
provide protection against misfortune in the labour market in a two- 
dimensional space: the unemployment welfare regime and models of 
family residence. Specifically, in line with their model, household support 
is assumed to have compensative abilities that mitigate the negative 
consequences of unemployment in certain contexts. Therefore, the 
experiences of unemployment should not be analysed homogeneously, 
but as phenomena that take place within particular contexts; because of 
this, they may have a different dynamic within each national context.

The first dimension –  the unemployment welfare regime –  is the 
nature and form of intervention, comprised mostly of different types 
of passive and active labour market instruments or policies (hereinafter 
PLMPs and ALMPs). For instance, it is plausible to assume that the 
well- being of the unemployed will vary in line with unemployment 
benefits. There are at least two mechanisms that explain the alleviating 
effect of PLMPs: the first is tied directly to resources and financial 
hardship and the second to reduced stigmatisation for material 
deprivation (overview in O’Campo et al, 2015; see Wulfgramm, 2014; 
Voßemer et al, 2018). Furthermore, the duration of unemployment is 
probably associated with the extent of and arrangements for ALMPs 
to assist the unemployed in their job search.

In this analysis, aspects of unemployment welfare regimes are called 
institutional factors. Gallie and Paugam (2000) distinguish between four 
types of employment welfare regime: universalistic Nordic countries, 
employment- centred continental European countries, liberal Anglo- 
Saxon countries, and subprotective Southern European countries. These 
types are operationalised on the basis of three measures: (a) level and 
duration of financial compensation; (b) degree of coverage, meaning 
the extent to which people receive benefits to compensate for being 
out of work, including both insurance- based and means- tested benefits; 
and (c) the extent of ALMPs. According to Gallie and Paugam (2000), 
two of these four regimes perform better in terms of alleviating the 
negative effects of unemployment on well- being: the subprotective 
and universalistic regimes. However, their routes to positive outcomes 
differ. Whereas in universalistic regimes, the welfare state’s protective 
nature tends to be the explanatory factor, in southern countries, it is 
apparently support from the household and the family residence model 
that is crucial. Concerning the latter, Gallie and Paugam (2000) identify 
three models of family residence: an extended dependence model, a 
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model of relative intergenerational autonomy, and a model of advanced 
intergenerational autonomy. Because the family residence dynamic is 
not determined entirely by the social protection regime, it is important 
to distinguish between these aspects when analysing the consequences 
of unemployment for well- being. Thus, according to this labour market 
policy and family model nexus, the welfare regime type is conceptualised 
as a system of public regulation concerned with assuring the protection 
of individuals and maintaining social cohesion by intervening in the 
economic, domestic, and community spheres through both legal measures 
and resource distribution (Gallie and Paugam, 2000: 3). This study follows 
this recommendation when determining the key explanatory conditions 
included in the analyses and adding family residential model as one of the 
contextual moderators of well- being in the unemployed.

Hypothesis 1: The functional equivalency hypothesis. 
There are two functionally equivalent combinations of 
conditions (routes) associated with a small negative effect of 
unemployment on well- being. These are:

Universalistic route: PG * PC * AP * fa → LS; and
Subprotective route: pg * pc * ap * FA→ LS1

The universalistic route to life satisfaction (LS) combines high benefit 
generosity (PG) and coverage (PC), as well as the capacitive criteria 
of active labour market policy (AP) and a low share of young persons 
living with their family (fa). Countries following this route are the 
ones with universalistic (unemployment) welfare regimes and advanced 
intergenerational autonomy. The subprotective route combines low 
levels in all institutional factors included in our analysis (pg, pc, ap) 
and a high level of young people living with parents (FA).

Empirical evidence on the moderating role of ALMP on well- being 
is ambiguous (Wulfgramm, 2014; Voßemer et al, 2018). Whereas 
Wulfgramm (2014) finds positive moderating or no moderating effects in 
ALMP expenditure, Voßemer et al (2018) find negative associations. One 
potential reason for these mixed findings is the challenge of measuring 
ALMP and its various substantial cross- national differences –  not only 
in extent but also in overall orientation. Thus, ALMPs have different 
designs and targets. One broad distinction is whether they are oriented 
more towards training or re- employment (Bonoli, 2010; Nelson, 2013; 
Martin, 2015). For instance, Chevalier (2016) distinguishes between 
encompassing and selective youth economic citizenship, with the 
former emphasising the enhancement of human capital as the main 
role of ALMPs and the latter aiming to lower labour costs associated 
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with hiring workers. Bonoli (2012) similarly emphasises that the effects 
of different ALMP instruments differ between contexts and economic 
cycles depending on whether they are more protection- , investment- , or 
recommodification- oriented. In some cases, measures that are described 
as ‘active’ do not really have the objective of increasing the likelihood 
of labour market (re- )entry. This type of ALMP, sometimes referred to 
as ‘parking’ (Bonoli, 2012), consists of work experience programmes 
in the public or non- profit sector, but also some training, typically in 
the form of shorter courses that have very little impact on chances of 
finding a job. Given this mixed evidence and the previous discussion of 
the different orientations of ALMPs, it is assumed here that for ALMPs 
to have capacitive effects (AP), they should meet either generosity (AG) 
or investment criteria (AI), i.e. AP = AG + AI.

Hypothesis 2: ALMP hypothesis. It is either the generosity 
of ALMP (AG) or the human capital investment orientation 
of ALMP (AI) that will be decisive in releasing potential 
capacitating effects of these policies on alleviation of the loss 
of well- being in the unemployed.

 Capacitating route: AG + AI → LS 

In addition to institutional factors, the degree of social integration and 
concomitant well- being of the unemployed depends on contextual factors. 
High aggregate unemployment may increase the negative effect of personal 
unemployment, because people perceive lower chances of re- employment. 
However, it might also operate differently: if personal unemployment 
is attributed internally (‘personal failure’) and the social work norm 
is strong, unemployment might be easier to tolerate if there are many 
other unemployed people (Strandh et al, 2011; Oesch and Lipps, 2013; 
Wulfgramm, 2014). Therefore, in addition to the family residential model, 
the study includes the overall level of unemployment in a country as the 
second contextual moderator, because stigmatisation can be expected to be 
lower in countries that have higher aggregate unemployment. However, 
this association is expected to hold only in the case of the extended family 
model, because in regimes with advanced intergenerational autonomy, the 
importance of employability is related more strongly to self- fulfilment, 
and a period of unemployment still runs counter to the normative 
framework of appropriate behaviour. In other words, it is assumed that 
in more individualistic countries in which social investment policies are 
more developed (Bouget et al, 2015), these arrangements have established 
‘new’ norms that appear to define the role of an active, responsible, and 
‘able’ employee and citizen for everybody (de Graaf and Maier, 2017).
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Hypothesis 3: UE hypothesis. The higher the overall level of 
unemployment in a country, the lower the related stigmatisation 
and the loss of well- being. However, this connection holds only in 
the case of the extended family model.

 Less stigmatisation route: UE * FA → LS 

Method, data, and empirical analyses

Method
According to the hypotheses, the interplay between institutional 
and contextual factors is expected to be associated with the positive 
outcome –  that is, a low negative effect of unemployment on well- 
being. This association will be explored with qualitative comparative 
analysis (QCA), arguably the most suitable method to reveal complex 
relationships in terms of conjuncturality, equifinality, and asymmetry 
(Ragin, 2008; Schneider and Wageman, 2012) and especially relevant in 
comparative welfare regime analyses (Emmenegger et al, 2013; Brzinsky- 
Fay, 2017). The mathematical basis of QCA is Boolean algebra and set 
theory instead of probability theory and linear algebra (Ragin, 1987).

QCA technique explores set relations in terms of necessity and 
sufficiency. A condition X is necessary (←) for an outcome Y if X 
is also given whenever Y is given. X is sufficient (→) for Y if Y also 
occurs whenever X occurs (Thomann and Maggetti, 2017). For the 
sufficiency analysis truth table alghorithm is used (Ragin, 1987). Truth 
table consists all logically possible configurations, its link with outcome 
and each cases’ belonging into those configurations.

The main parameters of fit for QCA are consistency and coverage. 
Consistency indicates the strength of the theoretical argument2 –  that is, 
how consistently do the countries that combine a particular institutional 
and contextual policy mix (X) also display the effect of unemployment 
on well- being (Y). The meaning of coverage is similar to the ‘variance 
explained’ in regression analysis, and indicates the share of outcome 
(Y) explained by a particular combination of institutional and contextual 
conditions (X).3 These two parameters tend to be negatively associated: the 
stricter the consistency threshold, the fewer the cases that can be explained, 
and vice versa. In addition to consistency and coverage, the proportional 
reduction in inconsistency (PRI) is also reported. This measures the degree 
to which a certain combination of conditions is a subset of the outcome, 
but also its negation. The analysis is conducted with the R packages 
(collections of functions and data sets developed by the community) QCA 
(Duşa and Thiem, 2014) and SetMethod (Quaranta, 2013).
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In order to employ QCA, raw data are calibrated into membership 
scores (fuzzy scale data). This calibration process entails choosing three 
qualitative anchors for each outcome and condition included in the 
analysis: fully in (1), fully out (0), and the crossover point (0.50) when 
cases are not clearly in or out of the set. These thresholds were chosen 
based on an inspection of the data, because theoretically, there were 
no good justifications to be adopted. A method based on log odds4 
was used for the calibration procedure. The threshold for sufficiency 
was set at 0.755 and relied on a ‘complex solution’, meaning that it 
did not take logical reminders –  theoretical configurations not covered 
empirically –  into account when minimising the solution. Robustness 
tests were also employed to assess the sensitivity of our results. This 
approach follows Skaaning (2011) and focuses, first, on the choice 
of consistency thresholds in sufficiency analyses and, second, on 
the calibration thresholds in converting the raw outcome into set- 
membership values when employing robustness tests.

Measurement and calibration of outcome: the effect of 
unemployment on well- being

Well- being is defined according to the psychological literature on 
subjective well- being (Diener et al, 1999). This study follows the 
tradition of most quantitative studies on well- being and operationalises 
it with a single- item measure (Voßemer and Eunicke, 2015). In 
particular, life satisfaction measures reflect the cognitive component 
of individuals’ well- being, meaning how people judge their life as a 
whole (Diener et al, 2013. Such global life satisfaction measures have 
been shown to be valid, reliable, and sensitive to change, making 
them appropriate for this analysis (Diener et al, 2013). Specifically, 
microdata from the European Union Statistics on Income and Living 
Conditions (EU- SILC) 2013 were used to operationalise the effect of 
unemployment on life satisfaction as the outcome dimension. Almost 
all European Union countries were included in the analysis except 
for Croatia, Cyprus, Luxembourg, and Malta for which there was no 
available information for all institutional and contextual factors.

In order to analyse the effect of unemployment on life satisfaction 
for youth, the sample was restricted to young persons aged between 
16 and 29 years. The key variables of interest were employment status 
and life satisfaction. The dependent variable, life satisfaction, was based 
on the following question: ‘All things considered, how satisfied are you 
with your life as a whole nowadays?’ with answers on an 11- point scale 
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ranging from 0 (extremely dissatisfied) to 10 (extremely satisfied). The life 
satisfaction measure was standardised for the analysis.

The key independent variable of interest was employment status. 
Respondents’ self- defined status was used to differentiate between those 
who are in dependent employment and those who are unemployed. The 
employed included all workers having a job, regardless of their contract 
(temporary or permanent) or their working hours (part- time or full- 
time). ‘Unemployment’ was based on a self- defined status and considered 
whether the person has actively looked for a job in the last four weeks.

The analyses to estimate the effect of unemployment on life 
satisfaction also controlled for a number of variables that are assumed to 
affect the risk of unemployment as well as young people’s well- being. 
Moreover, controlling for these variables makes the size of the effects 
more comparable across countries. Other than socio- demographics 
such as gender, age, and migration background, the study also adjusted 
for individuals’ education level (defined as ISCED 0– 2, ISCED 3– 4, 
and ISCED 5– 6) and years since leaving education.

Estimated effects of unemployment on life satisfaction for EU 
countries are shown in Figure 4.1, and these are used as the source 
to operationalise the outcome dimension using a design greatly 
influenced by Schneider and Makzin (2014). In line with previous 
studies (Wulfgramm, 2014, Voßemer et al, 2018), one can clearly 
see that the experience of unemployment reduces overall satisfaction 
with life among youth. However, the effect of unemployment on life 
satisfaction varies substantially across countries (between - 0.35 and - 
1.07). In particular, the smallest negative effect is found in Slovenia 
(SI), but also in countries such as Belgium (BE), Finland (FI), Greece 
(EL), Ireland (IE), Poland (PL), Portugal (PT), Spain (ES), and Sweden 
(SE). At the same time, the effect is largest in the Czech Republic 
(CZ), Denmark (DK), Lithuania (LT), the Netherlands (NL), Slovakia 
(SK), and the United Kingdom (UK). The remaining nine countries –  
Austria (AT), Bulgaria (BG), Estonia (EE), France (FR), Germany 
(DE), Hungary (HU), Italy (IT), Latvia (LV), and Romania (RO), 
fall somewhere in between, making up ‘hard- to- decide’ cases in terms 
of outcome.

These data were prepared for configurational comparison by 
calibrating them. Based on the chosen crossover point (- 0.7), there were 
9 out of 24 cases with a positive outcome – Austria, Belgium, Finland, 
France, Denmark, Ireland, Germany, the Netherlands, and Sweden (see 
Appendix for fuzzy membership scores of each country). However, 
because the results did not suggest clear qualitative differences in terms 
of belonging to ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ outcome sets (for example, at 
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the chosen crossover point, Finland and Italy were relatively similar), 
sensitivity tests were conducted with different thresholds to test the 
robustness of the results in terms of the chosen threshold. These results 
are reported in the discussion section (details are available upon request).

Measurement and calibration of explanatory dimensions

Five institutional and contextual factors were used to explain the buffering 
of the effect of unemployment on youth well- being (Table 4.1 provides 
an overview).

Two first indicators aim to capture the generosity and coverage of 
passive labour market policies. In operationalising the generosity of 
PLMP (PG), one of the main variables in previous analyses exploring 
the potential factors that might mitigate the negative effects of 
unemployment on life satisfaction has been the level and duration of 
financial compensation. The generosity of unemployment benefits has 
also shown the most robust results, because it has the capacity to provide 
a financial buffer and minimise stigmatisation. However, there are 
problems in finding the most valid indicators. Taking only replacement 
rates into account misses an important aspect, because there is also 
substantial variation in the duration of benefits. One alternative would 
be to use per capita expenditure indicators on PLMPs, because this may 

Figure 4.1: Estimated effect of unemployment on life satisfaction
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Table 4.1: Dimensions included in the configurational comparison

Label Set Operationalisation Min Max Mean Calibration 
thresholds

Source

Outcome LS Small effect of 
unemployment on 
well- being

Controlled difference in life 
satisfaction between employed 
and unemployed persons

–1.07 – 0.36 – 0.75 – 0.4; – 0.7; – 1 EU- Silc 2013

Institutional 
factors

PG Generosity of PLMP PLMP_ generosity 
(replacement*duration in fully 
paid weeks)

7.79 115.17 41.98 93; 50; 12.5 Own 
calculations 
based on 
qualitative 
reports2; 
Eurostat 2013

PC Coverage of PLMP LMP beneficiaries per 100 
persons wanting to work; 
Category 8

8.30 104.10 36.48 90; 45; 12 Eurostat 2013

AP = AG 
+ AI

AG Generosity of ALMP (exp. per persons wanting to 
work)

33 7 085 1 940 5,000; 2,000; 
200

Unt and 
Jeliazkova 2018

AI Investment 
orientedness of ALMP

(the share of expenditures in 
Cat. 2 above average)

1.10 3.18 2.24 2.8; 2; 1.5 Eurostat 2013

Contextual 
factors

FA Extended family model (the share of young persons 
living with family)

2.50 57.10 29.40 50; 30; 5 Eurostat 2013

UE High share of 
unemployment

5.20 27.50 11.11 18; 10; 6 Eurostat 2013
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also include information on coverage. However, expenditure- based 
measures do not capture the design of unemployment benefit systems. 
Therefore, Eurostat Qualitative Reports of Labour Market Policy 
Statistics (Category 8, Out- of- work income maintenance and support, 
subcategory unemployment insurance) for European countries were 
used to construct a benefit generosity index that makes it possible to 
capture both replacement rates and benefit duration (average worker, 
maximum duration).6 For instance, when calculating Austria’s PG, nine 
months of maximum duration of unemployment insurance were first 
converted into weeks (9 × 4.33 = 38.97) and then multiplied by 55 
(38.97 ×0.55 = 21.43), the replacement rate of that benefit, giving 
21.43 –  that is, 21 fully paid weeks. Thus, the PG index is a hypothetical 
benefit in which the replacement and duration indicators have been 
converted into fully paid weeks (see Table 4.2 for raw and calibrated 
data of all countries included in the analysis). Admittedly, this measure 
of PG might still have some limitations, because it delivers identical 
values for low, but long benefits and high, but short benefits –  two 
scenarios that are quite different in terms of substance. However, this 
limitation is rather theoretical for the present data, because countries 
with the lowest replacement rates (Greece, Malta, Poland, and the UK) 
also have relatively short durations.

Next, Figure 4.2 shows how the explanatory dimensions relate to 
well- being. The PG varies quite substantially across Europe, with 
the lowest in the UK (7.79) and highest in Belgium (115.17). Fifty 
weeks was chosen for the crossover point, which is equivalent to 
almost one fully paid year. A substantial gap (30 fully paid weeks) is 
visible between countries with benefits above 64 (Spain) and below 34 
(Sweden) fully paid weeks. According to the chosen criterion, seven 
countries have positive membership (more than 0.5) in the ‘generosity 
of unemployment benefits’ (PG) set that also includes Portugal and 
Spain. This is in contrast with Gallie and Paugam (2000), who classify 
Southern European countries as being subprotective regimes offering 
only limited support. Based on the present operationalisation and 
calibration, this continues to hold only for Greece and Italy.7 Figure 4.2 
additionally reveals that both the employment- centred continental 
and universal regimes –  those usually considered to show relatively 
high levels of generosity –  are rather diverse based on the present 
operationalisation, with Belgium, Denmark, Finland, and France being 
among the more generous while excluding Austria, Germany, and 
Sweden. This diversity might be one of the retrenchment consequences 
of the 2008 economic crisis (Kersbergen et al, 2015).
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Table 4.2: Dimensions included in the analysis: raw and calibrated data

Operatio- 
nalisation

Effect of 
unemployment 
on well- being

PLMP_ 
generosity 
(replacement 
* duration 
in fully paid 
weeks)

PLMP_ 
beneficiaries: LMP 
beneficiaries 
per 100 persons 
wanting to work_ 
cat8

ALMP_ 
generosity: LMP 
expenditure per 
person wanting 
to work (in PPS)

ALMP_ investment 
orientedness: the 
share of training 
(cat 2) is above EU 
average (0.16)

Capacitive 
ALMP

Share of 
young 
persons 
(25– 34) 
living 
with 
parents

Unemployment 
rate; general

Source EU- SILC 2013 Eurostat 
2013, authors’ 
calculations

Eurostat 2013 Unt and Jeliazkova 
2018

Eurostat 2013 AP = AG 
+ AI

Eurostat 
2013

Eurostat 2013

Calibration –0.4, –0.7, –1 93; 50; 12.5 90; 45; 12 200; 2 000; 5 000 50; 30; 5 18; 10; 6

Countries LS LS_ cal PG PG_ cal PC PC_ cal AG AG_ cal AI AI_ cal AP FA FA_ cal UE UE_ cal

AT – 0.85 0.19 21.43 0.09 39.8 0.38 2 697 0.67 0.47 1 1 22.6 0.29 5.4 0.03

BE – 0.59 0.75 115.17 0.99 104.1 0.98 7 085 0.99 0.16 1 1 17.9 0.19 8.4 0.23

BG –0.73 0.43 31.18 0.18 15.4 0.06 158 0.04 0.01 0 0.04 50.5 0.96 13 0.75

CZ – 0.97 0.06 12.29 0.05 22.7 0.12 693 0.1 0.02 0 0.1 33.2 0.62 7 0.1

DE – 0.87 0.16 31.18 0.18 66.3 0.81 2 355 0.59 0.22 1 1 16.8 0.17 5.2 0.03

DK –1.07 0.02 93.53 0.95 39.1 0.37 6 606 0.99 0.38 1 1 2.5 0.04 7 0.1

EE –0.83 0.22 22.25 0.1 16.7 0.07 237 0.05 0.11 0 0.05 21.1 0.26 8.6 0.26

EL –0.58 0.77 20.78 0.09 13.2 0.05 600 0.09 0.10 0 0.09 52.6 0.97 27.5 1

ES – 0.53 0.85 64.95 0.74 36.4 0.31 1 199 0.21 0.12 0 0.21 37.4 0.75 26.1 1

FI –0.68 0.55 74.69 0.85 62.7 0.76 3 382 0.8 0.48 1 1 4.3 0.04 8.2 0.21

(continued)
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Operatio- 
nalisation

Effect of 
unemployment 
on well- being

PLMP_ 
generosity 
(replacement 
* duration 
in fully paid 
weeks)

PLMP_ 
beneficiaries: LMP 
beneficiaries 
per 100 persons 
wanting to work_ 
cat8

ALMP_ 
generosity: LMP 
expenditure per 
person wanting 
to work (in PPS)

ALMP_ investment 
orientedness: the 
share of training 
(cat 2) is above EU 
average (0.16)

Capacitive 
ALMP

Share of 
young 
persons 
(25– 34) 
living 
with 
parents

Unemployment 
rate; general

FR – 0.72 0.46 68.59 0.79 70.5 0.85 3 279 0.78 0.38 1 1 11.9 0.1 10.3 0.53

HU –0.79 0.29 23.38 0.11 29.8 0.2 671 0.1 0.00 0 0.1 42.7 0.87 10.2 0.52

IE –0.60 0.73 25.98 0.13 91.4 0.96 2 511 0.63 0.37 1 1 19.4 0.22 13.1 0.76

IT –0.71 0.48 19.92 0.08 20.7 0.1 784 0.12 0.15 0 0.12 48.1 0.94 12.1 0.69

LT –1.02 0.04 23.38 0.11 14.3 0.06 302 0.06 0.04 0 0.06 31.1 0.54 11.8 0.66

LV – 0.77 0.34 22.42 0.1 13.6 0.05 321 0.06 0.12 0 0.06 32.3 0.59 11.9 0.67

NL – 0.94 0.08 67.13 0.77 68.9 0.83 4 398 0.92 0.09 0 0.92 10.5 0.09 7.3 0.12

PL –0.54 0.84 15.59 0.06 8.5 0.03 607 0.09 0.02 0 0.09 43.5 0.88 10.3 0.53

PT – 0.56 0.79 67.55 0.77 33.3 0.26 956 0.15 0.30 1 1 45 0.9 16.4 0.92

RO – 0.82 0.24 31.18 0.18 12.1 0.05 33 0.04 0.00 0 0.04 43.5 0.88 7.1 0.1

SE –0.55 0.81 34.21 0.22 40.2 0.39 3 832 0.86 0.13 0 0.86 4.3 0.04 8 0.18

SI – 0.36 0.97 24.70 0.12 17.1 0.07 779 0.12 0.05 0 0.12 43 0.88 10.1 0.51

SK – 0.91 0.11 12.99 0.05 8.3 0.03 485 0.07 0.00 0 0.07 57.1 0.98 14.2 0.83
UK – 0.91 0.1 7.79 0.03 30.4 0.21 600 0.09 0.02 0 0.09 13.8 0.13 7.5 0.13

Table 4.2: Dimensions included in the analysis: raw and calibrated data (continued)
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The high share of beneficiaries of unemployment benefits (PC) is the 
second condition reflecting differences in coverage in countries’ 
PLMPs. The degree of beneficiaries of unemployment benefits is 
operationalised on the basis of Eurostat, and measures the proportion 
of the beneficiaries of labour market policy support (regular support –  
that is percentage of LMP participants per 100 people wanting to 
work, Category 88 to include only out- of- work, support- related 
intervention). PC also varies substantially across European welfare 
states (Figure 4.2, upper- right panel) and is lowest in Slovakia 
(approximately 8 out of 100 persons looking for work receive 
benefits) and highest in Belgium9 (104.1). Literature on welfare and/ 
or employment regimes often distinguishes between Bismarckian 
and Beveridgian types of benefits (Bonoli, 1997; Kuitto, 2016), the 
former being generous but contribution- based (i.e. covering only 
those with solid employment profiles), the latter offering universal 
coverage. Gallie and Paugam (2000) extend this distinction to 
four types of coverage: (a) universal regimes –  comprehensive; 
(b) employment- centred –  variable; (c) liberal/ minimal –  incomplete; 
and (d) subprotective –  very incomplete. Whereas these classifications 
are helpful in terms of analytical distinctions, they do not give any 
guidance on empirical equivalences. Therefore, 45 was chosen as the 
crossover point here to distinguish between high-  and low- coverage 
(PC) countries because of the substantial gap between 40.2 (Sweden) 
and 62.7 (Finland). This means that countries in which at least 45 
out of 100 people wanting to work receive benefits are considered 
to have a positive membership (more than 0.5) in PC. These are 
Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, and the Netherlands.10

The capacity of ALMPs (AP) is the third condition for describing 
the employment policies of welfare regimes. According to the present 
analytical framework, in order to belong to the capacitive ALMP (AP) 
set, a country must be one of the generous ALMP (AG) or investment- 
oriented ALMP countries (AI) –  in Boolean terms: AP = AG + AI. 
AG was operationalised as the expenditure per person wanting to work 
measured in purchasing power standards (PPS). AI was operationalised 
as the share of expenditure in training- related instruments,11 coding 
countries above the EU28 average as investment- oriented and those 
below as not investment- oriented. Figure 4.2 shows these two 
alternative measurements of ALMP measurements by country. It 
shows that AG varies strongly across Europe, and is lowest in Romania 
(33 PPS per person wanting to work) and highest in Belgium (7,085 
PPS). Although there is an extensive and growing literature on the 
potential reasons for government increases in ALMP expenditure (Vis, 
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2011; Gingrich and Ansell, 2015; Häusermann and Palier, 2017) and 
also on the design of ALMP in different countries (Bonoli, 2010; 
Nelson, 2013; Martin, 2015), these do not give normative guidance 
on satisfactory ALMP expenditure levels that could justify the present 
choice for calibration thresholds. Therefore, 2,000 PPS was chosen 
for the crossover due to the extensive gap between Germany (2,355 
PPS) and Spain (1,199 PPS). Accordingly, there were nine countries 
with positive membership (more than 0.5) in the AG set, including all 
Nordic countries, as well as all countries in Gallie and Paugam’s (2000) 
employment- centred model and Ireland. Looking at the investment 
orientation of ALMP (AI), six out of nine countries were the same 
as in AG with the addition of Portugal. The following dichotomous 
measure was used for AI: 1 if the share of expenditures in Category 
2 (training) was above the average (0.16); and 0 if it was below (see 
Table 4.2 for raw and calibrated data).

Contextual factors were captured by two conditions. A country’s 
family residence model was measured by the share of young persons living 
with their families (FA). Comparing the proportion of adult children aged 
25 to 34 years living with their parents, it is evident that the process of 
defamilialisation is far more advanced in Northern than in Southern 
Europe –  an aspect already highlighted by Gallie and Paugam (2000). 
However, as shown in Figure 4.2 (lower- left panel), patterns in Eastern 
and Central European countries are much less clear. FA varies substantially 
across Europe, being lowest in Denmark (2.5) and highest in Slovakia 
(57.1). For the crossover point, 30 per cent was chosen, because there 
are clearly distinguishable groups above and below the interval between 
25 and 34 per cent. According to this calibration, there are 13 countries 
with positive membership (more than 0.5) in the FA set, including 
all Southern European countries, but also several Central and Eastern 
European countries. Also, in contrast to Gallie and Paugam (2000), 
Ireland is not in the ‘extended dependence’ set according to the present 
data and calibrations. Family residence was used here as a proxy for 
intergenerational support, yet the operationalisation has its limitations 
because it does not capture all forms of possible support such cash transfers.

In addition, the level of aggregate unemployment (UE) in a country 
was included as another important contextual aspect moderating the 
negative consequences of unemployment on well- being. Data on 
countries’ unemployment rates (UE) were taken from Eurostat (2013), 
measuring the unemployment rate of the active population. UE varies 
between 5.2 and 27.5 per cent (see Figure 4.2) and is lowest in DE (5.2 
per cent) and highest in EL (27.5 per cent). The crossover threshold was 
set at 10 per cent. When these countries are considered, there are 13 
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examples of ‘high unemployment rate’ countries. However, there are 
many borderline cases (SI: 10.1 per cent, HU: 10.2 per cent, FR: 10.3 
per cent, and PL: 10.3 per cent).

Configurational analysis: identifying routes to well- being

The study explores the combinations of institutional and contextual 
factors that are potentially sufficient for relative well- being in the 
unemployed, defined as a small drop in life satisfaction compared to 
working youth.12

The sample of 24 countries selected in this analysis is represented 
in 11 of the 32 (25) logically possible combinations (configurations or 
routes). Table 4.3 (truth table) maps these routes and the countries that 
follow them (that is, belong to that particular configuration). Whereas 
consistencies are high –  that is, the strength of many routes mapped 
in predicting positive outcome is high –  there are two problems: one 
of idiosyncrasy –  many routes are followed by only one country; 
and one of contradicting routes –  some routes are followed by both 
positive and negative outcome countries (the former countries are 
highlighted in bold).

Next, the truth table was minimised13 to remove potentially redundant 
configurations and allow the exploration of more generalisable patterns. 
The minimisation process reveals three routes which buffer negative 
consequences of unemployment (Table 4.4).

The first route comprising institutional and contextual factors 
labelled covered support (PC * AP * fa * UE), which is associated 
with lower negative effects of unemployment on well- being, combines 
a high share of PLMP beneficiaries, capacitive ALMP, a low share of 
young people living together with their families, and a high share of 
unemployment. Ireland and France follow the covered support route. 
Thus, in this particular context (fa * UE), it is coverage in combination 
with capacitive ALMP and not the generosity of PLMP that are 
necessary components in routes which mitigate the well- being of the 
unemployed in these countries.

The second route, called extended family support (PG * pc * FA 
* UE), which is associated with lower negative effects of unemployment 
on well- being, combines generous PLMP with limited coverage of 
PLMP, an extended family model, and a high level of unemployment. 
Typical cases for this route are Portugal and Spain. In light of the 
hypothesis, this route is the most similar to the subprotective route 
described and formulated earlier; however, compared to Gallie and 
Paugam’s (2000) model and the first hypothesis derived from it, 
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Table 4.3: Truth table: empirical linkages between countries’ combinations of institutional and contextual characteristics and outcomes

Generosity of 
PLMP

Coverage of 
PLMP

Capacitive 
ALMP

Extended 
family model

Level of 
unemploy- ment

Life satisfaction n Consistency PRI Cases

PG PC AP FA UE OUT

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.97 0.93 Portugal

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.97 0.90 Spain

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.94 0.78 Ireland

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.92 0.32 France

0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0.78 0.44 Austria, Sweden

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.71 0.14 Denmark

1 1 1 0 0 0 3 0.70 0.34 Belgium, Finland, Netherlands

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.67 0.18 Germany

0 0 0 1 1 0 9 0.64 0.38 Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, 
Italy, Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, 
Slovenia, Slovakia

0 0 0 1 0 0 5 0.63 0.30 Czech Republic, Romania

0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.46 0.05 Estonia, UK

Notes: Countries in bold are those with positive outcomes –  that is, membership scores higher than 0.5 in LS. Consistency and PRI scores above 0.75 are highlighted in 
bold (Schneider and Wagemann, 2010). PRI is the measure expressing the degree to which one and the same row is a subset of the outcome, but also its negation –  the 
smaller it is, the more this is the case.
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generous PLMP is a necessary additional component of this route if 
it is to meet the sufficiency criteria. Furthermore, the analysis reveals 
several southern European countries that do not meet the generous 
benefit criteria (Greece, Italy).

The third route, capacitating support (pg * pc * AP * fa * ue), 
indicates that in the context of high intergenerational autonomy (a 
low level of young persons living with the family), only the presence 
of capacitive ALMP is sufficient for the higher well- being of the 
unemployed, as long as the general level of unemployment is not high. 
This route, exemplified by Austria and Sweden, is in line with the second 
hypothesis that countries with positive membership scores in AP will 
be more successful in buffering the negative effect of unemployment. 
However, it is important to emphasise that ‘outside’ of this particular 
contextual combination (high intergenerational autonomy and low 
unemployment), the sufficiency of AP is not revealed.

Table 4.4: Sufficient routes to outcomes

Covered 
support

Extended family 
support

Capacitive 
support

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3

Generous PLMP (PG) • ◌

High share of beneficiaries of PLMP 
(PC)

• ◌ ◌

Capacitive impact of ALMP (AP) • •

Extended family model (FA) ◌ • ◌

High share of general unemployment 
(UE)

• • ◌

Consistency 0.91 0.97 0.78

PRI 0.67 0.92 0.44

Raw coverage 0.29 0.29 0.22

Unique coverage 0.12 0.15 0.1

Cases Ireland Spain Austria

France Portugal Sweden

Solution consistency 0.86

Solution PRI 0.71

Solution coverage 0.52

Notes: • -  condition present; ◌ -  condition absent; Countries highlighted in bold are those 
with positive outcomes –  that is, membership scores higher than 0.5 in LS.
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The third, ‘less stigmatised’ hypothesis –  the claim that countries 
with extended family models and high levels of unemployment will be 
associated with less negative consequences for well- being –  could not be 
confirmed empirically. More specifically, as indicated by the extended 
family route, this mechanism only seems to work in combination with 
generous PLMP (PG * FA * UE).

To conclude, whereas the three- route solution is quite solid in 
terms of consistency, coverage is moderately low –  solution coverage 
0.52 –  indicating that it is able to explain approximately half of the 
cases. Because many positive outcome cases belong in the same 
configurations as negative outcome cases –  in particular, Greece, 
Poland, and Slovenia –  the model there seems to be missing some 
additional explanation for their routes to vulnerable youth well- being. 
Furthermore, because the definition of positive outcome depends on 
the calibration threshold, the sensitivity of the results was subjected to 
robustness tests. These focused on different thresholds for consistency 
of sufficiency and crossover points for outcomes (details available 
upon request).

In terms of the choice of consistency thresholds for sufficiency, the 
initial analysis (consistency for sufficiency at 0.75) was augmented with 
analyses using 0.8 and 0.7. Whereas easing the consistency threshold 
to 0.7 does not change the result, setting it at a stricter level of 0.8 
leaves only two sufficient routes: covered and extended family support. 
In other words, increasing the strictness of consistency increases the 
strength of theoretical arguments for covered and extended family 
support, but countries that follow the capacitating route, such as 
Austria and Sweden, lose in empirical relevance and drop out of 
sufficient routes.

The next step was to test whether results still hold after relaxing the 
selection criteria for ‘successful’ countries at the crossover from - 0.7 
to - 0.8.14 This step adds five positive outcome cases (Bulgaria, France, 
Hungary, Italy, and Latvia) to the analysis. The biggest change is in the 
empirical relevance of the results, because, in addition to the initial 
three routes, an additional route emerges and the coverage becomes 
0.86. Figure 4.3 depicts the main differences in results compared to 
the original analysis (while retaining the same consistency criteria of 
0.75 for both).

The cases in the upper right- hand corner (surrounded by the circle) 
are those that can be explained –  that is, those with positive membership 
in both the outcome set and (one of the) solution(s). It can be seen 
that whereas in the left- hand panel (the initial analysis), there are only 
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four cases, in the right- hand panel (ex post analysis), there are 13. The 
additional route that emerges depends only on contextual buffers to 
alleviate the loss of well- being in the unemployed. This route, pc * ap 
* FA * UE, which has moderately satisfactory consistency (0.75) but 
very good coverage (0.48), is exemplified by 10 countries: Belgium, 
Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia, Slovakia, 
and Spain. Whereas all three initial routes also survive this sensitivity 
test, the covered support route changes. More specifically, compared to 
its original format (PC * AP * fa * UE), the UE component becomes 
redundant in the covered route and the empirical relevance increases, 
because France and Ireland are joined by four other countries: Belgium, 
Finland, Germany, and the Netherlands. This also means that easing 
the calibration threshold of the outcome eliminated the problem of 
‘unexplained’ cases –  that is, the countries in the upper left- hand corner 
with a high value in outcome dimensions, which are not explained 
by any routes. However, the countries in the lower right- hand corner 
Figure 4.3 (within the circle) –  those with high membership in one 
of the routes but no outcome –  are still contradictory.

Conclusions

This study aimed to investigate the interplay of institutional and 
contextual aspects of labour market policies in mitigating the negative 
effects of unemployment on the well- being of young people. The 
research design was based on a configurational comparison, because 
it was assumed that combinations of different explanatory dimensions 
form distinct packages. The specification of the model was influenced 
primarily by Gallie and Paugam (2000), who combined employment 
regimes and family models as sources of alternative explanations 
for the well- being of the unemployed. However, their model was 
amended to take into account labour market conditions using the 
aggregate unemployment rate and applying this analytical framework 
across Europe. The explanatory model used here consisted of five 
dimensions: three institutional (the generosity and coverage of passive 
labour market policy and capacitive impact of active labour market 
policy) and two contextual (the share of unemployment and the 
prevalence of extended family model).

First, by using comparative microdata and applying multiple linear 
regression models, it explained the differences on the outcome 
dimension –  the effect of unemployment on life satisfaction –  for 
a wide range of European countries. The result was that even after 
controlling for several aspects such as education and age, the loss of 
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life satisfaction among the unemployed still varied across countries. 
Furthermore, countries that do well have diverse welfare regime 
backgrounds. Second, it investigated whether there are distinguishable 
configurations of institutional and contextual factors that perform 
better in buffering the negative consequences of unemployment. 
The hypothesis was that there are four such configurations: first, the 
universal route, emphasising the strong presence of active and passive 
labour market policies; second, the subprotective route, which relies 
on extended family support; third, the capacitating route, emphasising 
the importance of activation measures; and fourth, the unemployment 
route, which relies on the extended family in the context of high 
unemployment rates that help to reduce the stigmatisation related to 
labour market exclusion. Based on the analyses and the subsequent 
robustness check, two functionally equivalent routes turned out to be 
the most robust: first, the covered route that combines both PLMP 
and ALMP in buffering the negative consequences of unemployment; 
and second, the extended family route in which generous PLMP 
combined with the extended family residential model facilitates a 
positive outcome. Whereas the policy design of the covered route is 
analogous to Gallie and Paugam’s (2000) universal route, the mix of 
countries that exemplify it are mainly from continental rather than 
Nordic Europe (except Finland). At the same time, the extended family 
route provides an important addition to the suggested subprotective 
route as strong PLMP is a necessary component in it.

Moreover, results showed that the situation has turned out to be much 
more diverse than suggested by Gallie and Paugam (2000). Nordic 
countries in particular are much more diverse than expected, especially 
in terms of labour market- policy- related solutions, an aspect that is 
probably partly explained by recent retrenchment policies such as cuts 
in unemployment benefits (Arndt, 2017). Furthermore, the difference 
between Gallie and Paugam’s (2000) universalistic and subprotective 
approaches is less clear, and even in Southern European countries, 
the importance of generous PLMP in addition to the extended family 
model (labelled extended family support in the present analysis) has 
been revealed. Thus, contrary to expectations, the family’s ability to 
buffer negative consequences of unemployment is less clear.

In light of the existing understanding of the negative consequences 
of unemployment for youth well- being and its institutional buffers, and 
in accordance with many other studies (Wulfgramm, 2014; O’Campo 
et al, 2015; Voßemer et al, 2018), the present study did confirm that 
PLMP (in terms of either coverage or generosity) is an important and 
indeed a necessary component in both covered and extended family 
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support. Assuming the contextual dependency of some buffers as 
theorised by Gallie and Paugam (2000) and the reported vagueness 
of the effect of ALMP (Wulfgramm, 2014; Voßemer et al, 2018), the 
study showed that ALMP and the extended family tend to compensate 
for each other. In other words, the capacitive potential of ALMP 
holds only in the context of advanced intergenerational autonomy 
and relatively low unemployment, whereas in the context of high 
overall unemployment, extended family support compensates for the 
lack of ALMP. QCA is especially well- suited to revealing these types 
of macrolevel conjunctural associations in comparative welfare policy 
studies (Emmenegger et al, 2013). At the same time, the sensitivity 
analysis revealed that political choices that rely on capacitive ALMP at 
the expense of PLMP do not robustly mitigate the loss in well- being in 
unemployed youth, indicating the importance of combined investment 
and compensation- oriented policies in youth regimes. This indicates a 
need for caution regarding the effectiveness of retrenchment policies 
that cut back compensation- oriented policies and shift the focus (solely) 
towards activation measures.

Finally, once the calibration threshold for the outcome is eased and a 
slightly larger drop in unemployed youth well- being is still considered 
a positive outcome, an additional route emerges that relies only on 
contextual moderators (UE hypothesis). Thus, by relaxing the threshold 
and also considering countries that show moderately negative effects 
of unemployment on well- being to be successful, families still act as 
crucial social and financial shock absorbers in several countries facing 
high unemployment, and they still succeed even without accompanying 
labour market policies. It is also worth noting that this additional route 
explains almost half of the cases.

In conclusion, this study has contributed to the literature on 
comparative welfare policies by investigating whether potential buffers 
provided by combinations of institutional and contextual factors 
mitigate the negative effect of unemployment on well- being. However, 
there are specific limitations to this study. First, the sample size is a 
challenge for the number of dimensions included in the analyses, and 
it leaves many logical reminders and few empirical relevancies for 
different configurations. Second, despite the eagerness to investigate 
countries’ approaches to the well- being of unemployed youth, the 
operationalisation of policies oriented explicitly towards youth is 
difficult for most aggregate labour market policy instruments available 
in Eurostat. Finally, the outcome variable is currently controlled for 
compositional effects across countries, but is not sensitive to between- 
group differences on the country level. The study aimed foremost to 
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apply Gallie and Paugam’s (2000) model to a wider range of countries 
using QCA as a more flexible and system- oriented approach compared 
to the variable- oriented quantitative approach. Therefore, it did not test 
whether the explanatory dimensions might act differently for different 
subgroups,15 although how institutional packages ‘work’ inside the 
countries for different groups with different educational resources is a 
highly relevant question, for example. Addressing this question would 
also make it possible to test the next set of vital questions: are more 
resourceful young people (in terms of education) more likely to benefit 
from active labour market measures alone, or is the combined approach 
of PLMPs and ALMPs also the most beneficial for them? Which 
configurations are the best for buffering well- being in unemployed 
young people with a low level of education?

Notes
 1 In the formula, ‘*’ denotes operator ‘and’, ‘+’ denotes operator ‘or’, and arrows 

show sufficient (→) relationships between configuration and outcome.
 2 Consistency of Sufficiency = SUM (X AND Y) /  SUM X –  that is, the sum of 

all conjunctions of particular X and Y (minimum rule), divided by the sum of Xs.
 3 Coverage of Sufficiency = SUM (X AND Y) /  SUM Y.
 4 There are two predominant approaches to calibrating the interval scale data: (a) 

log- odds based and (b) regression based. In the former, four main steps are 
distinguishable: (i) select three thresholds (fully in, fully out, and crossover), (ii) 
calculate the deviations of raw scores from the crossover (x crossover) of each 
case, (iii) translate the crossover- centred data into the metric of log odds (see 
Ragin, 2008: 87), and (iv) transform log odds into membership scores: degree of 
membership = exp(log odds)/ (1+exp(log odds)).

 5 This decision means that only those configurations that are associated with a positive 
outcome with the consistency of 0.75 or higher are included in the calculations 
of solutions.

 6 Because some simplifying assumptions have been made throughout this process of 
calculating the average generosity index, to avoid the risk of misinterpretations, 
OECD country chapters in the Benefits and Wages catalogue (www.oecd.org/
els/social/workincentives) and Wulfgramm (2014) were used for comparison and 
robustness checks (details can be obtained from authors).

 7 Alternative ways of operationalising PG would be one explanation for this 
contradictory finding. However, based on expenditure (share of Category 8: out- 
of- work income maintenance and support, in labour market policy [LMP] statistics 
in Eurostat, of GDP), the most regularly used indicator of ‘welfare stateness’ (Kuitto, 
2016: 64), the result differs only slightly –  ES, IT, and PT are all relatively high 
spenders, whereas EL is low (Eurostat, 2013).

 8 LMP interventions in Eurostat are classified as follows: (1) LMP services (Category 
1); (2) LMP measures; (3) Training (Category 2); (4) Employment incentives; 
(5) Sheltered and supported employment and rehabilitation; (6) Direct job creation; 
(7) Start- up incentives; (8) LMP supports (Out- of- work income maintenance and 
support; and (9) Early retirement.
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 9 The unit of observation in the LMP database is the LMP intervention, and data on 
participants are collected for each intervention, each of which is classified by the 
type of action. When gathering participants for each intervention in a category, 
there is an implicit assumption that each intervention (the unit of observation) is 
mutually exclusive, and that a person can participate in only one intervention at a 
time (Eurostat, 2013: Labour market statistics explained). However, it is also possible 
for double- counting to occur. For example, in Category 8 as used in this study, 
there could be a supplementary allowance that is used to top up unemployment 
benefit payments. In this case, participants could be double- counted, explaining, 
for instance, the percentage being above 100 in the case of BE.

 10 Considering the validity of capturing the notion of coverage, using an alternative 
indicator was considered –  that in the Social Insurance Entitlements Dataset –  but 
PC from Eurostat was chosen instead to take into account both unemployment 
assistance and insurance- related benefits, because due to short employment spells, 
young cohorts are relatively more dependent on the former, making it more 
relevant in assessing their well- being.

 11 Category 2 in Eurostat LMP statistics.
 12 It is a common standard of QCA to start with a necessity analysis and follow this 

with a sufficiency analysis (Schneider and Wagemann, 2012) as in the present study. 
However, because none of the conditions included met the necessity criteria, all 
conditions were included in the sufficiency analysis. The latter makes up the so- 
called truth table.

 13 The minimisation is based on the Quine– McCluskey algorithm.
 14 An additional robustness check was made at crossover point - 0.75, which adds 

three positive cases: Italy, France and Bulgaria.
 15 Because leaving the parental home can be considered as one of the crucial steps 

towards adulthood, an additional analysis by residential status was performed. 
However, the life satisfaction of young unemployed people did not differ by 
residential status. The non- significant effect is driven by small sample sizes, but 
might also suggest that although prolonged co- residence with parents is a proxy 
for overall familialism on the macrolevel, different mechanisms leading towards 
higher life satisfaction are at play on the microlevel.
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5

Experiencing unemployment and 
job insecurity in two European 
countries: German and Italian 
young people’s well- being and 

coping strategies

Christoph Schlee, Rosy Musumeci, and Chiara Ghislieri

Introduction

Although young people throughout Europe are increasingly 
experiencing labour market uncertainties (Müller and Gangl, 2003) 
and unemployment, there are marked differences between countries 
(Eurofound, 2012; Eurostat, 2018a, 2018b). Italy, with one of the 
highest youth unemployment rates in the EU (34.7 per cent in 2017), 
and Germany with the lowest (6.8 per cent) (Eurostat, 2018a, 2018b), 
present a strong contrast regarding the labour market situation of young 
people. Previous studies focusing on the multidimensional concept of 
job insecurity (Van Vuuren, 1990; Näswall and De Witte, 2003) have 
shown that in young people in particular, unemployment can have a 
negative impact on individual subjective well- being and mental health 
(Paul and Moser, 2009).

In general, there is a growing diffusion of ‘insecure’ jobs among youth 
in Europe (Baranowska and Gebel, 2010). In national and local labour 
markets that are especially poor in opportunities for young people, 
this phenomenon has an important negative impact on subjective 
well- being (Kieselbach, 2000; De Witte et al, 2016; Giunchi et al, 
2016). Subjective well- being covers both cognitive (life satisfaction) 
and affective (personal feelings) elements (Diener et al, 1999).

Although many studies confirm the relationship between job 
insecurity or unemployment and well- being, the dynamics underlying 
it are not fully understood. Only a few studies have tackled this 
topic from a qualitative standpoint by highlighting the dynamics and 
the subjective processes operating in this relationship (for example, 
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Blustein et al, 2013) and comparing samples from countries in terms 
of the labour market and the welfare system. To date, there is also a 
lack of literature exploring the coping strategies –  that is, cognitive 
and behavioural attempts to counter external and internal stress in a 
problem- oriented or emotional way (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984) –  
that young people put in place to reduce the negative effects of job 
insecurity or unemployment on well- being (Richter et al, 2013). The 
aim of this chapter is to improve understanding of how young people 
perceive their insecure work situations and how they deal with any 
negative impact on well- being on the individual level.

Based on a qualitative approach, this study investigates individual 
perceptions of well- being and the associated coping strategies of young 
people in Italy and Germany. It focuses on similarities and differences 
between these contexts in order to enrich knowledge of the relationship 
between unemployment and well- being in these two countries.

In sum, it addresses the following research questions: how do young 
people in Italy and Germany perceive their subjective well- being 
while experiencing objective job insecurity and unemployment? How 
do they deal with their situation in terms of well- being? Are there 
similarities or differences in coping strategies between young people 
from Italy and Germany and how can they be explained?

Well- being and labour market insecurity

Well- being –  more specifically, subjective well- being –  is a 
multidimensional concept that includes a physical component (health) 
and a psychological component. The psychological component, in 
turn, can be differentiated in terms of life satisfaction (cognitive) 
(Diener et al, 1999), and prevalent affective experience (emotional), 
(Warr, 1990). Psychological well- being can be general, domain- related, 
or related to spillover effects between life domains (Grebner et al, 2005).

This chapter considers unemployment and job insecurity together. 
Job insecurity is defined as a multidimensional concept (Van Vuuren, 
1990) with objective and subjective dimensions (Näswall and De Witte, 
2003). Job insecurity means uncertainty about the future (De Witte, 
2005) and about the continuation of the job as such (Greenhalgh 
and Rosenblatt, 1984). Unemployment (among youth) means not 
being employed, but this chapter also considers persons who are not 
in education, employment or training (NEET) in this context. For 
more detailed definitions of the concepts, see Chapter 1 of this book.

Notwithstanding many quantitative results confirming the link 
between objective and subjective job insecurity and well- being, 
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the mechanisms underlying this relationship are not completely 
understood. Employment has a manifest and latent function (Jahoda, 
1981; Van Hoye and Lootens, 2013): the manifest function is related 
to financial benefits; the latent function, to the fact that a job provides 
structure in personal life. A job also provides the possibility of taking 
an active role in life and reaching personal and collective goals. 
Considering Jahoda’s latent deprivation model, job insecurity and 
unemployment may lead to a decrease of well- being via the fear of 
not having sufficient income to live adequately in the present (and 
to project the future), but also through the loss of opportunity to be 
effective in a collective situation and to structure time in one’s life 
(Paul and Moser, 2009).

In addition, social identity theory (Tajfel and Turner, 1979) may help 
in understanding the process: identity issues are particularly relevant in 
the current fragmented and discontinuous world (Albert et al, 2000; 
Piccoli et al, 2017).

The link between job insecurity or unemployment and well- being 
may also be understood using transactional stress theory (Lazarus and 
Folkman, 1984). In this frame, job insecurity is considered as a stressor 
(Wang et al, 2015): individuals who are threatened with a possible 
stressor undertake a primary appraisal to assess whether it is a risk to 
personal well- being, and a secondary appraisal to evaluate resources and 
strategies to cope with it. When a job is perceived as being at risk, it is 
most likely interpreted as a threat, because employment is important 
for the individual’s personal, social, and economic life.

To face a stressor, people activate different strategies. Following 
Lazarus and Folkman’s (1984) definition, coping strategies are 
cognitive and behavioural efforts that people use to face external and/ 
or internal stressing demands, and they can be distinguished as being 
either problem- focused (aimed at addressing the problem directly) or 
emotion- focused (aimed at dealing with feelings associated with the 
stressor). In some cases, people use avoidance strategies such as denial 
and escape from the situation (Carver et al, 1989).

Job insecurity also makes it hard to activate helpful coping strategies 
because the source of job insecurity is undefined: in fact, job insecurity 
is classified as a rather uncontrollable threat and is linked to a feeling 
of powerlessness (Greenhalgh and Rosenblatt, 1984).

Moreover, coping strategies to address the symptoms of precarious 
working condition (for example, health problems) can be located not 
only on the micro or individual level, but also on the macro and meso 
social levels. There are, for example, macrocontextual strategies related 
to actively seeking support from public institutions and the state, and 
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mesolevel coping strategies that are related to actively seeking support 
from family and social networks (Fullin, 2004).

Following the literature on stress and coping, the effectiveness of 
problem- focused coping and emotion- focused coping depends on 
whether or not the source of perceived stress is clear (Folkman et al, 
1979; Pinquart and Silbereisen, 2008): problem- focused coping is more 
effective with an identified source of stress, whereas emotion- focused 
coping seems to be a better choice if the source of stress is unclear 
(Armstrong- Stassen, 2005). However, research results on coping as a 
moderator in the relationship between job insecurity and well- being 
are contradictory (Richter, 2011). There is no consensus about which 
coping strategies may be more effective in dealing with job insecurity 
and in reducing negative consequences for well- being. This may also 
depend on the fact that studies have mainly considered general coping 
strategies and not specific ones.

Few studies describe and analyse the specific coping strategies used to 
face job insecurity (for example, Bagnara and Bargigli, 2009; Heuven 
et al, 2009; Blustein et al, 2013) and to buffer negative consequences 
on well- being. Heuven et al (2009) highlighted that some interviewees 
actively looked for another job as a coping strategy in response to job 
insecurity, whereas other respondents were more stressed and unable to 
start an active job search due to psychological problems. Blustein et al 
(2013) found that behaviours oriented towards improving employability 
limit the negative consequences of unemployment (for example, 
training and education, networking) on well- being.

Institutional context

Italy and Germany show extreme contrasts in terms of youth 
unemployment (those aged 15 to 24). Italy had a youth unemployment 
rate of 34.7 per cent in 2017, whereas Germany had a rate of 6.8 per 
cent. Within the European Union (EU- 28), the average was 16.8 per 
cent (Eurostat, 2018a, 2018b). Italy and Germany have been differently 
affected by the economic crisis of 2008. Starting from two radically 
different educational systems (Reyneri, 2017), poor career prospects 
remain present even for university graduates in Italy (Rokicka et al, 2015), 
whereas in Germany, young people often see their insecure situation 
as being only temporary (for example, Schlee, 2018). Institutions and 
traditions seem to be very important when it comes to explaining the 
big inequalities within Europe (Dietrich and Möller, 2016). Labour 
market policies seem to be crucial for the individual experience of 
unemployment (Voßemer et al, 2017). For example, the generosity of 
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unemployment benefits has a positive effect on the perceived well- being 
of those affected (Boarini et al, 2013). Germany, as a conservative welfare 
state, and Italy, as a Southern European state, differ in political measures 
and programmes in various fields. Compared to Italy, Germany has 
stronger state support through, for example, unemployment benefits and 
targeted policies for young people, whereas Italy has few active labour 
market policies (ALMPs) and no income support for young people 
without labour market experience (Bertolini and Torrioni, 2018). In 
Italy, family support seems to be more important for young people during 
periods of job insecurity and unemployment (see Chapter 10 in this 
volume). Due to these differences, the present study investigates young 
people’s subjective well- being during unemployment or job insecurity, 
and how they deal with potential occurring limitations and insecurities 
in the two country contexts.

Data and methodology

The analysis is based on the full set of interviews from Germany and 
Italy that were conducted within the EXCEPT project (see Bertolini 
et al, 2018a). An overview of the general methodology can be found 
in Chapter 1 in this volume. Several socio- demographic criteria were 
considered in the sampling process. The sample consists of 90 young 
people (40 German and 50 Italian cases) aged 18– 30 years who were 
mostly unemployed, NEET, and temporary workers, with different 
levels of education. Furthermore, they show differences in terms of 
migrant background and involvement in policy measures. The sample 
was balanced for gender. The Italian interviews were conducted in 
Turin in the north and Catania in the south, and the German interviews 
in different federal states: Bavaria, Baden- Württemberg, Hamburg, 
North Rhine- Westphalia, Saxony, and Saxony- Anhalt (Bertolini et al, 
2018b; Schlee, 2018).

A qualitative approach was chosen to examine the perceptions, 
individual situations, and experiences of youth from a subjective 
point of view. Thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) was used 
to discover patterns in subjective meanings. The research questions 
were explored with reference to several categories including perception 
of the current situation, well- being, and possible risk factors for 
well- being, and coping strategies such as how (limited) well- being 
can be improved. This referred to existing theories and research by 
investigating well- being in different dimensions (emotion- focused; 
problem- focused) and including the levels of coping strategies to be 
found (micro, meso, macro) as sub- categories. In addition, inductive 
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sub- categories (data driven) were formed to respond flexibly to 
emerging phenomena in order to allow for an open analysis approach. 
Overall, the study applied a combination of a semantic approach 
focusing on explicit meanings of the data, and a latent approach going 
beyond what had been said (Braun and Clarke, 2006). A further step 
elaborated the similarities and differences between the two countries 
in terms of the developed themes.

Findings

Labour market insecurity and well- being: subjective 
perceptions and risk factors

This section presents the interconnections between job insecurity 
or unemployment and well- being by reporting on the individual 
perceptions of well- being in objectively insecure labour market 
situations and on existing risk factors for well- being that emerged 
among the German and Italian interviewees during the analysis.

Joblessness leaves a profound mark on the lives of the interviewees in 
Italy: in many interviews, the sense of malaise reported, often bordering 
on experiences of depressive moods, has to do with being disheartened, 
with living with the deep disappointment engendered by the impossibility 
of finding a job. Unemployment means staying at home, not meeting 
people, and lack of participation in a community of work. Work is 
generally considered by some interviewees to be a possible source of 
well- being, a tool with which to construct identity: “it is the engine 
of life” (Paolo, M, 23, LE, TE, IT).1 Moreover, several interviewees 
stress the importance of having a job that is compatible with the rest 
of one’s life and that will also make it possible to have adequate space 
for family and private life.

Across the German interviews, it is also clear that work, especially the 
income it brings, plays an important role in perceptions of individual 
well- being. Inter alia, interviewees mentioned basic needs (for example, 
shelter, food), having a feeling of (financial) security, having something 
to do, and being autonomous. If one or more of these essentials is 
missing, well- being is limited depending on individual life situations 
and attitudes. Then, at least a sense of unease or malaise appears, too.

Moreover, pessimistic thinking often emerged from the interviews 
in both countries. In the cases of Tamara and Mara, the main theme 
is a sense of hopelessness: repeated failure in attempts to find a new 
job lead to negative thoughts about the future including despair and 
pessimism: “My worry is that I’ll have no future” (Mara, F, 30, ME, 
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U, IT); “Sadness. So many times, I want to cry because I do not feel 
fulfilled and independent” (Tamara, F, 23, ME, NEET, IT). Marc 
(M, 24, LE, U, DE) also wants to be independent, but due to his 
unemployment, he is reliant on others’ support, which makes him 
feel sad and creates a feeling of inferiority. In addition, concerns, fear, and 
desperation due to deprivation and poor future prospects resulting from 
current unemployment appear in some German interviews too:

‘I’m worried about a lot of things at the moment [pause] I’m 
afraid of the future. I’m afraid that I can’t find a job. I’m afraid 
that I can’t find a flat and pay for it. I’m afraid that I can’t cope 
with the whole situation. The whole situation is making me 
crazy.’ (Tom, M, 20, ME, NEET, DE)

In particular, those who experience unemployment for several years 
often have strong fears about the future. They show strong signs of stress 
and strain, in many cases due to financial deprivation. Reported 
poor prospects for labour market integration seem to be particularly 
evident among young people with a low level of education or without 
vocational training or an apprenticeship.

Additionally, for some parents, especially single mothers, strong 
negative impacts on their own well- being appear as worries and fears 
about their own children and their ability to care for them. Lena (F, 21, ME, 
U, DE) describes the uncertain financial situation caused by her own 
unemployment and additionally perceives hurdles to finding a job as 
a single mother.

Elsewhere in the Italian cases, it is isolation, the lack of activities 
to signal the passing hours of the day, that emerges from Tommaso’s 
narrative. He describes the shift from thinking that he has a great deal 
of free time to experiencing this ʻfreeʼ time as empty and frustrating:

‘I have lots of free time, too much free time, that’s what I would 
change [pause] the first few months you say “Yes, that’s fine, that’s 
great” [pause] After two weeks of getting up at 11, you feel that 
you no longer want that [pause] The days are all the same.’ (M, 
22, ME, U, IT)

A change in the perception of the situation also became apparent 
for Tina (F, 18, LE, TE, DE) and Maria (F, 27, HE, TE, DE). Some 
young people who had left or finished school or apprenticeships, or 
graduated from university, initially accepted unemployment as a normal 
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part of transition into the labour market and they even enjoyed the 
free time it offered. However, as time went on, feelings of discomfort, 
malaise, and strain intensified and became feelings of uncertainty, fear of 
the future, and despair.

In the German interviews, these feelings seem to be strongly related 
to a perception of stigmatisation (Goffman, 1986) as a result of being 
unemployed and/ or receiving unemployment benefits (especially over 
an extended period). Despite the positive effect of financial support, 
an emerging feeling of financial security, some of the young interviewees 
felt a psychological burden due to stigmatisation:

‘When you get to know someone for the first time … you first 
have to say, “Yes, I’m unemployed” [grows quiet] so it’s always 
been “But why? Are you lazy?” or stigmatised, something like 
that. You always get put into a category like that.’ (Katrin, F, 27, 
LE, U, DE)

Sometimes these negative feelings appear together with a lack of sense 
of belonging to society and a lack of identity as well as a stressful feeling 
of being dependent on institutions and society: “Well, I do feel a little like 
an antisocial loser” (Laura, F, 25, LE, U, DE). In contrast, the Italian 
interviewees show no such perceptions.

Some Germans such as Klaus (M, 29, ME, U, DE) and Anna (F, 
21, LE, U, DE) are ashamed that they are not financially independent 
because they receive unemployment benefits or informal financial 
support from their friends and family. Hence, they are not in 
compliance with the norm, whereas in Italy, more young people are 
unemployed and the unemployed are not generally viewed as outsiders.

In some German interviews, experiencing poor treatment (for example, 
condescending behaviour, lack of support in job search) from employees 
of the federal employment agency seems to be a factor in poor 
well- being during unemployment. In addition, some report being 
sanctioned financially (reduced unemployment benefits) by the agency. 
This causes a feeling of incomprehension, unfair treatment, and being left 
alone. This often results in despair and even greater financial insecurity.

To an even greater extent than German participants, many Italians 
also reveal a feeling that they do not receive enough institutional 
support to face up to the labour market and its challenges. This is 
linked to a feeling of dissatisfaction and the perception that living in a 
country such as Italy, especially southern Italy, is in itself a risk factor. 
The dominant metaphor is that of a challenge, a fight, a clash. Simply 
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put, young people feel that they have to fend for themselves, find and 
create opportunities for themselves:

‘In Italy, I think growing up is almost a test of courage! [laughs] 
because you feel right up against adversity: difficulty in finding 
work, people impeding you in finding work in every way because 
… they are afraid that you will also steal their job because maybe 
they have the same difficulties as you. That is, becoming an adult 
in Italy is ugly!’ (Aurelio, M, 22, ME, TE, IT)

Furthermore, in a few German cases, precarious employment, poor 
working conditions, and part- time or short- term contracts emerged 
as negative influences on individual well- being. This occurs especially 
when young people work for temporary employment agencies, and 
therefore feel uncertain due to the impossibility of planning their future. 
However, in some German and Italian cases such as Franco (M, 30, 
HE, NCJ, IT), even when a job contract is not secure, work is a source 
of well- being in itself: this is the case when the work performed is 
considered meaningful, corresponds to individual interests, and permits 
self- expression. In the German interviews, this is especially true when 
the work gives interviewees a degree of financial independence.

Besides the negative effects caused by unemployment or job insecurity, 
other risk factors for subjective well- being emerged. Although they 
are not the focus of this chapter, they play an important role in how 
young people perceive their situation. Physical and psychological 
limitations such as health problems, being the victim of an accident, 
poor working conditions, or family conflict are examples of other 
influences that came to light during the analysis and are important 
when interpreting individual cases.

This brief description of some young people’s perceptions of labour 
market uncertainty in Italy and Germany and how they relate to their 
own well- being showed similarities as well as differences. Some other 
German respondents did not perceive their situation as uncertain (see 
also Beelmann et al, 2001; Rogge, 2013), largely because of their own 
coping strategies and protective factors in their lives.

Coping strategies for well- being

This section reports on the main coping strategies adopted by Italian 
and German interviewees to manage or improve the situations and 
difficulties arising with regard to their well- being. Here, coping 
strategies means strategies the interviewees use or activate to face the 
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symptoms of their precarious working conditions or to change their employment 
prospects and conditions. Where appropriate, this section also reports on 
the repercussions of adopting certain strategies on the well- being of 
individual interviewees. Coping strategies are differentiated in terms 
of the level –  micro, meso or macro –  on which they operate and 
the chapter is structured in these terms. The perceived insecurities 
emerge diversely and with varying intensity. Accordingly, the coping 
strategies also vary.

Microlevel coping strategies

Microlevel coping strategies for well- being are the behaviours, 
cognitive mechanisms, and emotional strategies used by the 
individual. This section starts by highlighting strategies to deal with 
job insecurity and unemployment that have consequences for individual well- 
being. In Germany, seeking jobs or vocational training on the internet or 
in newspapers is a common strategy. In addition, job applications are 
used in different ways to escape immediately insecure life situations 
or to avoid the risk of a negative impact of unemployment (for 
example, through financial deprivation, stigmatisation). There are 
successes in some cases such as Finn (M, 18, LE, U, DE) who got an 
opportunity to do an internship and acquire work experience (and 
some money). However, when young people experience prolonged 
failure with this strategy, it can have a considerable impact on their 
well- being and can exacerbate the negative effect of unemployment 
or job insecurity leading to desperation and hopelessness. In the 
Italian cases, job search through submitting CVs is an ʻactive’ coping 
strategy, but it can also generate malaise or frustration and result in 
the avoidance of job search.

In the German cases, it is apparent that some young people try to 
enhance their employability or gain labour market experience by improving 
their own education by, inter alia, returning to school (and graduating) 
and/ or the use of internships, in some cases as part of labour market 
programmes (ALMPs). They are aware of the importance of having a 
school certificate as a positive signal to employers: “That always looks 
good, if you have grades or certificates” (Sven, M, 25, LE, U, DE).

In addition, some, like Sven again, lower or change their aspirations, as 
a result of their experiences. They agree to work part- time and/ or 
for temporary employment agencies, sometimes under worse working 
conditions (low payment, small dismissal protection, and limited chance 
of being further employed or permanently employed) in order to 
avoid strong financial deprivations or to try and gain a foothold in the 
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labour market. This strategy seems similar to the concept of adaptive 
preferences (Elster, 1983).

Other interviewees from Italy, especially from the south, seek to 
ʻescapeʼ the psychic malaise associated with the impossibility of finding 
fulfilment in work in one’s own country by planning to emigrate. On 
the one hand, this is described as necessary for realisation as a person 
and to live happily; on the other hand, it is not devoid of emotional 
costs: “I would not like to leave Sicily because it is my home, my 
place but what can I do? [Bitterly] It’s spirit of survival!” (Gaia, F, 24, 
ME, U, IT). In the German interviews, in contrast, emigration does 
not seem to be an issue. Most interviewees are aware of the generally 
good employment opportunities in Germany and opportunities for 
integration into the labour market (compared to other countries). Only 
a few such as Klaus (M, 29, ME, U, DE) consider moving abroad, but 
they are still sceptical as to whether this will actually improve their 
situation. Moreover, they could currently claim unemployment benefits 
to ensure a minimum level of security, if necessary.

The interviews offer further examples of microlevel coping strategies 
used by young people to reduce or minimise existing negative experiences 
or to improve individual well- being. Some interviewees use leisure time 
activities available to them as a way of coping emotionally with the 
working situation; this can simply mean going to the restaurant as in 
Erika’s case (F, 29, LE, U, IT).

Another strategy observed in the German interviews is to avoid 
stress and find some harmony by lowering one’s expectations and needs 
as well as living economically, which is often necessary due to reduced 
financial resources during periods of unemployment. This often 
goes hand in hand with accepting the current situation, in particular for 
the long- term unemployed with lower secondary education (that is, 
without vocational training): “Meanwhile I just accepted it … I actually 
see more chances for success at my age, if I just take these jobs as an 
unskilled worker and try to gain a foothold from there” (Marc, M, 
24, LE, U, DE).

In other Italian cases, the effort to find personal gratification that the 
work setting is unable to provide is not made ̒ withinʼ one’s own job and 
current employment situation but ̒ outsideʼ the workplace. This means 
trying to reduce the stress associated with precarious employment 
situations or joblessness by commitment to their own interests and hobbies; 
a coping strategy that allows them to maintain, as far as possible, a 
certain detachment from the source of their own malaise. Concita (F, 
23, ME, U, IT) says that she pushes herself to experience the artistic 
dimension of life including photography; Pedro (M, 21, ME, PE, IT), 
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for his part, music; Andrea (M, 24, ME, TE, IT) engages in sport; 
Margherita (F, 24, ME, U, IT) dedicates time to her favourite hobby 
of dancing. Some German interviewees also use and focus on other 
areas such as hobbies as a distraction from the negative consequences 
of job insecurity on well- being. However, some mention financial 
limitations and how these get in the way of exercising their hobbies, 
and this, in turn, can negatively affect their well- being. Klaus (M, 29, 
ME, U, DE), for example, leaves his apartment only for important 
appointments, because he no longer has enough money to go partying 
or meeting friends.

In many cases in both countries, a subsequent falling back on the present 
or a suppressing of their own current insecure situations and possible 
consequences that may arise in the future emerge: “I just push away 
what might be in a few months” (Katrin, F, 27, LE, U, DE). For the 
majority of Italians in the sample, negative influences seem to be offset 
by the preservation of a gaze towards future horizons in which one ̒ dreamsʼ 
of achieving a (stable) relationship in a couple, the formation of a family 
of one’s own, having children, and a house. Thinking, in short, that 
sooner or later, one will manage to reach that horizon, nursing that 
hope, is a coping strategy against the associated anxiety and disquiet –  
at times declared explicitly, at other times, only hinted at.

Comparable to repression, a few people use criminal activities or 
drug use in an attempt to escape their insecure situation with its 
accompanying stress and anxiety. Klaus, for example, dealt and 
consumed drugs not only to overcome financial deprivation but also 
to cope with anxiety: “Back then I was dealing drugs and I was also 
consuming drugs to escape this nightmare and that is how I basically 
paid my bills” (Klaus, M, 29, ME, U, DE). Later he regretted these 
actions. In the Italian cases, drug use does not occur as a response 
to concerns or fears, but in some cases, the use of tranquillisers and 
medicines is mentioned.

Another strategy is to think positively into the future and to believe 
in oneself, especially in one’s own skills and opportunities in terms 
of labour market success based on one’s own qualification. This is 
strongly associated with optimism. It is particularly true for German 
interviewees with a university degree and good prospects for the 
future. They see their insecure situation as being only temporary. In 
addition, interviewees who have completed their training or improved 
their health situation as well as those who are doing internships or 
have been invited to job interviews such as Simon (M, 25, LE, U, DE) 
are optimistic, and this prevents severe discomfort. As far as protective 
factors are concerned, on a microlevel, the Italian interviewees also 
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cite personal aspects, subjective attitudes such as optimism, and positive 
thinking. Optimism and well- being seem to be linked in a virtuous 
circle: the interviewees presenting situations of greater well- being 
are also those who describe themselves as being more positive and 
optimistic about the future: “I’m an optimist … I’ll be able to deal with 
job insecurity” (Carlo, M, 26, LE, TE, IT). Alongside optimism, being 
proactive and self- determination are considered to be personal resources 
that sustain well- being because, underlying these, there is a desire to 
build a satisfactory life situation.

To protect himself from the negative effects on his well- being of 
a precarious employment situation, Franco (M, 30, HE, TE, IT) 
endeavours to give value to and to appreciate the expressive and 
relational aspects of his job; he claims to find satisfaction in jobs that 
are in line with his own interests and downplays the instrumental 
aspects (contractual stability and income) by activating, it would seem, a 
strategy of cognitive dissonance or of ̒ compensationʼ, or even of ̒ adaptationʼ. 
Franco describes himself, moreover, as being quite ʻrelaxedʼ because 
he enjoys some self- esteem and considers himself confident about his 
future employment situation.

In other cases still, it is the thought of sharing a common employment 
situation and common risks (even for health) with the young generation to 
which one belongs that serves as a microlevel coping strategy to control 
the malaise emotionally and mentally and avoid the risks of developing 
serious forms of malaise due to insecurity and lack of work. This 
makes them feel less bad about their situation. Ester (F, 26, ME, NCJ, 
IT) thinks that she shares this discomfort with many of her peers and 
feels that she does not want to end up like many young people who 
develop full- blown psychological conditions. Therefore, she tries to 
shake herself up so as not to fall victim to panic attacks and medication. 
Some of the German interviewees also gloss over or try to normalise their 
situation. This is often combined with optimism, especially by those who 
have a good education (for instance, vocational training) and therefore 
generally good future prospects on the labour market. Fabian, who is 
on the verge of another period of unemployment, defines his insecure 
situation as a normal and temporary part in anyone’s life and therefore 
looks into the future relaxed:

‘So I see it really laid- back since nowadays it’s simply a fact that 
sometimes people are unemployed. I’m not embarrassed about 
… I’ll find something again during the winter.’ (Fabian, M, 22, 
ME, TE, DE)
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However, as already mentioned, being unemployed and receiving 
unemployment benefits can create a feeling of stigmatisation. Some 
additionally experience stress and burden because they are unable to care 
for themselves and therefore have to accept help from other people or 
the state. In order to ward off negative influences, several, such as Katrin 
(F, 27, LE, U, DE), say to themselves that the situation has come about 
through no fault of their own; or they convince themselves that they 
are not dependent on other individuals, but rather on the state. In this 
context, some additionally highlight that it is simply their right as citizens 
to receive this form of support (for example Maja, F, 24, ME, U, DE).

Mesolevel coping strategies

When focusing on the mesolevel, we can highlight that the majority 
of German interviewees use their individual social network –  that is, 
family, partner, friends, and other important people in young people’s 
lives, in other words, their social capital (Bourdieu, 1983) –  to enhance 
individual well- being or to avoid or mitigate the negative impact on it. 
This informal support appears in the form of advice and assistance during 
job searches or the application process as well as in establishing contact with 
employers. Its success depends largely on a variety of factors, including 
the ‘quality’ of the individual’s social network and related resources. 
Nevertheless, it became clear that youth who have the possibility of 
receiving informal support often show a better sense of well- being 
than those without. This seems to be a protective factor and can lead 
to some relief (of stress).

The family’s (and other people’s) support appears useful, on the one 
hand, to cope with labour market insecurities. On the other hand, in 
the form of emotional support, against negative consequences for well- 
being caused by unemployment or improve the perception of the 
current life situation by helping to feel (re)integrated into the social 
environment and not feel left alone or excluded: “Well, they (parents) 
were really motivational because they kept saying that everything is 
just normal” (Julia, F, 27, HE, U, DE).

Strongly related to this emotional support, other young people meet 
friends or pursue their hobbies in order to have a positive feeling and 
escape from the sense of burden: “Whenever I am outside and meet 
my friends, then mainly just to escape everything for about an hour 
or two. To think about something else” (Marc, M, 24, LE, U, DE).

In addition, material support via their own social network was also 
evident, especially from the family of origin, partners, and close friends. 
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This support, such as giving not only shelter, being able to live together, 
and financial help but also emotional support, proved to be extremely 
important for improving or maintaining one’s own well- being during 
labour market insecurities. Thea reports about the importance of 
sharing the rental costs: “I’d be helpless without my friend … If I had 
to pay the apartment on my own, then [pause] I wouldn’t have a chance 
at all with my salary” (Thea, F, 21, LE, TE, DE).

In Italy, the family of origin –  and, in certain cases, also uncles 
and aunts, grandparents, or peers such as cousins –  appears to be the 
most significant source of emotional and psychological support for the 
interviewees. Mara, for example, is looking for a job and is depressed. 
Her family’s emotional support is so important to her that it stops her 
from even considering the idea of emigrating to find work: “I have 
no desire to go abroad, because my family is here” (F, 29, ME, U, IT).

Likewise, Renata (F, 22, ME, U, IT), who describes herself as an 
energetic and optimistic woman, turns to her family of origin for 
considerable support (economic and emotional). There is where she 
finds the motivation and encouragement to carry on without becoming 
depressed by the difficulties encountered in the labour market. Thanks 
to strong and significant protection, she is still well integrated within 
the environment in which she lives. Many interviewees state that they 
have recourse to, and greatly appreciate, the emotional support of 
their families of origin. However, some consider this to be basically 
insufficient to contain the malaise associated with their employment 
situation, albeit they acknowledge that this support impacts positively 
on their well- being and mental stability. Camilla (F, 23, ME, NCJ, IT) 
lives with her family and is satisfied, but she strongly desires to leave 
her parents’ house and move in with her current boyfriend. However, 
her working conditions do not allow this.

In some cases, despite appreciation of the family support, this is 
considered to be definitively ineffective when it comes to coping with 
the real cause of their own malaise: the absence of a job. For example, 
Franco says:

‘My mum [pause] I mean, she tries to help me, to support me 
[pause] but for the way I am, these are words that don’t work 
with me. You feel like a loser, useless [pause] It’s bad … the thing 
that would make the situation less complicated, it’s a job.’ (Franco, 
M, 29, HE, NCJ, IT)

In certain cases, it is friends (or boyfriends/ girlfriends) above all who 
are a source of emotional and psychological support. Carlo (M, 25, 
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LE, TE, IT), highlights the fundamentally positive role of the relational 
dimension: it is the social dimension and solidarity in participation and 
volunteering that seem important. It is the human relationships with 
friends and co- workers that seem to give meaning to his existence.

Among those interviewees who do not seem to experience their 
situations of job insecurity with anxiety and malaise, Franco, for 
example, states that this is because he receives considerable financial 
and emotional support from his family as well as from his informal 
social network of friends: “I feel lucky because I have an enormous 
group of friends, I have my family, I have so many things” (Franco, 
M, 30, HE, TE, IT).

Other interviewees utilise different channels and relations to cope with 
the malaise and the sense of dissatisfaction with their own employment 
circumstances. Tamara (F, 23, ME, U, IT) attends church together with 
her family and is able to derive some comfort and peace of mind from 
it. In other cases, work, even if informal, provides an opportunity for 
personal expression, and despite the frustration experienced, represents 
an instrument of well- being.

In both countries, it can be seen that social relationships, especially 
the family, play an important and often crucial role in directly 
addressing job insecurity and unemployment as well as in increasing 
well- being through emotional or financial support. In the Italian 
cases, support from the nuclear family seems to be used to a greater 
extent than in the German cases, where due to the greater availability 
of formal support the family often serves simply as a source of 
emotional support (for example, providing advice) and help in 
financial emergencies.

Macrolevel coping strategies

Macrocontextual strategies refers to actively seeking support from public 
institutions and the state to improve or manage impaired well- being 
associated with young people’s labour market situation. In the German 
cases (for example, Sven, M, 25, LE, U, DE), attending programmes 
and measures (ALMP) can be a useful way to improve skills (catch up 
on school certificates) and to gain work experience in order to finally 
improve employability and prospects for the future. Sometimes it is 
possible to get a foot in the door of some firms for apprenticeships 
or gain employment through internships; or it offers a means of 
establishing structure in daily life through clear tasks. Simon, who 
improved his situation, now has better job prospects and improved 
well- being: “Well yes, it just brought me ahead. Definitely. It brought a 
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little [pause] yes [pause] structure to my life. Encouraged me” (Simon, 
M, 25, LE, U, DE).

However, young people perceive policy programmes and measures 
very differently. Certain measures are obligatory in Germany if young 
people want to claim financial support. This can cause stress and 
appear as an additional burden. Moreover, some are not satisfied with 
labour market integration measures because these were often not 
tailored to individual needs and therefore are considered unsuccessful 
and useless: “I think participating in courses about ‘how to clean my 
workplace’ or ‘how to use the ten- finger writing system’ is stupid. 
I think these courses are useless” (Tom, M, 22, ME, NEET, DE). 
However, regarding the Italian cases, for example, Gaia turned to the 
Garanzia Giovani [youth guarantee scheme] and views the experience 
positively. She states:

‘I was depressed. … it saved me because I found myself with a 
job, a role, employment. It was positive. It’s been the only positive 
thing that has happened to me [laughs].’ (Gaia, F, 24, ME, U, IT)

Whereas many interviewees in the Italian sample appreciate the 
opportunities afforded by macrolevel strategies in helping them cope 
with their own malaise and focus on improving their employment 
situations and employability through policy and institutional channels, 
many interviewees declare that they do not trust politicians and 
institutions to improve their situation. Several of these young people 
state that they are not completely convinced that the institutions are 
interested in doing anything practical to help young people.

Another important protective factor that appears repeatedly in the 
German interviews is the use of passive income support policies, especially 
unemployment benefits (Arbeitslosengeld, unemployment insurance; 
Arbeitslosengeld II, means- tested welfare payments). With this support, 
difficult financial bottlenecks caused by unemployment can often 
be absorbed and well- being can be strengthened, or, in some cases, 
negative influences can be averted: “Without it [Arbeitslosengeld 
II], I’d probably live under a bridge. I am really thankful for that … 
I wouldn’t know what to do with two children and no job” (Simon, 
M, 25, LE, U, DE). Others like Jana (F, 28, ME, PE, DE) do not worry 
about future unemployment because they would be entitled to receive 
unemployment benefits. However, perceptions of the sufficiency of 
the amount vary across the interviews, and this, in turn, can have a 
negative effect on well- being if there is a feeling of financial deprivation. 
In Italy, the insurance income protection system does not provide 
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unemployment benefit for first job seekers, so the majority of young 
people in the sample affected by labour market uncertainties were not 
entitled to any formal support.

However, as already mentioned, dependency on and interaction with 
the federal employment agency in Germany can have a negative impact 
on well- being. The agency’s actions (such as financial sanctions) are 
sometimes perceived as obstacles or the reason for the deterioration 
of their own situations. In general, a lack of entitlement to formal 
support may also occur, mostly for young people under 25 years of 
age and still living in their parents’ household.

Another strategy related to well- being is the support received 
from social workers or the social work institutions as well as other (health) 
institutions that provide emotional support and useful advice. Kerstin 
(F, 23, LE, U, DE), who has been suffering from mental health issues 
such as anxiety states and depression, uses professional help in the 
form of therapies.

The interviews showed that some young people try to overcome 
labour market uncertainties directly or reduce the negative impact 
on well- being; their strategies have led to success and they have been 
able to achieve better future prospects as well as establish structure 
and meaning in their daily lives. However, despite similarities in the 
strategies adopted by young people, there are large differences between 
Germany and Italy, in particular the stronger formal support structures 
and measures available in the former.

Conclusions

The aim of this study was to examine young people’s perceptions 
of unemployment and job insecurity in Italy and Germany as well 
as the coping strategies they use to maintain well- being. Due to a 
lack of research on this topic, the aim was to better understand how 
the potentially negative effects on individual well- being indicated in 
previous research (Kieselbach, 2000; Voßemer and Eunicke, 2015; 
De Witte et al, 2016) are managed within the framework of the two 
different country contexts. The study applied a qualitative approach 
to 90 semi- structured interviews with young people experiencing 
unemployment or job insecurity in Germany and Italy conducted as 
part of the EXCEPT project (Bertolini et al, 2018a).

In summary, results on the individual perceptions of the situation 
of young people are consistent with previous research indicating a 
general tendency towards negative effects on individual well- being (for 
example dissatisfaction, malaise, worries, and anxiety). In this respect, 
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the meanings of work and the functions it entails (Jahoda, 1981) play 
an important role. However, the cognitive and affective aspects of these 
negative effects vary between cases, not only within but also between 
the two countries (Warr, 1990; Diener et al, 1999).

As other research in Germany has also indicated (Grimmer, 2016), 
young unemployed adults can perceive their situation negatively due 
to stigmatisation. Norms can be one possible explanation for this, 
because only a small percentage of youth are unemployed, thereby 
suggesting that if you cannot find a job, it is your fault. In Italy with 
its high unemployment figures, in contrast, the situation is seen more 
as a ‘generational fact’ because it applies to so many young people. 
The young share a common condition and this ‘mitigates’ the negative 
consequences on well- being, at least in terms of any stigmatisation. 
Nevertheless, uncertainties are often present that are sometimes more 
obvious than in the German cases where the state provides stronger 
formal (financial) protection (unemployment benefits) which can 
reduce the negative impact on well- being in some cases.

Overall, however, the impact on subjective well- being in both 
countries seems to depend strongly on individual coping strategies. In 
both country samples, the microlevel reveals that many young people 
use the same or similar strategies (see also Lazarus and Folkman, 1984) 
in their respective contexts, such as optimistic thinking and ignoring 
or whitewashing the current insecure situation in order to avoid a 
(potentially) negative influence on their own well- being (emotion- 
focused); or searching for jobs and writing applications to counter 
uncertainties such as financial limitations or a lack of meaning, self- 
identification, and tasks (problem- focused). However, the context 
appears to play a decisive role. Compared to many Italians, German 
participants seem to have better prospects for their future, although 
they are in the same insecure labour market situation, because of the 
opportunities available to them through school- leaving qualifications 
or (vocational) training (still to be acquired or already existing). The 
German dual vocational education and training system, plays a decisive 
role in this respect (see also Blossfeld and Stockmann, 1998/ 1999): in 
contrast to Italy, many young people in Germany with fixed- term 
contracts are doing an apprenticeship or are at the point of transition 
into the labour market. There is a strong probability that, over time, 
this will become permanent employment. In many Italian cases, in 
contrast, this seems to be more of a general problem of the labour 
market situation. As a result, they often compare themselves with like- 
minded people to feel better about their situation (emotional coping).
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On the mesolevel, it was obvious that the family and other social 
relations are very important. As a recurring pattern in many German 
cases, they use this resource as a protective factor or a help (financially, 
when no formal support is available or it is insufficient), sometimes 
for advice, and for emotional support. In Italy, on the other hand, 
the nuclear family seems to be a permanent and strongly present 
support in many areas and on different levels (see also Chapter 10 in 
this volume). One explanation for these differences is cultural: there 
is stronger attachment to the family in Italy, and stronger state support 
in Germany.

When focusing on coping with macrolevel strategies, there 
were several German cases in which formal support in the form 
of unemployment benefits or ALMPs can provide some form of 
security or lead to the development of better prospects for the 
future. On the one hand, this improves well- being or prevents 
stronger negative feelings that would otherwise arise from existing 
financial disadvantages. On the other hand, additional negative 
effects on young people’s well- being emerge due to stigma associated 
with unemployment or dependency on state benefits. This also 
becomes clear when the support and counselling services offered 
by the employment agencies are perceived as insufficient (see also 
Shore and Tosun, 2017). In many Italian cases, there seems to be 
a general distrust of the state, with the state seeming to contribute 
to improvements in only a few cases. Overall sources of coping can 
also have a negative impact on well- being and sometimes exacerbate 
the situation, with family conflicts tending to be portrayed in Italy, 
and perceived problematic interactions (for example sanctions, 
condescending treatment, lack of support) from the Federal 
Employment Agency in Germany.

Across the interviews, the majority of German cases reveal that 
informal and formal support are used in combination, whereas in 
Italy, there seems to be a much stronger reference to family support. 
All in all, it proved to be important to focus strongly on individuals 
and see how intensively they apply which strategies and which 
combinations of strategies. It was often difficult to distinguish between 
tackling poor well- being and the job insecurity/ unemployment which 
often led to it. Generally, various strategies emerged in a latent or 
undifferentiated way during the analysis. Behaviours and actions can 
be used for specific or multiple purposes, and that makes it difficult 
to examine and distinguish them. Here, a qualitative approach proved 
advantageous, because it addressed the subjective perspective and 
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individual strategies that could be elaborated from an analysis of 
narratives and the respective context –  that is, the personal background 
and life situation of participants.

However, despite all its advantages, it is naturally also important 
to consider the limitations of a qualitative research design. These 
particularly involve the generalisability of results. Nonetheless, the study 
could make valid statements about the situation of young people and 
provide important insights into their subjective experiences of their 
insecure situation, what influence this has on their well- being, and the 
coping strategies they apply in Italy and Germany. These reveal the 
particularly strong role of the institutional setting, the labour market 
situation, and social policies.

Note
 1 The information in brackets represent pseudonym, sex, age, level of education, 

employment status, and country of the interviewee. For explanation of the 
abbreviations, see Chapter 1.
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Sonia Bertolini, and Paola Maria Torrioni

Introduction

Ever since the mid- 19th century, paid work has held a central role in 
modern societies, not only in securing social inclusion and integration 
but also in constructing individual and social identities (Albano and 
Parisi, 2017).1 This chapter focuses on the ways in which youth in 
different national contexts construct the meaning of work and the 
expectations towards work that are embedded in their personal labour 
market experiences. Qualitative interviews are analysed from Italy, 
Estonia, and Poland –  different countries that share some cultural and 
institutional characteristics. All three countries belong to Western 
culture, yet Estonia and Poland share a post- socialist past, whereas 
Poland and Italy are Catholic countries, and are thus more likely to hold 
certain traditional views, all which might shape the meanings of work.

According to the European Values Study (EVS) 2008, work is very 
important in one’s life for about 64 per cent of respondents in Italy, 
56 per cent in Poland, and 46 per cent in Estonia. There are some age 
variations. In Poland and Estonia, young people (aged 15 to 29 years) 
indicate that the level of significance of work in their lives is similar 
to the country average; but for youth in Italy, work is somewhat less 
significant (57 per cent) compared to the Italian average. Hence, 
quantitative data suggest that work holds a different position in young 
people’s lives in these three countries.

The aim of this chapter is to study whether and how meanings given 
to work differ for youth in Italy, Poland, and Estonia by analysing 
qualitative semi- structured interviews. To some extent, interviewees 
have faced or are still facing labour market insecurities (for example, 
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unemployment and low salary as well as part- time, temporary, or non- 
contractual jobs). Thus, the way they construct the meanings of work 
is likely to be shaped not only by cultural and structural conditions 
but also by their specific labour market experiences. Therefore, this 
study investigates whether different country contexts reveal differences 
or similarities in constructing meanings of work depending on young 
people’s experience of the labour market.

As described in the following section, a vast body of research is based 
on quantitative analysis. Hence, the study presented here gives valuable 
qualitative insight into understanding how work- related meanings are 
constructed, presented, and interpreted by youth in their personal 
narratives, with a focus on three country cases.

The conceptual framework and the classification of the meanings of 
work stems from the work of Jahoda (1981, 1982), Warr (1987, 2007), 
and Albano and Parisi (2017). These all deal with the classification of 
work characteristics or functions to represent the different meanings 
or values attached to them.

Theoretical considerations

Many empirical value studies deal with attitudes and values in relation 
to work because of the importance of work not only as a primary 
source of income or economic security but also as a basis for other 
phenomena of social life such as social participation, social status, 
identity, consumption patterns, health, and family life (Roe and 
Ester, 1999).

Since Rosenberg’s (1957) study of young people’s occupational 
choices, much attention has been paid to the value assigned to various 
aspects of work. Moreover, research on work- related attitudes and 
work or occupation selection criteria has been fostered since the 1980s, 
when the EVS, a large- scale, cross- national, and longitudinal survey 
on basic human values, was established.

This chapter focuses on meanings of work, but first also the concept 
of values should be defined, although these are not complete synonyms. 
Both meanings and values concern the importance or the worth of 
something for someone; one could say that if something –  for instance, 
a certain aspect of work –  is meaningful, then it holds importance or 
value. Although the respective literature reveals numerous definitions 
of values (Allport, 1955; Rokeach, 1973; Hofstede, 1980), there is, 
nonetheless, a consensus about the core of the concept. According to 
social psychologists, values are cognitive structures that guide human 
conduct by influencing the processes by which people represent and 
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evaluate themselves and the world (Allport, 1955; Hofstede, 1980). 
Values are relatively stable over time; they concern ideas and beliefs 
related to individuals’ main goals of life and the achievement of these 
goals in ways that they consider to be ‘right’. Furthermore, values are 
ordered in terms of their relative importance and they therefore form 
a system of priorities (Schwartz, 1994; Smith and Schwartz, 1997).

Hofstede (1980) assumed that work values can be interpreted as the 
extent to which people attach importance to various job characteristics, 
aspects, or, in Jahoda’s (1981) terminology (see following paragraph), 
functions. Thus, by analysing functions of work that appear in youth 
narratives, one can touch upon more general values or meanings 
of work. The following introduces three classifications of work 
characteristics that are summarised and systematised in Table 6.1.

Jahoda, an Austrian psychologist, was interested in the value and 
meanings of work in a modern industrial society. She supported her 
empirical work with Merton’s paradigm of functional analysis that 
led her to distinguish between manifest, ‘deliberately intended’, and 
latent, ‘unintended by- products of purposeful action’, functions of 
employment (Jahoda, 1981). She assumed that ‘earning a living’ is a 
main manifest function of work, and codified latent functions of work 
as follows. First, work gives a time structure to the day –  lack of it 
might be devastating for an individual (feeling bored, wasting time, 
and so on) (Jahoda, 1982: 24). Second, employment gives numerous 
opportunities for social contacts and shared experience with people 
‘outside the nuclear family’. Third, it provides an opportunity to strive 
towards ‘goals and purposes that transcend their own’ –  a sense of a 
collective purpose: being useful to other people. Fourth, it ‘defines 
aspects of personal status and identity’, and, lastly, it ‘enforces activity’.

Jahoda used her model to explain the lower level of well- being 
of unemployed people who were deprived of all or some of these 
functions. She stated that latent functions of employment help 
understanding of ‘motivation to work that goes beyond earning a 
living’ and give necessary ‘ties to reality’ that are essential for human 
well- being. Nonetheless, employment itself might also bring negative 
psychological consequences, and Jahoda also admits that there might 
be other latent functions of employment or that they might be covered 
by other social institutions besides work (Jahoda, 1981).

Jahoda’s theory has been applied in numerous studies on well- being 
and work. Some of these question the significance of certain latent 
functions (Paul and Batinic, 2010) or discuss their relative importance 
(Waters and Moore, 2002), but the overall model has proved to be a 
useful theoretical framework (see also Hoare and Machin, 2006).
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Table 6.1: Summary of concepts regarding meanings of work

Manifest
(deliberately 
intended)

Latent
(unintended by- products)

Earning a living/ 
Availability of 
money/  Good pay
Career outlook/  
Good job security

Intrinsic
Features within job tasks themselves
(related to inner motivation; what gives quiet satisfaction; the value it has ‘in 
itself’)

Extrinsic
Attributes external to job tasks
(work as instrument; what one can get out of work, tangible work 
characteristics)

Jahoda Warr Albano and Parisi* Jahoda Warr Albano and Parisi

Opportunities for 
social contact and 
shared experience

Opportunity for 
interpersonal contact

Meeting people Gives a time 
structure to 
the day

Externally generated goals To have time off at 
the weekends
Generous holidays

Opportunity to 
strive towards ‘goals 
and purposes that 
transcend their own’

Externally generated goals
Equity: morality in an 
employer’s relationship with 
society

A job in which you feel  
you can achieve  
something
A useful job for society

Enforces 
activity

Externally generated goals

Defines aspects of 
personal identity

Opportunity for skill use
Opportunity for control

A job that meets 
one’s abilities
An opportunity to use 
initiative

Defines 
aspects of 
personal 
status

Valued social position

Variety A job that is interesting Environmental clarity
Supportive supervision
Equity: fairness of 
employment relationship

Not too much 
pressure

Physical security of job 
environment

Notes: Italics indicate meanings of work that appear in more than one cell.
* Albano and Parisi’s (2017) classification of work- related aspects is based on the EVS using items that have been included in the questionnaire over several survey waves
Source: Jahoda, 1981; 1982; Warr, 1987; 2007; Albano and Parisi, 2017; authors’ own interpretations
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Warr (1987), from a psychological standpoint, described nine 
main characteristics of the environment in employment that are also 
applicable in unemployment (or retirement). An insufficient level 
of these features would define a bad job. Warr stressed that several 
job characteristics do not have a linear relationship with a good job 
and thus with individual well- being or happiness. The following six 
features contribute to individual happiness to a limited extent: (a) 
opportunity for control over activities and events; (b) opportunity for skill 
use and development; (c) externally generated goals (obligations and 
targets deriving from multiple roles); (d) variety in job requirements; 
(e) environmental clarity (transparency of other people and systems); 
and (f) opportunity for interpersonal contact. Too much or too little of 
each of these job characteristics may bring about undesirable levels of 
psychological stress. Linearly related to well- being are the following job 
features: (g) availability of money; (h) physical security at the workplace; 
and (i) valued social position (such as status in society, task significance, 
meaningfulness, contribution to the community, wider society).

Warr (2007) introduced another three job characteristics that 
are specifically relevant for employment: (j) supportive supervision; 
(k) career outlook (security of employment, availability of extended 
tenure, promotion, and so on); and (l) equity (for example, fairness in 
employment relationship, no discrimination, morality in an employer’s 
relationship with society).

Warr’s nine- component framework builds on Jahoda’s theorising in 
that her contacts with people outside family and personal status and identity 
appear as the environmental features contact with others and valued social 
position (Warr, 2007: 90). Jahoda’s other three latent functions are 
subsumed here within externally generated goals, and Warr has added 
other environmental characteristics. This extension is consistent with 
Jahoda’s observation, because she states that there are other latent by- 
products in addition to five broad latent categories (1981: 189).

Albano and Parisi (2017) presented analyses of a quantitative 
longitudinal dataset –  the EVS 1981– 2008/ 9 –  covering a period that is 
long enough to be able to detect changes in individuals’ value systems. 
The authors used one of the most common dichotomous classifications 
of work- related values: intrinsic versus extrinsic (Kalleberg, 1977; Ros 
et al, 1999). Intrinsic values or meanings are related mostly to inner 
motivation and self- realisation but also to the social aspects of work: a 
job that is interesting, in which you feel you can achieve something, 
an opportunity to use initiative, a job that matches one’s abilities, a 
useful job for society, or meeting people. In contrast, extrinsic meanings 
represent instrumental aspects of work: good pay, good job security, 
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not too much pressure, to have time off at the weekends, and generous 
holidays. Based on their analysis of five European countries, Albano 
and Parisi (2017) concluded that work values remain stable over time 
between cohorts, demonstrating the specific character of work values 
acquired in a given cultural climate.

Regarding Italy, Albano and Parisi (2017: 72) found that the 
importance assigned to good pay alongside job security did not 
change over the period 1981– 2009, but that each separate aspect of 
work increased in its significance. Nonetheless, in the latter part of 
this period (1999– 2009), the importance of all work characteristics 
declined (social aspects somewhat more than intrinsic and extrinsic).

Based on the EVS, but focusing on Central and Eastern European 
(CEE) countries, Borgulya and Hahn (2013) found a rather stable value 
system during the period 1999– 2009. Nevertheless, extrinsic aspects of 
work increased: in particular, good hours and generous holidays gained 
in importance. There was also a moderate increase in the importance 
of intrinsic work orientations such as a wish to have an interesting or 
responsible job and to achieve something. However, they found that 
usefulness for society had decreased in its importance.

Value studies broadly agree that people in industrialised countries, 
or countries with a similar level of development, have relatively similar 
work values (Mortimer and Lorence, 1995). The nature of the work is 
shaped by both the wider social structure and the different management 
styles and organisational cultures in enterprises. It is considered that 
although there might be differences between countries in work values, 
their nature and the factors that shape them are similar.

Research on work values often assumes that youth value paid work less 
than older generations because of their insecure labour market position or 
their post- materialist values (Hagström and Gamberale, 1995; Hult and 
Svallfors, 2002; see also Inglehart, 1971). Indeed, a study from the 1990s 
showed an increase in intrinsic work values among youth due to post- 
materialist values (Hagström and Gamberale, 1995). However, research 
indicates that unemployed young adults do value work and prefer full- 
time jobs (Hult and Svallfors, 2002). Based on 11 European countries, 
Rainsford et al (2019) found that among youth, overqualification is 
associated with higher levels of extrinsic work values; and in the case of 
a somewhat older group of younger adults (closer to 35 years of age), 
unemployment has a negative effect on intrinsic values. Thus, young 
people are not a homogeneous group in relation to how unemployment 
and low quality work conditions shape their work values.

In terms of Jahoda’s (1982) distinction between manifest and latent 
work functions, a study of six European countries indicated that youth 
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value both –  that is, not only salary but also regular and meaningful 
activity, social contacts, status, identity, and personal development 
(Bergqvist and Eriksson, 2015). Hence, studies show that extrinsic 
and intrinsic work values or manifest and latent work functions do not 
contradict each other, but rather coexist together to form a specific 
individual value pattern (Gesthuizen and Verbakel, 2011).

Institutional context

One could ask how the institutional context shapes the meanings of 
work that are based on values and are probably related more to the 
cultural context. However, as pointed out by Jahoda (1981), other 
institutions have the potential to fulfil the functions of work. Therefore, 
the institutional context frames the experiences of youth, either by 
helping or not helping to cover some functions of work; and by doing 
so, it shapes the meanings of work.

The three countries analysed represent different ideal- typical 
welfare state regimes in terms of Esping- Andersen’s (1990) well- 
known typology. According to the extensions of the classical tripolar 
typology, Italy represents the Southern European welfare state (Ferrera, 
1996; Bonoli, 1997), whereas post- socialist Central and Eastern 
European (CEE) countries are often either excluded or classified as 
one homogeneous group. Over the last decade, the CEE countries 
have received more attention, and variation among them has been 
recognised. Hence, Estonia and Poland are mostly classified as different 
types of welfare state regimes: Estonia as a former USSR type and 
Poland as a post- communist European type (Fenger, 2007), whereas 
according to Aspalter et al (2009), the Polish welfare state has evolved 
into the continental European type. Extensions of the varieties of 
capitalism literature (Hall and Soskice, 2001; Ebbinghaus and Manow, 
2003) classify Estonia as a neoliberal type (weak welfare state with 
radically liberalised markets) and Poland as an embedded neoliberal 
type (more socially inclusive, less market- radical compared to Estonia) 
(Bohle and Greskovits, 2007). The following section provides a more 
detailed overview of the institutional characteristics relevant to the 
present analysis.

Providing sufficient income

In case of unemployed youth, Estonia differs from Poland and Italy 
because in the latter two, youth looking for their first job are not 
entitled to unemployment benefits. However, in Estonia, the amount 
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of unemployment allowance is insufficient to replace the income from 
paid employment (about one third of the minimum wage in 2016 when 
interviews were conducted), and higher unemployment insurance benefit 
depends on tenure, and is, therefore, often out of reach for young people 
(Reiska et al, 2018).

Youth entering the labour market who are either unemployed or 
earning low wages could be entitled to income support. In this respect, 
young people find themselves in different situations. In Italy, there is 
no national and universal minimum income insurance or individual 
insurance (Bertolini et al, 2018a). In Estonia, low level support exists, 
but access to it is restricted based on the total income divided per 
household member (youth living with parents are often not eligible) 
(Reiska et al, 2018). In Poland, the general scheme of last resort with 
additional categorical benefits covers most people in need of support 
(Bertolini et al, 2018a): social assistance benefits are granted to those 
whose income is below a certain threshold, and there are different 
types of additional allowances.

Providing meaningful activity and social contact

Although there is no question that meaningful activity can be found outside 
of the institutional framework in, for example, volunteering, hobbies, 
and so forth (Jahoda, 1981), active labour market policies (ALMPs) can 
also cater for these needs. In Italy, the ALMPs targeted at youth are few, 
whereas in Poland and Estonia, there are some specific measures, and their 
importance has increased (Bertolini et al, 2018a). Based on the investment 
in ALMPs targeted at all unemployed, Bertolini et al (2018a: 26) stated 
that Italy is characterised by a low level of investment, whereas Poland 
and Estonia have recently started spending more.

Career outlook and job security

Job security as well as possibilities of career advancement depend on the 
country context. In terms of labour market regulation, Italy and Poland 
have a similar system with a highly segmented labour market and large 
differences between highly regulated protected and weakly regulated 
unprotected contract types. In Estonia, there is low segmentation in 
the labour market and limited use of temporary or part- time contracts 
(Bertolini et al, 2018a). The percentage of temporary contracts makes 
these country differences evident: in Estonia, only 11.2 per cent of 
youth have temporary contracts, whereas the share of youth working on 
temporary contracts is 48.6 per cent in Italy and 64.4 per cent in Poland 
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(Table 6.2). However, the low labour market regulation in Estonia also 
makes it easier to dismiss employees with permanent contracts (Bertolini 
et al, 2018a). In the 15 to 24 years age group, part- time employment is 
most widespread in Italy (29.5 per cent), but what is more important, 
for 83.7 per cent of Italian youth, the decision to work part- time is 
involuntary. In Estonia and Poland in contrast, where the share of youth 
working part- time is lower, this is mostly voluntary (Table 6.2).

Possibilities of finding a job and career advancement also depend on 
the level of unemployment. In 2015,2 youth unemployment was highest 
in Italy (10.6 per cent), whereas in Estonia and Poland, it was below the 
EU average. Moreover, the NEET rate was highest in Italy (about 20 per 
cent) compared to close to 10 per cent in Estonia and Poland (Table 6.2).

Research questions

The contextual information provided previously suggests that both 
differences and similarities can be expected when comparing the 
meanings youth give to work in the three countries. Hence, the 
question here is what are the differences and similarities between the 
meanings of work and the expectations towards work constructed in 
the narratives of youth in different contexts?

Data and methodology

The empirical material consists of 143 interviews with youth aged 18 
to 30 years who are in an insecure labour market situation, conducted 

Table 6.2: Characterisation of national context (2015)

Unemployment 
rate (%)

NEET 
rate

Part- time employment (%) Temporary 
contracts

Under 
25 years

25– 74  
years

15– 24  
years

15– 64  
years

Involuntary 
part- time 
employment 
(age 15– 24)

15– 24  
years

15– 64  
 years

Italy 10.6 6.1 21.3 29.5 9.5 8.8 11.2 3.1

Estonia 5.5 4.1 10.8 22.8 18.3 83.7* 48.6 10.8

Poland 6.8 4.2 11.0 14.1 6.8 25.6 64.4 22.2

EU avg. 8.4 5.6 12.0 32.3 19.6 28.0 40.3 11.9

Note: *Data for the group aged 15–24 years is not available for Estonia, so data is provided  
for the 15–29 age group instead.
Source: Eurostat, 2018
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in Estonia, Italy, and Poland from the end of 2015 to November 2016. 
All country samples are well balanced in terms of gender and age. In 
terms of education, the sampling target was set at reaching youth with 
low and medium levels of education, because these are the groups facing 
more difficulties on the labour market. The interviewees’ employment 
status reflects the situation of youth in the national labour market 
described in the previous section (see Table 6.3).

The methodology used in this article draws on the framework 
adapted in the EXCEPT project (Bertolini et al, 2018b). In the first 
phase, interview data were analysed using thematic analysis that involves 
searching through a dataset for repeated patterns of work meanings 
(Boyatzis, 1998; Braun and Clarke, 2006; Grunow and Evertsson, 2016) 
as described in Table 6.1. Additional meanings emerging from data were 
added. The second phase consisted of comparing the coded qualitative 
information across the three countries and observing how different or 
similar meanings of work emerge in the interviews with young people. 
The comparison between these data corpuses was carried out using 
thematic network analysis (Attride- Stirling, 2001). Analysis of specific 
themes (the manifest and latent meanings of work) was conducted by 
taking the themes deriving from country analysis and assembling them 
into similar, coherent categories. Decisions about how to group themes 
and categories were made based on the content, and, where appropriate, 
on theoretical grounds. These groupings compose the thematic networks.

Findings

Drawing on Merton’s paradigm of functional analysis, manifest, 
‘deliberately intended’ functions of employment could be differentiated 

Table 6.3: Sample description

Education Employment status

Low 
(ISCED 
0– 2)

Medium 
(ISCED 
3– 4)

High 
(ISCED 
5– 6)

Unemployed Temporary 
work

Permanent 
work

NEET

Italy  
(n = 50)

12 26 12 21 17 6 6

Estonia 
(n = 53)

23 21  9 37 10 4 2

Poland 
(n = 40)

 7 21 12 18 19 3 0

Note: In many cases, interviewees who defined themselves as unemployed had some non- 
contractual work experience.
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from latent, ‘unintended’ functions. The analysis is structured based on 
Table 6.1 which summarises the conceptual framework, starting with 
the description of manifest functions of work followed by intrinsic 
and extrinsic latent functions of work.

Manifest functions of work

Following Jahoda (1981), earning a living is the main manifest function 
of work. Warr (1987) added job security and career outlook to this 
category. These theoretical considerations are reflected in the narratives 
of interviewees.

In all three countries, work was most often defined through its basic 
manifest, extrinsic function: source of financial resources. Interviewees 
often stressed that the crucial aspect of work is an adequate income. 
However, youth were not overly demanding –  they defined good pay 
as one that is sufficient to allow them to manage everyday expenses. 
The emphasis interviewees placed on aspects of their experience varied 
slightly by country. For example, in Estonia, the relative importance 
of good pay seems to be greater for those who are unemployed such 
as Marju, who has done some service sector jobs for the past three 
years without being offered a stable job:

‘Well, main role is making money, that’s what it means. One must 
work to earn as much as possible, the better life you have. [pause] 
At the moment, looking for example, at customer services, then 
a desk- job, working with people, from 9 to 5, so that Saturdays- 
Sundays would be free.’ (Marju, F, 28, LE, U, EE)

A similar pattern was observed in Poland: unemployed people were 
more prone to focus on the manifest functions of employment. It 
might be hypothesised that this attitude was a direct consequence of 
unemployment: if they have no job, youth lower their expectations 
towards work. For example, Paweł finished basic vocational school, but 
did not manage to find a job in his field –  car mechanics. Instead, he 
worked informally as a waiter. With low and unstable income, he was 
forced to live with his parents –  in this situation, the only short- term 
priority was to earn more.

‘My work was supposed to be something that I really like doing 
and it should bring me some money, but it comes out that now 
I’m just looking for some work to get some money.’ (Paweł, M, 
20, ME, U, PL)
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Within the Polish sample, lower educated youth tend to focus even 
more on the instrumental aspect of a job, whereas the better educated 
mention it among intrinsic meanings of work. For example, Zenek 
(M, 24, LE, NCJ, PL) focuses only on earning money “to live, pay 
the bills, everything”. In contrast, Ewa, a representative of the better 
educated, puts the financial dimension first, but also mentions several 
intrinsic values: a job giving the opportunity for social contacts or 
work as a source of satisfaction:

‘So, for me, work is mainly about the salary plus some kind of fun 
because you spend time with people and satisfaction, something 
like this, let’s say.’ (Ewa, F, 30, HE, TE, PL)

In Estonia, some interviewees seemed to value salary somewhat less 
if it meant they could do a job they like or a job that is related to their 
field of studies, whereas working only for money was associated with 
something involuntary. This is well illustrated by Tauri from a small 
Estonian town in which job opportunities are scarce; his ideal job 
would be as a car mechanic:

‘If I worked in the field I have studied, then well. [pause] 
When I would receive more or less, let’s say, normal, above 
minimum wage, then you just work like that. You can work 
even like that. … Yes, these are two different things. When 
you like the job, then you go to work, you can stay longer and 
do it and this is good and you will get more money. [pause] 
But when it is only, that you need to do it. [pause] That you 
need to earn money to live, then you are there against your 
own will actually. These are two different things.’ (Tauri, M, 
22, LE, U, EE)

Youth who were underemployed or had dull, uninteresting jobs often 
focused on the financial aspects of work. One of the strategies executed 
in such situations was transposition: while claiming that their work is 
only there to provide money for a living, they mentioned other life 
domains in which they satisfy their needs (such as hobbies, family). For 
example, Magda, from a city where there is a high demand for jobs that 
do not require higher education, had impressive work experience, but 
many of the jobs available were below her qualifications. She described 
her job in terms of a source of money necessary to pursue her passions:
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‘For me, to work is to be able to realise my dreams later on. 
I don’t work for the work itself, it’s just to be able to do something 
afterwards. It’s just to earn some money. And then, possibly 
I could do what I like.’ (Magda, F, 28, HE, NCJ, PL)

It is obvious that any type of work is associated with a given social 
role: a professional status. However, in the case of youth, job and related 
salary might be regarded not only as a source of income but also as an 
indicator of public recognition, equitable treatment, and a sign of one’s 
achievements. These are, again, latent functions of a job that are closely 
related to its main manifest function. For example, the recognition and 
dignity that work gives is very important for Helena, a mother raising 
three children who therefore has practically no work experience and 
has never applied for a job:

‘When you are just at home and you get the childcare allowance 
and the social services pay your bills. It is like, well, money for 
nothing. But I think if you do something and get money for it, 
it feels better [laughs] I think so.’ (Helena, F, 24, LE, U, childcare 
leave, EE)

In Poland and Italy, interviewees’ statements about work were strongly 
related to autonomy. They associated work with the possibility of living 
independent lives. Being able to provide for yourself was recognised 
as a proof of adulthood, a sign of an identity as a grown- up person. 
For instance, this is evident in the case of Mara. At the time of the 
interview, she had been unemployed for four months and was struggling 
to find a job. Absence of work, the consequent lack of money, and 
the inactivity are at the centre of her story. She strongly connects the 
meaning of work with autonomy:

‘[work means] Independence. Really, it’s really the word that 
comes [pause] to do what I want, how I want, when I want, a 
future, to have a future. Because at the moment I don’t see it, 
meaning that at home with my parents I cannot see it. A future 
as an independent person. [pause] Being a kept person, for now, 
it’s not nice to say so, but [pause] if don’t have any help, now, 
from what I read, they will give some money, to those who turn 
18. And those who have turned 18 for quite some time already? 
What should they do?’ (Mara, F, 29, LE, U, IT)
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A very similar pattern could be recognised in Joanna’s story. She 
perceived a job with an adequate income as a ticket for leaving the 
parental home:

R: The lack of money was really bothering me. A lot. This 
financial independence. You had to ask for everything, 
right? Even though I had everything that I needed from my 
parents, but I wanted to have more, and I wanted to manage 
it by myself.

I: You just wanted to move out to take up some job?
R: Actually yes, to have my own money. (Joanna, F, 27, ME, 

NCJ, PL)

Obviously, work provides the necessary funds to rent a flat and 
cover everyday expenses. However, the same manifest function has 
an important symbolic and latent dimension. Labour income serves 
as a way to demonstrate independence from parents, it is symbolic 
confirmation of becoming an adult, or it is simply the minimal 
condition to be met to leave the parental home or start one’s own 
family and live an independent, serious life. These patterns were visible 
in Italy and Poland, but less evident in Estonia. The explanation might 
be that Polish and Italian youth encounter more structural (such as 
availability of housing) or cultural barriers when leaving the parental 
home than their Estonian counterparts.3

Important issues related to income were stability and predictability. 
Estonian and Polish youth defined job security in various ways: for 
those who work unofficially, it means that the salary is paid as agreed. 
For others, it is having a (permanent) contract or the prospect of 
stable employment in the future. In Poland, temporary contracts are so 
common among young people that they are not perceived as a problem. 
This is understandable considering the very good performance of 
the labour market: a high level of temporary contracts is cushioned 
by a relatively low level of youth unemployment. Thus, for Polish 
interviewees, subjective job insecurity mattered more than the type 
of contract.4

According to Italian interviews, as for the previous generation, 
the idea of a permanent job is very persistent among young people, 
despite the drastic changes in the labour market: temporary work is 
widespread among the young, but unlike in Poland, it is combined 
with a high level of youth unemployment. Some young Italians see 
their future as very traditional –  for example, having a child conditional 
on getting a permanent contract. Giulia (F, 26, LE, PE, IT) luckily 
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got her permanent contract and is now making her plans: in the next 
five years, she wants to have her first child, buy a car, and buy a house.

In sum, despite all these differences, the majority of interviewees 
agree that earning money is the fundamental aspect of any job. 
However, those who did not point to any other important aspects 
were in the minority: usually, different meanings and dimensions of 
work overlap in their statements. A good example is Reena’s definition 
of work –  she lists many aspects of work and mentions salary only as 
the last one:

‘Where I feel that I am needed, useful, that my work is a lot of 
help, that I can do it and I feel that I want to go to work. Wake 
up with this feeling. And, of course [pause] the physical conditions 
should be good, not these bad conditions for example light. Such 
elementary things. So, there would be lots of light and comfortable 
to work. There are no problems with temperature and such things. 
And, of course, people also, who you work with, they support 
each other and [pause] comfortable working environment. … 
Well and also the salary.’ (Reena, F, 27, HE, U, EE)

The following section examines other work aspects that are important 
for the interviewees.

Latent functions of work

As stated previously, the narratives of youth most often combine several 
latent and manifest functions when describing the meaning of work. 
This section seeks to distinguish the two types of latent function –  
intrinsic and extrinsic –  in the stories of young people.

Latent intrinsic aspects of work

Starting with latent intrinsic aspects, the most pronounced in all the 
countries is the wish to have an interesting job. As Michalina from 
Poland puts it, she does not want to be forced to do something she 
does not like. Tauri from Estonia, quoted in the previous section, also 
sees working only for money as doing something involuntary:

‘For me, a job should be something that I really want to do. 
I can’t imagine to be forced to work, to do something that I don’t 
like, wake up every day with a pain that I need to go to work.’ 
(Michalina, F, 26, ME, NCJ, PL)
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Connected with the idea of an interesting job, youth in all three 
countries emphasise self- development or using one’s skills and abilities. For 
instance, for Polish youth, a job was often perceived as a path towards 
self- development and self- fulfilment, the manifest function of earning 
a living being mentioned along with these latent functions:

‘Well, a job for me is a chance to grow, to gain new skills, and let’s 
say, building my own character, some positive traits. … but also 
just to earn money, to have something to afford living, pursuing 
my hobbies, outside of work.’ (Anna, F, 27, HE, U, PL)

Likewise, in the narratives of employed Italian young people, the 
meaning of work is connected to self- fulfilment; and often, the desire 
to start working is linked with the wish to gain experience, whatever 
the contractual conditions may be. As in the Polish case mentioned 
previously, for Veronica, self- realisation is combined with the manifest 
function of earning a living.

‘Well, [work] means from the most basic things, such as earning 
money to survive, basically to reach a goal, something, I mean, 
something I studied for, I worked for, for years, and at the same 
time … the image, for me, of work, that I would like it to be, 
but maybe it’s not, it is a work that would give me a personal 
satisfaction [pause] not just work to purely survive, but a job 
that gives me satisfaction, that makes me [pause] happy. Even if 
I don’t know whether in real life [pause] I know that now it’s 
something quite utopian, but [pause] I hope that this would be, 
this will be the work.’ (Veronica, F, 26, HE, U, IT)

In Estonian interviews, self- development and using one’s skills were also 
mentioned quite often, but more by young people who had acquired 
some professional qualifications or had work experience, as in the 
case of Miina who has a bachelor’s degree and, in addition to shorter 
term work experiences, has worked for about a year as a consultant:

‘Work is [pause] I don’t know, for me it’s like applying some of 
my skills, in this sense it’s not like some of my specific skills but 
maybe something that I know how to do or my general set of 
skills for something that would generate some kind of [pause] For 
me also voluntary work is work, especially when I was younger, 
but now, because everything costs money [laughs] then also this 
[money] is important.’ (Miina, F, 24, HE, U, EE)
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Going beyond self- development and skill use, interviewees in all 
countries mention that work provides an opportunity to take the 
initiative and achieve something, make a difference; but compared to 
previously described functions, the latter appears less in young people’ 
narratives. There are some interviewees, for example Ott, who deem 
this to be very important. He has switched jobs several times because 
of the lack of influence he sees himself having in the company.

‘I am a different kind of person. I can’t keep my opinion to 
myself. I work in some place for a month and then already I go 
to the manager and make my proposals [about how to organise 
work better]. And if he takes these into account or not, I don’t 
care very much, that someone who has been working there for 
ten years doing the same job and let’s say they are offended by 
it or whatever. … When I feel, that I am not needed, the work 
doesn’t motivate me anymore. That’s it.’ (Ott, M, 28, HE, U, EE)

Another very frequently mentioned theme in the interviews from 
all three countries is the importance of job climate and the relationship 
with colleagues. Karolina and Agata from Poland explain that friendly 
colleagues provide an opportunity for communication and improve 
the work environment.

‘I was lucky because I have really nice people in my room, they 
are warm, I like working there. … [Work is] something cool. 
I mean, money is important as well, but I’m not coming here 
for the salary. For me it’s more about just to go out, not to stay 
at home. … I had nothing to do at home, so I preferred to go 
to work, as a kind of entertainment, to spend some time with 
people. (Karolina, F, 21, LE, TE, PL)

‘Good job [pause] I would like to work in a team, in a team of 
young people, and I would like it to be creative, so I could create 
something, not just recreating others’ work.’ (Agata, F, 27, HE, U, PL)

The importance of friendly colleagues or being able to discuss decisions 
with someone is also clearly underlined by Estonian youth. Elisabet, 
who has been at home with children for several years and misses 
communication, hopes to establish friendships.

‘Working conditions, working environment or a team [colleagues] 
could be friendly, understanding. Nobody wants, I don’t know, 
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some kind of an arrogant manager, right. And also, I certainly 
like such things like if the team goes to some places together or 
have some events with families and such kind of things. That 
employers could be humane, right. These are all rather logical 
[self- evident] things.’ (Elisabet, F, 25, LE, U, EE)

In some cases, good relationships with colleagues and sharing 
knowledge (informal learning) can compensate for other shortcomings 
of working life. For example, Carlo from Italy says that the relationships 
compensate even for the salary being paid late:

‘the cool thing is the relationships, which also compensate for 
the fact of getting your salary late. … The aspect that I like most 
about my job is its humanity, that is personal enrichment, sharing, 
relationships [pause] that is, the sharing of knowledge.’ (Carlo, 
M, 25, ME, TE, IT)

In all three countries, some interviewees mentioned the importance of 
the job being useful for other people or society in general; yet, this is not 
a widespread narrative. Michalina (F, 26, ME, NCJ, PL) from Poland 
and Antonio (19, M, ME, TE, IT) from Italy both stress that working 
for them means helping others; and in Michalina’s words, “putting 
someone’s good above yours, it’s about sacrificing”. Brigitta adds that 
the values of the workplace should be in accordance with her values, 
a meaning of work that could be associated with Warr’s (2007) equity 
in terms of morality in an employer’s relationship with society.

‘The environment is important for me, that I feel what I do is 
good and it does good to the people, I wouldn’t like to work in a 
restaurant where I don’t like the food or what I feel isn’t healthy 
or is somehow bad for the people. … So the idea and the mission 
should be right, and the people there [pause] and actually the 
salary is also important.’ (Brigitta, F, 24, HE, NCJ, EE)

Latent extrinsic aspects of work

Compared to other functions of work described previously, latent 
extrinsic aspects were mentioned less frequently. However, the time- 
structuring effect of work and security in terms of a contract or receiving 
the agreed salary were mentioned in all three countries.

Youth in all countries see that work gives structure to one’s day and 
provides meaningful activity. Kevin (M, 24, LE, NCJ, EE) says he does 
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not want to be idle; doing something gives him self- confidence. Konrad 
describes how he was getting frustrated while unemployed –  having 
a job was necessary to help organise his day and provide clear goals:

‘If I can do something, I’m happy, if not, I’m starting to be 
nervous. When I am supposed to do something and nobody wants 
to tell me how to do it, it’s no good.’ (Konrad, M, 23, ME, U, PL)

Mohammed makes a comparison between a person who goes to work 
and a “boy”, describing the structure of the day for each of the two 
as follows (I = Interviewer, R = Respondent).

I: Ok [pause] you mean it also gives you a certain structure, way 
of life?

R: Yes, you wake up in the morning, you go to work, in the 
afternoon you come back home, you do what you have to 
do, in the evening you may go out for a coffee or something 
like that, then you come home at night and you go to sleep. 
Instead, as a boy [pause] you go out in the morning, come 
back in the evening, and that’s all. (Mohammed, M, 19, LE, 
U, IT)

In addition, the financial security provided by work was mentioned 
in all countries, although with some variations in meaning. In Italy, 
youth have long- term financial security in mind: despite changes in 
the labour market, the idea that you can plan your life only if you have 
a permanent contract persists.

‘So, I’m afraid I’ll spend all my life in precarious jobs without 
any security or economic stability –  and economic stability gives 
psychological stability. If you don’t have the first you don’t have 
the second, you’re always in a state of anxiety because you don’t 
know how the month is going to end, if you have debts you 
don’t know what’s going to happen, and if something unexpected 
happens … unfortunately I can see that money is very important, 
it’s extremely difficult to go into society without it [pause] even 
on the level of friendship. It’s hard to be friends, it’s hard to find 
a girl’. (Andrea, M, 24, ME, TE, IT).

Polish youth also strive for stability in working life. This is marked by 
a permanent contract that would give them above all a psychological 
or mental sense of security. Lukasz puts the security aspect over the 
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potential salary and would even be ready to work for a minimum wage 
if the contract was permanent.

‘For me it’s always a family –  in the first place, so I would like 
to have a stable job, I would like to have some kind of security, 
especially the psychological one. Not that I have one internship, 
then it finishes so maybe I’ll find another one, or some job on the 
mandatory contract … just any job, maybe not a physical one, but 
more like an office job, that would give me some stability, even 
for the minimum wage, but stable, in which I can be certain that 
I’ll get the salary every month, that I could take a loan, or buy 
something on an instalment plan. Just to have this psychological 
comfort.’ (Łukasz, M, 29, HE, TE, PL)

Estonian youth talk about financial security in a short- term perspective 
(although for some, long- term plans were tied to this as well): a good 
job is one in which the salary is agreed in advance and paid on time. 
Mai, a single mother of two with very little work experience, describes 
what job security means for her: knowing what is expected of her, 
environmental clarity in Warr’s (1987) terms, and the salary being paid 
as agreed.

‘And that, for example, there is a certain salary. Secure job and 
solid salary. That, okay, I understand that work tasks sometimes 
change, and this is all that I can go with. But, for example, a 
certain solid sum, you know that you will receive it. That it does 
not depend on this if you are like, well I tend to do more work, 
if I go to work and they give me tasks to do and I get it done 
sooner that I’m supposed to.’ (Mai, F, 29, LE, U, EE)

In addition, among Estonian youth, importance was given to a stress- free 
working environment defined by the interviewees as “not having someone 
on your back” or “checking up on you”. The latter could be associated 
with supportive supervision (Warr, 2007). This is closely connected with 
having friendly colleagues who make a major contribution to creating 
a pleasant working environment.

‘Definitely the colleagues. Well, it develops over time; you can’t 
see it right away. So, let’s say it’s a nest of vipers [laughs], where 
they talk behind your back, saying you are taking their job coming 
here like that; I have been working here for 10 years and you 
come in and think you are someone [laughs]. Such attitudes, this 
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is stressful, then I think, I would leave this place crying. I am 
sensitive to such things.’ (Tuuli, F, 29, ME, U, EE)

Some of the Estonian interviewees also mention the importance of 
physical security at work. For instance, Jaano, who worked in the wood 
industry, explains that although the salary is good, he would not take 
a job with harmful working conditions:

‘Cleanliness for example, I went to *** [name of company]. 
This is a really big company, but the air inside was really awfully 
dusty. … This is not good at all. My brother went to another 
company and there they had all these devices to suck [the dust]. 
Here they had nothing. … Well yes, they offered good salary 
and stuff, but just the working conditions. It starts affecting your 
health, breathing in the sawdust and stuff, this is not good.’ (Jaano, 
M, 27, LE, U, EE)

Conclusions

The aim of this chapter was to examine whether and how youth 
meanings of work differ in Italy, Poland, and Estonia. The study 
is based on semi- structured qualitative interviews, conducted with 
young people aged 18 to 30 years who share the experience of labour 
market insecurity (unemployment or a non- contractual, temporary, 
low paid, or part- time job). The analysis was structured around existing 
classifications of meanings and functions of work (Jahoda, 1981, 1982; 
Warr, 1987, 2007; Albano and Parisi, 2017) and distinguished three 
main categories of meanings: (a) manifest; (b) latent intrinsic; and 
(c) latent extrinsic.

Findings show that in the three countries analysed, the youth 
narratives regarding the meaning of work are largely similar. This is in 
accordance with value studies that maintain that due to the universality 
of the nature of the work, people in countries with similar levels of 
development will hold relatively similar work values (Mortimer and 
Lorence, 1995).

Rather obviously, work as a source of financial resources –  that is, 
salary, earning a living, the manifest function in Jahoda’s (1981) terms –  is 
the most dominant meaning. In relation to labour market experience, 
the significance of salary appears to be greater for the unemployed or 
those with little or no work experience. This is in accordance with 
Inglehart’s (1971) scarcity hypothesis, positing that the shift towards 
post- materialist values occurs after gaining material security. Results 
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are also in line with Rainsford et al (2019) who found that among the 
somewhat older group of young people in Europe (closer to 35 years 
of age), unemployment had a negative effect on intrinsic values.

Most studies on the meanings or values of work are quantitative. 
Therefore, the current analysis offers a different perspective and 
enables one to observe how these meanings are constructed in youth 
narratives. Moreover, the interviews conducted make it possible not 
just to point to a hierarchy of various meanings of work (Schwartz, 
1994; Smith and Schwartz, 1997), but to indicate how these meanings 
are intertwined and form particular configurations. Thus, almost all 
young people emphasise some other aspects of work in addition to 
salary, and sometimes salary is even mentioned last (see also Bergqvist 
and Eriksson, 2015). Moreover, there are also those who interpret 
working only for money as something involuntary. For some, the 
latent intrinsic functions of work, such as an interesting, self- fulfilling job 
or opportunities for social contacts, can compensate for receiving a 
lower salary. In the latter case, young people talk about the importance 
of good relations with colleagues and managers and the benefits of 
working in a team.

Qualitative data make it possible to reveal variations in the meanings 
of the same categories or concepts. Providing for oneself is seen not 
only as a source of income but also as being associated with dignity, 
self- worth, stability, and –  especially in the case of Poland and Italy –  
autonomy and adulthood (the opportunity to move out of the parental 
household and start a family). Estonian youth do not emphasise the 
link between earning a salary and autonomy, because for the most part 
they already live separately5 (although, in several cases, with support 
from the family). In addition, Italian youth highly value a job with a 
permanent contract, whereas for Polish youth, temporary contracts are 
not an issue. This is because temporary work is relatively common in 
both countries, but in Poland, it is combined with comparatively low 
youth unemployment. The importance of job security in the Italian 
case corresponds with previous quantitative studies (Albano and Parisi, 
2017). In Estonia, however, temporary work is not widespread.

Regarding latent intrinsic functions of work, it appears that youth in 
all three countries highly value jobs that are interesting and offer self- 
fulfilment, development, and the use of one’s skills. However, such 
meanings of work are more prevalent in the stories of young people 
with a higher level of education or work experience (see also Rainsford 
et al, 2019). A few interviews also support Jahoda’s (1981) statement 
that some latent functions might be provided by social institutions 
or domains of life other than regular employment. Thus, those who 
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do not have particularly interesting jobs or cannot fully apply their 
knowledge and skills admit that working means only earning a living; 
but, in turn, this enables them to satisfy latent functions such as doing 
something of personal interest outside working hours.

In all countries, youth value the opportunities for interpersonal 
contacts provided by work. They reflect on being motivated by working 
with others, having contact with people outside the family, discussing 
work- related matters, and sharing knowledge with colleagues. 
Sometimes, in the same context, meanings of latent extrinsic aspects are 
mentioned such as environmental clarity (knowing what one should do 
at work) or supportive supervision. Less apparent in youth interviews 
are intrinsic meanings of work associated with usefulness to society, 
taking the initiative, and making a difference (see also Borgulya and 
Hahn, 2013). Overall, latent extrinsic aspects of work are less prominent 
in youth narratives. Nonetheless, they do mention work as giving a 
time structure for the day as well as security. However, the concept of 
security is related more to financial and contractual aspects of work, 
whereas only Estonian interviewees also emphasise the physical security 
of the workplace.

Compared to previous studies, interviews with youth do not 
reveal new meanings of work. Nevertheless, they indicate interesting 
associations, interconnections, and sometimes substitutions between 
various meanings. In summary, youth narratives seem to confirm 
that individual well- being still depends on having a job (Albano and 
Parisi, 2017).

Qualitative studies do have their limitations, and the results presented 
here are not generalisable to all youth in Italy, Poland, or Estonia who 
have experience of labour market insecurities. However, these results 
deliver important subjective insights into specific youth experiences, 
backgrounds, and respective narratives related to the construction of 
work meanings.

Notes
 1 It is debatable whether work has a central role in today’s advanced modern societies. 

There are two currents: one underlines that work is no longer central (Arendt, 
1958; Rifkin, 1995); the other emphasises the centrality of work in structuring 
identity, time, and organisation of life (Gallino, 2000; Paugam and Russel, 2000). 
However, this question is beyond the scope of the current chapter.

 2 Data are provided for 2015 because the interviews took place in 2015 and 2016. 
Hence, these data best describe the context during the time when the interviewees 
were looking for a job.

 3 Several stories from Estonian interviewees revealed that they left the parental home 
early because they had poor relations with their parents or were kicked out. In 
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contrast, other interviewees described how their family helped them to purchase 
a place of their own or how relatives offered housing rent- free.

 4 However, Polish youth probably would agree that having a permanent contract 
is necessary in certain situations: it significantly simplifies access to bank loans 
and protects future employment after childbirth (not necessarily the case with 
temporary contracts).

 5 In 2016, the average age at which young Italians left the parental household was 
30.1 years. In Poland, it was 28 years. In contrast, Estonian youth left their parental 
homes at the average age of 23.6 years (Eurostat, 2016). These differences might 
be rooted in either structural (availability of affordable housing for youth) or 
cultural barriers.
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7

Housing autonomy of youth 
in Europe: do labour and housing 

policies matter?

Valentina Goglio and Sonia Bertolini

Introduction

Leaving one’s home of origin is regarded as one of the key markers 
of the transition to adulthood (Shanahan, 2000; Corijn and Klijzing, 
2001). Indeed, the individual life courses of youth are socially 
embedded in the macroinstitutional and structural as well as cultural 
context that defines the set of opportunities and constraints to which 
individual persons respond when making their life course decisions 
and transitions.

The factors that influence the means and timing of young people’s 
housing autonomy in different institutional contexts are complex and 
interwoven. They include historical differences, social and cultural 
norms, institutional frameworks, and macrolevel economic factors such 
as the structure of labour markets and access to housing (Buchmann 
and Kriesi, 2011; Breen and Buchmann, 2016; Bertolini et al, 2019).

On the macrolevel, following Moreno (2012), comparative European 
research has shown the combined influence of the welfare regime on 
what some authors refer to as the transition regime (Walther, 2006), and 
of culture (Billari and Liefbroer, 2007; Giuliano, 2007; Goldscheider 
and Goldscheider, 1989, 1996; Surkyn and Lesthaeghe, 2004) on 
the diverse trends observed in the transition to adulthood in various 
European countries.

Macrolevel factors and labour market integration are not the only 
determinants of such a complex phenomenon as leaving one’s home 
of origin and setting up one’s own household. Indeed, there is a 
wide body of literature highlighting the role of other micro-  and 
mesolevel determinants. Young people’s opportunities and transition 
to adulthood are strongly influenced by the individual’s original 
collocation in the class structure (MacDonald et al, 2005), resulting in 
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specific mechanisms of transition for different social classes (Bernardi 
and Poggio, 2004; Barbera et al, 2010). Gender is another important 
determinant: in certain contexts, employment and the level of earnings 
may be more important for men who are expected to be breadwinners, 
and somewhat less important for women who may rely on their 
partners’ income (Aassve et al, 2001). The combination of gender and 
social class has also shown how British working- class women left the 
parental home for reasons that were different from those of men; and 
in the United States, how young women of Southern European and 
Hispanic origin lowered their nest- leaving expectations (Goldscheider 
and Goldscheider, 1989). Moreover, the general process of expansion 
in education in recent decades (Schofer and Meyer, 2005) has had 
the effect of postponing entry into the labour market and subsequent 
stabilisation (Mortimer et al, 2005).

However, this chapter will focus on one of the main determinants 
of the decision to leave the parental home: the level of individual 
economic resources directly available to young adults (Ermisch, 1999; 
McElroy, 1985). In this respect, the situation in the labour market and 
the consequent availability of economic resources coming from the job 
are important in structuring the decision to leave the parental home 
(Blossfeld, 1995; Galland, 2001; Heinz, 2001; Mayer, 1997; Scherer, 
2004; Schizzerotto, 2002). If young people experience difficulties 
in labour market integration and perceive their situation as unstable 
and insecure, they may be relatively less willing to make such a step 
(Aassve et al, 2001). There is a large body of evidence confirming the 
importance of employment and the level of earnings for opportunities 
to leave the parental home and for feeling autonomous among youth 
(Aassve et al, 2001; Buck and Scott, 1993; Iacovou, 2010; Mulder 
et al, 2002; Mulder and Clark, 2000; Nilsson and Strandh, 1999; 
Vitali, 2010).

According to these studies, having a job is a prerequisite for 
establishing one’s own household especially among individuals who, 
for various reasons, cannot expect to receive financial support from 
family members (Jacob and Kleinert, 2008; Vitali, 2010). Exit from 
the parental home reduces opportunities to receive material and 
emotional support from the family of origin. This makes the negative 
consequences associated with the risk of losing employment much 
stronger for those who decide to establish their own home (Aassve 
et al, 2007; Parisi, 2008). Unemployed or inactive youth may have 
very limited opportunities to leave the parental home due to their lack 
of economic resources. But opportunities for housing independence 
vary widely, including among those young people who actually are 
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involved in paid work. In particular, the attention of researchers has 
recently turned towards the role of stability of employment (Fernandes 
et al, 2008; Becker et al, 2010; Barbieri et al, 2014). Labour market 
positions with high degrees of economic uncertainty prevent youth 
from making blind long- term commitments (Oppenheimer et al, 
1997; Mills and Blossfeld, 2003). Thus, irrespective of the level of 
income received by young adults, the expected variation in income 
may deter them from investing in household formation (Fernandes 
et al, 2008). Another important factor in this respect is that temporary 
jobs produce wage discounts, namely lower levels of income (due to 
lower bargaining power) and ‘wage scars’ through the employment 
history of individuals employed in temporary positions (for example, 
due to limited promotion opportunities) (Gebel, 2009). Yet, the role of 
employment and earnings varies across countries depending not only 
on the structure of the labour market and on the educational system 
(which may smooth the school- to- work transition) but also on the 
different welfare state regimes.

Previous studies have shown whether and to what degree labour 
market vulnerability affects decisions about leaving the parental 
home and forming a family; and they have indicated how this differs 
across countries and across different welfare state regimes (Aassve 
et al, 2002; Blossfeld et al, 2005; Müller and Gangl, 2003). Specific 
institutional configurations of the labour market and welfare state, 
as well as macrostructural conditions, are relevant explanations for 
country differences and for their impact on unemployed young people’s 
decisions to leave home.

Country- specific institutional arrangements produce distinctive 
national responses to the global social processes (labour market 
flexibilisation and privatisation of social security), and different 
institutional settings are linked to different patterns of exposure 
to social risks (Bonoli, 2004; Rovny, 2014; Taylor- Gooby, 2004). 
Thus, for the purposes of this work, the focus is on institutional 
determinants, because national institutional backgrounds, and 
policies in particular, are expected to have a mediating effect on how 
young people’s risks of labour market exclusion and job insecurity 
translate into risks of social exclusion (Mills and Blossfeld, 2003). 
In general, in countries that provide more generous support for 
youth, the impact of labour market weakness on housing autonomy 
is reduced. Nonetheless, it remains unclear what dimensions of 
the institutional setting may be most important when it comes to 
buffering labour market insecurity and fostering individual autonomy 
among young people.
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Against this background, the intention is to study how macrolevel 
indicators can moderate the relationship between the individual labour 
market position and youth housing autonomy. In particular, the study 
focuses on labour market exclusion. This concept depicts a broad 
condition in which individuals are not integrated into the productive 
system, and this entails both the conditions of involuntary exclusion 
such as unemployment and voluntary conditions such as inactivity or 
being a student. This work narrows down the focus to the condition 
of unemployment alone (versus a situation of employment) but does 
not disaggregate the relationship between employment and housing 
autonomy further by distinguishing between permanent and temporary 
workers. This is because, although an important microlevel factor in the 
transition to housing autonomy, previous research using cross- sectional 
data has shown that the association between temporary employment 
and housing autonomy is weak and not significant for most EU28 
countries (Baranowska- Rataj et al, 2016).

Youth autonomy has multiple definitions in the social sciences. Most 
of these are linked to the notion of becoming an adult in different 
aspects of life (Cicchelli, 2013). For instance, it involves the capacity 
to take steps towards independence from the parental household, the 
ability to create one’s own universe, and the ability to govern one’s 
own life through relevant choices. Housing autonomy, the condition 
in which young people live outside of the parental home, is a crucial 
step enabling other stages of the individual’s life course. For this 
reason, the present chapter narrows the focus to housing autonomy 
alone. As far as macrolevel indicators are concerned, the focus is on 
two key macroindicators: employment protection legislation (EPL) 
and the amount of public investment in housing policies in the EU28 
member states.

Indeed, a high level of employment protection can guarantee 
continuity of jobs and thus of income. However, for those who 
are excluded from the labour market, a high level of employment 
protection translates into increased difficulties of integration into the 
labour market. In the last few decades, many European countries 
partially deregulated the labour market by decreasing the restrictions on 
temporary work, often targeting this at young people (Baranowska and 
Gebel, 2010). However, doubts about the effectiveness of these reforms 
soon arose (Kahn, 2010; Noelke, 2016). As Gebel and Giesecke (2016) 
have shown, deregulating the use of temporary contracts increased 
the risk of temporary employment for young people, but did not 
reduce their risk of unemployment: for young men with a low level 
of education; it even increased it.
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On the other hand, monetary transfers to support the costs of 
housing or policies that reduce the cost of housing itself decrease the 
economic burden of autonomous living that the individual has to 
bear. In particular, cash subsidies supporting rent have a positive effect 
on young adults’ housing autonomy, especially for those with lower 
incomes who are exposed to income instability. Therefore, a lower 
cost of living can reduce the negative effect of the loss of income 
associated with job loss.

There is abundant literature on the direct effect of EPL on labour 
market opportunities for young people; however, the moderating 
role of this particular macrolevel factor on the relationship between 
the labour market and housing has yet to be investigated. Similarly, 
despite the growing literature on the problem of the affordability of 
homes on a family budget (particularly in the case of young people), 
there is a lack of studies that investigate the moderating role of state 
investment in housing policies.

This chapter is organised as follows. The next section frames the 
analyses in the existing literature, highlighting this study’s innovative 
perspective. The following section describes the research design 
including the hypotheses, the data, and the method of analysis. This is 
followed by the research findings and some concluding observations.

Theoretical background

Countries differ significantly in the extent to which they provide 
security with respect to potential job loss and unemployment (Ebralidze, 
2011; Gallie, 2007). Specific institutional configurations of the labour 
market and welfare state, as well as macrostructural conditions, are 
relevant explanations for differences between countries and the impact 
they have on the decision to leave home for unemployed young people.

Regulation and social policies are expected to filter the impact of 
increasing labour market exclusion and job insecurity for young people 
in different ways (Blossfeld et al, 2012; Mills and Blossfeld, 2003), and 
this can impact on their decisions about leaving their parental home 
(Bertolini, 2021a, 2021b, 2018).

This chapter uses a two- step multilevel model (Bryan and Jenkins, 
2013) to analyse the moderating role of EPL and of housing policies 
on the relationship between unemployment and housing autonomy 
of youth. It, formulates two main hypotheses. The first predicts that 
a high level of EPL for permanent contracts will negatively moderate 
the relationship between unemployment and housing autonomy. This 
is because a high level of regulation decreases the risk of losing a job 
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for those already employed (insiders); but, on the other hand, it may 
make it difficult for the unemployed (outsiders) to get into employment 
because employers tend not to hire outsiders when the costs of firing 
employees is high (Baranowska and Gebel, 2010).

The same hypothesis is used to test the moderating role of 
high EPL for temporary contracts on the relationship between 
unemployment and housing autonomy. The role of stricter regulation 
of temporary contracts, in particular restrictions on renewals, may be 
ambiguous: indeed, depending on the context, it may increase the 
chances of temporary workers ending up in unemployment (dead end) 
in labour markets with low mobility and in a situation of economic 
crisis, or ending up in permanent contracts (stepping stone effect) 
in efficient labour markets and a favourable economic situation. 
Because the time period covered by the analyses was characterised 
by unfavourable economic conditions, it is hypothesised that high 
EPL will have a negative moderating role on temporary contracts. 
Hence, stricter regulation of temporary contracts will make it harder 
for unemployed young people to get new jobs, even temporary ones, 
and thus harder for them to bear the costs of independent living due 
to lack of income.

The second hypothesis assumes that generous policies supporting the 
costs of independent living directly (with cash subsidies) or indirectly 
(with social housing policies) will positively moderate the association 
between unemployment and housing autonomy, thus reducing the 
negative effect of unemployment. This is because generous policies on 
housing help the individual to manage the costs of living autonomously 
even in the case of job loss. This lowers the pressure of housing costs 
for unemployed people who face reduced financial resources due to 
lack of employment income.

Because this chapter aims to address the role of the institutional 
setting and policies in association with labour market disadvantage and 
leaving the parental home, understanding the way labour protection is 
regulated is a good example of whether and how institutional regulation 
may play a role in moderating the relationship between individual 
labour market position and housing autonomy.

Indeed, many European countries have partially deregulated their 
labour markets by decreasing the restrictions on temporary work, 
and this is often targeted at youth (Baranowska and Gebel, 2010). 
However, doubts have been cast on the effectiveness of these reforms 
(Kahn, 2010; Noelke, 2016). As Gebel and Giesecke demonstrated 
(2016), deregulating the use of temporary contracts increased the risk of 
temporary employment for young people, but did not reduce the risk 
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of unemployment. High levels of EPL regulation may make it difficult 
for temporary workers to get a permanent job, increasing the fear of 
subsequent unemployment. In addition, high levels of employment 
protection will increase temporary employment rates, because it will 
be more efficient for employers to hire temporary staff whose contracts 
expire after a certain date, thus avoiding potential firing costs. This has 
the potential to change the profile of people in employment toward a 
greater number of temporary employees who are less likely to be able 
to achieve housing autonomy (Baranowska and Gebel, 2010).

As far as the level of regulation for temporary contracts is concerned, 
empirical evidence has contested the theoretical assumption that a low 
level of regulation of temporary contracts would be associated with 
a higher rate of temporary employment (Nunziata and Staffolani, 
2007 in Baranowska and Gebel, 2010). Although loose regulation of 
temporary employment may appear to provide further incentive for 
employers to lower the potential cost of ending contracts that already 
contain a defined end date, empirical research has shown that there is 
no association between EPL and the incidence of temporary contracts 
(Booth et al, 2002 in Baranowska and Gebel, 2010).

When investigating the role of institutional factors in the relationship 
between labour market conditions and housing autonomy, one 
significant indicator is the level of expenditure specifically identified 
by states to help citizens with the costs of housing. Indeed, monetary 
transfer to support the cost of housing or policies that reduce the 
cost of housing, reduce the economic burden on individuals of living 
autonomously. In particular, cash subsidies to support rent have a 
positive effect on housing autonomy for young adults, especially those 
on lower incomes who are exposed to income instability. Indeed, 
generous public spending on housing may lower the cost of living, and 
this is particularly relevant for unemployed people who, compared to 
their employed peers, experience lack of income. If affordable housing 
is provided and/ or costs associated with renting are subsidised, even 
unemployed people can meet the cost of housing, which results at the 
macrolevel in a reduction of the negative effect of unemployment on 
the chances of living autonomously.

Based on the literature presented in this section, two main 
hypotheses are formulated for this study regarding the moderating 
effect of institutional factors on the relationship between labour market 
exclusion and housing autonomy.
Hypothesis 1: Employment protection legislation will play a 
moderating role in the relationship between unemployment 
and housing autonomy. A high level of EPL for permanent contracts 
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(EPL regular) will negatively moderate the relationship between 
unemployment and housing autonomy, in other words it will increase 
the negative effect of unemployment. A high level of EPL for temporary 
contracts (EPL temporary) is also expected to negatively moderate the 
relationship between unemployment and housing autonomy.
Hypothesis 2: Public policies supporting housing will play a 
moderating role in the relationship between unemployment 
and housing autonomy. Generous policies supporting housing 
autonomy either directly (through cash subsidies) or indirectly (through 
social housing policies) can positively moderate the association between 
unemployment and housing autonomy –  that is, reduce the negative 
effect of unemployment.

Data and methods

The multilevel analyses presented here are based on individual cross- 
sectional data from the European Statistics on Income and Living 
Conditions (EU- SILC) survey for the year 2014. The database contains 
individual- level observations for 28 European countries that qualify the 
data as multilevel, with individuals at level one nested in countries at 
level two. The sample used for the individual- level regressions is made 
up of individuals aged 16 to 29 years who are employed or unemployed 
(inactives and students excluded).

The dependent variable, housing autonomy, refers to the residential 
circumstances of the individual: an individual is considered as having 
housing autonomy when she or he lives in a household not including 
her or his parents (variable equal to 1 if parents are not members of 
the household, equal to 0 otherwise).

The main independent variable is labour market exclusion, 
operationalised as a dichotomous variable equal to 1 if the self- 
reported economic status of the respondent is unemployed, equal to 
0 if employed.

The logistic regressions also include a set of control variables such as 
age, gender, immigrant status, level of education, and area of residence 
(urban or rural). Finally, housing autonomy is strongly associated with 
the presence of a partner (Holdsworth and Morgan, 2005; Iacovou, 
2010; Ruspini, 2015), because living with a partner may work as the 
main driver of the decision to live independently and may also work as 
a buffer in the case of labour market exclusion. As a result, the presence 
of a partner in the household is introduced as a further control.1

The macrolevel indicators used in the second- level regression are 
collected from official sources such as Eurostat and OECD. The 
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Employment Protection Legislation Index elaborated by OECD is 
used to test the moderating role of EPL separately for permanent and 
temporary contracts.

The moderating role of housing policies is tested with data on the 
amount of public expenditure on rent benefits (as a percentage of 
GDP) combined with the amount of general public expenditure on 
housing support (as a percentage of GDP) and public expenditure on 
housing and social exclusion recorded by Eurostat. All these measures 
indicate intervention by public authorities to help households meet the 
cost of housing, despite variations in implementation at the individual 
country level. The first measure refers to transfers granted by a public 
authority to tenants in order to help them with the costs of housing. 
The provision of the benefit is guaranteed for a limited period of time 
and access is conditional on meeting a qualifying criterion (means test) 
(Eurostat Glossary, 2018). The other two measures are part of the social 
protection framework that encompasses all interventions from public 
or private bodies intended to relieve households and individuals of the 
burden of a defined set of risks or needs (Eurostat Glossary, 2018) –  
in this case, housing risk, when housing and social exclusion are not 
classified elsewhere. For example, expenditure for housing benefits may 
refer to housing tenure in which the property is owned by a government 
authority and social housing benefit is given based on qualifying criteria 
based on income and employment. It may also refer to expenditure 
for housing and social exclusion not classified elsewhere. This refers 
to means- tested public schemes that also entitle individuals at risk of 
social exclusion, but are a residual category of need that differs from 
the other schemes (for example, old age, unemployment, disability). 
The macrolevel variables are summarised in Table 7.1.

As for the method, the study applies multilevel analyses using a two- 
step approach. As recently highlighted in the literature (Bryan and 
Jenkins, 2013, 2016), this method turns out to be particularly useful 
when the researcher has a dataset characterised by a relatively small 
number of macrolevel units but a relatively high number of observations 
within each group (countries).

The first step consists in estimating separate individual- level 
regressions between the dependent and independent variable for each 
country. Such a coefficient becomes the dependent variable in the 
second step which entails the estimation of the effect of the macrolevel 
variable (independent) on the coefficient of the individual- level 
relationship (dependent variable) through a linear regression model. 
The process requires an additional adjustment for standard errors that, 
in the case of the estimated dependent variable, tend to be biased and 
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estimated inconsistently due to the heteroscedasticity of the first- level 
sampling error in which variance differs across observations (Jusko, 
2005; Lewis and Linzer, 2005).

In this case the country- level logistic regressions are estimated first 
with being residentially autonomous (not living with parents) as the 
dependent variable and the proxy for labour market exclusion (being 
unemployed) as the independent variable with controls included. 
Then, the average marginal effects are estimated that, in the second 
step, turn into the dependent variable of a linear regression model 
in which the independent variable is the macrolevel indicator of 
interest (public expenditure on rent benefits as a percentage of GDP). 
Finally, standard errors of this second regression are corrected in 
order to take into consideration the uncertainty coming from using 
an estimated dependent variable. The error term of the second step 
regression includes a first component due to the individual- level 
regression (heteroscedasticity due to variance in the sampling error 
across countries) and a second component that is the country- level 
error term. Thus, standard errors of the second step linear regression 
model are corrected by adding a weight that is computed as in Huber 
(2005) and Baranowska and Gebel (2008).

Results

This section presents the results emerging from the two- step multilevel 
regression for the moderating role of selected macrolevel factors on the 
association between labour market exclusion and housing autonomy.

Table 7.1: List of macrolevel indicators

Macrolevel indicator Source

Employment protection legislation index Indicators of Employment Protection, 
OECD (https:// www.oecd.org/ 
employment/ emp/ oecdindicatorsofe
mploymentprotection.htm)

–  Strictness of employment protection 
(regular contracts)

–  Strictness of employment protection 
(temporary employment)

Social protection benefits for housing Eurostat
Tables by benefits –  housing function 
(https:// ec.europa.eu/ eurostat/ web/ 
products- datasets/ product?code=spr_ 
exp_ fho)

–  Rent benefits (means- tested) as percentage 
of gross domestic product (GDP)

Expenditure as percentage of GDP –  HOUSE

Expenditure on housing and social exclusion 
not classified elsewhere
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First, results are presented from the logistic regressions run on the 
individual level separately for each country. Figure 7.1 illustrates the 
average marginal effect of being unemployed (versus being employed) 
on autonomous living in all EU28 member states in the year 2014. 
The regressions show that in the majority of EU28 countries, being 
unemployed is associated negatively with autonomous living (compared 
to those who are employed). The association is substantial and 
statistically significant for half of the countries considered: in Denmark, 
Estonia, Greece, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, 
Portugal, Romania, and Sweden, unemployed young people are 
between 5 and 10 percentage points less likely than employed people 
to live autonomously. This negative relationship is also observable in 
Cyprus, Hungary, Poland, and Spain, but with a lower gap (less than 
5 percentage points) in the chances of living autonomously between 
the two groups. In contrast, Malta stands out as an outlier, indicating an 
advantage for unemployed people that might, however, be affected by 
the small sample size. The remaining countries show a non- significant 
relationship between unemployment and housing autonomy, with 
extremely low and non- significant coefficients.2 As mentioned in the 
data section, the direct effect of the presence of a partner is associated 

Figure 7.1: Average marginal effect (AME) of being unemployed (vs employed) on 
housing autonomy
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positively with housing autonomy in line with previous studies. The 
indirect effect of a partner, as a control variable in the relationship 
between unemployment and housing autonomy, tends to reduce the 
negative association with unemployment, but generally does not reverse 
the direction of the relationship.

Given this overview of the relationship on the individual level (Step 
1), the next step is to test whether some of the country variation can 
be explained by structural and institutional features.

One of the advantages of the two- step approach is that it provides 
a clear visualisation of the multilevel relationship between micro-  and 
macrolevel variables in a simple scatterplot. Figures 7.2 and 7.3 plot 
the average marginal effects calculated on the individual level on the 
macrolevel indicators of interest for each hypothesis. The next section 
examines each of the hypotheses in detail.

Hypothesis 1: Employment Protection Legislation

The distributions of the macrolevel variables for the level of employment 
protection do not give a straightforward indication of the direction 
of the relationship with the variable of interest. A clear pattern does 
not emerge from the two panels in Figure 7.2: the negative effect 

Figure 7.2: Indicators of employment protection legislation (EPL) and average 
marginal effect (AME) of being unemployed on housing autonomy
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of unemployment on housing autonomy is observable not only in a 
country with high employment regulation such as France, but also in 
a country such as Estonia that, on the contrary, is characterised by a 
lower level of regulation.

Yet, some internal trends can be spotted. For example, in countries 
with high EPL (>2.5 points) for regular employment such as France, 
the Netherlands, Portugal and Sweden, being unemployed is associated 
more negatively with housing autonomy than in other countries with 
less strict regulation. However, there are also countries with a high 
level of EPL regulation (Belgium and Germany) and a non- negative 
association. At the same time, the opposite trend –  low regulation/ non- 
negative association –  is not observable except in the United Kingdom 
(UK). A quite substantial group of countries with intermediate values 
for EPL (2 to 2.5 points) shows a non- negative association between 
unemployment and housing autonomy (Austria, Finland, Hungary, 
the Slovak Republic, and Slovenia).

In the case of temporary contract regulations (right- hand panel of 
Figure 7.2), the distribution takes an inverted Y shape providing a 
non- univocal pattern. Indeed, there are countries with a high negative 
association between unemployment and housing autonomy with 
high levels of EPL and others with relatively low levels for temporary 
contracts (Ireland, the Netherlands, and Sweden on the one hand, and 
France, Luxemburg, and Lithuania on the other). Testing this type of 
association with a linear regression model in the second step (Table 7.2) 
reveals that the association between the macrolevel variables (both for 
permanent and temporary contracts) is negative but non- statistically 
significant (Models 1 and 5). This indicates that a statistically robust 
moderating effect of EPL for both regular and temporary contracts 
cannot be observed: the level of regulation of employment is not 
statistically associated with a decrease or increase in the (mostly 
negative) association between unemployment and housing autonomy 
occurring on the microlevel. However, as mentioned in the theoretical 
section, the decision to leave the parental home and live independently 
from the family of origin is a complex transition influenced by several 
factors that can also influence the labour market condition itself. As 
an example, the macroeconomic situation on the country level is 
one of the key factors that may play a role in the association between 
unemployment and housing autonomy: a negative macroeconomic 
situation (for example, proxied by a high unemployment rate or 
low GDP growth) may make the situation of unemployed people 
even worse, overruling the level of EPL. Therefore, these two main 
indicators of labour market and economy conditions are added as 
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Table 7.2: Second step regression for macrolevel indicators of EPL and the association between unemployment and housing autonomy; linear 
regression coefficients

EPL for regular contracts EPL for temporary contracts No control for partner

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

EPL regular − 0.0326 − 0.0357 − 0.0358 − 0.0389+ − 0.0598**

(0.0230) (0.0237) (0.0235) (0.0225) (0.0270)

EPL temporary − 0.00662 − 0.00646 − 0.00637 − 0.00378 − 0.00774

(0.00954) (0.00997) (0.00992) (0.00983) (0.0120)

Youth 
unemployment rate
(15– 25)

− 0.000362 − 5.25e− 05

(0.000789) (0.000834)

Total 
unemployment rate
(15– 74)

− 0.000795 − 0.000197

(0.00185) (0.00198)

GDP growth − 0.00757 − 0.00608

(0.00504) (0.00541)

Constant 0.0376 0.0536 0.0534 0.0604 − 0.0288 − 0.0279 − 0.0274 − 0.0293 0.0612 − 0.0685**

(0.0577) (0.0649) (0.0643) (0.0573) (0.0230) (0.0280) (0.0285) (0.0228) (0.0669) (0.0286)

Observations 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24

R² 0.084 0.100 0.101 0.180 0.021 0.021 0.022 0.076 0.183 0.019

Note: Standard errors in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, + p < 0.1.
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on EU- SILC UDB, 2014; OECD data and Eurostat data
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control variables (Models 2 to 4 and 6 to 8). The estimates show that 
when controlling for the dynamism of the economy (namely, excluding 
the noise generated by the level of GDP growth), stricter regulation 
for regular contracts negatively moderates the association between 
unemployment and housing autonomy, further worsening the chances 
of housing autonomy for unemployed people. Indeed, estimates in 
Model 4 indicate that one unit increase in EPL for regular contracts 
intensifies the negative effect (as depicted by the average marginal effects 
in Figure 7.2) by almost 4 percentage points, and the relationship is 
significant within 90 per cent confidence intervals.

In addition, a sensitivity check was run without controlling for the 
presence of a partner (Models 9 and 10). The presence of a partner 
is a major predictor of housing autonomy and a confounder in the 
relationship between unemployment and housing autonomy. When 
removing this effect (that is, controlling for the presence of the 
partner), the net association between unemployment and housing 
autonomy decreases.

The models indicate that the (generally) negative association between 
unemployment and housing autonomy is further exacerbated when 
EPL for regular contracts is high (Model 4). When excluding the major 
confounder, the presence of a partner, and also the dynamics of the 
economy, the moderating effect of (stricter) regulation on a regular 
contract remains negative and is statistically significant.

Thus, Hypothesis 1 is partly verified, at least for the assumption of a 
negative moderating role of EPL for regular contracts when controlling 
for the dynamics of the economy. Where the labour market is divided 
into protected and non- protected segments (EPL for regular contracts 
is high), it becomes more difficult to find a new job for those who 
are outside, and the disadvantage of unemployed people in terms 
of housing autonomy is further exacerbated. A moderating role of 
EPL for temporary contracts, on the contrary, is slightly negative 
but the relationship is weak (less than 1 percentage point) and never 
statistically significant.

Hypothesis 2: Public expenditure on housing policies

This section repeats the same exercise using macrolevel indicators for 
public expenditure on housing policies. In this case, it is evident that 
no clear association can be observed for any of the three indicators 
(Figure 7.3). Indeed, in most countries, such benefits assume a very 
low level, and most of the dots are skewed to the left side of the graph 
near to zero. This is particularly the case for rent benefits (first panel 
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Figure 7.3: Indicators for expenditure on housing policies (rent benefits, housing 
benefits, housing and social exclusion benefits) and average marginal effect (AME) 
of being unemployed on housing autonomy
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in Figure 7.3) that are almost equal to zero (as a percentage of GDP) 
for most countries with the only exceptions being the UK, France, 
Denmark, Ireland, Finland, and Germany (and to a lesser extent 
the Netherlands and Sweden). However, for these countries, the 
relationship between unemployment and housing autonomy can also 
assume directly opposing outcomes: in Finland, Germany, and the UK, 
high expenditure in rent benefits (as a percentage of GDP) is associated 
with a neutral effect of unemployment on housing autonomy, whereas 
the association is negative for the other countries. A very similar pattern 
can be observed for housing benefits (second panel in Figure 7.3), with 
the same countries mentioned before in the same position, joined by a 
small group of countries –  Cyprus, the Czech Republic, and Hungary –  
with a slightly negative effect of unemployment on housing autonomy 
(smaller than 5 percentage points). Again, most countries are skewed 
towards zero and no pattern can be identified.

As far as the indicator on expenditure for housing and social exclusion 
is concerned, a clear pattern is not observable. Nonetheless, two groups 
of countries seem to emerge (third panel in Figure 7.3). Indeed, no clear 
correlation can be spotted between level of expenditure and association 
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between unemployment and housing autonomy. However, there is a 
group of countries on the right side of the graph that is characterised 
by relatively high levels of expenditure (greater than 1per cent of GDP). 
However, they show very different outcomes in terms of the effect of 
unemployment on housing autonomy.

There is a second group of countries characterised by a medium 
to low level of expenditure (between 0.5 per cent and 1 per cent of 
the GDP) that again show very different outcomes ranging from a 
negative, a null, or even a positive association between unemployment 
and housing autonomy.

However, it has to be considered that there may be a positive 
correlation between higher levels of expenditure for social exclusion 
policies and higher levels of poverty or social vulnerability in the 
country –  in other words, the level of expenditure is not really high 
because policies are more developed, but because there is a high number 
of recipients due to diffuse social vulnerability. Such a situation may 
correlate negatively with unemployment, given that, in a situation of 
diffuse poverty and social vulnerability, such compensatory policies 
are not really able to tackle the dimension of housing autonomy, 
but can only satisfy basic needs. Hence, it emerges that the level of 
expenditure cannot play any moderating effect on the relationship 
between unemployment and housing autonomy.

In this respect, it would be interesting to further investigate the cases 
of Finland and the UK with more detailed qualitative data. These 
countries have a similar null association between unemployment and 
housing autonomy, but relatively high expenditure on rent and housing 
benefits. Moreover, Denmark, France, and the Netherlands also reveal 
a negative microlevel association and relatively high levels of public 
expenditure. For the remaining countries, the level of expenditure is 
extremely low, with the consequence that it cannot be expected to 
make any difference.

Second, as for other types of policies (for example, passive labour 
market policies), strict eligibility criteria may result in there being a 
very restricted number of people who can actually benefit from these 
measures. This may eventually exclude particular categories and result 
in subsidies being of a limited amount. For example, young people 
are generally excluded from social housing projects that tend to assign 
apartments to large families with dependent children, or they may be 
excluded because of fragmented and non- standard working careers that 
do not entitle them to access such benefits. Thus, from a macrolevel 
perspective, it is hard to grasp a possible moderating effect. This is also 
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influenced by the way such policies are designed, often leaving out the 
category of interest: young people.

Indeed, the associations using linear regression models in the second 
step of the multilevel approach (Table 7.3) show that indicators of public 
expenditure on housing policies have a weak moderating effect (about 
1 percentage point –  not statistically significant) on labour market 
exclusion and youth housing autonomy.3

Conclusions

Leaving the parental home is a crucial transition in the process of 
becoming an adult. It is also a complex decision involving several 
dimensions on the micro- , meso- , and macrolevels. Individuals make 
their decisions based on economic circumstances, cultural aspects, and 
personal preferences. However, they are also influenced by macrolevel 
factors determined on the institutional level that may make the 
transition smoother (or harder).

Table 7.3: Second step regression for macrolevel indicators of housing policies 
and the association between unemployment and housing autonomy; linear 
regression coefficients

Rent 
benefits

Housing 
benefits

Housing 
and social
exclusion 
benefits

Expenditure on rent benefits 0.0122

(0.0248)

Expenditure on housing benefits 0.0119

(0.0255)

Expenditure on housing and social 
exclusion

− 0.00201

(0.0143)

Constant − 0.0451*** − 0.0455*** − 0.0407***

(0.0106) (0.0113) (0.0139)

Observations 28 28 28

R² 0.009 0.008 0.001

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, + p<0.1
Source: Authors’ own elaboration on EU- SILC UDB, 2014 and Eurostat data
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This chapter focused on the latter aspect and tested whether and 
to what extent a particular set of macrolevel factors may moderate 
the association occurring on the microlevel between labour market 
(involuntary) exclusion and the housing autonomy of young people 
in Europe.

Economic factors are not the only predictor of housing autonomy. 
In several countries, the presence of a partner, for example, is another 
strong determinant of the probability of living independently from 
the family of origin. Nonetheless, the job situation is important in 
structuring life courses, and the availability of economic resources from 
paid labour is the main source of income particularly for young people, 
providing them with the means to bear the costs of independent living. 
Moreover, this is a domain in which empirical research can provide 
targeted policy suggestions, and in which policies may intervene more 
effectively than in other domains (for example, in the cultural sphere).

Using microlevel data from EU- SILC and macrolevel data 
from OECD and Eurostat, this study tested whether institutional 
configurations such as the level of EPL for regular and for temporary 
contracts, and the level of public expenditure in housing policies, 
may moderate (worsen or loosen) the microlevel association between 
unemployment and housing autonomy. The microlevel association 
tends to be negative in most of the EU28 countries considered, 
indicating that unemployed individuals have lower chances of living 
independently from the family of origin compared to their employed 
peers. Findings from multilevel models indicate that a clear- cut 
moderating effect is not observable for any of the two measures taken 
into consideration. But there are some important differences.

Indeed, as hypothesised, a negative moderating effect is observable 
depending on the level of protection of regular contracts. A high 
level of EPL for regular contracts negatively moderates (worsens the 
mostly negative) association between unemployment and housing 
autonomy, indicating that in segmented labour markets in which 
regular employment is protected and it is harder for unemployed 
young people to get a new job, the negative effect of lack of job on 
the chances of independent living is further exacerbated. However, no 
significant moderating role is observable in this respect for the level of 
protection of temporary contracts. As far as the relationship between 
unemployment and housing autonomy is concerned, different degrees 
of regulation of temporary contracts are not associated with regular 
patterns of decreasing or increasing chances of independent living for 
young unemployed people. This is consistent with the ambiguous role 
of EPL for temporary contracts, as highlighted in the literature, which 
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is also tightly linked to the characteristics of the labour market. Indeed, 
restrictions in the use of temporary employment may on one hand lead 
to upward mobility to permanent jobs in efficient labour markets and 
under favourable economic conditions; on the other hand, however, 
they may lead to downward mobility and unemployment in conditions 
of low job mobility and an economic recession.

Similarly, the analyses show that public policies aimed at supporting 
housing do not significantly moderate the (negative) relationship 
between unemployment and housing autonomy for young people in 
Europe. Indeed, the level of public expenditure tends to be very low 
in many of the European countries considered. Its distribution divides 
into two main groups: on the one side, countries with very limited 
or even non- existent investment in housing policies; on the other 
side, a small group of countries with relatively generous spending (the 
UK, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, 
and Sweden). Both groups however, show heterogeneous outcomes 
when the microlevel association between unemployment and housing 
autonomy is taken into consideration. In this respect, the two- step 
multilevel modelling becomes particularly informative insofar as it gives 
a clear picture of the ongoing trends and points to interesting cases that 
may be investigated further with qualitative data. As an example, further 
investigation of cases such as the UK and France (with relatively high 
expenditure) or Austria and Spain (with relatively low expenditure) but 
opposite outcomes on the microlevel, may provide interesting insights 
into the mechanisms behind the functioning of policies. Indeed, 
findings point to the importance of considering qualitative aspects 
such as the design of the policies, policy mechanisms, eligibility rules, 
and barriers to specific groups if one wants to fully grasp whether 
or not measures put into place to buffer microlevel events achieve 
their potential. Moreover, behind these aggregate data, other critical 
features may be at work such as the role of parental support (Ronald 
and Lennartz, 2018). Indeed, intergenerational support for housing 
(in the form of financial contributions or gifts, exchange, or housing 
inheritance) has emerged as an important alternative to (the lack of 
or underdeveloped) housing policies. Nonetheless, the growing role 
of family resources as a substitute for welfare for younger generations 
raises important issues of intergenerational equity and of widening 
social inequalities among the children of different families.

Notes
 1 Information about the partner represents an endogenous variable in the model 

that may create overcontrol bias because unemployment also affects chances on 
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the marriage/ partner market. Therefore, findings with and without partner are 
compared in the results section.

 2 In this respect, it has to be considered that with cross- sectional data, one cannot 
get rid of a reverse causation problem, because although one is able to observe the 
characteristics of individuals who are already out of parental home, the conditions 
under which these individuals took the decision to exit the parental home are 
not known.

 3 The association remains non- significant after recoding expenditure variables into 
dichotomous variables, as a further check due to the very low levels of expenditure 
that characterise some countries reveals.
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Introduction

This chapter focuses on how housing autonomy affects the transition 
to adulthood among youth in Italy, Greece, and Bulgaria. The three 
countries represent two different models of welfare regime: the 
Southern and the Eastern European regimes. However, in terms of 
economic situation and policies, especially for young people, they are 
quite similar. All three countries are also characterised by a collectivist 
culture, strong family relations that compensate for the fragmented and 
residual welfare systems, and highly valued social support networks 
that also include intergenerational ones. Furthermore, during the last 
decade, the inhabitants of all three countries have suffered serious 
problems in the economic sphere with very high rates of youth 
unemployment. In Greece, the financial crisis was particularly severe; 
in Bulgaria, there are high levels of emigration among young people.

These situations have seriously limited youth autonomy, emotionally, 
psychologically and financially, and especially for some groups of 
young people who depend heavily on their parents’ economic status 
and capital.

In all three countries, young adults are late leavers –  that is, they 
continue to live with their parents up to the age of 29, compared 
to youth from northern and central European countries who exit 
the parental home sooner. According to the literature (Chtouris 
et al, 2006), this lengthy period of living with the family of origin 
may delay the transition to a financially independent and socially 
integrated adult life. Questions about the way young people perceive 
this delay in the context of social and economic hardship, how they 
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construct their adult identity, and which factors have the greatest 
influence on this process, remain unanswered.

Previous literature indicates, however, that housing autonomy is a 
crucial marker for the transition to adulthood (Sokou and Papantoniou, 
2000; Baranowska et al, 2015). This chapter asks whether housing 
autonomy still represents a crucial step towards adulthood among 
youth in countries in which they suffer from economic recession 
and flexibilisation of the labour market, and in which young people 
leave home late either as couples (married) or after at least one of the 
partners (usually the male) has a secure job.

Although a number of quantitative studies point to the fact that 
flexibilisation of the labour market has postponed housing autonomy, 
there are no studies addressing these questions from a qualitative 
perspective that focus particularly on the voices and experiences of 
young people. This chapter addresses this issue.

State of the art

According to traditional theories of transition to adulthood, leaving 
the parental home is always considered a step towards becoming an 
adult. See Chapter 1 in this volume for a literature review. In this 
paragraph we focus on specific literature relating to the three countries 
that are the focus of this chapter: Italy, Greece, and Bulgaria. Housing 
autonomy, in particular, is considered important, because it is one of 
the explicit markers of the achievement of individual independence 
and the assumption of roles of responsibility. Furthermore, the way 
in which a young person leaves home is also important because of 
its interdependence with and consequences for other spheres of life 
with which it is strictly linked. For example, living independently 
is considered a step towards adulthood that is related to taking full 
responsibility for one’s actions and being able to create an identity 
independent of that of one’s parents. Leaving the parental home is 
also a transition that makes other key transitions to adulthood possible.

As mentioned before, leaving the parental home is traditionally 
considered an important step towards adulthood in Italy, Greece, and 
Bulgaria. However, young people in these countries traditionally leave 
the parental home later than youth in Northern and Central Europe, 
and usually after they have found a permanent job or have started a new 
family by getting married. For young people in Southern Europe, the 
main reason to leave the parental household has been ‘to settle down’ 
within a stable two- person relationship (Saraceno, 2001), preferably 
through marriage, rather than starting a period of experimentation 
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with independent living that is the popular exiting model among young 
people in Northern Europe. Intergenerational support and family help 
are usually considered central to gaining housing autonomy in these 
countries (Ronald and Lennartz, 2018).

Bulgaria is one of the countries in which young people live with 
their parents until a later age than their peers in other EU countries. 
Young women leave home earlier than young men, but more often 
to move in with a partner than to live on their own. The reasons why 
Bulgarian youth continue to live with their parents are predominantly 
economic. The low labour incomes and high poverty rates mean that 
considering the idea of a home of one’s own is not an option. Due to 
this situation, young people’s short- term strategies are centred around 
meeting basic needs. The young people targeted in our research are in 
a vulnerable position and highly dependent on their parents who, as a 
rule, do not have much in the way of financial resources at their disposal. 
Thus, housing independence is becoming a marker of belonging to 
high- income status groups (for the young persons themselves and/ or 
their parents). Additionally, many young people, according to other 
research (Mitev and Kovacheva, 2014), see living with their parents as 
the easiest solution. Taking this decision also reflects a cultural norm in 
Bulgarian society that parents should care for their children ‘as long as 
they can’ (Mitev and Kovacheva, 2014: 82). In Bulgaria, staying at home 
for a prolonged period is regarded by young people as being ‘obvious’ 
(European Commission, 2005: 88). Life in the parental home gives 
youth ‘more freedom to choose their own lifestyle, even if in the family 
home, in addition to enjoying the financial and practical advantages of 
living with their parents’ (Mitev and Kovacheva, 2014: 82).

Recently, however, as a result of the complexity of the labour 
market, transition to adult life has become an increasingly multifaceted 
process. The transition to a more autonomous and independent 
way of living appears to be a prolonged, diverse, or even at times 
reversible process (Mitchell, 2006). This makes adulthood a rather 
complex and less linear notion to define. Various studies have shown 
the existence of a variety of transition models that do not conform 
to a general standard and do not display a gradual linear movement, 
but have great heterogeneity (Mayer, 2001). Due to the reduction 
in their welfare and residential independence, the numbers of young 
people returning to their parental home after losing their jobs or after 
finishing their studies with their parents’ financial assistance are growing 
constantly. Under these circumstances, cohabitation with the parental 
family reflects how contemporary labour market factors are strongly 
affecting family dynamics. This reality is further reinforced by the 
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fact that traditional benchmarks such as marriage, becoming a parent, 
establishing a separate household, and obtaining employment are no 
longer perceived as prerequisites of an adult identity, but as personal 
preferences and choices (Furstenberg et al, 2004).

The social capital of young people in Greece consists basically of 
family, relatives, and friends. These completely replace the non- existent 
welfare state system. In other words, the Greek nuclear family has been 
traditionally the primary protective mechanism that supports young 
people both financially and emotionally for a lengthy period of time 
(Sokou and Papantoniou, 2000; Chtouris et al, 2006). When young 
people are also university students, this carefree period is prolonged; 
Greek society places such great value on higher education that parents 
do not expect their children to work while studying (Sokou, 1987). 
Instead, they believe that they should be able to provide everything 
for them without them having to depend on state resources or other 
external support.

The two patterns of family formation, which are found among 
European young people, come with different kinds of exchange and 
forms of support across families and kin, as well as different options 
available to young people, as suggested by Cavalli and Galland 
(1996). On the one hand, early exit from the parental household 
can be supported by cultural values, but also by a favourable labour 
and housing market as well as welfare state provisions. On the other 
hand, if the family is the main financial resource and the housing 
market is tight, it is more difficult for young people to leave the 
parental household when they are not yet established in the labour 
market. Furthermore, it is more expensive for their parents to help 
them to live on their own. In addition, if the family culture does not 
support educational strategies oriented towards early independence 
and autonomy, it is obvious that the transition to adulthood will take 
much longer.

Evidence from recent research has shown that job insecurity delays 
decisions regarding transition to adult life such as leaving the parental 
home (Blossfeld et al, 2005; Nazio, 2008; Bertolini, 2011; Blossfeld 
et al, 2011; Jansen, 2011; Reyneri, 2011; Bertolini et al, 2018). 
However, these studies are quantitative, and they do not explain the 
preferences or the mechanisms behind this postponement. Is it that 
housing autonomy is no longer central to the process of becoming 
an adult? Do young people still believe that housing autonomy is 
important, but find themselves forced to postpone it, with significant 
negative consequences for their well- being?
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Institutional context

As mentioned in the introduction, the three countries in this analysis 
differ in terms of their welfare regime models –  Southern and Eastern –  
but are quite similar in terms of their economic situation and policies, 
especially for young people.

Regarding young people’s behaviours, they are similar in that 
young adults are late leavers compared to youth from Northern and 
Central European countries who exit the parental home at earlier ages 
(Chtouris et al, 2006).

This is especially true for Italy where exit from the parental home 
follows a ‘latest- late model’ (Billari, 2004). In fact, Italians leave the 
parental home on average when they are 30 years old (Eurostat). The 
proportion of young people aged 18– 34 years still living with their 
parents in Italy in 2016 is 66 per cent (the average in Europe is 48 per 
cent). For men it is 72 per cent and for women, 60 per cent.

Similarly, according to Eurofound (2014), young Greeks leave 
the parental home at the age of 29, thus postponing their hopes of 
autonomy and independence (Marvakis et al, 2013). In detail, the 
age by which half of all young people in Greece have left the parental 
home was 31.5 for men and 26.3 for women in 2011 –  that is, 5.2 
and 3.0 years respectively above the EU28 average (Eurofound, 2014).

In addition, the family safety net, which used to be the primary source 
of income for unemployed youth in Greece, has recently come under 
great pressure because parents are also having to face unemployment and 
salary cuts. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the poverty rate is now 
highest among couples living with their grown- up children (Matsaganis 
and Leventi, 2014). Also, according to Mudler and Clark (2002), there 
appears to be a positive association between parental income and the 
propensity to return home as well as between personal income and the 
likelihood of moving out of the parental home (Iacovou, 2010).

Regarding Bulgaria, data over the years indicate a continuous rise in 
the age at which young Bulgarians leave their parental home. Whereas 
in 2004, they left home at the age of 28.3 years, in 2016 this was 29.4 
(the general EU average is 26.1 years). This is due to different factors. 
First, the socio- economic landscape has been characterised for more 
than 20 years by a high degree of poverty and social exclusion (40.4 
per cent in 2016 according to Eurostat), poor quality of life, low 
quality of jobs on the labour market, and permanent and huge flows 
of internal and external migration. Although with fluctuation, this 
was also associated with a shortage of jobs in most of the years up to 
2017. Recently, unemployment has decreased and a shortage of labour 
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has been declared, although thousands of young people continue 
to be listed as not in education, employment, or training (NEET). 
Nevertheless, recent data again confirm that about 25 per cent of the 
young people living in the country still intend to leave it –  most often 
due to the unsatisfactory quality of available jobs.

Second, data from population and housing censuses show that 
the proportion of Bulgarians owning their own homes is high and 
considerably higher than in other European countries (97.5 per cent 
in 2011). The number of homes has been increasing since 1965, and it 
is still continuing despite a slowdown since 1992. The parallel negative 
population growth leads to a discrepancy and a consequent decrease in 
the number of inhabitants per home. At the same time, the situation is 
quite different in big cities compared with smaller towns and villages. 
Overcrowded dwellings and poor condition of the housing stock are 
reported for those parts of the big cities in which vulnerable groups 
usually live. In contrast, in smaller settlements, houses are purposefully 
built to accommodate several generations. Therefore, they provide 
opportunities to live relatively independently. Indeed, many of these 
houses allow residential autonomy for families while living under the 
same roof (as Bulgarians say ironically: ‘See another person who built 
a school for a house’). Hence, in many cases, it is not just a parents’ 
home, but often a multifamily house ready to settle different families 
(regardless of whether the property belongs formally to the parents or, 
as in many cases, has already been transferred legally to the children).

Research questions

Starting from this theoretical background, this chapter will focus on:

 1. What does housing autonomy mean for young people with respect 
to transition to adulthood?

 2. Which factors do young people believe may interfere with 
housing autonomy?

 3. What kind of coping strategies do young people use to achieve 
personal and/ or housing autonomy, and how do young people 
cope with their need for independence if they still live with their 
parents, but feel deprived of housing autonomy?

Data and methodology

The empirical material analysed in this chapter is composed of 
133 qualitative interviews conducted with young people as part of 
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the EXCEPT project in Bulgaria (43), Greece (40), and Italy (50). 
Chapter 1 of this volume describes the process and the characteristics 
of the qualitative research.

Nineteen of the 40 interviewed young people in the Greek sample, 25 
out of the 50 in the Italian sample, and 25 out of the 43 in the Bulgarian 
sample were aged 18 to 24 years; the others were aged 25 to 30 years.

Of the 40 young people in the Greek sample, 14 did not live in their 
parents’ home, including those living with partners or roommates. Four 
of these were unemployed, two had temporary jobs, four had non- 
contractual jobs, and four were classified as NEET. In the Italian sample, 
14 young people out of 50 lived independently (alone or in partnerships) 
at the time of the interview. Three of them were unemployed, one had 
a non- contractual job, and the rest (ten) were permanent or temporary 
workers. Among the Bulgarian interviewees, 15 young people out of 
43 lived alone or in partnerships outside their parents’ home. Five of 
them had secure jobs; six had temporary jobs; two were unemployed; 
one had a non- contractual job, and one was classified as NEET.

Table 8.1 shows that about a third of the Greek sample aged 18 
to 24 years (7 out of 19) lived alone or in partnerships, the highest 
proportion of the three samples. At the opposite extreme, in the Italian 
sample, only a sixth of the young interviewees aged 18 to 24 years (4 out 
of 25) lived alone. Among the older interviewees aged 25 to 30 years, 
half of the Bulgarian sample lived alone (9 out of 18), whereas only 
one third of the Greeks (7 out of 21) lived independently, the lowest 
proportion among the three national samples.

In the group aged 25 to 30 years, two of the seven Greek young 
people living outside their parents’ home were unemployed, one had a 
temporary job, three had non- contractual jobs, and one was NEET. In 
the group aged 18 to 24 years living outside their parents’ home, one 
had a temporary job, two were unemployed, one had a non- contractual 
job, and three were NEET.

Table 8.1: Number of interviewees by age and housing status

Italy Greece Bulgaria

18– 24 years, living alone 4 (25) 7 (19) 6 (25)

18– 24 years, living with parents 21 (25) 12 (19) 19 (25)

25– 30 years, living alone 10 (25) 7 (21) 9 (18)

25– 30 years, living with parents 15 (25) 14 (21) 9 (18)

Note: Total numbers in parentheses.
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In the Bulgarian sample, in the group aged 25 to 30 years, four of 
the nine young people living outside their parents’ home had secure 
jobs, three had temporary jobs, one had a non- contractual job, and 
one was unemployed. In the group aged 18–  to 24 years, one of the 
six young people living outside their parents’ home had a secure job, 
three had temporary jobs, one was unemployed, and one was NEET.

In the Italian sample, 16 people (10 women and 6 men) had a low risk 
of social exclusion. All but two of them were working (in temporary 
or permanent jobs, 2 had non- contractual jobs). One half of the Italian 
interviewees with a low risk of social exclusion lived with their parents; 
the other half lived alone. The majority were either partially (10) or 
totally (2) autonomous in economic terms.

Findings

Meanings of housing autonomy

In Italy, the majority of young people interviewed (Bertolini et al, 
2018) had a general acceptance of the idea that, even as adults, children 
remain in the family because of traditional values and strong familial 
links. This was expressed particularly strongly by young people from 
the south of Italy, the Sicilian city of Catania.

At the same time, however, some interviewees considered it to be 
very important to become autonomous, especially as they grew older. 
Young people usually believed that moving out of the parental home 
implied starting a new family. This is undoubtedly a very traditional 
notion of the transition to adult life, particularly when compared to 
previous generations, but it still seemed to be present in Italy –  at least 
as an ideal path:

‘The fact that I still live with my [parents] I do not know, maybe 
in Sicily is a normal thing because only when I get married, 
I can go out from my parental home. This is something normal 
in Sicilian tradition [laughs] [pause] For now, I consider living 
with my parents to be a normal thing because all of my friends 
are living with their parents but also when someone is employed, 
she or he cannot go away from home because we are in Sicily 
and one cannot escape from the parental home.’ (Concita, F, 
23, ME, U, IT)

Bearing in mind that this traditional background is linked to the 
cultural and institutional context, the perception of centrality of 
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housing autonomy in the process of becoming an adult varied widely 
in relation to the age, gender, and job situation of the interviewees.

For the interviewees in the younger age group, it seems that leaving 
the parental home is often not perceived as an urgent need, but rather 
as an idea that they translated into a more practical plan when engaged 
in a stable relationship. In some of these cases, the lack of housing 
autonomy created frustration. For example, Camilla (F, 22, ME, U, 
IT) referred to the frustration created by not having a (permanent) job 
and income, with the result that housing autonomy and the life that 
she would like to live (getting married soon to her current boyfriend, 
and having a house and some children) were not attainable. Camilla 
seemed to be stressed particularly by the length of time that achieving 
these goals might take; she was afraid of repeating the experience of 
her older sisters who had been engaged for a long time but were only 
able to marry after many years because of their lack of work. She would 
like to leave her parental home and live with or marry her boyfriend 
“right now”.

In some cases, such an idea was considered to be a step that would 
take place sometime in the future under the right conditions (job/ 
money). In other cases, they had simply not considered it yet.

On the other hand, it also seemed that the permanence of living in 
the parental home was, in some cases, taken for granted as the natural 
way of things for younger people regardless of their job situation: “I’m 
not old. It’s not that I’m 30 and I’m still at home. I’m 22 and I’m 
forming and I’m trying to create my future, right?” (Renata, F, 22, 
ME, U, IT).

The group aged 25 to 30 years revealed a change in perspective. 
The desire to move out was usually expressed as being more urgent, 
whereas living in the parental home seemed to be something 
that required explanation and some motives. The transition to 
autonomous living was seen as a step towards adulthood, and 
expectations that it would actually take place became all the more 
relevant as time passed by. Therefore, the feeling of being unable 
to take this step, on the one hand, or the decision to postpone it 
despite a favourable juncture, on the other hand, seemed to need 
explanation and justification.

Older interviewees without a job described the issue in even more 
pressing terms. For them, moving out appeared to be a strongly desired, 
but painfully unattainable step:

I: What would make you decide to move out? What is 
lacking now?
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R: The money, really, the money, I mean, I love them, there 
will be chances to see each other, but [pause] no, it’s only the 
money, otherwise I would have been out already. Because at 
a certain point, you reach an age at which [pause] you really 
need to be by yourself [pause] or with someone else you choose 
to be with. (Mara, F, 29, ME, U, IT)

They had reached a certain age and a point in their lives at which they 
should live on their own in order to develop their personalities and 
become independent from their parents.

For young people in Greece, independent living appeared to be 
linked to the concept of autonomy. Most referred to their need 
to live alone, away from the parental home, so as to be able to act 
independently and shape their lives of their own accord. This rhetoric 
applied both to those who had already left the parental home as well 
as those who were still living with their parents. This can be seen in 
the following extracts:

I: I see [pause] and what made you leave the parental home?
R: It was my need for autonomy, my need to have my own space, 

to have my own life [pause] the truth is that my parents would 
interfere with my life because we were living together [pause] 
so I couldn’t always be myself and do the things I liked because 
my parents wouldn’t approve [pause] in general you don’t feel 
[pause] that you have the chance to develop, the chance to 
do the things you like, to have interests [pause] you feel like 
you have to answer to your parents the way you did as a kid. 
So certainly, you don’t feel like an adult, like a person who 
stands on her own feet and is an adult. (Labrini, F, 27, HE, 
U, living alone, EL)

According to the previous two extracts, leaving the parental home 
was associated with autonomy and adulthood. In their own words, 
independent living offers young people the opportunity to live their 
own lives and make decisions without being accountable to parents, 
which is the essence of becoming an adult.

Furthermore, young people in Greece realise that housing autonomy 
is important for personal development as well as for moving forward 
in life. They acknowledge the fact that parents will not always be 
around to take care of things. Therefore, they feel they should be able 
to stand on their own feet and take on responsibility for themselves 
and their expenses.
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However, even when it comes to the young people who already 
live alone, the majority still depend on their parents for financial 
resources, either because they are unemployed and in search of work, 
or because their wages do not suffice to cover their expenses. Thus, 
as shown in the following extracts, their autonomy is considerably 
limited, highlighting the fact that spatial and independent living 
alone do not necessarily lead to full autonomy (either psychological 
or financial).

I: Uh in general, is your money enough?
R: Uh, not always. My parents help me, at least for the time 

being, because it hasn’t been long since they left and since I’ve 
been on my own, so I still try to find my balances. Yes so, if 
things get hard I tell my dad and he sends me money, since he 
has a job and a good salary in England … on the other hand, 
I don’t want to ask for money, I want to feel autonomous. 
Yes, if things get hard, I ask him [for money]. (Valeria, F, 24, 
ME, TE, living alone, EL)

On the other hand, young people who were still living with their 
parents during the interviews, despite their financial dependency, 
regarded themselves as autonomous and at least emotionally 
independent. In the following two extracts, Foteini and Spiros explain 
that they feel autonomous in a way, because they are able to take care 
of themselves or make decisions about their lives. Nevertheless, at the 
same time, they admit that their autonomy is limited due to financial 
dependency and co- living conditions that are dictated basically by the 
financial crisis and the limited opportunities for employment.

‘I think I am 100 per cent (autonomous), meaning that if you 
leave me alone in a house, I know how to do everything, I am 
completely autonomous. But financially speaking, this pulls me 
back, it takes all my autonomy back, because I can’t support 
myself, I don’t have the money to do so, I can’t find the money, 
no one gives me the chance to get the money, so this pulls me 
back.’ (Foteini, F, 20, ME, U, living in parental home, EL)

Overall, what becomes obvious from the previous extracts is a 
competing association between financial/ housing autonomy and the 
transition to adulthood. On the one hand, young people acknowledge 
the importance of being economically independent and living separately 
from parents in order to become adults; on the other hand, they feel at 
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least partially autonomous and capable of taking independent decisions 
even though they continue to live with their parents due basically to 
external socio- economic conditions.

For most young Bulgarians, adulthood is tightly linked with the 
ability to make decisions about one’s life and to take responsibility for 
the consequences of these decisions. Many of the young Bulgarians 
consider themselves to be autonomous, because they can decide for 
themselves even when they live in their parents’ home. However, most 
of them (regardless of their housing position) share the view that at a 
certain point of time, all young individuals have to leave their parents’ 
home. This idea is perceived more or less as a default option, an 
important part (but not the first one) of the transition from adolescence 
to adulthood. Young people consider the act of leaving their parents’ 
home as a natural outcome of their transition from adolescence to 
adulthood. In other words, when they reach a certain age, it is time 
for them to move:

I: And actually, what did make you leave, to decide to 
live independently?

R: Well, I’m 26 and in my point of view, it is right for a young 
adult to have a place of their own, to live independently, and 
to move from parents, from everybody, because this is the right 
thing to do. You cannot stay at mommy and daddy’s place all 
your life. (Biliana, F, 27, HE, TE, living alone, BG)

In general, the idea of housing autonomy is more often related to setting 
up one’s own family and having children. Most of the interviewees 
consider that having their own family and children is an important 
prerequisite to thinking about housing autonomy. Of course, even 
in these cases, there is the possibility of living together with parents, 
especially when there is sufficient housing space.

Eva (F, 21, LE, NEET, BG) sees it as quite normal to live with her 
parents until she finds a husband, to whose home she will then move. 
She is a girl of Roma origin, without education and employment. Eva 
is happy with her situation. She thinks that she will leave her parents’ 
home when she gets married, but not at all costs: “It is normal that 
we live with them [her parents]. We will stay with them until the time 
comes.” Although living with them, she feels independent and shares 
the information that occasionally, when the others are out of money, 
she helps the family out with her savings.

However, for another group of young people, housing autonomy 
seems illogical, financially irrational, and not adequately responsive to 
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family relations. Katya, who is living with her parents says: “And once 
I have home, I have my room, my space. So, this is just cohabitation, 
no, no interference. And my parents are extremely supportive. So, 
in any case, I don’t see why I should leave” (F, 29, HE, TE, living in 
parental home, BG).

It could be said that some kind of psychological independence and 
economic autonomy (especially labour remuneration) is very important 
for the young people, whereas housing autonomy is not prioritised.

Prerequisites for housing autonomy in different 
institutional contexts

Even today, young people in Italy still consider having a stable job and 
economic autonomy to be a prerequisite for housing autonomy. It is 
relevant to stress here that housing autonomy is perceived ideally as a 
consequence of gaining economic autonomy and job stability, even 
if it is not at all clear how exactly they can achieve this. Lacking such 
knowledge seems to halt every decision. In addition, housing autonomy 
proves to be strictly linked to the idea of a secure income:

I really want to go and live alone in Turin. I’ve never taken this 
step, because first, I have a brother who is ill and so we try to 
help him, and second, because I’m often away, and it is useless 
to pay rent if I’m gone, because I have no fixed income. (Anna, 
F, 27, HE, TE, IT)

Knowing that you will not be able to get any allowances should your 
income decrease, and understanding that parental support is linked to 
living under the same roof certainly appears to be driving all young 
people in Italy in Anna’s direction. Indeed, there is little endorsement 
of the idea of moving to a place of their own while simultaneously 
asking for help from your parents and looking for work.

Similarly, according to the Greek interviewees, having a secure job 
is very important for young people to help them organise their lives, 
be independent, and make plans for the future. In the following two 
extracts, Alice, like other interviewees, insists that a stable job paying 
a standard amount of money every month is important for them in 
order to take the step towards independent living.

R: The fact that I still can’t support myself financially because, 
I still don’t have a secure job [pause] and by secure, I mean 
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that every single month I would certainly get my salary no 
matter … truly this is the only thing that holds me back.

I: So, if you were to get your money every month you 
would leave?

R: Yes, if I knew for certain that I would get the money, I would 
leave and rent my own apartment so as to start my own life, 
stand on my feet, and be autonomous and in a position to 
take care of my own finances. (Alice, F, 25, ME, U, living in 
parental home, EL)

The fact that a stable job with high earnings is a prerequisite for housing 
autonomy is also reflected in the experience of young people who used 
to live alone but were obliged to return to their parents’ family home 
when they lost their jobs. For example, in the following extract, this 
situation is described by a young man who was obliged to move back 
in again with his parents, with negative consequences for his everyday 
life and well- being.

‘Yes … uh I can tell that this is an issue that [pause] of course it 
was hard for me at first, because basically I was living on my own 
for some time so, I got myself in a situation where I had to return 
back … I stopped working from [pause] well it was a high earning 
job … so, I had to go back home because. I had no savings [low 
voice].’ (Nikos, M, 27, HE, NCJ, living in parental home, EL)

The Bulgarian National Youth Strategy (Ministry of Labour and Social 
Policy, 2011: 19– 20) asserts that the main reason Bulgarian young 
people continue to live with their parents is the lack of financial means 
to rent or buy a home of their own. The extremely low wages, which 
barely cover basic needs, often mean that the salary or wage is the most 
important feature of a job, and they minimise their ambitions with 
regard to security, availability of a contract, future prospects, housing 
and living conditions. Most of the young people interviewed emphasise 
that the salary is the most important aspect of a job.

Anton (M, 24, HE, TE, living in parental home, BG) lives with 
his parents who are supporting him during his studies. He would 
like to move out of his parents’ home, but he would not consider 
buying or renting. He regrets that his parents do not have another 
apartment. Otherwise, he would move out immediately. “Oh, yes. 
After all, I’m 24 and I want to be more independent. When I find a 
permanent and well- paid job, I will leave immediately.” The only thing 
that stops him is that he has no steady income to cover all his costs.  
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He does not feel comfortable when he acknowledges that his parents 
help him financially.

Another factor that influences the decision to leave the parental 
home is the responsibility of taking care of elderly people. In several 
cases, the young interviewees feel an obligation to support and care 
for their parents and grandparents.

Vanio lives with his mother and grandmother, but he does not feel 
restricted by living with them and does not want to live anywhere else:

‘I don’t need another place. I feel good in our house. I can’t 
leave my mother and grandmother alone. They can’t do on 
their own [pause] Why be worried? Our house is 80 square 
metres, on two floors. I’m alone on the second floor [pause] 
I’m already a big man. I am not a child; I even feel like a head 
of the family [pause] Well, we mutually help each other [pause] 
[if we live together]?’ (Vanio, M, 18, LE, NCJ, living in parental 
home, BG).

In some cases, the young people do not even think about living 
independently, not only because of the lack of income but also due to 
subjective feelings of fear of feeling isolated and a preference for living 
next to people with whom you have strong bonds of mutual help.

Coping strategies for housing autonomy in times of 
labour instability

In Italy, for those with a job, an added reason for continuing to live in 
the parental home was that they need either to save enough money 
to afford their own place before moving out or to ensure that they 
would be able to support themselves in the future.

When it comes to the mechanisms that link a weak attachment in 
the job market to postponing exiting the parental home, the interviews 
showed that attitudes have changed compared to those highlighted in 
previous research (Blossfeld et al, 2005). Indeed, job insecurity is likely 
to make it impossible for young people to make optimal life course 
decisions: the suspension of the decision appears to be the mechanism 
young people use to manage high insecurity and uncertainty. They 
tend to shift towards a short- term decision- making horizon because 
self- binding decisions become problematic.

In Italy, young people continue to believe that it is essential to have 
a stable job and a secure income before attaining housing autonomy 
and completing the process of reaching adulthood:
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‘And [pause] have a family [pause] Having a job, a steady job 
[emphasis] and a child [pause] also have some time to spend with 
the family. This is being [pause] adult, in quotes, to me.’ (Dante, 
M, 19, LE, U, IT).

However, the institutional context in which they are embedded, which 
has scarcely invested in policies for youth, does not support young 
people to reach the steps of transition to adult life. In these situations, 
they are forced to make decisions under conditions of uncertainty 
in which the probabilities associated with one’s career choices are 
unknown (Bertolini, 2011) and the probability to reach a stable job 
is very low. The interviews reveal how leaving one’s family of origin 
today is no longer just postponed, as evidenced by some previous 
research conducted in Italy, but is pushed further and further into the 
future and mostly ‘dreamed of ’ rather than actually planned. In fact, 
the interviewees have no clear idea of the intermediate steps they must 
take to achieve their goals, nor do they have any idea of the tools that 
this process would require.

Indeed, perhaps as a result of ever decreasing job opportunities due 
to the economic crisis, it appears that job insecurity in Italy prompts 
young people to consider only the immediate present or the foreseeable 
future (which –  as already noted –  is dreamed of rather than planned).

In this view, youth have to focus entirely on the present; consequently, 
autonomy is limited both in time and space. And that is exactly what 
prevents young people from making up their minds to leave their 
family of origin. For the present sample, being autonomous mostly 
means managing daily or short- term economic problems and decisions 
and being able to pay for their leisure- time expenses or a little more. 
Of course, this could also be due to the fact that it is difficult for 
economic reasons to leave the parental home, especially in countries 
in which institutional support and job policies are limited. It may be 
that young people are adapting to the constraints of their situation, 
readjusting their preferences downwards (Elster, 1999), and building 
a new rhetoric to justify their situation and hide the fact that they are 
the losers in globalisation.

Similarly, young people in Greece cannot count on the support of 
policies to leave the parental home. Instead, they rely almost exclusively 
on the financial support of their immediate family. This has always been 
a huge issue in Greece, because family seems to support young people 
in a variety of life dimensions and actually replaces state welfare services.

In their effort to move forward in life and make plans for the future, 
young people in Greece adopt a variety of strategies in order to save 
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money and achieve their wishes. For example, in the following extract, 
Vaso explains that, for the time being, she is staying with her parents 
in order to save money and make a new start abroad.

‘Meaning that, I know that this situation goes on because right 
now, financially it’s to my advantage to keep on living with my 
parents for a couple more years and thus save money and be able 
to start anew abroad with more security uh [pause] despite trying 
something here and live alone here because I see no future.’ (Vaso, 
F, 28, HE, TE, living at parental home, EL)

There are also a couple of interviewees who even postponed their 
independent living and remained in their parental home in order to 
save money and realise their plans for the future, such as to buy a house 
or to study abroad.

‘Financially maybe I would have the means to, let’s say to rent my 
own place, but I don’t think that it would be necessary for the 
time being. Meaning that, to me it’s a priority to save uh to save 
money. Maybe to buy at some point (a house), when things get 
better.’ (Stavros, M, 28, HE, TE, living partially with parents, EL)

Another strategy with which to achieve independent living is to move 
away with somebody else (a partner, for instance) in order to share 
expenses and make ends meet.

‘My boyfriend lives in a house [pause] in a house with his brother, 
the two of them, and their parents help them with the bills and 
all that [pause] uh and he suggested that when we will both be 
in a good place financially [pause] just stable not necessarily good 
… to rent a house the two of us and this is a prospect that I like 
[pause] it’s very positive mainly because I think that I won’t be 
able to do this on my own [pause] and a roommate helps a lot.’ 
(Victoria, F, 27, HE, U, living in parental home, EL)

In Bulgaria, young people rely mainly on support from their parents 
in order to live outside the parental home. A number of interviewees 
pointed out that parents help their children financially even though 
they do not live with them. However, being able to provide support is 
highly dependent on the parents’ own economic situation. As most of 
the respondents are socially excluded and this is often inherited from 
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their parents, the capacity of these parents to sufficiently support their 
children is likely to be quite limited.

Some of the interviews show that life outside the parental home is 
only possible for young people if they share a dwelling and expenses 
with friends or a partner. Petar (M, 29, HE, PE, BG) has higher 
education and has worked in his specialty ever since he graduated (he 
is a psychologist). However, the salary he earns does not allow him 
to rent home of his own. That is why he lives with a roommate, with 
whom he shares the cost of the house. “If I had to live absolutely 
alone, to meet absolutely all the costs and bills, it would be practically 
impossible.” He is convinced he could not support a family on the 
salary he earns.

Another strategy contemplated by some young people is to take 
a loan from a bank to buy a home. Several people mentioned this 
option, all of whom had partners and planned to pay back the loan 
together. Ekaterina (F, 24, HE, PE, BG) lives in her parents’ home 
in Sofia together with her boyfriend, her brother, and her brother’s 
girlfriend. They do not pay any rent and they share the expenses; thus, 
they manage to cope. Despite this, the situation is not satisfactory for 
her because she wants to live independently with her boyfriend. To 
deal with this situation, they plan to get a loan from a bank and buy 
their own flat. “Of course, I would be happier if I were alone with 
my boyfriend because I like to have personal space.”

However, getting a housing loan is usually a wish, rather than a 
realistic option. The young respondents talked about this option, 
but almost none of them had pursued it. This is because of the huge 
economic risk involved which young people are not ready to take. 
It is all closely connected with young people’s job situation. Ani (F, 
24, HE, U, living in parental house, BG): “Absurd! In my current 
situation –  there is no way! Without a decent job and taking into 
account the current level of salaries, and the prices [pause]. You must 
be very bold and rather stupid to get a mortgage.”

One way young people cope with their need for independence 
when they live with their parents is to adjust their subjective feelings 
of autonomy to the available opportunities. As mentioned at the 
beginning, the idea that young people are autonomous when it comes 
to taking decisions for themselves and that they feel independent 
although they live with their parents is echoed in most of the interviews. 
One example of how some young Bulgarians accept their situation 
is the story of Sotir (M, 20, ME, U, living in parental home, BG). 
He lives with his girlfriend in his parents’ home along with his sister 
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and brother. Despite this, he feels that he is independent because he 
is already an adult and his parents cannot interfere in his decisions.

Sotir feels independent in his actions, although he is receiving 
financial support from his parents. For him, the financial support is 
accepted as something normal: parents should support their children. 
He believes that it is too early to be separated from his parents, especially 
now when there is no work and he cannot stand alone.

Conclusions

The transition process can have dissimilar paths, in which housing 
autonomy can be achieved along different modalities.

In Greece, as in Italy and Bulgaria, and in contrast to countries in 
the north of Europe, there is a general acceptance of the idea that even 
adult children remain in the family. However, some of the interviewees 
consider it very important to become autonomous.

In Italy, the process of transition to adulthood may take different 
pathways in which housing autonomy is constructed in different 
ways. One possible interpretation is that the diffusion of job 
insecurity does not allow young people to leave the parental home, 
and as a consequence, many young adults readjust their preferences 
(readjustment of preferences downwards, see Elster, 1999) and construct 
a new rhetoric to justify their situation, suggesting that leaving the 
parental home is not central.

Greek youth think that it is important to live alone in order to achieve 
independence. At the same time, however, they admit that financial 
hardship and job insecurity limit their housing autonomy. Therefore, 
they try to act as adults and take decisions/ control over their lives even 
though they remain in their parental home.

In all three countries, young people usually believe that moving out 
of the parental home implies starting a new family. This is undoubtedly 
a very traditional notion of the transition to adult life, particularly when 
compared to previous generations, but it still seems to be present in 
these countries, at least as an ideal path.

Even if the desirable model in Bulgaria is the same, one difference 
appears to be that Bulgarian people tend to live with their parents even 
when they get married. This is linked to the economic background. 
Although young people in Bulgaria aspire to autonomy, they prioritise 
their well- being over housing autonomy, for example. This is linked 
to high fragmentation: young people in families with low economic 
status especially have to address many other and more basic needs 
before considering housing autonomy –  particularly when living  
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in the parents’ home is possible. In summary, in Bulgaria, the analysis 
of interviews suggest that the transition to maturity and the drive 
toward autonomy are primarily focused on improving the individual 
economic situation –  in particular, finding jobs with adequate pay – to 
meet daily needs rather than focusing attention on long- term planning. 
In many cases, this is not related directly to living in a separate home, 
especially when the relationships in the family are good, the structure 
of dwelling allows relative autonomy for different occupants, and the 
total available area and living space per person are adequate.

The comparison between the countries raises some interesting 
questions. First, even though the three countries have different welfare 
state systems, young people appear to have similar problems, and 
they seem to have access to similar policies and programmes. Are the 
Mediterranean and Eastern European welfare state systems similar with 
respect to youth policies?

In all three countries, family ties seem to be very strong, and they 
protect young people during the transition to adult life in terms of both 
housing and the economic situation. Whereas quantitative data show a 
postponement of housing autonomy in times of labour instability, the 
statements of young people reveal the diffusion of a new modality of 
becoming an adult. Looking at labour market conditions –  low incomes 
in Bulgaria, long- term unemployment in Greece, labour market 
precarity in Italy, and the fact that young people in these countries 
generally have no access to unemployment insurance (because of the 
contributory system in all three countries) –  extended cohabitation 
with parents becomes a normal step. In this regard, leaving the parental 
home is no longer considered an important step towards becoming 
an adult, or at least not the only way to become an adult in a time of 
economic constraints. It is possible to live in the parental home in the 
long- term as in Italy; live together but apart from parents, or return 
to the parental home if needed as in Greece; or form a family but still 
live in the same house as parents as in Bulgaria.

Autonomy seems possible inside the family in these countries. This 
result suggests a reflection about the consequences of this model 
transition into adulthood. This produces very strong links between 
generations and very limited territorial mobility. Does this have 
consequences in terms of limited capacity for autonomy among young 
people in a flexible labour market?

And what are the consequences in the case of a mismatch? 
A prerequisite of labour market flexibility is a high degree of territorial 
mobility. Can the labour market adjust to the mismatch suggested by 
these findings? And, finally, how far is this a model for a ‘liquid society’?
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Becoming economically 
autonomous: young people in Italy 

and Poland in a time of job insecurity
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Introduction

Previous research on young people has focused mainly on the 
attainment of housing autonomy as a key marker of their transition to 
adulthood by showing that it has major consequences for life course 
outcomes such as socio- economic status and well- being (Galland, 
2000; Buchholz et al, 2009; Tosi, 2017). A growing body of literature 
has analysed the consequences of youth unemployment and job 
precariousness for their autonomy mainly in terms of postponing 
departure from the parental home and forming one’s own family 
(Mills and Blossfeld, 2005; Liefbroer and Toulemon, 2010). In this 
framework, less attention has been paid to the economic dimension 
of young people’s autonomy.

This chapter aims to fill this gap by providing empirical evidence on 
the crucial role of attaining economic autonomy in the contemporary 
transition to adulthood. Young people are increasingly affected by 
flexible forms of employment, face a higher risk of unemployment, 
and take longer to establish themselves in stable and continuous 
employment (Blossfeld et al, 2005; Baranowska and Gebel, 2010; 
Armano et al, 2017. This situation increases young people’s difficulties 
in becoming economically autonomous, especially in countries with 
a more flexible and unregulated labour market in which institutional 
protection is also on a low level.

By investigating the economic dimension of autonomy, this chapter 
explores how labour market disadvantages affect youth perspectives on 
their economic security and how they define autonomy subjectively in 
light of their available resources. Specifically, the focus is on the subjective 
dimension of economic autonomy and on its links to both young 
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people’s self- representations and their perceptions of job insecurity in 
two different countries: Italy and Poland.

Theoretical considerations

In the sociology of youth, the transition perspective has provided the 
main framework for analysing autonomy (Galland, 1991; Bynner, 
2005; Molgat, 2007; Manzoni, 2016). The youth period has been 
constructed as a stage of life between childhood and adulthood (Kelly, 
2001). Whereas childhood is associated with physiological immaturity, 
emotional and economic dependence, and primary ties to parents 
and siblings, adulthood is framed in terms of psychological maturity, 
emotional and economic autonomy, and primary ties to an adult partner 
and children (Freeland, 1991). Traditionally, the so- called five main 
markers have defined the transition to adulthood as finishing formal 
education, entering the labour force, leaving the parental home, getting 
married, and becoming a parent (Galland, 1991; Hareven, 1994).

Against this background, research on the change in young people’s 
transitions from youth to adulthood has stressed their ongoing de- 
standardisation, individualisation, and fragmentation (Bruckner and 
Mayer, 2005; Elzinga and Liefbroer, 2007; Silva, 2012). Scholars 
analysing the effects of labour market flexibilisation and employment 
precariousness on youth life courses (Shanahan, 2000; Corijn 
and Klijzing, 2001) have shown how transitions are increasingly 
characterised by reversibility and uncertainty (Molgat, 2007). In 
particular, the transition from school to work has become more 
discontinuous and less uniform with the labour market options 
becoming more precarious. However, despite the relevance of youth 
economic autonomy to their transition to adulthood, there is little 
research on this issue.

Nevertheless, attaining economic autonomy has become a critical 
component of the contemporary transition to adult life (Lee and 
Mortimer, 2009). For many young people, just having a job does not 
mean attaining economic independence from their parents, and a job 
is increasingly insufficient to provide adequate economic resources 
to achieve personal aims and the adult status. As Manzoni (2016) 
has highlighted, independence from parents does not manifest to 
the same extent in the various life domains for all young people. For 
example, they may be residentially independent from their parents but 
economically dependent on them.

It is important to underline that the literature reveals no agreed 
or univocal definition of the economic autonomy concept. Some 
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related terms, such as ‘independence’, ‘self- sufficiency’, ‘self- reliance’, 
or ‘self- supporting’, can be found. The notion of self- sufficiency 
became the embodiment of a poverty reduction policy (Hawkins, 
2005). Some scholars have examined the role of family socialisation 
towards work in adolescence in fostering economic self- efficiency, 
and its subsequent influence on the transition to adulthood, status 
attainment, and financial independence in young adulthood (Lee and 
Mortimer, 2009). Other scholars are interested in how circumstances 
in childhood affect the development of independence in youth 
by investigating what determines their financial independence in 
terms of psychological factors such as economic self- efficacy, money 
management, and problem- solving abilities (Brougham et al, 2011). 
Individual economic factors such as young people’s income and assets, 
work status, and educational attainment are positively associated with 
financial independence. Results indicate that family economic factors 
such as parental income, parental capital, and financial assistance 
decrease the level of young adults’ financial independence (Xiao et al, 
2014). Other studies have dealt with the concept of self- sufficiency as 
having enough resources to meet one’s needs without public support, 
but criticised the vagueness of the concept and its interchangeability 
with the terms self- reliance and well- being (Hawkins, 2005). The 
lack of economic autonomy can be regarded as a vulnerability factor 
(Misztal, 2011). Having low economic autonomy mainly means to be 
dependent on either the family and/ or the state for money transfers or 
material support –  that is, for the latter, dependent on social policies (for 
example, unemployment benefits). Dependence on others constitutes 
a significant risk factor that considerably increases the probability of 
ending up in situations of social vulnerability. Vulnerability does not 
necessarily involve current material deprivation, but rather insecurity 
and exposure to risk (Chambers, 1989).

Given the paucity of research on the economic dimension of youth 
autonomy, this chapter aims to develop a new conceptual framework 
based on empirical findings that will analyse autonomy among young 
people from a wider perspective than the transition or the focus on 
the issue of independence from parents.

Research questions and aims

This chapter tries to answer the following questions. How do youth 
interviewees define economic autonomy? Do they see themselves as 
economically autonomous and to what extent? Are young people’s 
subjective job insecurity and self- perceived economic autonomy 
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linked? How does young people’s subjective job insecurity affect their 
perception of the economic opportunities and constraints within which 
they have to act? How do they perceive their agency in relation to their 
ability to satisfy their personal needs, given the structural constraints 
resulting from their weak attachment to the labour market?

The subjective perspectives of Polish and Italian youth on their 
economic autonomy will be addressed along two main lines of 
analysis. First, the study will try to address the link between young 
people’s occupational status and their self- perceived economic 
autonomy by looking at their insecure labour market position as 
the important structural factor constraining individual options and 
leeway. Both unemployment and insecure jobs can lead to detrimental 
economic consequences by hampering youth’s achievement of 
economic independence. Job insecurity has become increasingly 
evident in European countries in recent years. The literature shows 
that what matters is also the perception of job insecurity and not only 
the objective job situation itself (Sverke et al, 2010; Ebralidze, 2011). 
This chapter will pay special attention to subjective job insecurity, 
by assuming that feelings of uncertainty about jobs are relevant in 
defining the opportunities and constraints within which individuals 
act, and will define their present and future economic needs along 
with their decisions, choices, and projects. Perceived job insecurity 
refers to worries about the continuation of their job and the fear 
of becoming unemployed and thereby losing their job and income 
(Hartley et al, 1991; Sverke et al, 2002). Moreover, job insecurity 
concerns the perceived difficulty in finding a first job or a new job 
after a period of unemployment. Individual evaluations of one’s own 
economic position, as well as subjective definitions of autonomy and 
self- representations, are intimately intertwined and must be framed in 
the two national contexts considered here, which are characterised by 
different institutional settings, social protection systems, and models 
of solidarity in informal networks.

Second, the study will analyse the variability in self- perceptions of 
individual autonomy or feelings about becoming adult in terms of the 
relation between individual economic agency and structural factors. 
Economic autonomy is defined as the degree to which a person feels 
independent and self- governing in achieving their own financial goals. 
The chapter will adopt a bottom- up definition of economic autonomy 
and explore self- perceived economic autonomy by giving voice to 
the young people directly. At the same time, it will also investigate 
factors that affect these self- perceptions: young people’s available 
economic resources, available social support, and their material or 
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financial needs. Finally, it will take into consideration the interviewees’ 
economic agency –  the degree to which they decide how to use their 
individual economic resources themselves and feel themselves to be 
self- sustaining individuals. According to Walther (2006), in a context 
of de- standardised transitions to work, young people are required to 
take decisions that are more individual, and their subjectivities become 
increasingly important. Although the term agency has been defined in 
different ways (Bandura, 1989; Emirbayer and Mische, 1998), it has 
been used to refer to a sense of responsibility for one’s life course, 
the belief that one is in control of one’s decisions and is responsible 
for their outcomes (Côté and Levine, 2002; Schwartz et al, 2005). 
The agency– structure debate has been a perennial, and somewhat 
intractable, concern in sociology dating back to its founders (see 
Emirbayer and Mische, 1998). In this chapter, the relationship between 
economic autonomy and economic agency is considered as worthy of 
attention. Young people can perceive and speak about their economic 
agency in terms of different degrees of economic autonomy. Structural 
conditions, concerning young people’s available financial resources 
and needs, the level and stability of their income, their past working 
paths, their current economic situation, their parents’ economic and 
cultural capital, family relations, social norms and values, as well as 
labour market regulation and institutional settings, can be analysed in 
terms of the structure that restricts or enhances youth economic agency.

Data and method

The sample taken into account here is composed of 90 interviews 
conducted in Italy and Poland in the period December 2015– 
November 2016. All semi- structured interviews were recorded, fully 
transcribed, and analysed according to a shared and common analytical 
framework. Samples in both countries covered people aged 18 to 30, 
balanced by gender and level of education, who were atypical workers 
or unemployed.

The Italian sample consisted of 50 young people (25 men and 25 
women); 25 were aged 18 to 24, whereas the other 25 were aged 25 
to 30. Regarding their educational level, 26 out of 50 interviewees 
had a secondary level of education (ISCED 3, only one ISCED 4), 
12 had a low level of education (ISCED 0– 2), and 12 had tertiary 
education (ISCED 5– 6). In terms of involvement in targeted policies, 
27 interviewees had been involved in policy measures, but only 
one with a form of economic support, and 23 participants had not 
participated in any such measures.
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The original Polish sample consisted of 40 young people, but due 
to the issue of comparability, we excluded individuals who belonged 
to the Polish risk group –  people with disabilities. Thus, the final 
sample consisted of 34 individuals, including 16 females. During 
fieldwork, every second interviewee was living with her or his 
parents. As regards Polish interviewees’ educational level, 21 per cent 
of interviewees in the sample had lower secondary education (ISCED 
2), 50 per cent had finished upper secondary school (ISCED 3- 4, two 
of these had post- secondary non- tertiary education –  ISCED 4) and 
29 per cent had tertiary education (ISCED 5- 6). Half of the Polish 
sample consisted of people who were targeted by some active labour 
market policies (ALMPs) –  as registered unemployed, they usually had 
experiences of participating in paid internships, career counselling, or 
training provided by the local labour offices. However, not a single 
person among our Polish and Italian interviewees had ever received 
unemployment benefits at the time of the interviews.

Institutional context

Conducting international comparative research demands a great deal 
of caution due to numerous contextual differences that might affect 
final conclusions. Obviously, the qualitative material gathered here 
comes from two completely different cultural settings. Nonetheless, 
Italy and Poland do share some cultural similarities. Both countries 
are described as Catholic, familistic, and collectivistic, with traditional 
gender- role ideologies (Yodanis, 2005). Polish youth, like Italian youth, 
tend to stay longer with their parents than the average European. In 
2016, the average age of a young Pole leaving the parental household 
was 28 years; in Italy, it was 30. These numbers place young Poles 
closer to the Southern European nations than some of their closest 
neighbours (Eurostat, 2016).

Despite these cultural similarities, the patterns of the Polish economy 
and Polish labour market institutions are barely comparable to those 
in Italy. The economy and labour market institutions are among the 
most important structural factors affecting the individual life trajectories 
of young people who are starting their working careers. In this area, 
there are substantial differences between both countries.

In the classic Esping- Andersen typology, Italy is an example of a 
Southern European welfare state, whereas Poland is a post- socialist, 
non- liberal welfare state of the post- communist European type (Fenger, 
2007). However, over the last decade, the Polish welfare state has 
evolved into the continental European (Christian Democratic) type 
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(Aspalter et al, 2009). This has brought the Polish welfare regime closer 
to the German, Austrian, or French models than the Mediterranean or 
Southern European models. Although young and precarious workers 
lack protection in both countries, the direction of recent reforms 
differ (Bertolini et al, 2018). Looking at ALMPs designed to decrease 
the length of periods of unemployment, Italy belongs to a group of 
countries with a low level of investment, whereas Poland has recently 
started to develop ALMPs directed specifically at youth. In Italy, few 
active policies are directed towards young people, and there is no 
national and universal minimum income insurance (Granaglia and 
Bolzoni, 2016). As regards family policies, there are few work– family 
measures and limited defamilisation (Saraceno, 2011). In Poland, the 
importance of active policies for young people is increasing –  youth 
are prioritised as a risk group and targeted with ALMP measures, 
particularly internships co- financed by the state. Poland places 
increasing importance on family policies, particularly thanks to the 
introduction of the national programme 500+ that assigns monthly 
transfers for the second child in every Polish family (also for the first 
child in the poorest families). In contrast, Italy belongs to a group of 
countries in which, both before and after the 2008– 09 economic crisis, 
support of families has remained at a very low level.

In 2013, the unemployment level for early school leavers in Italy 
was among the highest in the EU (37 per cent). In Poland, it was 
close to the European average (20 per cent). Similarly, in Poland, the 
percentage not in employment, education, or training (NEET) among 
recent school leavers was close to the European average in 2013 (nearly 
30 per cent), whereas in Italy, it reached one of the highest levels in 
the whole EU (exceeding 50 per cent). Italy is ranked among those 
countries in which the negative effects of the 2008– 09 economic crisis 
were the most significant. It is also a country with the most difficult 
labour market situation for recent school leavers aged 15 to 29 years 
(Bello and Cuzzocrea, 2018). Poland, on the other hand, did not 
experience harsh consequences of the global economic breakdown. 
In fact, there has been positive economic growth since 2007. Thus, 
according to the statistics, Polish youth are in a much better situation 
on the labour market than their Italian colleagues.

However, there are some institutional similarities between the two 
countries. The Italian labour market is highly regulated and segmented 
(Barbieri, 2011). In Poland, the labour market is also highly segmented, 
but it shows a medium level of regulation (Bogumil, 2015). Both 
countries are characterised by high shares of temporary workers (above 
50 per cent, which gives them a leading position in the EU), particularly 
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among youth who have just finished their education (Rokicka et al, 
2015). Poland has one of the highest percentages of temporary workers 
among young employees. Whereas in 2017, the European average was 
43.9 per cent, in Poland it was 68.2 per cent and in Italy 61.9 per cent 
(Eurostat, 2017). A gradual increase in the use of temporary contracts 
in Poland was driven by ‘competitiveness strategies used by employers 
to minimise labour costs and the increasing weakness of the state’ 
(Lewandowski and Magda, 2017: 149). As a consequence of direct 
labour market deregulation (Bertolini, 2011), temporary contracts are 
also popular in Italy.

The two countries involved in this analysis share some aspects of 
the labour market situation, but it is important to acknowledge that 
Polish and Italian youth act in completely different institutional settings.

Economic autonomy and job insecurity

Italian youth appear to remain in a more difficult situation on the 
labour market than their Polish colleagues. Their working trajectories 
are fragmented and disordered, characterised by various forms of 
precarious, underpaid, and unprotected work, and by multiple 
interruptions. They have experienced episodes of unpaid work, late 
payment, and broken promises of regularisation. These problems are 
particularly visible in the south of Italy. Costantino (M, 27, LE, TE, IT) 
shows an awareness of the problems of the labour market in southern 
Italy and the difficulties in achieving a stable job position because of 
a structural shortage of qualified job opportunities. His perception of 
being exposed to job insecurity is linked to his territorial background. 
Contextual constraints limit his chances of stable integration into the 
labour market. Edoardo (M, 30, HE, TE, IT) clearly expresses what 
emerges from the Italian interviewees in terms of worries about job 
insecurity and economic autonomy: “if the economy went well”. 
Flexibility would offer more opportunity to gain experience, especially 
for young people with higher education, but also for those who are 
searching for employment. However, if the institutional context does 
not support the young people in changing jobs (lack of minimum 
income scheme and unemployment benefits), they can experience 
difficulties in finding another job on the labour market and worry 
about their existing job.

‘This blessed permanent contract [pause] is not necessarily my 
goal, and I could exaggerate and say that it is not necessarily 
the goal of my generation in general. For some, it is a sense of 
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security, for others it is not. If the conditions were favourable, if 
the economy went well, there were more opportunities [pause] 
but what the hell, I’ve also had three- year contracts and then 
I had to change! But it is also true that at a certain point then 
[pause] you want some stability, so even just having a contract 
would suit me.’ (Edoardo, M, 30, HE, TE, IT)

On the other hand, Polish youth, who have experiences of numerous 
fixed- term or informal jobs, are able to make their own choices thanks 
to the more favourable labour market conditions. However, the overall 
picture is more complex, because territorial disparities still play an 
important role in the Polish labour market. Polish youth living in 
bigger cities with low unemployment are less concerned about finding 
a new job. Hence, their unstable fixed- term or informal contracts are 
not usually accompanied by feelings of subjective insecurity –  they are 
aware that they can always find something else. For example, Magda, 
living in a small town near the Polish– German border, is not concerned 
about her temporary contact. The relatively good situation in the local 
labour market gives her a strong sense of security:

‘Because I know that I will always find some job. So, I don’t 
have this pressure, that if I lose this current job, I won’t make 
it, that I will be worried and who knows what else.’ (Magda, F, 
28, HE, NCJ, PL)

In contrast, youth living in rural areas and smaller towns with a worse 
situation in the labour market encounter greater problems in finding 
jobs and are more concerned about losing them. Michalina (F, 26, ME, 
NCJ, PL) and Adrianna (F, 22, HE, TE, PL) returned to the countryside 
after their studies to live with their parents. For them, finding a suitable 
job is barely possible in the local labour market.

In general, in both countries the main concerns of youth are the 
size and stability of their salaries. A low level of income significantly 
reduces young people’s agency. Consequently, it negatively affects 
their self- perception as economically autonomous individuals. This 
point is raised by Carlo from Italy, one of the few interviewees who 
defines himself as economically autonomous. His dissatisfaction does 
not seem to be linked to the insecurity of his job, but rather to the 
low level of his salary.

‘The five hours a day you put in at this place [fair trade shop and 
café] are not enough [pause] now I’m looking for another job,  
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maybe I could go on a vacation the way I’d like to; if I ever do 
go on vacation, I just make it a longer weekend, going where 
I want to without having to be too careful about money.’ (Carlo, 
M, 26, HE, TE, IT).

This type of dissatisfaction is also widespread among Italian interviewees 
who do not define themselves as fully autonomous:

‘If I had a contract even in a supermarket, I would take it 
immediately. I’d continue with the tattoos, like now, but it makes 
me feel safer to have a fixed contract, I mean a salary. Like this, 
instead, you live one day to the next, if something comes in 
good, otherwise [laughs]. And I’m lucky because I still live at 
home with my parents … or if you wanna have a family, forget 
it!’ (Ester, F, 26, ME,  non- contractual and non- paid job, IT).

In Poland, low salaries combined with relatively high rents are a barrier 
to leaving the parental home:

‘Most of all, I would like to have a kid, but not now, not in these 
times, right? It’s just not doable, in general to afford a child, in 
my opinion. Too low income, too many expenses.’ (Konrad, M, 
23, ME, U, PL)

Low salaries are a major concern among Polish youth. They are also 
the reason for the existence of a vast group of partially autonomous 
youth described in the following paragraphs.

The present analysis assessed whether experiences of job insecurity 
affect young people’s economic agency. Unstable income, feelings 
of uncertainty and fear of losing a job constrain the individual’s 
freedom of choice. Therefore, young people who find themselves in 
such a position tend to postpone important life decisions and adopt 
a short- term perspective. In this sense, the concept of subjective job 
insecurity can help to explain differences in interviewees’ perceptions 
of themselves as autonomous or not. Subjective job insecurity hampers 
youth economic autonomy. However, in both countries, worries about 
job loss, not finding a new job, or income insecurity are not related 
directly to the type of job contract. An illustrative example also comes 
from Monika who is one of the three interviewees with permanent 
job contracts –  theoretically the most stable, perceived as a goal of 
young people’s careers, and as a sign of a secure position in the labour 
market. Monika has worked hard and finally achieved a secure job 
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in public administration. She is in a long- term relationship with her 
fiancé. However, she does not feel secure in her job, she does not feel 
fully autonomous, and she is postponing leaving her parental home:

‘But here, it was actually because there were some rumours that 
they plan to liquidate the budget- administration teams. So, on the 
one hand, it’s like a budget department, there is this contract for the 
indefinite period, but as I’ve said, in case of liquidation no contract 
will [pause] [local government] can just commission our tasks to the 
municipal council entity. There is an option that some employees 
would be transferred there, but it’s hard to say what it would look 
like. So, for the moment it’s quiet.’ (Monika, F, 29, HE, PE, PL)

Many Polish young people working on fixed- term contracts do not 
perceive this as a source of uncertainty or insecurity. However, the 
type of contract is mentioned as an important issue for formal reasons, 
mainly by people who need it to gain access to certain financial services.

I: Have you tried with such fixed- term contracts or fee- for- task 
agreements to buy something in instalments?

R: It’s just not an option. You won’t get it from a bank, because 
I’ve tried it more than once, just for fun, to check whether 
it would work out but [pause] no way. You have to have the 
contract for at least one year. (Lech, M, 28, NCJ, PL)

Even when there are no universal regulations or laws restricting access 
to credit based on a job contract, the scoring models and risk assessment 
procedures used by financial institutions to evaluate their clients’ 
financial credibility take the type of contract into account. Having a 
regular contract significantly increases the probability of getting any 
type of loan, especially in the case of a home mortgage. This objective 
dimension of job insecurity depends on the ways in which financial 
institutions treat various types of job contract. This institutionalised job 
insecurity imposes a structural constraint on youth economic agency 
and, by this means, it might negatively affect their perceptions of their 
own level of economic autonomy.

Subjective economic autonomy: agency and 
its constraints

Whereas quantitative studies make it possible to set the objective 
threshold of economic autonomy (earnings above a certain level, no 
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risk of material deprivation, living apart from parents), the present 
analysis shows the fuzzy nature of this concept from a subjective point 
of view. Young people’s perceptions of economic autonomy are shaped 
by individual assessments of the balance between available resources 
and personal needs or goals.

Despite the subjective nature of young people’s evaluations 
regarding financial independence, it may be possible to construct 
an analytical continuum of young people’s perceptions of their own 
economic autonomy. This would start with individuals who feel 
totally economically dependent on their relatives, pass through a large 
category of young people who do not feel fully autonomous (partially 
economically independent), and finish with a category of economically 
self- governing young people.

Looking at the interviewees’ income in their periods of activity in 
Italy reveals that the amount is relatively small, ranging mostly from 
€400 to €1,000 per month. In most cases, therefore, the net income 
earned does not guarantee self- sufficiency. Moreover, most respondents 
(36 out of 50) live with their parents. Even those who are working 
define themselves as partially economically autonomous, because they 
have limited resources that do not allow them to leave home. In fact, 
for most, the family of origin is the major source of economic support. 
Only one of the Italian interviewees has access to institutional support 
but lives with, and depends on, his parents.

The Polish sample has a slightly different composition. Like the 
Italian group, most of the interviewees do not have sufficient income 
to fully support themselves, and they assess themselves as not fully 
economically autonomous (24 out of 34). There are references here 
to partial economic autonomy or dependency. Only 10 respondents 
consider themselves completely autonomous. Interestingly, the income 
declared by autonomous Polish youth (an average of 1860zł per month, 
roughly equivalent to about €432) does not differ significantly from 
those who see themselves as partially autonomous (1410zł per month, 
equivalent to circa €328). The average income of the non- autonomous 
group is much lower (310zł or about €72 per month).

At the extreme poles of the continuum of economic autonomy

In both countries, only a few respondents define themselves as fully 
independent from the economic point of view. However, the structural 
conditions within which they enact their economic agency seem to be 
very different. In fact, those who declare their full economic autonomy 
can be divided into two categories differing according to their levels of 
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economic agency. The first is made up of interviewees who perceive 
themselves as fully economically independent and self- governing in 
achieving their own financial goals. They can turn to their parents 
for substantial financial help, but they are able to live apart from their 
parents without such help. However, this does not mean that they 
do not accept any form of external support. For example, Łukasz 
defines himself as economically autonomous; he is not dependent on 
his parents’ financial help. He is living with his fiancée and daughter 
in a cheaply rented little flat. However, he can count on his family’s 
support when it comes to babysitting his child or other domestic duties:

‘We just live one block of flats further, so we have my parents 
just in front of us, parents in law next to us, and my brother lives 
nearby. So, we live separately, but we have this comfort, that there 
is always someone around to help us.’ (Łukasz, M, 28, HE, TE, PL)

In contrast, the second category of autonomous individuals consists 
of youth who declare themselves to be economically independent, 
do not receive informal support from their parents or partner, but 
provide for themselves and/ or their families with significant effort and 
many sacrifices. They have already left their parental homes, but their 
economic agency is limited by external factors: mainly low and unstable 
income combined with a lack of formal and informal support. For 
example, Marcel and his girlfriend live together in a small rented flat. 
They cannot count on considerable support from their parents. Their 
total income is 2,000 zł (about €465) after taxes, and this has to cover 
the expenses of two people. However, Marcel makes ends meet; he 
has no financial obligations and perceives himself as fully economically 
autonomous, but he is aware that they remain in a precarious situation:

‘It is an OK life, I guess. Although the income I have with my 
girlfriend [pause] This level of income and the money we live 
on each month are totally unthinkable for most Poles [pause] 
but I don’t think it’s really so bad.’ (Marcel, M, 28, ME, TE, PL)

His economic autonomy does not result in a wide range of possible 
life choices. The economic context and the inadequacy of institutional 
support do not provide them with the tools they need to foresee and 
build their future. In his interview, Carlo, who shares accommodation 
in Italy, presents himself as economically independent and content 
to live on the money he makes from his part- time job. He works 
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as a salesman and part- time bartender at a fair- trade cafe run by a 
cooperative of which he is a member- worker.

‘For me, the important thing is being able to pay rent, eat, and 
buy cigarettes without having to ask anybody for anything. If 
I achieve that amount, I am relieved for the bills and the rent. 
Then the rest, everything else is [pause] extra [pause] It’s not that 
I’m a big spender, other than eating a sandwich when I’m out, 
or another beer [pause] eating dinner out, going to discos –  zero, 
I also don’t travel much, that is, I’ll take a train, stay with friends 
who can host me.’ (Carlo, M, 26, HE, TE, IT)

In both samples, few young interviewees define themselves as not 
being economically autonomous at all. The present research focuses on 
young adults who have already finished their education and usually have 
some sources of income other than pocket money from their parents. 
Young people who describe themselves as non- autonomous have no 
self- earned income. In Poland, such situations refer to interviewees 
who are completely financially dependent on their parents, relatives, 
or social benefits. The last case is quite unique and refers to two single 
mothers staying in a public shelter whose special status entitles them 
to allowances (Jowita, F, 28, ME, U, PL; Zuzia, F, 28, LE, U, PL). 
Both of them treat their social benefits as a normal source of income 
(Zuzia additionally receives alimony for her child), but they do not have 
any work and are completely dependent on the formal support they 
receive. The third case (Damian, M, 19, ME, U, PL), who is one of 
the youngest in the Polish sample, is still considering starting university, 
and thus he feels obliged to find any job to support himself. In Italy, 
especially in the south, cases of people who have no income and live 
off parental support are more common. Many are unemployed, work 
in the black economy, or are atypical workers who receive very low 
and intermittent income. Many belong to working- class or precariat 
families. When the family of origin is affected by deprivation and 
material hardship, the interviewees feel themselves to be a burden 
and feel obliged to help their parents. Lacking income as a result of 
unemployment, they are forced to live with their parents and give up 
housing autonomy. Economic dependence and poor living conditions 
can also compromise their perception of autonomy in terms of being 
able to make their own decisions, take on responsibility, and make 
choices. Youth who have left the parental home to attend university 
or enrol in other educational training programmes (that is, residentially 
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autonomous individuals) also belong to this group. They have never 
had a stable job and have almost no experience in managing their 
own money. The link between autonomy and employment emerges 
as an important issue, in particular, among unemployed interviewees. 
A general agreement among them is that “if there is no work, there 
is no autonomy” (Erika, F, 29, LE, NEET, IT). In other words, to 
become economically autonomous you need an “income from work”.

Partially economically autonomous youth

In both countries, the largest category revealed through the analysis is 
respondents who are in the middle of the continuum; youth who, due 
to an instable labour market situation or insufficient income, define 
themselves as partially economically autonomous. Looking at the five 
classic markers defining the transition to adulthood (Galland, 1991; 
Hareven, 1994), one might say that the interviewees who are partially 
economically autonomous are stuck somewhere between the stage 
of entering the labour market and the following stages of leaving the 
parental home or starting their own family. Their life situations are 
very different. They have some income from work or training, but it 
is insufficient and often discontinuous. This makes them dependent 
on informal social support. The latter varies a lot in form (financial, 
material, housing) and degree. Usually, the main source of support is 
parents or other relatives. They work on more or less regular temporary 
contracts, working informally, or receiving a small remuneration as part 
of a training scheme financed, in Poland, by the district labour office. 
Their income, compared to their needs, is not sufficient to move out of 
the parental home. Thus, they cannot think about themselves as being 
fully economically independent. Low income constrains their economic 
autonomy –  they cannot view themselves as being fully autonomous; 
they cannot leave the parental home or start their own family:

‘Now being independent has become my priority. Now I’m 
trying to do everything not to be dependent anymore. Because 
I just feel that, at this age, you already have some experience, 
and living with your family, in quite a small flat, it’s just tiring 
and irritating. It’s been five years that I’m with my girlfriend, 
and after such a time it would be cool to live together, the only 
problem is just a lack of funds.’ (Damian, M, 23, ME, U, PL)

‘Being autonomous simply means having the [pause] economic 
resources that allow you to support yourself, to have a home even 
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if paying rent, and [pause] to think of yourself and take care of 
yourself at the very least, at least for yourself.’ (Franco, M, 30, 
HE, NCJ, IT)

However, interestingly, their evaluations of their level of economic 
autonomy are based on the universal need for youth to think about 
themselves as being, at least partly, independent individuals.

‘With €500 per month, I could maintain my scooter, always 
considering that I did not have to help anybody else (living with 
his parents) and I only had myself to think of, right? However, 
I already had to think about motorcycle insurance, gasoline, my 
own stuff [pause] some gifts for my girlfriend based on my salary. 
Yes, I feel quite autonomous.’ (Matteo, M, 28, ME, U, IT)

Even though they are unemployed or in temporary work with low pay, 
they often reframe their subjective definition of economic autonomy to 
fit their current life situation and sustain their perception of themselves 
as (partially) independent.

‘In general, I’d say I’m at 90 per cent. Because I support myself 
financially, I do everything by myself, the washing machine, 
everything by myself. Sometimes, I ask my mum about the 
degrees for the wash, just to be a little [pause] and then my ADSL 
[internet connection] and my phone, my dad’s paying for them, 
but the rest, petrol, insurance, rent, my dogs, I pay for it all. I do 
everything by myself and don’t ask anyone for help, like ironing, 
washing, I do it all, I do my own shopping, I take the dogs out by 
myself, I’ve got no one to give me a hand. Yes, alright, sometimes 
they do it to help me.’ (Emma, F, 19, ME, TE, IT)

The money at their disposal allows them to cover some of the everyday, 
short- term expenses: paying for the phone, going out with their friends, 
having a coffee or dinner in the city, paying for fuel for their cars, or 
contributing a little to the household budget. For example, Adrianna 
(F, 22, HE, TE) makes about 1,200 to 1,400 zł a month, of which 850 
zł is internship remuneration, and the rest –  a few hundred zlotys that 
varies from month to month –  is extra money she makes cleaning or 
singing in a band. She spends the money on her needs, including car 
fuel, cosmetics, clothes, and, occasionally, lunch at work. Her parents 
cover accommodation and grocery expenses. She has no savings of her 
own, and rarely manages to put some money aside for the next month.
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‘Well, I seem to be independent, but only based on these 
internships, so I have some money on my own, but if I have to 
move out, pay for some room just by myself, I wouldn’t be able 
to afford it. So, I’m not entirely independent. My parents always 
help me somehow, and I have a roof over my head and some 
food in the fridge.’ (Adrianna, F, 22, HE, TE, PL)

Partially autonomous young people often stress their ability to cover 
personal or individual expenses. Despite living with their parents, both 
Italian and Polish youth stress that that they do not have to ask parents 
for money for every single need. Having their own, self- earned money 
provides them a space for executing their agency. Feelings of being 
an autonomous person involve, for many respondents, the possibility 
of acting independently in managing their income, keeping their 
expenses under control, and being able to also save a little money 
to cope with periods of unemployment. Thanks to this strategy, 
partially autonomous youth can build a perception of themselves as 
economically autonomous, adult individuals.

However, one noticeable difference between Polish and Italian youth 
is that the Italian participants stress the importance of doing domestic 
chores as a sign of independence and adulthood. This link between 
subjective economic autonomy and doing domestic chores emerges 
only among unemployed Italians. Etymologically speaking, the word 
‘economy’ comes from the Greek οἶκος (oikos), ‘house’, and νόμος 
(nomos) ‘law’ (that is, what is right, what sets the rule), and originally 
indicated a way of conducting your household and managing its goods. 
For example, Luigi (M, 29, ME, NCJ, IT) defines managing everyday 
life not only through being able to provide for himself, but also through 
his ability to manage everyday chores (for example, washing, ironing). 
Another example comes from Mara:

‘Me, I iron my stuff at home, just to say. It’s really [pause] there 
are many things that let you become independent and adult. One 
of them is also to [pause] to be independent in the handling of 
your own stuff, no? To get by yourself, really [pause] at 100 per 
cent, to clean, to wash [pause] to iron [pause] everything. To make 
the bed by yourself, from time to time.’ (Mara, F, 30, ME, U, IT)

Polish youth often state economic autonomy as a minimal condition 
for adulthood, but they never mention managing everyday duties in 
this context –  it seems that they treat it as obvious that they do the 
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domestic chores themselves. However, some of them mention that 
they feel obliged to contribute financially to their parents’ household 
budget as long as they carry on living with them. For most Polish and 
Italian interviewees, it is crucial to emphasise at least one aspect of their 
autonomy and adulthood. As mentioned, the interviewees who still live 
with their parents tend to underline other aspects of their autonomy than 
independent living such as partial economic autonomy or psychological 
autonomy. For example, when asked about their understanding of 
adulthood, they stress ideas of psychological maturity or responsibility:

‘Being an adult, I guess it’s more about this financial aspect, and 
being mature, it’s more spiritual. I would separate this because, 
talking about being mature, it’s much broader [pause] being 
responsible for yourself, for your actions, for someone else, like 
in a family, et cetera. And being an adult, it’s just about being 
able to afford oneself, once you have some job.’ (Michalina, F, 
26, ME, NCJ, PL)

‘Becoming an adult means having self- awareness, to ask for help 
if necessary, not to do: ah I’m big, I’m adult now, I don’t need 
to ask anyone for anything.’ (Camilla, F, 23, ME, NCJ, IT)

Maturity is a concept that also emerges from the interviews collected 
in Italy, whereas responsibility towards others –  partners or children –  is 
scarcely present in the interviews with young Italians. The interviewees 
not only reconstruct the meanings of financial independence, but 
also adopt behavioural strategies that ensure the minimal level of 
their economic agency. The most common strategy involves limiting 
personal needs and cutting expenses deemed unnecessary such as 
holidays or leisure activities. They stress that they only buy goods 
in sales or else cheap items, avoid expensive shops, and look for free 
recreational activities.

‘Obviously the first time I had money to myself [I felt] happy! 
[pause] It is a family tradition that with your first salary you’ve got 
to give yourself a present [smiles]. So, no problem with that, you 
can even spend it all! I put it aside for my driving licence! [both 
laugh] No, I just bought a pair of shoes. I spent 20 or 30 Euro 
on shoes, which I had never done before! So, you can imagine, 
and afterwards I even felt guilty because I always saved, I always 
looked at things that cost little!’ (Margherita, F, 24, ME, U, IT)
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As a consequence of limited resources, the interviewees present a 
short- term perspective when asked about their financial plans. Most 
of them do not manage any savings.

The sustainability of living standards, the strategies implemented by 
respondents to pursue economic independence, and the ways in which 
they perceive the economic disadvantage of their precarious position 
in the labour market are strongly influenced by participants’ social 
origins. Those, who have a middle- class family background and greater 
support from parents seem to have fewer worries about precariousness 
and are more able to use coping strategies, as in the case of 26- year- 
old Lara. Even though formally unemployed, she is highly educated 
and has rich employment experience. At the time of the interview, in 
addition to private lessons, Lara is teaching an intensive English course 
once a week at a middle comprehensive school. Thanks to the strong 
economic, moral, and housing support from her mother, Lara sees 
her precarious teaching experience as fulfilling. While talking about 
her job, she emphasises the dimension of self- realisation, doing what 
she likes, as well as social and cultural exchange. In the future, she is 
considering moving to France, which in her perception, offers greater 
opportunities for growth, such as gaining a PhD.

Conclusions

In short, in Italy an increasingly restrictive labour market and the spread 
of precarious jobs have led to considerable insecurity which young 
people have to face by renouncing housing autonomy, relying on family 
support, and cultivating a short- term perspective. Polish interviewees 
struggle with low levels of income that, in many cases, are insufficient 
to allow them to leave their parental homes and start independent life.

However, interviewees do not seem to be passive subjects at the 
mercy of events. On the contrary, they are social actors who, within 
the limited scope for action available to them, implement countless 
practices and micro- strategies in their daily lives with which they save, 
set aside, reduce consumption, and make choices. Our interviewees 
are, overall, skilled in managing their economic income and resources 
of various kinds, however limited they may be: many work and strive 
to save, but more to buffer periods of non- work and meet immediate 
needs than to embark on life projects.

By economic autonomy, the interviewees mean the possibility of 
and ability to satisfy their needs with their own resources, and they 
define their needs mainly in terms of small personal daily necessities. 
Youth economic autonomy is shaped by their expected standard of 
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living, available resources (for example, a flat of their own flat or cheap 
accommodation), the availability of parental support and willingness 
to accept it, and self- determination and individual skills.

The heterogeneity of the interviewees’ perceptions of their own 
economic situation raises questions about the possibility of defining 
clear and objective criteria for economic autonomy, and this cannot 
be traced back entirely to either the type of employment contract, the 
level of income, or to its stability.

Economic autonomy is mainly defined subjectively by the Italian or 
Polish young people as a capacity for self- determination, but within the 
limits of the daily management of available resources. The respondents 
perceive and represent themselves as autonomous in that they are able to 
decide for themselves by defining their own training and work paths, by 
combining more resources, by managing their daily lives, and ultimately 
by developing their own system of preferences, even though they have 
to be economically dependent on their parents. It should be repeated 
once more: the interviewees do not have the option of supporting 
themselves and providing for their own sustenance through work.

In the interviewees’ view, autonomy is not only about economic 
independence but also a more general capability –  that is, it encompasses 
knowing how to manage one’s needs and problems without asking for 
any help from both a practical and psychological point of view. They 
feel relatively autonomous, because they are able to act independently 
when making choices that concern only themselves.

Moreover, our results confirm the findings of some authors (Molgat, 
2007; Mary, 2014; Manzoni, 2016) that the status of adulthood is 
not represented subjectively in terms of achieving specific transitions 
or markers (leaving the parental home or forming one’s own family) 
and a stationary social position, but it is associated with certain 
personal qualities such as maturity or a sense of responsibility. 
Financial independence is linked to self- perceived adulthood, but –  as 
mentioned –  it is not always or necessarily the outcome of a stable 
entry into the labour market.

It must be underlined that neither Italian nor Polish youth have 
access to unemployment benefits when they are looking for their first 
job. In both countries, passive labour market policies do not target 
unemployed youth who are trying to enter the labour market for the 
first time. They cannot accumulate enough social security benefits 
to claim financial support. However, Polish youth are targeted by 
active policy measures –  mainly paid internships that provide them 
with symbolic remuneration and give them the opportunity to gain 
necessary work experience. In Italy, because most interviewees have 
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atypical contracts, they cannot access social protection. Few of them 
rely on policies and public institutions. A few have an internship as 
part of Italy’s youth guarantee programme, but their judgement of that 
experience is very negative. Some elements of the Italian institutional 
and economic context play a significant role as vulnerability factors and 
have to be considered important disadvantages. Territoriality continues 
to be crucial in Italy: living in the south is a risk factor because it 
increases the probability of being unemployed, exposed to poverty 
and material deprivation, and living in a jobless family.

Individuals show high levels of socio- economic vulnerability, because 
they seem to be in a very precarious balance focused on a short- term 
perspective. Some are involved in a patchwork of various jobs that take 
them away from important domains such as self- care and interpersonal 
relationships, whereas others maintain economic autonomy solely 
through the adoption of a lifestyle characterised by sacrifice and self- 
imposed limitations. Youth in both countries adopt similar strategies 
to sustain their economic autonomy. The widespread inability among 
the interviewees to project themselves into the future and plan for this 
is an important factor in their vulnerability. The future seems to be 
plannable only in the short term, and this triggers a devaluation of 
long- term time references and their limited opportunities for agency. 
As a result, it seems as if the main risk young people are exposed to 
is that they will not be able to achieve the economic stability that 
will allow them to plan their social biography independently in a full 
sense. A generation that has no tomorrow is a generation that feels 
excluded from the possibility of taking on those responsibilities that 
society attributes to adult roles. In fact, limited autonomy, even for 
those who have higher educational qualifications, can be translated 
into the risk of exclusion from adult roles.
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The role of informal social support 
for young people in unemployment 
and job insecurity in Italy, Estonia, 

and Germany
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Jelena Helemäe, and Margarita Kazjulja

Introduction

Several studies have shown that young people in Europe are 
experiencing increased labour market exclusion and job insecurity 
(Baranowska and Gebel, 2010; Armano et al, 2017). Even if they 
find a job, they are exposed to the risk of precarious lives, because 
their entry- level positions are characterised by insecure contracts 
and/ or low wages (Rokicka and Kłobuszewska, 2016). Young 
people experience an increasing number of transitions during their 
working careers because of intertwined economic and social trends. 
These transitions are not only in the field of paid labour, from one 
job to another, but also throughout other activities and work, from 
education or unemployment to work. The term ‘navigation’ can be 
used as a conceptual metaphor to describe the resulting experience of 
managing several transitions into a precarious opportunity structure 
(Fagan et al, 2012).

In this framework, some scholars (Hardgrove et al, 2015) have 
investigated how young people negotiate uncertainty in the labour 
market by showing how their ability to navigate through changing 
opportunities is enabled by social and family support. Even though 
these supportive relationships seem to be increasingly important for 
young people, they have yet to be explored adequately.

According to recent literature on social policy, the welfare state’s role 
in giving protection from new social risks is weakening, especially for 
young people. Many scholars have suggested that paying attention to 
the role of the family allows a clearer picture of the position of young 
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adults to emerge (Majamaa, 2011). Other scholars, in contrast, have 
stressed the importance of non- kin ties as a source of support (Conkova 
et al, 2018).

Furthermore, a better understanding of the specific interaction 
between formal and informal support in young people is becoming 
crucial. This chapter enquires whether the role of informal social 
support is widespread in Estonia, Germany, and Italy, and whether 
it is turning into a compensatory mechanism for many economically 
vulnerable young people. Hence, the chapter investigates the role of 
family, friends, and social networks in supporting young people as 
they transition through the labour market across different institutional 
contexts and welfare regimes. By exploring the functions of social 
relationships, it provides empirical evidence for the crucial relevance 
of informal social support during these transitions. Analysing this issue 
provides a qualified representation of youth vulnerability in relation 
to new social risks and of how young people overcome job insecurity.

Theoretical considerations

In the literature, ‘social support’ is defined as the (potential) exchanges 
between network ties that are perceived as being helpful (Dykstra, 2017). 
Scholars have introduced the contrast between informal and formal 
support to distinguish between support from members of personal 
networks and that received from professionals (Conkova et al, 2018). 
However, support has been understood mainly as an informal resource, 
as unpaid help provided by family ties and/ or non- kin ties, because it 
does not involve professional or institutional interventions (Thoits, 1995).

The concept of social support was originally used when referring 
to social relationships in the context of studies on health and well- 
being (Barrera and Ainlay, 1983). Early researchers conceptualised 
social support as ‘a generalised resource available from one’s network 
of parents, friends, acquaintances, neighbours (the social network) 
that helped one to deal with everyday problems or more serious crises’ 
(Walker et al, 1993: 71).

Although there is no common definition of the main types of 
social support, supportive resources can be described as emotional 
or providing companionship (nurturance, sense of belonging), 
tangible (for example, financial assistance), or informational (advice) 
(Wellman, 1992).

Some scholars have shown that support provision is affected not 
only by the number, but also by the quality of social relationships 
(Silverstein et al, 1995). The link between support and network 
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structure or network density is complex: a bigger or denser network 
is not necessarily better. For instance, low- density networks are those 
that most often provide resources such as companionship, whereas 
denser networks are most often able to mobilise resources for material 
support or care in the case of illness (Walker et al, 1993).

Regarding informal support, one key issue is generational 
interdependence (Brandt, 2013; Brandt and Deindl, 2013). There 
is strong empirical evidence for the ongoing relevance of families in 
young people’s lives. In this regard, some scholars are very critical of 
the youth- as- transition approach that undermines the significance for 
youth of their family relationships by focusing on the assumptions of 
linear trajectories and independence from parents (Wyn et al, 2012).

Only a few comparative studies have analysed (potential) non- kin 
support, showing that to better understand the role of kin and non- 
kin, it is important to distinguish among different types of support 
(Gelissen et al, 2012; Conkova et al, 2018). For instance, advice and 
help when looking for a job tend to be non- kin types of support. In 
particular, these studies have revealed that in the north and west of 
Europe, for example, there is a higher probability that people turn to 
non- kin ties for this kind of help, whereas a common pattern cannot 
be found in the south and east of Europe.

As highlighted in previous research, degrees and cultures of informal 
social support vary across Europe (Bohnke, 2008). How macrolevel 
processes shape support exchanges is a key issue. Scholars in this field 
of inquiry have shown that different factors come into play. What 
are crucial are macro or structural variables such as the economic 
performance of a country, labour market characteristics, and, of course, 
the welfare regime and welfare state tradition.

In the literature, as mentioned, one way to approach the patterns 
of social support is to associate and compare them with the role of 
the welfare state in different countries. The two main kinds of social 
support –  informal and formal –  relate to each other in different ways. 
The provision of support through social relationships, according to 
some studies, is viewed as a compensation for the absence or inadequacy 
of welfare provisions (Pichler and Wallace, 2007).

The term ‘transfer regime’ (Albertini et al, 2007) has been introduced 
to analyse cross- national findings on intergenerational exchanges, 
thereby highlighting the correspondence with established classifications 
of countries based on the decommodification of public transfers and 
services (Esping- Andersen, 1990).

In contrast, some scholars have highlighted differences between 
cultural contexts by focusing on the role of the values of autonomy 
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and independence and on the norms of family obligations (Kalmijn 
and Saraceno, 2008). Norms seem to be very important when people 
have to decide between receiving help from either kin or non- kin. 
Individualistic values seem to predict the choice of informal (non- 
kin) rather than formal (professional) support. This latter finding 
confirms the thesis that individualism operates through the notion of 
independence. The generosity or restrictedness of public provisions 
differentially releases or necessitates normative obligations in 
interdependent family relationships (Aassve et al, 2013; Dykstra, 2017).

The question of how far cross- national differences reflect differences 
in either welfare state systems or culture is addressed repeatedly in the 
literature (Dykstra, 2017): institutional, structural, and cultural factors 
are dependent upon one another across countries, and this explains 
why it is difficult to disentangle their effects.

Concerning country differences, previous research reveals the 
existence of a north/ west– south/ east division, with Southern 
European countries characterised by the highest levels of family 
reliance and very little informal support outside the family 
(Marckmann, 2017). If social support is more important in the south 
and east of Europe where welfare provisions are weaker, social support 
in the south is mainly in the form of family support; whereas in the 
east, informal support outside the family is also important (Pichler 
and Wallace, 2007). In fact, in Southern European countries, social 
capital is concentrated in the family. The family represents the first 
reference for those needing a loan or help with a personal problem. 
However, in Eastern Europe, both friends and family are important. 
In Nordic countries and Western Europe, there might be less 
need for informal support because the welfare state is more highly 
developed. As highlighted, the more extended de- familiarisation 
in the Nordic countries means that friends and associates have an 
enhanced role (Pichler and Wallace, 2007). In the Baltic region, 
informal networks are vital. However, Dykstra and Fokkema (2011) 
have found considerable intra- national variability in family solidarity 
patterns and express caution against presuming that countries have a 
single dominant pattern of social support.

In addition to the context effect, patterns of social support within 
an individual’s network are also expected to vary over the life course. 
Specifically, recent research on social support has mainly included the 
elderly and help provided by adult children for their parents. Family 
members become essential as caregivers through performing duties 
for their parents or younger siblings (Schenk et al, 2014). Against 
this background, this chapter investigates the young interviewees’ 
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experiences of having received –  from family, friends, and others –  
resources to face insecure employment and living conditions, as well 
as their expectations of receiving support in case of need, by framing 
them in three different countries: Estonia, Germany, and Italy.

Research questions, aims, and data

This chapter aims to develop two main lines of inquiry. The first 
addresses characteristics, sources, and goals of social support by 
considering young people’s experiences, expectations, and subjective 
assessments. How are young people in insecure positions in the labour 
market supported by their social networks? What kind of informal 
social support (emotional or companionship/ tangible/ informational) 
do they receive? What is the role of family, friends, and social 
networks in supporting young people as they transition through the 
labour market? Are these supportive resources perceived as crucial in 
achieving their autonomy, given their weak attachment to the labour 
market? How do both feelings of being supported and feelings of being 
socially included or excluded emerge from the interviews? How are 
they interconnected?

The strategic importance of informal support in analysing young 
people’s vulnerability to the risks of unemployment and precarious 
work is clear, because it exploits both the availability of a network 
and the ability of young people to activate it when needed. Indicators 
regarding support are usually based on the experience of having 
received support in case of need and on expectations of receiving 
support. The experience of support shows that a network is available 
and that it works. Of course, social networks may not only support 
but also constrain individual actions and outcomes. However, the 
expectation of being able to receive support in case of need (for 
example, when urgently needing a sum of money) can be considered 
an indicator of trust in one’s own network, and thus of feeling socially 
included (Olagnero et al, 2008). In this framework, the link between 
the availability of supportive resources and feelings of being socially 
included or excluded is an important issue that deserves to be explored 
in greater depth, although it has not been adequately examined in the 
literature on young people.

The second line of analysis developed in this chapter concerns 
the role of informal support in relation to formal support, possibly 
identifying different patterns in the three contexts considered. What is 
the role of social support in relation to formal or institutional support 
for young people in Estonia, Germany, and Italy?
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The degree to which parents and relatives support young adults in 
their families can be considered as a function of their needs, because 
these needs are shaped mainly by the labour market and the level of 
social protection coverage provided by the welfare state. Therefore, 
where the role of the welfare state is weaker, stronger forms of informal 
networking and social support can be expected. As mentioned, the 
combination of informal and formal social support can take different 
forms: they can complement, substitute for, or compete with 
each other.

The discussion of these issues is based on scrutinising all the 
interviews collected by the EXCEPT project (see Chapter 1 in this 
volume) in the three selected countries.

Institutional contexts

The interaction between social support and context is a complex 
phenomenon that requires improved understanding in comparative 
sociological research: indeed, structural features affect personal ties, 
the availability and types of resources exchanged through the links, 
and the expectations that people have of them.

The countries focused on in this analysis were chosen because they 
represent different paths of interaction between informal and formal 
support. The latter can be traced back to different institutional settings 
and welfare regimes. However, at the same time, young people’s 
circumstances with respect to the labour market and solidarity networks 
also differ between the three countries.

Germany as a conservative welfare state, Italy as a Southern European 
state fitting the Mediterranean welfare model, and Estonia as a post- 
socialist liberal Baltic welfare state, differ in political measures and 
programmes in various fields. Compared to Italy and Estonia, Germany 
provides stronger state support through unemployment benefits and 
targeted policies for young people. It has, in fact, a long tradition of 
highly developed active labour market policies (ALMPs).

In contrast, Italy has a low level of investment in ALMPs, no income 
support for those looking for their first job, and no adequate social 
safety measures to protect those suspended between one temporary 
contract and another. Nonetheless, when considering how far policies 
focus on preventive measures or are purely reactive to manifest problems 
or part of a structural policy action, it is clear that over the time span 
considered, the Italian Government has increased its investment in 
supporting passive labour market policies (PLMPs), while scaling 
back ALMPs (Istat, 2018). Because of the economic downturn which 
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began in 2008, resources have been concentrated more on containing 
emergencies (workers in their mid- 50s at risk of job loss; welcoming 
asylum seekers) than on creating new opportunities for the unemployed 
(especially young people). However, measures related to strengthening 
skills and training or the creation of early career paths are planned to 
support young people. Nonetheless, the lack of national policies reveals 
the high jeopardisation of measures addressing young people across the 
country with huge differences in opportunities from region to region.

Estonia has recently changed its attitude toward developing 
ALMPs (Bertolini et al, 2018). Indeed, the latest OECD report on 
Estonia shows ‘resources allocated to active labour market policies 
have increased in recent years, but remain one of the lowest among 
OECD countries. Around a half of that spending goes on the public 
employment service itself, which is double that of the EU average’ 
(OECD, 2018a: 88).

The severe financial and labour market crisis of the past decade has 
shaped the economic fabric of several European countries. Italy and 
Estonia fit in this scenario, whereas Germany remains an exceptional 
case with a low rate of unemployment and the highest level of 
expenditure on both ALMPs and PLMPs (OECD, 2018b, 2018c). 
Despite this, data on the lives of ‘emerging adults’ (Smith et al, 2011) 
and in particular those at risk of being marginalised reveal a darker 
side. There are huge differences across Germany and within the federal 
states (Bundesagentur für Arbeit, 2017) which deserve more attention. 
The other countries, unfortunately, reveal a more negative story. 
Becoming adult is ‘beset with real problems, in some cases troubling 
and even heartbreaking problems’ (Smith et al, 2011: 3). These include 
being unemployed, not being in education, employment, or training 
(NEET), and migration. Despite several institutional attempts, scars 
from the 2008– 09 economic crisis have not fully healed in Italy due 
to the strong economic downturn. In Estonia, in contrast, efforts have 
been made to overcome the consequences of the recession (OECD, 
2016). Nonetheless, negative consequences of changes in the labour 
market during the crisis fell disproportionally on youth, the poorly 
educated, and ethnic non- Estonians and non- Italians (Masso and 
Krillo, 2011; Ambrosini and Panichella, 2016). As in Italy, matching 
skills and jobs is becoming a growing concern in Estonia; there is 
no demand for the skills of the unemployed on the labour market, 
whereas the education system faces challenges in providing the right 
skills, thereby hampering the school- to- job transition. If Germany 
seems to stand outside this framework, the other two countries, from 
a glance at labour market characteristics, seem to share the following 
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characteristics: gender imbalance, significant territorial inequalities, 
labour market segmentation, precariousness, and mismatching skills.

Tackling youth unemployment still represents a crucial issue in the 
public debate in which the link between education, occupational skills, 
and on- the- job training emerges. However, as Hofäcker (2017: 15) 
has pointed out:

the socio- economic situation of youth not only depends on 
institutions that influence the mere occurrence and duration of 
labour market uncertainty, but also on how the welfare states treat 
such periods and ‘buffer’ negative socio- economic outcomes, 
e.g. through public benefits and transfers … Earlier research 
has highlighted, that a developed system of unemployment 
insurance is able to reduce the negative effects of unemployment, 
which may be due to the immediate effect of public transfers. 
At the same time, generous unemployment benefits may allow 
individuals a longer job search period by which they can optimize 
their search results.

This is the German case, Italy is opposite, with Estonia resembling 
Italy more than Germany.

Nevertheless, several socio- economic indicators and qualitative 
research data reveal the consistency of informal support in all the chosen 
countries. If in Estonia and Italy this kind of support substitutes –  or 
complements –  the more limited public initiatives, in Germany it 
tries to moderate the impact of social origin on entering both the 
educational system and the labour market. Italy still represents the 
leading country in the Mediterranean welfare model in which parents 
continue to be the greatest resource in the transition to adulthood. 
Notwithstanding this, as recent research findings have pointed out, 
the effects of the economic downturn on families and severe cuts in 
financing public services are a common trend in several European 
countries, alongside an increasing mistrust in public institutions, mainly 
among young people. Taking into account social class and educational 
capital, it seems clear that those who have fewer cultural and economic 
resources have trouble finding the right way to ask for help, filling out 
applications to obtain formal support, and getting information on 
the latest policies and institutional procedures (OECD, 2018b). This 
is why, in all three countries, the youth– public institutions nexus is 
weakened, leaving room for other informal support based primarily 
on family, friends, and acquaintances.
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Social support: types, sources, and functions

Evidence suggests that informal social support plays an important role in 
the precarious lives of young people in all three countries. Turning to the 
family, friends, and social networks in order to receive various forms of 
support proved to be a widespread experience among the young people 
interviewed, and it was one of the specific strategies they adopted in 
their efforts to cope with labour market exclusion and job insecurity. 
However, there were significant differences between the interviewees’ 
experiences of receiving informal support in all three countries.

Solid family support characterised the Italian interviewees, 
confirming previous research highlighting that family solidarity is very 
important in Southern Europe (Bohnke, 2008; Majamaa, 2011). As 
mentioned, high rates of unemployment and precarious employment, 
low levels of social protection, and the very heavy impact of the 2008 
economic crisis are factors that contributed to explaining the difficulties 
young people encountered in supporting themselves. Although the 
deterioration of living conditions as a result of the 2008– 09 economic 
crises, as well as the welfare state crisis, has intensified the pressure on 
families by compromising their ability to redistribute resources for the 
benefit of their weakest members, family support still represents a key 
element in young Italians’ survival strategies as they transition through 
the labour market. The vast majority of the interviewees referred to 
parents as the main, if not exclusive, source of support. Both their 
experiences and expectations relied mostly on the family of origin.

In Estonia, most of the interviewees in insecure job positions in the 
labour market used some form of informal social support, many of 
them combining it in a number of ways with various kinds of formal 
support and/ or unofficial work. In the interviews, they mentioned 
their families of origin, but also partners and their families, friends, 
and acquaintances as support providers.

In Germany, although support received from parents featured in 
emergencies (such as illness), the family network as a source of support 
was less relevant in the interviewees’ lives compared to interviewees 
in the other two countries. Moreover, whereas Italians rarely made 
reference to friends and acquaintances in the interviews, they were 
mentioned more often as sources of support in Estonia and in Germany.

It is interesting to investigate what kind of support this is and look at 
its characteristics. In all three countries, support was primarily material. 
In Italy and Estonia, it was primarily financial help and provision of 
housing that seemed to influence young people’s options when dealing 
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with the consequences of labour market insecurity. Most of the young 
Italian women and men who participated in the interviews were unable 
to live independently or to maintain themselves financially on the 
income from their jobs. They still lived with their parents and relied on 
them for their day to day living expenses, wholly or partially, just like 
the majority of young people in Italy. This housing arrangement made 
it possible to make ends meet and to accumulate the kind of resources 
that provide a buffer against financial pressures as they navigate through 
the labour market. In Italy, they were not eligible to receive any kind 
of unemployment benefits, despite being unemployed. However, they 
turned to their parents for help, not only when they were unemployed 
but also when they were working. Moreover, as in many cases wages 
were not enough for them to live on, living with their parents allowed 
them to cover their basic needs, to invest in training and advanced 
education, and to cushion periods of unemployment, thereby freeing 
them from the demands of having to pay their own living expenses.

‘I think I’m quite comfortable to the extent that I can be 
independent and I do not run the risk of having to face 
emergency situations, at least in the short term [pause] despite 
the fact I’m twenty- eight, I do not suffer too much from the fact 
that I still live with my parents. Since I live with my parents, my 
housing expenses are almost non- existent [pause] except for my 
personal expenses, the small daily satisfactions, I can save money.’ 
(Dario, M, 28, HE, TE, IT)

‘They [his parents] are always available for me and I’m too, if 
there is no help within the family, to whom one could ask for 
being supported?’ (Giacomo, M, 20, LE, TE, IT)

As Giacomo and Dario showed, cohabitation with parents was, for 
many, quite satisfactory. Family relationships were often described as 
quite good. Giulia did not receive money from her parents, but by the 
same token, she did not contribute to household expenses, and her 
mother did all the housework.

‘I’m fine at home with my mum because she cooks and washes 
and I don’t have to do all those things. I say that’s fine [pause] 
My mum has never asked me for money, but she has said “you 
do not give money but you put money aside, so I don’t have to 
help you, you do not help me with the household expenses.”’ 
(Giulia, F, 26, HE, TE, IT)
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The expectation of receiving help from parents –  mainly housing and 
economic support –  was widespread among the Italian interviewees.

In a familial context such as Italy, young people felt bound by 
normative and cultural obligations of interdependence in family 
relationships. The Italian interviewees expected support from their 
parents, but in many cases, especially among the working class, they 
assumed that they were bound by reciprocity. To give an example, 
Camilla helped her parents by helping out with their medical expenses 
if she had the chance. Graziano’s family helped him to cope with his 
unemployment. His parents paid him a few euros when he helped his 
father in his self- employed activity from time to time. Sometimes, they 
gave him a little pocket money. In addition to this, sometimes Graziano 
helped his parents out by paying for their expenses.

However, in Italy family seemed to lie at the centre of an apparent 
paradox. On the one hand, living in the parental home was a protective 
factor and it allowed young people to save money to cope with job 
insecurity and to build more stable pathways of integration into the 
labour market, despite their limited economic resources due to frequent 
episodes of unemployment and precarious and poorly paid jobs. On 
the other hand, it seemed to entail a dependence on their parents, and 
this weighed heavily on some interviewees. Erika, for example, stressed 
that she very much wanted to leave her mother’s home and to live 
with her present boyfriend, but without a job, this was not possible:

‘I wish I had my own home! I greatly wish this! To live with 
my boyfriend, to create a family, even only to cohabit without 
getting married; just me and him, not like we are doing now, 
that from time to time he comes to my mother’s house and stays 
with us for some days, but we are not alone. We are in good 
company with my mother, but that is another thing.’ (Erika, F, 
29, LE, NEET, IT)

Informal financial support for Estonian interviewees depended on 
familial resources and young people’s stage of transition to adulthood. 
Familial support ranged from being totally financially dependent on 
parents to receiving some money in case of need. Families with more 
resources could afford to pay children’s study loans or even, in a few 
cases, a loan for an apartment.

‘My mom reached her retirement now and continued working, 
she still works, and then she decided to pay back my study loan, 
because I actually couldn’t imagine how I had managed that now 
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[pause] But my mom raised that €4,000 and paid the study loan 
off, it was for her conscience.’ (Mari, F, 29, HE, U, EE)

Disadvantaged families were only able to provide their children with 
small sums of money and not on a regular basis (for example, for special 
events such as children’s birthdays). The social class of the family also 
mattered: families with substantial resources tended to provide more 
economic support to their children to enable them to pursue higher 
education, whereas families with scarce resources struggled to support 
them beyond lower level secondary education. Some interviewees 
who were not receiving informal financial support at the time of the 
interview, had received support earlier in their lives and were certain 
that they would get support from their families in case of need (see 
also Reiska et al, 2018).

Only a few interviewees had attained financial and housing autonomy 
and could rely mainly on themselves. Jevgeny (M, 29, ME, NCJ, EE) 
exemplified such a path to adulthood. He did not know much about 
his father, and his mother had found it hard to manage her own life. 
Jevgeny had to start earning money to support himself when he was 
15. He had acquaintances who had helped him in the past, but when 
asked where would he turn in the case of unemployment, Jevgeny 
answered “to myself ”.

In Estonia, informal support in the form of co- residency depended 
on the youth’s stage of transition to adulthood. In the interviews, this 
type of support refers to those who were preparing for the transition 
to adulthood, especially to those aged between 18– 22.

‘I have lived on my parents good will so to say, [laughs] so, my 
parents are starting to be fed up with me not working [laughs], 
but it is, mother’s love, father’s love are so big that they don’t 
want to kick their son out.’ (Peep, M, 25, LE, U, EE)

However, for some young adults, negative experiences in the labour 
market had forced them to resort to this type of support by going to 
live with their parents or with their partners’ parents (their ‘transition 
to adulthood’ had been interrupted). In sum, living separately from 
the family of origin in Estonia was often a sign of significant progress 
towards adulthood and less reliance on help from the family of origin.

Some interviewees (those who had ‘delayed adulthood’ by remaining 
in the parental home) contributed to the household budget, but 
only occasionally, depending on their income at the time. Estonian 
interviewees who lived separately from their parents tended not to 
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ask their parents for assistance with accommodation costs. Sharing 
housing costs with a partner (in one way or another) seemed to be a 
norm for interviewees, except for cases in which one of the partners 
had no income to contribute. At the time of the interview, only a few 
interviewees lived with friends and shared housing expenses. Overall, the 
lack of state policy to support housing autonomy brought about a wide 
range of strategies to gain and maintain housing autonomy, but almost 
all of these strategies presupposed the availability of informal support.

In Estonia, interviewees only turned to acquaintances or friends for 
material support when they were unable to access this help from their 
or their partners’ families of origin. Like many Italian interviewees, 
some Estonian respondents also pointed out that their parents provided 
them not only shelter but also emotional support. Anna, for example, 
returned for a short time to her parents’ home when labour market 
insecurity coincided with the breakdown of her engagement. The 
parental home represented what another interviewee called a ‘mental 
refuge’ –  that is, a place to find emotional stability and think about 
how to proceed in life.

‘Basically, I couldn’t make sense of it all anymore so I decided to 
move back to my parents’ home in the country for the summer 
[pause] Well, to put it briefly, the picture got too fuzzy. I felt 
that I can’t manage it all anymore, well, alone.’ (Anna, F, 29, 
HE, U, EE)

In all three countries, interviewees frequently mentioned emotional 
support in coping with their insecure position in the labour market, 
and also in coping with other negative events:

‘My parents have always been present, that’s been really helpful, 
they’ve really supported me a lot, they listened, they get me to 
talk, let it all out, it’s a type of support that’s always been there 
at home.’ (Margherita, F, 24, ME, U, IT)

However, overall in Estonia, unlike in Italy, respondents who received 
informal social support mixed the help of different supporters. First, 
the family of origin, then partners and their families, friends, and 
acquaintances. It is interesting to note that the trust in informal 
support was so widespread: also the interviewees who found their 
jobs through the internet stated that (good) jobs were available only, 
or predominantly, through acquaintances.
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Many Estonian interviewees reported that they had received informal 
help in the form of information sharing (for example, providing links 
to websites on the internet, ‘inside’ information on job offers in a 
company), advice (in filling out their curriculum vitae or application 
letters for jobs), references for jobs, or even being offered work in 
acquaintances’ companies.

The experiences of the German respondents were to some extent 
similar to those of the Estonian respondents. Many of them talked 
about informal support received from several people, mostly family 
members such as parents and grandparents, but also from partners and 
friends. If most financial and emotional support seemed to be provided 
by the family of origin, other close social relations such as friends were 
more likely to provide companionship, informational support and a 
feeling of belonging:

‘Relatives, acquaintances, friends. Those first people who simply 
help me get over the hurdles or something like that.’ (Fabian, M, 
22, ME, TE, DE)

In the German interviews, many mentioned advice on different 
areas of life (for example, assistance in filling in applications to the 
employment agency), support in job searches, establishing contacts with 
employers and firms, or in the application process (advice on writing 
job applications), and different favours in the form of financial and 
also emotional support. Whereas the Italian interviewees stressed the 
crucial role of parents for material and housing support, the repertoire 
of types of help received was more extensive in the interviews with 
young Germans and included informational and emotional support 
to improve their work situation and find a job or vocational training 
to help them stand on their own feet in the future.

In particular, an important issue that emerged in the German 
interviews was the sense of belonging provided by friends. Turning 
to these supportive relationships can be interpreted as young people’s 
strategy for both achieving well- being in insecure situations and 
coping with the risk of social exclusion: 

‘Whenever I am outside and meet my friends, then mainly just 
to escape everything for somewhat an hour or two. To think 
about something else.’ (Marc, M, 24, LE, U, DE)

In this regard, family members often supported emotionally, by giving 
advice, and materially by providing financial resources. The general 
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possibility for young adults to fall back on informal support is a 
protective factor; indeed due to this informal support they can cope 
with the financial insecurity or other dimensions of social exclusion:

‘Well [pause] yes, as naive as it sounds, but I think as soon as a 
problem occurs, I would give my mom a call or something like 
that [laughs] and say something like “What am I supposed to 
do?” ’ (Lisa, F, 25, ME, U, DE)

In Germany as well, informal support turned out to be one of the 
decisive factors on the road to independence for many interviewees. 
Autonomy, on the one hand, and mainly informal support on the 
other, might seem to be two conflicting concepts. However, for all the 
countries examined, it emerged that informal support on the trajectory 
to complete autonomy was crucial for many young adults in insecure 
life situations. In other words, it seemed impossible for young people 
to cope emotionally with insertion into the labour market without 
informal support.

Informal and formal support

Whereas the Italian interviewees stressed the role of parents given the 
lack of formal support, in Germany and in Estonia, many young adults 
in the sample combined formal (such as unemployment benefits) and 
informal (including economic but also emotional) support to help them 
cope with their situations in times of job insecurity or unemployment.

Indeed, it appears clear –  as several authors have already pointed 
out –  that informal support plays a role even in those contexts (such as 
Germany) in which institutional and formal support are widespread. All 
the young people interviewed in Italy, Germany, and Estonia followed 
similar patterns when describing the resources and support they 
received from non- institutional actors. General themes were consistent 
across employment situation, family size, household composition, and 
area of residence. Although some differences were noted, as described 
in the following paragraphs, the types of resource and support that 
participants mentioned were similar across demographic categories, 
gender, and countries: from financial aid to housing, from sharing 
information to offering emotional support.

Moving along an ideal line from the lack of any relation with 
institutional support to combined use of both formal and informal 
resources, we can start explaining what happens when young people 
are only able to rely on informal support.
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First of all, in the case of interviewees who had not yet started their 
independent lives, support provided by the family of origin was the 
most comprehensive and was accepted without question. Sometimes, 
on the other hand, informal support was only provided when there 
were clear and strong barriers to accessing social benefits, and young 
people did not meet the necessary criteria to access formal support. In 
this case, even if there was pressure to become autonomous according 
to the subjective mood that young people were in, parents’ material 
support became necessary in order to have some pocket money.

Indeed, some of the Germans interviewees were simply too young 
to qualify for unemployment benefits. They were dependent on their 
parents, who have a legal obligation to take care of their children 
financially up to the age of 25 years if they are themselves employed 
and able to support them. Due to this, parents play a substitution role 
for the state. Young people under 25 only receive the full amount of 
unemployment benefit if they no longer live in their parents’ household. 
If their parents are also unemployed, all young people up to 25 years 
who live in the parental home are included in the community of 
needs, and the parents receive formal support to cover the entire 
family. Hence, the younger individuals in the sample tended to receive 
informal monetary support from their parents, which came indirectly 
from the state if their parents were also unemployed.

For many young people, formal financial support (unemployment 
benefits) seemed to be the most important support when in a 
financially insecure life situation. For some, informal support served 
as a supplement, and in cases when no formal support was provided, 
informal support (especially financial) through one’s own social 
network was essential.

In the German context, more than in the other two countries, informal 
support seemed necessary but was not altogether welcomed. For young 
people living in a social context in which moving out of their parents’ 
home and becoming autonomous represented a key turning point 
towards adulthood, being in need of financial and emotional support 
was perceived negatively. In particular, those who were unemployed 
and received unemployment benefits reported that they were socially 
stigmatised –  they felt ‘guilty’ and ‘being considered as useless’. Support 
from their own family and social networks seemed to be less problematic 
and more normatively recognised in comparison to institutional support. 
However, informal support was not always perceived as good.

‘I mean [pause] when you get to know someone for the first 
time or something and then you first have to say, “Yes, I’m 
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unemployed” [grows quiet] so it’s always been “But why? Are 
you lazy?” or stigmatised, something like that. You always get put 
into a category like that and [pause] that’s when I think that he 
just doesn’t know anything about it.’ (Katrin, F, 27, LE, U, DE)

In other words, in the German context difficulties in achieving an 
autonomous life were aggravated in some cases by a social context that 
blamed youth, who were not in control of their lives, for not knowing 
how to manage them: 

‘Basically, I am ashamed of that.’ (Klaus, M, 29, ME, U, DE)

In Estonia, it is not necessary to lose a job to gain access to 
unemployment allowance: young people who have studied, or been 
on parental leave for at least 180 days during the last year, are also 
eligible to receive an unemployment allowance. A waiting period (two 
months) is applied for those who have just finished their studies and 
are entering the labour market for the first time. The payment of €150 
per month (in 2016) is insufficient to manage financially if the young 
person aims to gain at least some economic autonomy. These conditions 
make a difference for those with or without informal support. Thus, 
for those who are still in the parental nest, an unemployment allowance 
is just additional pocket money, the waiting period is of no practical 
importance. But for young people who interrupted their studies to 
look for a job because of strained economic conditions in the parental 
home, getting an unemployment allowance without a waiting period 
is an essential precondition to make ends meet. They still need some 
additional income, but for them, taking up short- term work for 
additional income is felt to be too risky, because it is forbidden to work 
during the period the person receives an unemployment allowance, and 
they often opted for some undeclared work (see Reiska et al, 2018).

Young parents were one of the groups among Estonian interviewees 
for whom combining both formal and informal support was an 
essential strategy for coping with labour market uncertainty. For most 
young people, parenthood is the important marker of adulthood. For 
many of them, especially women, parenthood is also associated with a 
sharply increased risk of dependence (employers’ discrimination, need 
for informal practical help with babysitting, and so on). It is a period 
when all kinds of formal support are especially welcome, even though 
they are rarely adequate.

However, there is at least one other case in which young people 
refer only to informal support: when ‘going to services or asking for 
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them’ was perceived as useless, a waste of time. It occurred especially 
when there was a high level of mistrust towards public services and the 
search for formal help was out of the question. As several interviewees 
stressed in Italy, there was widespread mistrust of institutions and their 
doings.1 Discussing these services and social benefits meant collecting 
negative feelings towards public institutions that the interviewees may 
well have never visited: narratives based on word of mouth seemed to 
be most important.

In Estonia, attitudes towards the Unemployment Insurance Fund 
(UIF) differed greatly depending on the resources available to 
interviewees and their place of residence. Those with stronger informal 
support who lived in (bigger) towns were more critical towards UIF: for 
example, Aleksandr, who lived in the capital city of Estonia, did not 
believe in the possibility of finding a job through UIF, because the 
jobs offered there were those that “nobody wants”.

‘Such jobs, you go to the UIF and they send you straight to hell 
where nobody wants to work, where there are no conditions, 
where there is nothing. The UIF does not give you anything, 
it is all only on paper. They offer you this and that, but nobody 
wants to go there. There is no money and the work is awful. 
That’s it, I think there is no point in going to the UIF at all.’ 
(Aleksandr, M, 26, ME, NCJ, EE)

In contrast, those living in the countryside without informal support 
appreciated institutional support, particularly from the UIF. For 
example, Maili, a young mother who lived in the countryside, was 
very grateful:

‘I have gotten a lot of help from the UIF. They referred me and 
helped me, recommended some courses for me and helped to 
find jobs [pause] So, they really helped me a lot, the UIF really 
helped me a lot.’ (Maili, F, 18, LE, U parental leave, EE)

Moreover, in Estonia, criticism was related mainly to the range of 
available jobs and not towards the UIF as an institution as such. 
This criticism was not blind prejudice, but rather based on personal 
experience or the experience of friends.

However, several interviews showed how young people tried to 
manage a kind of patchwork of support. Intertwining welfare benefits 
with informal support required skill and a proactive attitude towards 
interactions with public services and institutions. Nevertheless, this 
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relationship was neither easy nor obvious. Interviewees in all three 
countries (only some in Estonia) identified the following crucial 
factors that negatively affected the relationship with the various welfare 
benefits: language barriers; limited knowledge of what policies supporting 
youth were available and to what extent they worked; stereotypes about 
the inefficacy of public services; and a lack of empathy between the 
older generation of employees and the younger generation of recipients.

However, thanks to advice obtained from their informal networks 
(both parents and friends), young people developed their skills in 
dealing with bureaucracy and cutting back their living costs. Resorting 
to welfare benefits or cutting their own spending could have a negative 
effect on their self- esteem and their perception of themselves as adults 
who are able to cope with current socio- economic challenges.

Conclusions

Findings show idiosyncrasies and common trends when discussing the 
extent to which young people manage different types of support. For 
many interviewees in Italy, staying with their parents was a natural 
strategy for coping with job insecurity and economic uncertainty; for 
others, it was a necessity. This result is consistent with the literature 
(Iacovu, 2010). Even today, paraphrasing Kohli et al (2010), cohabitation 
is the Southern European way of transferring resources from parents 
to children (Dystra, 2017): a widespread recourse to parents, mainly 
for housing and economic support, offsets weak institutional support.

In Estonia, combining different informal and formal sources of 
support and taking on undeclared work seems to be the most common 
coping strategy for young people. For certain groups of young people, 
it is parents, siblings, or relatives who are the first port of call, even 
for those who are ‘either receiving unemployment allowance or had 
received it in the past’ (Bertolini et al, 2018: 90). In this Baltic country, 
according to the young people interviewed, obtaining support from 
one’s partner or parents was an essential requirement for coping 
with labour market insecurity, because state welfare support was not 
considered sufficient. Even those who managed on their own income 
still mentioned parents as a backup.

Although in Germany the formal support provided by the state is 
relevant, several respondents highlighted the crucial role played by 
informal support in their insecure life situations, one of the decisive 
factors on the road to independence for many. Besides formal state 
support in the form of unemployment benefits, informal support can 
be described as an additional and often necessary form of help. As in 
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the Estonian case, respondents in Germany reported receiving a wider 
spectrum of support and stressed the importance of information and 
emotional support in tandem with material support.

Therefore, despite the differences, a transversal trait emerges: informal 
support seemed to be an important protective factor and coping strategy 
for dealing with financial insecurities and the risk of social exclusion. 
However, even when formal support existed (in whatever form, ranging 
from training activities to improving skills to attending information 
sessions, from unpaid internships to following job- seeking guidelines), 
the help of parents, friends, and acquaintances remained necessary for 
those who had formed families of their own, as well as those who had left 
the parental household and were living alone or sharing. In all of these 
cases, the interplay between formal and informal support was essential, 
and in Estonia, undeclared work was also an important element. 
Interestingly, the importance of informal support in young people’s 
lives did not just apply to the unemployed as many interviewees who 
experienced job insecurity such as temporary contracts or undeclared 
employment were unable to support themselves on their own earnings.

Two crucial issues emerged when discussing the role of informal 
support in relation to formal support –  the availability of informal 
social support as a driver of inequality among young people, and the 
side effects of informal support on its recipients.

Concerning the link between informal support and inequalities, it 
is necessary to look at the parental household. Findings confirm that 
the economic and cultural background of the family and its capacity 
to provide support was a very important variable in young people’s 
lives. Those who had a supportive and resourceful family did not 
feel themselves under economic strain: when their parents’ financial 
resources were good, not only could they cover young people’s personal 
expenses, but they could also help young people to save towards 
independence and make plans for the future. In contrast, interviewees 
with less supportive and resourceful families were forced to make 
sacrifices and live with self- imposed limitations. In fact, when the 
family of origin was affected by deprivation and material hardship and 
experienced low standards of living, young people’s living conditions 
were strained by their very limited economic resources. Without a 
supportive family (financially, in kind by offering meals and a sofa 
to sleep on, and emotionally) or a dense and helpful social network, 
unemployment –  and the subsequent lack of income –  could represent 
a serious barrier to full participation in the community. Nonetheless, 
cohabitation with parents could also have a detrimental effect in that 
young people became dependent on their parents which could put 
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them at risk of social exclusion. Social class still plays a role. The 
parental economic situation was a key variable in the young people’s 
perceptions of well- being and autonomy. Educational level was also 
very important: in all three countries, young people with a low level 
of education and a lack of skills faced greater difficulties in entering the 
labour market permanently and regularly, and they were particularly 
in need of financial support (in both Estonia and Italy, they were 
often pushed into undeclared work). In many cases, those with low 
levels of education tended to belong to more deprived families and 
social networks.

The second issue, the side effects of receiving help, explores young 
people’s negative perceptions of being dependent on support. If 
informal social support is a protective factor, young people can perceive 
being dependent on other people as a heavy burden. Most explicitly 
in Germany and to a lesser extent in Estonia, respondents perceived 
a direct link between a low standard of living, unemployment or 
precarious employment, and the experience of social disqualification. 
In Italy, paradoxically the country in which the process of becoming 
autonomous seems to be never- ending, this link was not perceived so 
negatively. This did not emerge as an issue in the interviews, and the 
Italians seemed to cope with it without major concerns and impact 
on their self- esteem. Finally, another transversal trait deals with the 
role played by associations and non- governmental organisations in all 
the three countries. Their activities appear as a hidden support in the 
Estonian and Italian samples, because young people don’t distinguish 
between private and public organisations.

In the German case, in contrast, their presence emerged as contact 
with social workers from different institutions (advice, support, 
writing CVs). This is another transversal trait. In the internet age, 
with a maximum availability of information along with off-  and online 
resources to activate in order to receive support, the closest ties seem 
to be the unique solutions for overcoming problems, dealing with the 
uncertainty of life, facing difficulties in saving, and dealing with troubles 
on a psychological level. This is not just the case in a familial country 
such as Italy. It is also the case in Estonia and Germany.

Note
 1 The latest OECD report (2018c) on Italy continues to confirm this attitude.
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in four European countries
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Maria Jeliazkova, Marti Taru, and Magdalena Rokicka

Introduction

There is a growing concern about the socio- economic situation of 
young people, especially in those countries hit by the 2008 financial 
crisis (Eurofound, 2014; European Commission, 2016). As outlined by 
several studies, youth are more likely to be excluded from the labour 
market than prime age workers and to work under less favourable 
conditions (Banerji et al, 2014; International Labour Organization, 
2015, 2017). It is no accident that the young are called the losers in a 
globalising world (Blossfeld et al, 2005). Therefore, it is important to 
find out not only what kind of counselling, job guidance, and other 
forms of support are available to them in various European countries, 
but also how they evaluate these policy tools. Are these initiatives and 
services in line with the expectations and needs of young people? 
How do these policy measures shape labour market prospects and 
future employment? Such questions are linked to the correspondence 
between, on one hand, young people’s goals, expectations, and 
anticipated career path, and, on the other hand, the way policies 
address them.

This chapter is organised as follows: after providing information 
about the theoretical framework, it describes the main aspects of the 
national contexts in the chosen countries. It then presents the aims of 
the analysis. These are used as a basis to formulate the research questions 
and present the data used. Based on a comparative data analysis, results 
illustrate how young people use policies and perceive them. The 
final section discusses these results and summarises the findings while 
providing some policy suggestions.
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Theoretical considerations

Several studies have highlighted the many facets and the complexity 
of today’s youth, in terms of a list of ‘lacks’ that makes this generation 
of ‘grown- up children’ appear choosy and passive compared with 
previous generations, but they are also portrayed as ‘more active, more 
enterprising, and more inclined to work’ (Beaudry et al, 2015: 383). 
As a whole, the levels of complexity that confront young people in all 
societal domains seem to require targeted policies and practices such 
as, for example, guidance and support in planning their lives (Shore 
and Tosun, 2019). The frequent transitions from one insecure job 
to another, the discontinuities in educational paths, the enrolment 
in training courses and, above all, work path constraints need to 
be taken into account in guidance practice, and career counselling 
practices should activate and encourage the exploration of possible 
selves (Oyserman et al, 2006). Indeed, the guidance practices designed 
to sustain a job search must therefore help young people to reflect 
on their ‘key assets’ (Parker, 2007) in order to help them match 
their motivations and skills with the work activities needed by the 
contexts in which they live. Lack of job orientation, the need for the 
right information, quest for counselling, and tutorship in choosing 
educational, training, and job paths are common issues across countries 
(CEDEFOP, 2015). In this framework, it seems that European youth 
need more attention and concrete answers on how to fulfil their job 
aspirations, and, overall, how they can establish an autonomous life. 
These needs are part of the relationships between young people and 
institutions (schools, employment services, career offices, consultant 
agencies) at the local level, where young people live and try to develop 
their skills and job opportunities. Indeed, the outcome of the match 
between youth and their future in the labour market is a matter for 
local institutions, and these are the actors in charge of implementing 
national measures in actions and projects (Boeri and Jimeno, 2015). 
The interweaving derived from different regulatory actions and various 
authorities in terms of policies for the younger generation is therefore 
multilayered and complex across countries. Over time, there has been 
greater centrality on the local level, whose effective autonomy is being 
challenged by the weakness of the available resources (Ruano and 
Profiroiu, 2017; Pastore, 2018). In terms of financial resources and as 
a transversal topic, the progressive reduction in the transfer of resources 
from the centre to the periphery has highlighted how the decision (and 
the possibility) to intervene on each level in the approach to policies 
for young people is tied increasingly to the development of positive 
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synergies between local authorities and private institutions (sometimes 
associations and civil society organisations) in each territory. In line 
with this way of managing the topic, the theoretical framework of 
this chapter is based on the street- level bureaucracy concept (Lipsky, 
2010) that makes it possible to study the mechanisms and channels of 
formal state support in the form of active and passive labour market 
policies (ALMPs and PLMPs).

As explained by Lipsky (1980), the concept of street- level bureaucracy 
is built on two contradictory meanings. On the one side, bureaucracy 
is a set of procedures and rules imposed by the authorities to guarantee 
equal access to public services for all citizens who should be treated 
alike in their entitlement to welfare and benefits. On the other side, 
the street level conveys direct interactions in which individual needs 
and characteristics are accounted for, and certain decisions are at the 
discretion of public servants. As suggested by Lipsky, in street- level 
bureaucracy, routines and practices are adjusted so that they meet 
the personal needs and requirement of clients –  citizens using public 
services. Public servants have to obey the rule of law, governmental 
regulations, and procedures. However, they also have a certain degree of 
autonomy regarding how they enforce these general rules and policies. 
Because citizens have direct contact with front- line public servants, 
the assessment of public servants’ performance is associated with the 
evaluation of government authority and institutions per se. Therefore, 
one could expect that how youth assess particular labour market policies 
cannot be viewed in isolation from their personal experiences or the 
experiences of their peers with the staff at employment offices who are 
responsible for implementing these programmes and providing these 
services. While aware of this close relationship, this study will try as far 
as possible to disentangle the assessment of policies from the assessment 
of their implementation by public servants. Although there are some 
analyses and meta- analyses on the efficacy of active labour market 
policies (ALMPs; see Kluve, 2006; Caliendo and Schmidl, 2016) that 
highlight the relationship between investment and the effects of ALMPs 
on education and employment, only a few studies have considered the 
opinions –  the voice –  of young people with respect to policy (Ariely, 
2013; Shore and Tosun, 2019). However, these opinions are important 
in understanding the causes of the relationship (positive, negative, or 
zero) between the policies and the developments and conclusions for 
which they were carried out.

For example, Caliendo and Schmidl (2016) have highlighted the 
need to evaluate the return on investment relative to the expenditure 
made by countries on ALMPs. The authors examined the effectiveness 
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of a range of ALMPs (training courses, job search assistance and 
monitoring, subsidised employment, and public work programmes) on 
integration into the first integration in the labour market and further 
involvement in education, which were the two main objectives of the 
ALMPs. . Despite only a few partial data, this article highlights that the 
effectiveness of job search assistance (with and without monitoring) 
was overwhelmingly positive, whereas the effectiveness of training 
and wage subsidies was mixed, and of public work programmes was 
negative. However, Caliendo and Schmidt conclude that evidence 
on the impact of ALMPs on further education and on the quality of 
employment is scarce, and that further research is needed. The present 
study responds to this need, exploring the perceptions and assessments 
of policies by young Bulgarians, Estonians, Italians, and Poles.

Institutional contexts: different countries, 
different policies?

Labour market policy in Poland was formulated at the beginning of 
the 1990s. This coincided with a demographic peak and thousands of 
young people entering the labour market. Since then, different policy 
measures and instruments have been introduced to alleviate youth 
unemployment (which reached 42 per cent in 2002 among 15-  to 24- 
year- olds). Together with economic, demographic, and political changes, 
these measures led to a decline in the unemployment rate, including 
among young people, to 14 per cent in 2017 (Eurostat Database, 2018).

Labour market policy in Poland is formulated by central government, 
which delegates its operation to regional and local administrations. 
Public employment services are decentralised and operate mainly 
on a regional (Voivodship) and a county level (Poviat). Poviat labour 
offices are responsible for registering the unemployed and paying 
unemployment benefits. There are also other labour market 
institutions: the Voluntary Labour Corps (OHP – specialised public 
institution acting on a national and local level), private job agencies, 
social partners, and local partnerships. EU priorities and incentives 
are extremely important in providing a framework for ALMP. Two 
of these are worth mentioning: the Youth Guarantee Scheme (YGS) 
and the Youth Employment Initiative.

Initiatives and programmes designed for young people in Poland 
change rapidly, and sometimes they are available only in specific regions. 
Long- term observations of youth labour market incentives in Poland 
show that internships are the main type of policy measure –  14.8 per 
cent of young unemployed (under 25 years) took part in internships in 
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2015 (Polish Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, 2015). In addition to 
internships, other popular measures are training, internship vouchers, 
training vouchers, and mobility vouchers (Zapala- Wiech, 2018).

In Estonia, provision of active labour market initiatives was launched 
in 1993. Between 1993 and 2009, developing and carrying out ALMP 
measures was the responsibility of the Estonian Labour Market Board 
established in 1990. On 1 May 2009, the Labour Market Board was 
reorganised and became the Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund 
(EUIF). Hardly any youth- specific active labour market measures have 
been developed since the early 1990s. Before 2009, the number of 
ALMPs in general was low; there were no specific measures targeting 
young people. In 2009, a measure called ‘Job Club’ was introduced; in 
2010 it was seen as an action specifically addressing, or at least more 
suitable for, young people (Siimer and Malk, 2010). The measure stopped 
running in 2018, after a similar service was offered by different measures. 
Estonia implemented the YGS initiated by the European Commission 
in 2015 through eight activities (My First Job; Workshops Directed to 
Youth; Introducing Labour Market and Working Life; Youth Guarantee 
Support System; Youth Prop- Up Programme; Youth Summer Work 
Brigades; Mobile Workshops to Introduce Selected Professions to Young 
People; Youth Initiatives; and Community Practice). Of the eight, the 
measure ‘My First Job’, which is administered by the EUIF, has the largest 
budget. This is a subsidised job programme that also has a subsidised 
job training component. Each young unemployed person enrolled in 
the measure will receive a sum of €2,500 that can be used to finance 
participation in one or more labour market training courses. Whether 
or not an unemployed person will actually participate in a course and 
which depends not only on the needs of the person as identified and 
agreed by the case manager, but also on the availability of courses. The 
job training component has been used by a minority of persons enrolled 
in the measure. The Tugila or ‘Youth prop- up’ programme is another 
policy initiative related to the YGS. What it does, essentially, is that youth 
workers using appropriate outreach methods attempt to identify young 
people who are unemployed and too discouraged to help themselves, 
or in need of support because of other life circumstances. The function 
of these youth workers is to encourage the young people, to counsel 
them, and, when necessary, to put them in touch with a specialist they 
consider most relevant in the particular case. This could be an EUIF case 
manager or it could also be a psychologist. This measure was initiated 
by the Estonian Youth Work Centre.

Italy stands out due to the high rate of unemployment among young 
people: 31.7 per cent in the 15 to 24 age range versus a European 
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mean of 15.6 per cent (Eurostat Database, 2018; Istat, 2018). The 2008 
crisis produced a need for new rules to regulate the labour market 
and to reduce the growing unemployment rate, especially among 
young people.

In 2015, the Jobs Act reform came into force, with the aim –  
according to the government –  of addressing the growing rate of youth 
unemployment due to the negative effects of the financial crisis and 
supporting young people’s insertion into a more globalised, competitive 
labour market. Despite these political statements, contractual insecurity 
did not diminish. On the contrary, the dark side of the coin emerged 
thanks to the opportunity for employers to modify workers’ duties 
unilaterally on condition that new tasks are compatible with their level. 
Of course, flexibility increased and went beyond employment contracts 
and employers were able to act unilaterally, hampering the use of special 
‘vouchers’ to pay seasonally (and at least daily or weekly workers).

In this context, both low-  and high- skilled young people are 
paradoxically in the same quandary: the former due to their lack of 
skills, the latter due to a mismatch between their level of education 
and job opportunities.

The issue of youth unemployment has become central to the public 
debate in recent years and received the attention of policymakers. 
Almost daily, major national newspapers, magazines, and other 
mass media talk about cases of young unemployed people or young 
people with precarious jobs. Furthermore, the mass media rhetoric 
emphasises the ‘brain drain’ from Italy to other countries, speaking 
about the resurgence of Italian emigration (Ricucci, 2017). In recent 
years, internal mobility has increased as well (Svimez, 2017), recalling 
another key issue in the Italian context in which territorial differences 
still matter in the field of labour market policies, opportunities. 
and supports.

In Bulgaria, the adaptation of the labour market to transformation 
processes in the economy and society went through many serious 
difficulties. In the 1990s, labour market policies responded mainly 
through passive measures, proposing low benefit levels and adapting the 
regulatory frameworks to reduce the flow of registered unemployed. 
After 2003, in connection with the EU integration process, there was 
a shift to ALMPs based on various programmes and interventions 
aimed at various target groups. After 2010, the proportion of measures 
addressing young unemployed increased. In 2013, implementation of 
the YGS started and in the following year, special measures supporting 
young people were launched under the Youth Employment Initiative.
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The overall formulation and coordination of labour market policies 
is highly centralised, while local labour offices register the unemployed, 
pay unemployment benefits, and implement different ALMPs. The 
targeted programmes try above all to provide a chance for young 
people by facilitating their transition into working life. However, 
most of the measures do not prioritise the most vulnerable groups 
among youth, and the support provided is often limited in duration. 
Furthermore, ALMPs aimed at reducing youth unemployment often 
have a compensatory function because of deficits in other public 
spheres and have to adopt the role of a corrective mechanism with a 
wide coverage. This is particularly true for inactive young people with 
little or no education. To be effective, active labour market measures 
need to replicate the whole process of institutional socialisation that 
has failed in the past. Hence, active labour market measures achieve 
different levels of effectiveness depending on their target subgroups 
among the group of jobless youth.

In summary, despite differences in the national economic contexts 
and labour market policies, similarities can be found in the four 
countries, particularly in the mobilisation of efforts to implement 
ALMPs, the implementation of common EU programmes such as the 
YGS, and the balance between centralised impacts and local activities. 
Additionally, in all four countries, young people cannot count on an 
organic, national, policy framework dedicated to them. Although 
younger generations are targeted by various initiatives, both legislative 
and operational, policy tools aimed directly at young people often have 
to be sought in the cracks among different, more general, measures. For 
example, these refer to the school system, the labour market, housing, 
and social policy in general.

Aims and research questions

Since 2008, the global financial crisis has affected specific employee 
groups; among these, young people and immigrants can be considered 
to be the most vulnerable. Indeed, scrutinising policies across several 
European countries reveals that young people have increasingly become 
the target group for ALMPs in numerous countries (O’Higgins, 
2015; Pastore, 2017; Bjørn et al, 2019). In hard times, the role of 
public policies in supporting unemployed people is crucial (European 
Commission, 2017). The set of policies that can be taken into 
account range from activities in schools to orientation services, from 
counselling support to specific initiatives within the employment 
centres. Availability of such activities matters significantly in favouring 
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the insertion of youth in the labour market when they are developed 
in coordination with an updated institutional framework with trained 
operators and personnel in charge who manage such activities in the 
local contexts that have been reshaped so severely by the crisis (van 
der Velden and Wolbers, 2003; Breen, 2005).

In view of this, it is essential to investigate how labour market policy 
measures are assessed by young people; what, from their perspectives, 
are the main weaknesses? Which areas could benefit potentially from 
improvements? A comparative approach based on interviews with 
young people from four European countries is useful in addressing 
these issues. This chapter focuses on the subjective feelings about 
different labour market policies and about the functioning of labour 
market institutions expressed by young people. It also identifies which 
factors encourage young people to use the support of labour market 
institutions and which hinder or prevent them from using such support. 
Bulgaria, Estonia, Italy, and Poland are the case studies: this selection 
is driven by the differences in both the situation of youth on the 
labour market and the different political institutions and labour market 
approaches in these countries. The chapter also investigates how far 
members of the Facebook generation, growing up in the post- Cold 
War era within the trend of progressive EU enlargement and widespread 
European citizenship, are defining shared requests and ways of thinking 
that go beyond borders. On the contrary, what national and local traits 
still define the relationship between the policies introduced and their 
use among youth?

The main aim of this chapter is to analyse the subjective assessments of 
young people from four European countries regarding the support they 
have received from the state in periods when they were unemployed 
or looking for a job. Based on the theoretical background, previous 
research, and the national contexts, the main research questions guiding 
the analysis in this chapter are:

 1. How do young people assess the labour market policies and the 
activities offered by employment offices?

 2. What factors encourage or discourage young people’s use of labour 
market institutions?

Answers to these questions have led to suggestions emerging from 
reports by young people on their experiences, together with their 
socialisation on the labour market in the family, at school, and/ or 
within their peer group.
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Data and methodology

The analysis in this chapter is based on interviews with young people 
conducted as part of the EXCEPT project. The empirical material is 
composed of 186 qualitative interviews conducted in the four countries 
concerned: 43 in Bulgaria, 53 in Estonia, 50 in Italy, and 40 in Poland 
(Table 11.1).

Among the 186 qualitative interviews, 97 are with young people 
who have been involved in ALMPs (21 in Bulgaria, 29 in Estonia, 27 
in Italy, and 20 in Poland) and 89 are with young people who have 
not had experience of ALMPs (22 in Bulgaria, 24 in Estonia, 23 in 
Italy, and 20 in Poland).

From a methodological point of view, reference is made to the full 
sample in the four scrutinised countries: this takes into account both 
those who have been involved with public services or have participated 
in a specific policy addressed to them, and those who have never 
had contact with employment services. The arguments for including 
those who have been involved in active labour market measures are 
clear: the analysis of their attitudes, satisfaction, and dissatisfaction can 
enrich understanding of the correspondence between young people’s 
expectations and their real experience. At the same time, in order to 
evaluate attitudes towards employment offices, it is also important 
to investigate why other young people have not engaged with the 
measures, whether as a result of a lack of available programmes, 
unwillingness, or other reasons.

Young people’s assessment of labour market policies 
in the four countries

The interviews with young people from the different countries 
about their interactions with employment offices reveal similarities 
and differences. The following subsections compare and analyse the 

Table 11.1: Number of interviewees according to involvement in ALMPs

Involvement in ALMPs Bulgaria Estonia Italy Poland

Involved 21 29 27 20

Not involved 22 24 23 20

Total 43 53 50 40
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nuances of their experience in different countries in regard to each 
research question.

How do young people assess labour market policies and 
activities offered by employment offices?

For most interviewees, evaluation of the programmes in which they 
were included is shaped mainly by the success they have in finding a 
job afterwards. Very often, young people express a positive attitude 
towards the training and internship opportunities they receive. 
However, they are disappointed when the end of the programme 
comes and they are without a job again. A number of interviews in 
each country reveal that the transition from internship provided by 
the state to employment is very difficult or impossible, especially in 
villages and small towns. Some Polish young people mention that 
the internship was neither in their field of specialisation nor did it 
lead to a full- time job contract. For example, Michalina participated 
in five internships organised by the poviat labour office. All of them 
were at the same local police station, but she still cannot get a job 
there and is waiting for one of the staff members to retire. In small 
towns with limited employment opportunities, the transition from 
internship into permanent employment is almost non- existent. The 
majority of respondents have had placements as interns in different 
public administration offices, but these offer only a few vacancies and 
very low employment turnover:

‘It’s like, some friend of somebody’s friend is going to leave the job, 
so they are already sending their daughter to the appropriate faculty, 
to graduate and to take this place.’ (Michalina, F, 26, HE, TE, PL).

Similar dissatisfaction with internships is expressed by Bronek, currently 
on an internship at the poviat labour office. When asked whether he 
is gaining new skills, he says: 

‘I wouldn’t call this “learning”. All the things I am doing right 
now … I could do before.’ (Bronek, M, 20, ME, U, PL)

Several interviewees in Estonia had received individual career training 
aimed at improving the efficacy of their job applications. Their 
evaluation is quite negative: this training focuses on fairly general 
aspects of applying for a job and in the case of applying for an actual 
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job, other factors such as former experience and education play a more 
important role. This is also reflected in the interviewees’ opinions.

I: Writing your CV …
R: Yes, a sort of general stuff.
I: Was this helpful?
R: Well, maybe a bit for my CV although my CV was ok already 

before [the interviewee is referring to time before that 
training] …

I: What about job interview training, was it useful for 
the interview?

R: I am not sure. In fact, it was the recruiter who gave me 
feedback [the interviewee is saying that it was not the case 
manager from the UIF who gave him feedback]. (Mati, M, 
26, ME, U, EE)

Although interviewees do not see the training as very significant in 
the context of finding a job, it is still clear that opinions about training 
are polarised. Some of the interviewees are satisfied with the training, 
whereas others are negative. Those with a positive outlook see their 
experience as helpful and encouraging, whereas others consider it 
to have been a waste of time which had given them nothing useful. 
A positive experience is described in the following excerpt:

‘Well, it was on how one finds a job, or something. How to put 
together a CV, communicate with people, search for a job, all this 
stuff. And this, this course, well it encouraged me indeed. That 
I indeed could search for a job and try and see what happens.’ 
(Helena, F, 23, LE, U, EE)

This interviewee did in fact apply for a job, and from the perspective 
of assessing the usefulness of the UIF service, the quote shows that it 
was an encouraging experience.

A negative reaction to a course offering information is expressed in 
the following excerpt.

R: I have attended some sort of information lectures.
I: What do you think of those?
R: I think, these were a complete waste of time. One was some 

sort of handicraft; I have no idea why I was sent there. And 
then another one was on entrepreneurship. Hm. But this too 
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was only some group play and games. And lasted four hours 
only, I gained nothing from there. (Marju, F, 27, LE, U, EE)

Obviously, this interviewee is not satisfied with the use of her time. 
Nor has she acquired skills that would improve her future outlook. And 
it is also clear that she did not benefit from the content of the course.

The EUIF also subcontracts training providers in specific areas such 
as beauty services (for example, hairdressing, cosmetics), construction, 
computer programming, and so forth. Unlike careers advice, general 
preparation for applying for a job and the like, these courses prepare 
unemployed people to perform specific jobs. The decision to finance 
attendance at a course like this will be taken jointly by the case manager 
and the job seeker after having analysed the job seeker’s situation, 
competencies, wishes, and preferences as well as the labour market 
situation. Hence, it is only natural that the majority of interviewees 
express satisfaction with the professional training they receive.

However, a recurring theme in the interviews in Estonia is the 
jobseeker’s expectation that they would receive training to improve/ 
obtain specific skills such as coding or offering beauty services.. This 
theme emerges from interviews with some unemployed who had a 
fairly clear idea of the field of training they wanted to enter, whereas 
others did not express such a strong inclination toward a specific area. 
The areas the job seekers were interested in included, for instance, 
computer programming, beauty services, and entrepreneurship 
training. There was little interest in attending babysitting or customer 
servicing training:

‘I have been applying for a training since [pause] January [given 
the date of the interview, it was two months ago] [pause] but 
I don’t have these €1,500 to pay for the training. … It is a 
programming school, it is [pause] HTML, CCS, Javascript, it is 
an introductory training.’ (Mari, F, 29, HE, U, EE)

Some of the interviewees express discontent with the content of the 
courses they had attended, because they found the courses useless in 
terms of acquiring concrete skills that would help them get a job:

‘Through the EUIF, I took part in a training course on 
entrepreneurship. It was useful, in some sense, but at the same 
time I had a feeling as if sitting there had been a waste of time. 
Well, anyway, it was at least some activity.’ (Toivo, M, 28,  
ME, U, EE)
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In Italy, among young people with a low level of academic 
qualifications and an impoverished family environment, a certain 
vagueness emerges when they speak about policies, social benefits, 
and social welfare. Often these issues are met by strong statements 
and negative feelings that turn out to be inaccurate or based on 
word of mouth.

Young people frequently give up on relations with special services, 
on initiatives that could help them, because they are conditioned by 
a negative prejudice that focuses on the importance of social ties: the 
latter supports are seen to be more helpful and reliable than the guidance 
guaranteed by public institutions. Employment services appear to be 
living on another planet. Young interviewees report the discrepancy 
between their daily lives and the suggestions they receive from job 
counsellors. In a rapidly changing labour market environment, employers 
pay attention not only to formal education but also to the wide range of 
soft skills that can be developed through various experiences.

Some interviewees in Italy cite friends’ negative experiences with 
the employment services. These stories have increased young people’s 
disillusionment with public institutions, and they hark back to a kind 
of golden age in which students found jobs just after having got 
their diplomas.

Nonetheless, those Italian young people who –  thanks to an active 
employment policy (for example, the YGS) –  were able to turn the 
corner in their professional lives are very satisfied. For 24- year- old 
Margherita, the Youth Guarantee experience was a turning point 
because it gave her opportunities and self- confidence.

‘It gave me a little more confidence than just going in blindly 
[pause] the fact that they looked after me, that I always had 
someone to speak to about certain things gave me a little more 
confidence and made it possible for me to have a much longer 
work experience, instead of working for 4 days I managed to 
stay on for 6 months, that at least. And in fact, I worked in the 
restaurant there.’ (Margherita, F, 25, ME, U, IT)

It should be underlined, however, that several young people distinguish 
between YGS, which they appreciate because it is directed specifically 
towards them, and other more general related services. Whereas 
feelings about the former are mixed, the latter are, for the most part, 
roundly criticised.

One significant factor that shapes the youth assessment of ALMPs 
is the personal interaction of young people with employees in the 
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state institutions. Many interviewees in Estonia, for instance, express 
positive reactions to the EUIF services and case managers with whom 
they have been in contact. In particular, they say in the interviews that 
they appreciate the practical help they received in terms of finding a 
suitable job or a training course.

‘The EUIF has helped me so much. They guided and assisted 
me, advised certain training courses, helped to search for jobs 
and [pause] well, helped to consider which job I could apply to, 
what would be a suitable job for me. Altogether, the EUIF has 
helped me so much.’ (Maili, F, 18, LE, U, EE)

Some of the reactions are simply general assessments of the case 
manager. However, it can be difficult to distinguish between views 
about an actual case officer and the services offered by the EUIF. So, 
even if the interviewees mention only case managers, they could not 
have expressed this attitude outside the range of services offered by 
the EUIF itself, independently of the characteristics of an individual 
case manager: 

‘They are very nice, trying to help.’ (Stella, F, 24, ME, U, EE) 

‘A very nice consultant.’ (Anna, F, 29, HE, U, EE)

Sometimes, however, relationships external to the unemployment 
status and the relationship between an unemployed person and the 
EUIF might play an important role:

‘The current case manager, she came through family relationships, 
she firmly holds me trying to find me an easy life.’ (Peep, M, 
25, LE, TE, EE)

A reaction that repeatedly surfaces from interviews in Estonia is 
dissatisfaction with case managers. This irritation addresses the level 
of enthusiasm and energy that case managers devote to helping and 
assisting the unemployed –  it is often perceived as being too limited. 
According to some interviewees, case managers simply ask what 
unemployed young people have done to find a job, instead of offering 
adequate help and assistance to help them find a job.

‘But those experienced ones [the interviewee is referring to 
consultants] –  so, what will you do? Will you write me an 
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application? So, you just leave and drop it there. It was just like 
that –  I felt like writing an application that I want to give up 
totally. And there you just feel how you are regarded as inferior.’ 
(Aleksandr, M, 26, ME, U, EE)

Another characteristic of the counselling process at the EUIF that is 
mentioned repeatedly as negative is frequent changes of case managers. 
Quite a lot of interviewees mention that during the time they had 
been in interaction with the EUIF, their counsellor has changed several 
times. This means that each time a young person meets a new officer, 
she or he needs to start telling her or his story all over again right from 
the start. As a result, the meeting is spent on giving an overview of the 
situation, not on addressing substantive issues with the unemployed 
young person. However, for some, the change of counsellor has actually 
meant a positive change, because the new counsellor was more active 
and more eager to help the particular young person, and as a result, 
they found a job or a training course.

‘It turned out that I changed consultants five times and, in the 
end, a young girl, still an apprentice, was assigned my case. She 
was of my age approximately and we started to interact and 
communicate intensively and it turned out so that she very soon 
found a suitable training course for me. Without any problems 
at all.’ (Deniss, M, 28, ME, U, EE)

Several interviewees also mention that case managers are too strict with 
them, to the extent that may even be perceived as harsh. However, this 
perceived strictness and harshness is evidently a result of case managers 
following internal rules of service provision in the EUIF and their 
control over the counselling process.

R: Yes, I have now new case manager who is much harsher to me.
I: What do you mean, much harsher?
R: Well, she requires that I would do more when looking for a 

job, but I am very pessimistic about that [pause] In the first 
place, you see, I am not so very keen on listening to that boss 
and secondly, I would like to minimise working in my life. 
(Georg, M, 23, LE, U, EE)

Among the services the EUIF in Estonia offers are apprenticeship 
positions, voluntary work, and work practice. Although these jobs 
do not come with an employment contract, they still involve a 
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legal relationship between the person who does the work and the 
organisation that provides it. Although their main purpose is to 
support getting people ready for work, they also have the potential to 
evolve into an employment contract. These services receive a positive 
assessment from the interviewees.

The lack of adequate personal support tailored to individual 
young people in Bulgaria and the formalism and bureaucracy of 
the employment offices often explain the negative attitudes of 
young Bulgarians:

‘The assistance provided by public employment services is 
inadequate. Services are not personalised and do not take into 
account both health condition and individual preferences of the 
job seeker.’ (Mira, F, 24, ME, U, BG)

‘Well, because the organisation itself so to speak is one system 
that simply is mostly doing nothing or offers you some jobs that 
you’re not interested in, you have no desire, and they say –  well 
we had offered him –  he does not want anything.’ (Kiro, M, 28, 
HE, PE, BG)

Young Bulgarians who have engaged in policy measures share some 
positive and some negative views about the programmes. The evaluations 
of the various ALMPs depend on the personal experience, prospects 
provided, and the relevance of the program to the young person.

When the programmes provide job opportunities which match the 
young person’s level of education or training, evaluations are positive.

‘Definitely positively, because, I suppose you know that when you 
graduate it is very difficult to get a job because most employers 
require you to have some experience, on one hand. On the other 
hand, they want you to be young. This is pretty hard, so I’m glad 
there is such a programme and thanks to it I could find work.’ 
(Daria, F, 22, HE, PE, BG)

When the programmes are short term and provide no follow up, they 
are often considered meaningless and just ticking boxes. Negative 
views are often related to doubt about whether the programmes will 
lead to job offers.

‘Yes, I think that I need more security [pause] I think it’s important 
to have security in your personal life and at work, because it has 
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a very big impact on the human psyche and way of life. As an 
employee of the programme, I have a job for nine months, yes, 
I have a job that I like, which is not irrelevant. Any contracts, it 
is not specifically about contracts, but it is another thing to know 
that you are in a permanent job, and another thing to know that 
you are under a programme. Things are different.’ (Donna, F, 24, 
HE, TE, BG)

‘Duration, yes [pause] It is something which I’m worried about 
because after that it is not clear what is going to happen [pause] 
I have to go through the same path [pause] to register myself at 
the employment office, to get an unemployment benefit and after 
that [pause] uncertainty.’ (Katya, F, 29, HE, TE, BG)

Still, the most common reason for negative assessments of ALMPs 
and labour offices in Bulgaria, both for those involved with them and 
those not involved, is the low pay.

‘Young people can find a job, but existing jobs are not well paid. 
Remuneration is not sufficient and adequate, and, therefore, 
these factors prevent young people from making a decision to 
establish their own families. As another option, unfavourable 
labour market conditions force young people to leave the country 
in search of better working conditions and higher salaries [pause] 
The public authorities at central and local level [the municipality] 
can change this situation, but in fact are not willing to do that: 
Where there’s a will, there’s a way.’ (Koko, M, 27, HE, TE, BG)

What factors encourage or discourage young people’s use of 
labour market institutions?

One common feature of the interviewees from the four countries is 
that few of them met the eligibility criteria for unemployment benefits 
or other forms of social support when needed.

Very few Polish interviewees were receiving unemployment benefits 
(PLMPs). The eligibility criteria seem specifically to limit access 
to this form of support to young people or recent school leavers. 
Unemployment benefits are available for a person who has been 
employed for at least 365 days during the previous 18 months, paid 
all social contributions, and received at least the minimum wage. The 
amount of unemployment benefit varies slightly depending on previous 
tenure; however, the maximum level of unemployment benefit is 
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around 800 zł (which is about 40 per cent of the minimum wage) for 
the first three months, and then it decreases by 20 per cent. What is 
worth mentioning is that the amount does not depend on previous 
earnings and is based on the minimum wage.

R: Last year, for sure [pause] I was getting the benefit for half of 
a year.

I: And then after this half- year benefit, did you have some other 
form of support? [pause]

R: No, they were just calling me, asking whether I’m looking 
through the offers, and I do, but nobody wants me. (Konrad, 
M, 23, ME, U, PL)

The following interview extract is an example of the relationship 
between young people and the employment office in Italy. Dario, a 
young 28- year- old man, lives in Catania (in Southern Italy), is highly 
educated, and has a permanent part- time job:

‘That’s pretty much the million- dollar question [smiling] in the 
sense that I think we’ll try for a while to find the perfect recipe. 
I don’t know, I would not be able to respond with an honestly 
great idea, because then I think that the difficulties, in this historic 
phase, are also linked a little to economic difficulties in general. 
In times of economic prosperity maybe, you know, one thing 
leads to another.’ (Dario, M, 25, HE, TE, IT)

Only very few young people in Bulgaria receive unemployment 
benefits due to the inadequate and restrictive eligibility criteria. Some 
of the young people who have children of their own receive child 
allowances (family benefits) but these are considered very low.

‘Children allowances are 37 leva [around €19] and do not cover 
even kindergarten. They cover nothing. Absolutely nothing. 
At least they should make them so that you can pay the fee in 
kindergarten. There are paid 60 leva per month, and they give 
37 leva and now the food at school has to be paid and when 
you don’t have maternity allowances [benefits during maternity 
leave for a child] and very low minimum wage.’ (Tina, F, 28, 
HE, U, BG)

Others receive heating support in the winter:
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‘We received once 130 leva and after that 260 leva. This is a total 
of 400 leva per year for heating support. In winter we pay 130 
to 140 leva per month for electricity.’ (Vania, F, 23, ME, U, BG)

However, some of those interviewed doubt the opportunities to receive 
social assistance, because this is connected with certain conditions that 
should be covered.

‘Then they will send me 15 days to sweep streets in order to 
continue to receive aid. The bad thing is, that there is nowhere 
to drop off your child, thus you cannot go to sweep. Otherwise, 
I receive 37 leva for the bigger child and 50 leva for the smaller 
one. A total of 87 leva [around 44 Euro] monthly. If the children 
do not have immunisation, I will not get even this money.’ (Vania, 
F, 23, ME, U, BG)

‘The adequacy of social assistance benefits is very low and at the 
same time beneficiaries are required to perform community service 
14 days per month [pause]. This is [pause] in my opinion this is a 
mockery with the people’s work.’ (Victor, M, 28, ME, PE, BG)

The respondents from Poland rarely mention social assistance benefits 
and they do not seem to play any important role for them. However, 
for the majority of young people, obtaining free health insurance is one 
of the main incentives for registering at the local employment office.1

Coverage ofsocial benefits by the state during training and internships 
offered by ALMP is a very important factor in programme participation 
for some of the young people. In Poland, for instance, trainees in 
internship schemes, available for registered unemployed people for up to 
12 months, get social and health insurance and a monthly remuneration 
equal to 120 per cent of unemployment benefits. According to some 
of our respondents, this is a very useful form of support.

‘These internships here in our sector, it’s a very good thing, 
because without such internship, to get somewhere straight 
away, it’s probably really difficult. So, I think it’s a cool thing. 
Me, myself, I really learned a lot during all these internships, 
really a lot. So, for me it was a very useful thing, because without 
it I don’t think I would get in here.’ (Ewa, F, 30, HE, TE, PL)

The same is true in Estonia: young people who have registered at the 
EUIF but do not want and are not planning to work turn down all 
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information on available jobs. The reasons this group give for registering 
at the EUIF include the availability of health insurance, unemployment 
transfers, and the possibility of receiving labour market training.

One of the main reasons that young people feel discouraged about 
using labour market institutions is their low level of trust that they will 
get any help from them. This attitude is found in the interviewees in 
all four countries.

Young Poles have low trust in public administration in general and 
hold negative stereotypes about employment institutions. Anna, like 
other Poles, is clearly unwilling to consider the services provided by the 
labour office, because she recalls the bad experiences of her father at 
labour offices, and does not count on any support coming from official 
sources. Gabrysia, for example, has not applied for housing allowance 
although she is entitled to it, because she has problems facing clerks 
at any public administration office:

‘Well me, if I am just supposed to go to some institution or just 
to some office, I just get sick three days before. So I just can’t 
manage all these things.’ (Gabrysia, F, 23, ME, TE, PL)

This might be a typical attitude inherited from the previous generation 
and parental experiences of socialism when public administration was 
mainly seen as a hierarchical and authoritarian element of state control 
and not as a client- friendly provider of public policy and support.

Moreover, young people who claim that they are not interested in 
seeking state support stress the importance of self- reliance in adult life 
as a form of independence: 

‘Just a formality [registering as an unemployed in the city council]. 
If everyone would count on something, well … no, I don’t count 
on it.’ (Gabrysia, F, 23, ME, TE, PL)

Interviewees in Estonia have mixed reactions to the information2 on 
job opportunities that have opened up through the EUIF. One clearly 
articulated and common reactions to information on job opportunities 
is that “there is nothing suitable for me, no job I would be willing to 
take”. Reasons for not taking a job vary, however, and are often linked 
to the job seeker’s life circumstances; for example, mothers of young 
babies clearly have specific job requirements that are compatible with 
their care responsibilities.

Young people in Estonia searching for a convenient job and good 
working conditions are also selective about information from the 
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EUIF. Their job expectations include that they are interesting and 
exciting, easily accessible, carried out in normal working hours, and 
in a specific location.

Generally speaking, young people interviewed in Bulgaria do not 
consider labour market policies to be an important contribution to 
their well- being or likely to help them find appropriate jobs. Young 
people who are not involved usually assess these policies negatively:

‘I will apologise for what I will say but [pause] in my point of 
view the state does not do anything.’ (Milena F, 21, ME, U, BG)

‘I do not trust public employment services [pause] I have many 
friends who are registered there [pause] but nothing happened.’ 
(Boris, M, 26, LE, U, BG)

Some of the young people registered at the labour office have never 
been offered any programme or training:

‘I registered two years ago and they never offered me anything.’ 
(Valyo, M, 21, LE, U, BG)

‘I’ve been registered for a period of one year and they still haven’t 
suggested a job offer corresponding to my field of studies [pause] 
So I’m doubtful.’ (Kornelia, F, 26, HE, TE, BG)

Others feel that programmes cannot offer what they need:

‘If there is something and it will help me start working as a 
hairdresser or as a sous- chef at good pay, I would go.’ (Valya, F, 
20, ME, U, BG)

‘No, I have not dealt with that [pause] It never crossed my brains 
to register. Otherwise, a friend told me to register there and I told 
him all right I will sign, but I didn’t go [pause] I don’t know 
them. I haven’t got friends who found a job this way. I would 
take advantage of existing programmes provided I liked the pay.’ 
(Stefan, M, 21, ME, U, BG)

‘I know nothing about those programmes and I don’t need 
them. I can’t become a street cleaner because that’s what you 
have to do following some kind of employment programme. 
I don’t know what else they have to offer. I’ve heard something 
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about educational programmes that offer professional learning 
courses but the programme members are trained to become 
waiters, cooks, or to get computer skills and I don’t need those 
skills. A programme to help me find the proper internship 
corresponding to my education would be good for me now. If 
there is such a programme, but I don’t know if there is any.’ (Ani, 
F, 24, HE, U, BG)

A very decisive factor for participation in ALMP is the (lack of) 
information about the LM programmes and the opportunities given 
by the ALMPs. Most young people in the Polish sample have very 
limited knowledge of existing labour market policies, especially when 
they have no previous experience with labour market institutions. 
However, this changes when they are unsuccessful in searching for jobs 
themselves and they register at the local employment office.

R: I didn’t believe that you can find work through the city council, 
to be honest.

I: And now something has changed, that sometimes it works out?
R: Well, something yes … [laughs] [pause] There is this support 

for young people. There are many programmes, there are some 
vouchers, there is also this programme supporting employers 
of people below the age of 30 [pause] and there are these 
internships here, as well, also as a form of a support. (Łukasz, 
M, 29, HE, TE, PL).

In Bulgaria, there are grounds to believe that the main reason why 
the most vulnerable young people do not participate in measures and 
programmes offered by public employment services is their lack of 
awareness of the available options. Another reason why some of them 
do not participate is the belief that state support is for people in need 
who do not have any other means of coping with their situation.

In Italy, the lack of concrete information that is readily available and 
expressed in comprehensible (that is, not bureaucratic) and accessible 
language is often cited negatively. The employment service, in 
particular, is seen as remote from young people. In their perceptions, 
these services are rooted in the past, whereas serious employee training 
efforts are needed.

Indeed, young people in Italy do not really understand what 
employment services do and, in general, they think that there is a lack 
of information about the policies and benefits that might be available.
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‘There’s an unbelievable queue [to gain access to the employment 
office], you have to be there at 7am to register in two minutes 
[pause] If it was online it would be easier, but [pause] and [pause] 
there are two employment offices, it depends on where you live, 
and [pause] What can I say, you register [pause] I don’t really 
understand what they do, I mean, ok, they register you, but then.’ 
(Margherita, F, 25, ME, U, IT)

Discussion

There are a number of similarities in the opinions voiced by young 
people starting with a lack of trust in institutions. It is evident that 
young people do not rely too much on the help received from labour 
offices. Part of this might be explained by the general distrust of public 
administration, negative stereotypes regarding the functioning of these 
institutions, and insufficient knowledge about available policy measures. 
On the other hand, young people assess the activities of the labour 
offices on the basis of the results achieved. If and when an adequate 
job is offered, young people seem ready to forgive institutions for 
their weaknesses. However, when the interaction does not result in 
an adequate job offer, the purpose of the interaction remains obscure 
and this leads to negative assessments.

It is important to underline that in all the countries under scrutiny, 
there are young people among those interviewed who are involved in 
specific programmes offered by the labour offices and they are satisfied 
with the support provided. However, these are usually exceptions and 
not the rule. Second, such personal histories are not well known and 
could hardly be used as examples by other young people. Another 
common problem concerns the scarcity of concrete information 
that is both readily available and expressed in accessible language. In 
several cases, young people who have been in touch with local labour 
offices stress the bureaucratic ritualism and excessive focus on rules 
and regulations as a barrier to the effectiveness of these institutions. 
Furthermore, several public operators confirm numerous critical points 
in the performance of their work. Criticisms include the impersonal 
approach and unhelpful support from advisers. Often, young people 
receive job offers that do not match their qualifications or their specific 
personal situations –  for example, a car mechanic receiving a job offer 
for unskilled manual work as a house renovator, or a young mother 
with small children offered work in a liquor store open at night. One 
particular issue linked to this point and raised by various interviewees is 
frequent changes in employment advisers in the course of the process.
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Demand was widespread with regard to expectations in receiving 
specific, concrete and helpful training. This is especially relevant for 
some interviewees who have a fairly clear understanding of the field 
of training they would like to enter. Nonetheless, even those who do 
not have clear expectations regarding a specific kind of training expect 
a training to not just be for the sake of the training, but that it should 
lead to an appropriate job offer. When that does not happen, evaluation 
of the activities of labour offices is quite negative. Most of the young 
respondents stress the need for better educational counselling to help 
them to to choose the right educational path according to their skills 
and attitudes.

Another interesting theme relates to counselling practices: according 
to many interviewees in all four countries, services should be more 
focused and address teenagers in schools; and the high school and 
university curriculum should give students more practical experience 
and prepare them better for the labour market. Asked what they 
would change, several point to the need for university studies to be 
better adjusted to the labour market, and for a greater exchange of 
experiences between employers, students, and universities. On the 
other hand, many interviewees find that labour market institutions are 
somewhat outdated or obsolete, and that more dynamic and innovative 
approaches are needed to transform them into more client- friendly 
and modern institutions.

Young people stress the level of benefits and the difficulties in 
gaining them due to bureaucratic barriers. In some countries 
(Bulgaria and Estonia), this happened in a very explicit way while, 
in other cases, in a hidden way (Poland and Italy); in this last case, it 
mostly regarded interviewees involved in specific programmes. It has 
to be said that some young unemployed people are pressurised into 
registering at labour offices for other purposes than finding work, 
for example, to gain health insurance, to receive child allowance, 
heating support, and so forth. However, this hardly contributes to 
better assessments of the work of the employment offices. Rather, 
this is seen as an obligation to be met, but assessments depend on 
offering an appropriate job.

Interviews therefore reveal that both male and female young people 
in all these countries have rational expectations of the labour offices: (a) 
that they should receive an offer proposing an appropriate and good 
quality job, or training followed by an appropriate job offer; and (b) that 
interactions with staff in the labour offices should follow established 
standards for quality work with a client- centred attitude, clear concern, 
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and helpful advice tailored to their personal situation. These are also 
the basic directions for improvements in the studied field.

Conclusions

This chapter extends the literature on school- to- work transitions by 
investigating the role of policies in support of labour market insertion. It 
contributes to the literature on policy evaluation in three respects. First, 
previous comparative research has often evaluated policies in terms of 
their outcomes. This study uses qualitative material based on policy 
recipients’ experiences, thus allowing a more dynamic analysis of how 
the issue of having (or not having) a job interplays with other crucial 
issues. Second, the use of interviews carried out in four countries 
with the same questionnaire makes it possible to compare and contrast 
perceptions on the same topics while controlling for potential context 
effects on the interviewees.

Finally, although the relationship of youth labour insertion to social 
and gender inequality has been a central issue in this research field, 
the perspective of the unemployed has been largely neglected despite 
several EU policy documents and initiatives developed to address them 
(European Commission, 2012, 2014).

Regardless of the different national contexts, many similarities 
emerge across the sample when young people from the four different 
countries assess labour market policies and the activities of labour 
offices. In addition, although some nuances are derived for the different 
countries, it should be stressed that experiences are problematic in all 
four countries. In every country, personal contact with staff in the 
labour offices are often unsatisfactory; few young people are motivated 
to turn to employment agencies. Offering appropriate or relevant and 
good quality jobs is crucial here. Crucial for policymakers, however, 
should be findings that confirm a lack of trust in state institutions to 
help improve young people’s situation and help them find jobs. Many 
interviewees describe employment offices as the last place they would 
go to look for a job. In some cases, the negative attitude is based on the 
opinions of friends and family rather than on any personal experience. 
Despite this, many interviewees share that they have been registered in 
the employment office for a long time but never received a job offer 
or any kind of support. At the same time, many young people do not 
know about the existence of programmes and measures that the state 
offers to facilitate inclusion in the labour market. Supporting young 
people toward labour insertion means working on different levels and 
with a wide range of actors and institutions.
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The educational paths and the business organisations, local youth 
services, and all the departments (from housing to financial aid for 
setting up a new business) should be involved in planning and updating 
coherent and coordinated policies. Among these, it is inevitably the 
educational system that young people stress. Indeed, even when 
expressed in different ways, the core message is the same: if policies are 
to be efficacious, it is important to look at school and its role in training 
students in the right skills, and the need to update school curricula 
in line with the skills and competencies needed in a changing world.

However, it is not just schools and the labour market that appear 
to be separate worlds for young people. In all four countries (and in 
others, according to the literature), it is the school system that is failing 
to supply a solid cultural basis offering knowledge and competences 
for interacting with a complex, rapidly changing, and unpredictable 
world of work. In addition to the need to update teaching programmes, 
guidance services should be implemented to spread both knowledge 
and awareness of how helpful various services, initiatives, tools, and 
opportunities can be, and to try to overcome the perception that it 
is only social connections together with someone’s influence that matter. The 
interviewees seem to have clearly understood that there is a need to 
go beyond bureaucratic scrutiny of education, and they stress the 
importance of recognising informal educational and work experience 
(for example, odd jobs, voluntary work) in developing professional 
skills. The feeling of being mistreated and undervalued in both regular 
and irregular jobs is another theme that cuts across interviews in all 
four countries.

In the already negative scenario depicted in the interviews, things 
are potentially even worse for those in certain groups. The situation 
of those who are NEET or belong to specific risk groups such as 
immigrants, people with disabilities, or part of the minorities who 
are often unwelcome in certain countries appears more complex than 
that of young people who have diplomas or degrees and who do not 
suffer from multiple institutional discrimination. To the recipients, 
employment services seem ill-  prepared to overcome stereotypes 
and develop more friendly and understandable policies in both their 
procedures (the way they train their operators) and their relations with 
entrepreneurs and other key figures on the labour market.

In summary, the findings highlight that labour policies must be able to 
address the circumstances and requirements of those they are intended 
to serve, and inform individualised and targeted practices based on the 
range of requirements of the young people involved: standard practices 
have not met the support needs young people who are unemployed or 
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in insecure employment. The services provided are simply perceived 
as bureaucratic and remote from the young people they are designed 
to serve. Finding a balance between individualised practices and cost 
compatible with public spending is the real challenge facing many 
countries in the coming years.

Notes
 1 In Poland, registered unemployed people can still use the public health system, and 

this is considered a measure of protection. Few people in our sample used this as an 
additional benefit while working informally as manual workers in small factories.

 2 Through online portals, emails sent directly to registered unemployed people, 
information delivered at the counselling sessions, and information obtained at 
job fairs.
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Can labour market policies protect 
unemployed youth from poverty? 

A cross- European comparison

Małgorzata Kłobuszewska, Marta Palczyńska,  
Magdalena Rokicka, Jędrzej Stasiowski, Kadri Täht,  

and Marge Unt

Introduction

Economic deprivation and poverty are often related to what has 
increasingly been referred to as multiple disadvantage (Kieselbach et al, 
2001; Berthoud, 2003; McDonald and Marston, 2005). This could be 
described as a bidirectional relationship in which deprivation during early 
socialisation leads, for example, to early school leaving and subsequently to 
unemployment, whereas unemployment (Cantó- Sanchéz and Mercader- 
Prats, 1999) or labour market insecurity (Pavis et al, 2000; Clasen and 
Goerne, 2011) increase the risk of economic deprivation and poverty 
among youth. The latter risk is higher when access to welfare is restricted 
or non- existent (Saltkjel and Malmberg- Heimonen, 2017) and when the 
family of origin is, for whatever reason, unable to support its offspring.

Previous studies on youth poverty (Aassve et al, 2006, 2013; 
Scarpetta et al, 2010) have pointed out various risk factors for material 
deprivation among youth, and a central one of these is unemployment. 
Most studies find that, on average, early youth unemployment has 
serious negative effects on incomes: young adults experiencing labour 
market exclusion face a significantly higher risk of poverty and material 
deprivation (Aassve et al, 2006; Rokicka and Kłobuszewska, 2016). 
Moreover, as well as the short- term effect, young adults experiencing 
unemployment in their early careers may become ‘scarred’ with 
respect to their future careers and face issues such as increased risk of 
unemployment or reduced earnings (see for example Arulampalam, 
2001; Steijn et al, 2006; Schmillen and Umkehrer, 2013). Next to the 
material dimension, the negative effect of unemployment has also been 
observed on a psychological level resulting in negative expectations of 
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future employment prospects (Knabe and Rätzel, 2011), reduced life 
satisfaction (Wulfgramm, 2014), career dissatisfaction (Helbling and 
Sacchi, 2014), reduced subjective psychological well- being (Alvaro 
and Garrido, 2003), and reduced self- esteem (Sheeran et al, 1995).

When trying to explain youth deprivation and poverty, the main 
focus of previous research has been on individual or social origin 
characteristics (Aassve et al, 2006) such as family structure (Berthoud, 
2003; Kangas and Palme, 2000), or on labour market factors such as 
unemployment or low pay (Pavis et al, 2000). However, a growing 
body of research is pointing out that in order to better understand the 
distribution and accumulation of (economic) disadvantage, structural 
factors should also be taken into consideration (Aassve et al, 2002, 
2013; Saltkjel and Malmberg- Heimonen, 2017). Previous studies have 
demonstrated a relationship between macroeconomic characteristics 
of a country and that country’s distribution of income levels. For 
example, the lower the wealth of a country (measured in GDP) the 
higher the levels of poverty and deprivation. Likewise, the higher the 
unemployment rate –  particularly long- term unemployment –  in a 
country, the higher the levels of poverty or deprivation (Aassve et al, 
2013; Duiella and Turrini, 2014). At the same time, studies show that 
both poverty rates and labour market factors such as unemployment, 
which are risk factors for youth poverty, tend to vary across countries 
(Cantó- Sanchéz and Mercader- Prats, 1999; Aassve et al, 2006). The 
same also applies to the association between financial resources and 
deprivation levels, as shown in a study by Nolan and Whelan (2010) 
who analysed the variability in poverty and social exclusion levels in 
Europe. A study by Kenworthy (2011) has also shown a modest negative 
relationship between the size of social policy expenditure and material 
deprivation, although that effect varies across countries.

One plausible explanation for this varying effect is the variability in 
the countries’ institutional contexts. Individual life courses are socially 
embedded in the macroinstitutional and structural context that defines 
the set of opportunities and constraints to which individuals respond 
(Mayer, 2009; Buchmann and Kriesi, 2011). Whereas the institutional 
and structural context is shaped fundamentally by policies that vary 
strongly across countries, national institutional settings and policies 
have a moderating effect on how risks of labour market exclusion 
among young people translate into risks of social exclusion (Mills and 
Blossfeld, 2003). In other words, the major detrimental consequence 
of unemployment is a lack of personal income that translates directly 
into a deterioration of the financial situation along with material 
deprivation, which can be alleviated not only by informal support 
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but also by specific policy measures. However, in the same way that 
policies vary across countries, youth in different countries also vary 
in the extent to which they experience both the risks as well as the 
outcomes of economic hardship. Saltkjel and Malmberg- Heimonen 
(2017) have demonstrated that the negative effect of unemployment on 
the risk of both material deprivation and income poverty is mediated 
significantly by the welfare generosity level of a country. The central 
policy measures intended to shape the labour market situation and, 
respectively, the effect of labour market insecurities on young people’s 
economic situation are passive and active labour market policies 
(PLMPs and ALMPs) (Gallie and Paugam, 2000). These are also the 
central focus of interest in the current chapter.

The aim of the study presented here is to understand the moderating 
effect of ALMPs and PLMPs on the (negative) effect of unemployment 
on the economic situation of young people. It does this by drawing on 
cross- sectional microdata from the EU- Statistics on Income and Living 
Conditions (EU- SILC) survey from 2013. The first part of the chapter 
gives an overview on the association between individuals’ economic 
situation and the country institutional context based on previous 
research. Then, hypotheses are formulated on the moderating effect 
of ALMPs and PLMPs. The second part of the chapter discusses the 
data and data- related issues and presents the findings of the study. The 
chapter closes with a summary of the findings and a short discussion.

The moderating effect of labour market policies on 
the economic situation of unemployed youth

One of the central ‘equalising effects’ on the dispersion of income 
highlighted in previous studies is the generosity of a country’s 
welfare system and existing (social) policies (Korpi and Palme, 1998; 
Kenworthy, 1999; Bäckman, 2009; Brady et al, 2009). Access to welfare 
resources can modify the extent to which individual disadvantages in 
one area relate to disadvantages in another (Fritzell and Lundberg, 
2007). Welfare systems provide benefits and services to meet individuals’ 
needs (Kenworthy, 2011) and influence individuals’ and households’ 
income and consumption (Nelson, 2012). In other words, existing 
policy measures (via the provision of services, benefits, and so on) 
can buffer the impact of income loss or low income associated with 
unemployment (Saltkjel and Malmberg- Heimonen, 2017), thereby 
reducing the known negative effect of labour market exclusion on 
individuals’ economic situations. Saltkjel and Malmberg- Heimonen 
(2017) have demonstrated that welfare generosity moderates the risk 
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of both material deprivation and income poverty. For example, they 
found that among individuals who experienced long- standing illness 
and either low levels of education or non- employment, the absolute 
inequalities in material deprivation decreased with increasing welfare 
generosity. The results of their study indicated lower absolute levels of 
both material deprivation and income poverty among disadvantaged 
individuals in generous welfare states. A study by Bárcena- Martín et al 
(2013) has demonstrated that welfare generosity is associated with 
material deprivation among individuals living in households in which 
the household reference person faces socio- economic disadvantages 
such as low level of education and lack of full- time paid work. 
Furthermore, Brady et al (2009) have shown a significant association 
between welfare generosity in interaction with low education level 
and individual- level income poverty.

Gallie and Paugam (2000) have pointed out that the main measures 
against employment- related exclusion are PLMPs (for example, 
unemployment benefits) and ALMPs (such as training). Contributory 
benefits such as unemployment benefits are generally designed to 
uphold accustomed standards of living and provide various degrees 
of income security. Respectively, the more those excluded from 
the labour market are eligible for any type of benefit (insurance or 
means- tested), the lower should be their risk of poverty. Moreover, 
the level of financial compensation should affect the situation of the 
unemployed directly, with higher levels of compensation creating 
conditions more similar to being at work and lowering significantly 
the stigmatisation associated with unemployment. Thus, it is 
expected that:
Hypothesis 1: In a country with a higher contribution to 
PLMPs the negative effect of labour market exclusion on young 
people’s financial situation will be reduced.
Since the 1990s, there has been a general shift in Europe from PLMPs 
to ALMPs (Barbier, 2005). The main assumptions behind this shift (for 
more details see Malmberg- Heimonen, 2005) are: (a) self- sufficiency 
in relation to welfare benefits is a precondition for individual welfare 
and for the welfare of the state (Goul Andersen and Jensen, 2002); 
(b) welfare dependency in the longer term promotes poverty, inequality, 
and long- term unemployment, and unemployment benefits can have a 
disincentive effect on job search and re- employment (Torfing, 1999); 
and (c) generous replacement rates increase the level of minimum 
wages, and this, in turn, decreases an individual’s financial incentive to 
seek re- employment (Torfing, 1999; OECD, 2014). The latter led to 
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various activation measures such as setting incentives for participation 
in active policy measures or individual activation plans based on an 
assessment of needs and agreements on the labour market integration of 
excluded youth. The fundamental objective of most ALMPs has been 
to prevent unemployment becoming long term and thereby leading 
to social exclusion. The International Monetary Fund (2009) argues 
that well- designed training programmes in more than 90 countries 
have had a significant impact on the livelihoods of workers excluded 
from the labour market. Thus, it could be expected that the poverty 
gap between the employed and the unemployed will be smaller in 
countries with a higher productive potential and a higher employability 
of the whole workforce due to more substantial investments in active 
labour market policies, including those for the young unemployed. 
This translates into the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: In a country with a higher contribution to 
ALMPs, the negative effect of labour market exclusion on 
young people’s financial situation will be reduced.

Methodological strategy

Method and data

The present analysis is based on cross- sectional microdata from EU 
- SILC gathered in 2013. Because it focuses on youth, the present 
sample is restricted to young people aged 16 to 29 years who are not 
in education or training. Young people who are doing military service 
are also excluded from this analysis. Due to problems of missing data 
for specific countries or variables, the number of countries included 
in the analysis varies from 23 to 26.

To address the issue of the impact of the labour market status on 
the economic situation of youth while taking into account cross- 
country variation and the moderating effect of country policies and 
labour market settings, the study applies multilevel modelling with 
country random intercepts and cross- level interactions (Snijders 
and Bosker, 1999). The first level of the analysis is based on 
individual and household information; the second level is defined by 
country characteristics.

The results of estimating linear probability models are presented for a 
subsample of youth who live apart from their parents and for the whole 
youth population. This distinction is motivated by previous empirical 
studies indicating that leaving the parental household is associated with 
a higher risk of poverty (Aassve et al, 2006) but lower unemployment 
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(Cordón, 1997). Three different definitions of the dependent variables 
are used in order to capture the hypothesised effects at both the 
individual and the household level. Moreover, on the household level, 
both subjective and objective indicators of households’ economic 
situation are used. This makes it possible to check the robustness of 
the results and see if they hold regardless of the particular measure of 
economic situation used in the analysis.

The analysis starts with the objective measure of the respondents’ 
household financial situation. The risk of poverty is defined as a binary 
variable that is equal to 1 when the respondent’s household equivalised 
disposable income (after taxes and transfers) is below 60 per cent of a 
country’s median disposable income. This measure refers to the income 
reference period. For most EU countries, this is a fixed 12- month 
period (the preceding calendar or tax year). For the UK, the income 
reference period is the current year, and for Ireland, it is collected for 
the previous 12 months. The measure of risk of poverty, although 
easy to define, is very sensitive to country differences and year- to- year 
changes. Thus, this indicator provides questionable results in times of 
economic boom or sharp recession when the median income itself 
can change considerably (Jenkins et al, 2012).

Whereas the first measure describes the economic situation of the 
whole household, the second indicator focuses on personal economic 
situations. It is based on a set of questions referring to the respondent’s 
ability to cover the costs of the following activities: getting together 
with friends/ family (relatives) for a drink/ meal at least once a month, 
regularly participating in a leisure activity, and spending a small amount 
of money each week on yourself. If a respondent was unable to do at 
least one of these three actions for financial reasons, she or he is treated 
as being excluded from social life, and the variable takes the value 1. In 
other cases, the variable is equal to zero. Thus, this indicator measures the 
level of a respondent’s exclusion from social life due to financial reasons.

The third dependent variable is a subjective measure of a household’s 
overall economic condition. It is based on the following question from 
the EU- SILC questionnaire: ‘Thinking now of your household’s total 
income, from all sources and from all household members, would you 
say that your household is able to make ends meet?’ The respondent 
can choose on a scale ranging from with great difficulty to very easily. 
The present analysis constructed a binary variable that is equal to 1 if 
the household can make ends meet with difficulty or great difficulty. 
In other cases, the variable takes the value 0.

The focus of this analysis is on the labour market status of the young 
person. It analyses the situation of unemployed versus employed 
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youth. Information about unemployment is based on questions about 
the number of months spent in unemployment during the income 
reference period. If a person was unemployed for at least seven months, 
she or he is assigned an unemployed person status. If a person was 
working (in different kinds of employment, also self- employment) 
for at least 7 months during the income reference period, she or he 
is treated as being employed.1 This definition is parallel to the one 
applied to monthly information gathered in the EU- SILC: if somebody 
spends more than two weeks of the month in a certain labour market 
status, this status is reported as her or his main economic activity. 
The constructed binary variable is then equal to 0 for an unemployed 
respondent, and 1 for an employed respondent.

The selection of control variables is based on the results of the 
descriptive analysis presented by Rokicka and Kłobuszewska (2016). 
Because two of the three dependent variables are related to the 
household level, it is necessary to control for the composition of the 
household and the situation on the labour market of its members 
(which influences the economic situation of the whole household). 
This makes the results for young people in this data set as precise as 
possible. Hence, the following control variables are included in the 
analysis: age groups (16– 24 years and 25– 29 years), sex, educational 
attainment, immigration status, living arrangements (living with 
parents, children, partner/ spouse in the same household), and 
household work intensity status.2

A set of macrolevel indicators is used to address the issue of 
the moderating impact of policies, institutions, and a country’s 
economic situation.

Regarding the hypotheses, two macroindicators are used that show 
the level of a country’s public expenditures on ALMPs and PLMPs. 
Eurostat calculates both measures as an expenditure on a given type of 
labour market policy in thousands of euros (purchasing power standards 
or PPS) divided by the number of unemployed and inactive people. 
Nonetheless, ALMPs and PLMPs are very broad categories which 
look very different across the EU, and it is important to acknowledge 
the substantial differences between them.

PLMPs are defined as out- of- work income maintenance and 
support. This includes different types of unemployment benefits such 
as unemployment insurance and redundancy compensation. ALMPs 
are more diversified and include many types of policy measure. In 
the present study, the scope of the indicator was narrowed to the 
ALMP measures that might impact on the economic situation of 
the unemployed. This included the following categories of active 
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labour market policies: training (institutional training, workplace 
training, alternative training, and special support for apprenticeships), 
employment incentives (recruitment incentives, employment 
maintenance incentives, job rotation, and job sharing), sheltered and 
supported employment and rehabilitation, direct job creation, and 
start- up incentives.3

Additionally, the second- level controls for GDP per capita are derived 
from the Eurostat database. This is computed as the PPS in euros by 
dividing GDP by the mid- year population. The poverty level and the 
subjective feeling of economic difficulties in a society depend on a 
country’s economic performance. Thus, GDP might be considered 
as a measure of a country’s economic performance and could be a 
proxy for the wealth of a society. Divided by the country’s population, 
it approximates the average standard of living. Controlling for GDP 
per capita makes it possible to use nominal values of policy indicators 
(expenditures on labour market policies).

Sample and descriptive findings

As depicted in Table 12.1, an average of 18 per cent of youth in the 
present sample live in households that are at risk of poverty. Around 
28 per cent claim that they are excluded from social life for financial 
reasons, whereas more than 37 per cent live in households that are 
struggling to make ends meet.

The distribution of outcome variables among youth living 
independently from their parents is similar to that of the general 
youth population. Young people living outside the parental household 
are slightly more likely to live under the poverty line than youth in 
general, and they have a similar level of social exclusion to youth in 
general. However, they seem to be more optimistic in their subjective 
assessment of the financial situation of their households.

However, as depicted in Table 12.2, youth from those two types of 
household differ substantially in regard to their labour market status, 
personal characteristics, and family characteristics. Only 14 per cent 
of youth living independently are unemployed compared to 23 per 
cent among those still living with their parents. Young people living 
independently are also older (only 28 per cent of them are under the 
age of 25 years in comparison to 50 per cent in the overall sample), 
and they are more likely to have tertiary education, an immigrant 
background, a partner, and dependent children. Results show that these 
two groups differ markedly: the situation of younger adults depends 
more often on the financial situation of their parents, so even if there 
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are more unemployed young people in the first group, their households 
are less exposed to poverty than households of young people living 
independently. Thus, the decision to analyse the mitigating role of 
policies separately by household type seems to be supported by the data.

Because of the finding that the rate of unemployment of young 
people differs by type of household, descriptive statistics were 
investigated further by calculating the mean value of the financial 
indicators among young with different labour market status and 

Table 12.1: Summary statistics of dependent variables

All types of households Household without parents

Risk of 
poverty

Ends 
met with 
difficulty

Exclusion 
from social 
life

Risk of 
poverty

Ends 
met with 
difficulty

Exclusion 
from social 
life

Mean 0.180 0.375 0.285 0.193 0.295 0.280

Standard 
deviation

0.384 0.484 0.451 0.395 0.456 0.449

Source: Authors’ own calculations based on EU- SILC.

Table 12.2: Summary statistics of independent variables

All types of 
households

Household without 
parents

Mean SD Mean SD

Unemployed 0.230 0.421 0.141 0.348

Aged 18– 24 0.504 0.500 0.287 0.452

Lower secondary 0.205 0.404 0.184 0.387

Tertiary 0.242 0.428 0.312 0.463

Female 0.465 0.499 0.595 0.491

Immigration status 0.071 0.256 0.117 0.321

Living with parents 0.654 0.476 – – 

Living with children 0.178 0.382 0.425 0.494

Living with partner 0.283 0.450 0.741 0.438

Household work intensity 2.942 0.832 3.119 0.863

ALMP expenditure(thousands of 
euros)

1.52 1.47 1.52 1.47

PLMP expenditure(thousands of 
euros)

3.17 2.65 3.17 2.65

Note: SD = standard deviation.
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household type (see Figure 12.1). Regardless of the household type, 
the financial situation of unemployed youth is always worse than 
that of their working counterparts. As expected, unemployed youth 
outside the family household are more likely to be at risk of poverty 
than unemployed youth in general (10 percentage point difference). 
They are also more likely to be excluded from social life (4 percentage 
point difference), yet surprisingly, they express lower financial distress 
than the households of unemployed youth in general.

In this sample of countries, average expenditure on PLMP (€ 3,349) 
is twice as high as average expenditure on ALMP (€ 1,712). Although 
the amount is adjusted for a country’s price differences using PPS, there 
are visible country variations in this respect. The highest expenditure 
on PLMP is in Belgium, Ireland, and the Netherlands (above € 7,300) 
and the lowest in Latvia, Poland, and Romania (less than € 450). Smaller 
variations are found for ALMP expenditure, with Denmark, Luxembourg, 
and Sweden spending more than € 4,800, and Hungary, Latvia, and 
Romania spending less than € 250 per person wanting to work.

Moderating effect of labour market policies on 
situation of unemployed youth: empirical findings

Table 12.3 reports results on the relationship between youth 
unemployment and young people’s household and personal financial 
situation based on the 2013 wave of EU- SILC. It presents three 

Figure 12.1: Household financial indicators by employment and household type
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Table 12.3: Economic situation of unemployed youth: moderating role of PLMP 
and ALMP (all households)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Risk of 
poverty

Risk of 
poverty

Ends 
met with 
difficulty

Ends 
met with 
difficulty

Exclusion 
from 
social life

Exclusion 
from 
social life

Unemployed 0.165*** 0.148*** 0.088*** 0.092*** 0.228*** 0.211***

Exp. on PLMP − 0.012** − 0.021 − 0.011

Unemployed # 
exp. on PLMP

− 0.018*** − 0.009*** − 0.017***

Exp. on ALMP − 0.011 − 0.060** − 0.021

Unemployed # 
exp. on ALMP

− 0.027*** − 0.025*** − 0.028***

Age 16– 23 (binary) 0.035*** 0.035*** 0.020*** 0.020*** 0.012* 0.012*

Education: lower 
secondary

0.115*** 0.114*** 0.131*** 0.131*** 0.125*** 0.124***

Education: tertiary − 0.036*** − 0.036*** − 0.111*** − 0.112*** − 0.100*** − 0.100***

Sex: female 0.007 0.007 0.014** 0.014** 0.029*** 0.029***

Immigrant 0.080*** 0.081*** 0.051*** 0.053*** 0.071*** 0.073***

Lives with parent − 0.128*** − 0.128*** − 0.010 − 0.010 − 0.066*** − 0.066***

Lives with children 0.020*** 0.020*** 0.055*** 0.056*** 0.068*** 0.068***

Lives with partner/ 
spouse

− 0.056*** − 0.056*** − 0.057*** − 0.058*** − 0.011 − 0.011

Household work 
intensity status

− 0.154*** − 0.154*** − 0.116*** − 0.116*** − 0.083*** − 0.083***

GDP per capita 0.0004 − 0.0005 − 0.007* − 0.003 − 0.005 − 0.005

Constant 0.676*** 0.677*** 0.932*** 0.876*** 0.646*** 0.637***

Log likelihood − 6984.8 − 7003.6 − 15975.0 − 15964.9 − 11289.7 − 11300.5

Country variance 0.002
(0.001)

0.002
(0.001)

0.015
(0.004)

0.012
(0.003)

0.014
(0.004)

0.014
(0.004)

Observations 29,550 29,550 29,550 29,550 24,381 24,381

N of countries 26 26 26 26 23 23

Notes: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. + UK and EL excluded from Models 1– 6 
(lack of data on LMP expenditures); ++ CZ, DK, and SI excluded from Models 5– 6 (lack of 
dependent variable). Base category: for unemployed –  employed; for age 16– 23 –  age 24– 29; 
for education level –  secondary education; for immigrant –  born in the country; for lives with 
parent –  lives without parent; for lives with children –  lives without children; for lives with 
partner/ spouse –  lives without partner/ spouse.
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indicators of financial hardship: being at risk of poverty, having 
difficulty in making ends meet (both on the household level), and being 
excluded from social life for financial reasons (on the individual level).

The direct negative effect of youth unemployment on personal or 
household financial situation is strong and robust across all specifications. 
Households with unemployed young people have a substantially 
higher probability of being in poverty (0.11 higher than for those with 
employed young people for the average levels of PLMP and ALMP 
expenditures,4 see Models 1– 2) and of having difficulty in making 
ends meet (0.05– 0.06 higher than those with young employed for the 
average levels of PLMP and ALMP expenditures, see Models 3– 4). 
Young unemployed people also have a higher probability of exclusion 
from social life compared to young workers (0.16– 0.17 higher for the 
average levels of PLMP and ALMP expenditures, see Models 5– 6).

Models 1, 3, and 5 test the hypotheses on the moderating role of 
PLMPs whereas Models 2, 4, and 6 focus on the moderating role of 
ALMPs, for three indicators of socio- economic disadvantage: being 
at risk of poverty, having difficulty in making ends meet, and being 
excluded from social life for financial reasons. In line with Hypothesis 
1, for countries that make a higher contribution to PLMPs, the 
negative effect of youth unemployment on their financial situation is 
reduced. A one standard deviation increase in the PLMP contribution 
is predicted to reduce the probability of poverty in unemployed youth 
by 0.03– 0.05 depending on the measure of financial hardship. This is 
a significant decrease that halves the effects of unemployment in the 
case of household indicators. Across Models 2, 4, and 6, there is also 
a mitigating effect of a country’s ALMP expenditure on the effect of 
unemployment on all analysed measures of financial difficulty. This 
confirms Hypothesis 2. A one standard deviation increase in ALMP 
contribution is predicted to reduce the probability of poverty in the 
unemployed by 0.04, independent of the measure analysed.

Interestingly, the expenditure on PLMPs also reduce the probability 
of household poverty for employed youth with the effect being 
significant for the objective household indicator: risk of poverty. For 
the effects of ALMPs on households with employed youth, the pattern 
is similar, but statistically significant only for the subjective household 
indicator: difficulty in making ends meet. These results suggest that 
households with working youth also benefit from labour market 
policies, probably because other household members are eligible to 
take advantage of these policies.

To test the robustness of these findings, Table 12.4 reports the results 
of the analysis for individuals who do not live with parents. As most 
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Table 12.4: Economic situation of unemployed youth: moderating role of PLMP 
and ALMP (households without parents)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Risk of 
poverty

Risk of 
poverty

Ends 
met with 
difficulty

Ends 
met with 
difficulty

Exclusion 
from social 
life

Exclusion 
from 
social life

Unemployed 0.211*** 0.173*** 0.159*** 0.156*** 0.134*** 0.141***

Exp. on PLMP − 0.011** − 0.014 − 0.010

Unemployed # 
exp. on PLMP

− 0.018*** − 0.016*** − 0.006

Exp. on ALMP − 0.011 − 0.050** − 0.023

Unemployed # 
exp. on ALMP

− 0.014* − 0.033*** − 0.018*

Age 16– 23 (binary) 0.039*** 0.039*** 0.002 0.002 0.008 0.008

Education: lower 
secondary

0.090*** 0.089*** 0.124*** 0.123*** 0.127*** 0.126***

Education: tertiary − 0.033*** − 0.033*** − 0.109*** − 0.110*** − 0.110*** − 0.111***

Sex: female − 0.007 − 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.038*** 0.038***

Immigrant 0.060*** 0.061*** 0.056*** 0.058*** 0.076*** 0.077***

Lives with children 0.024*** 0.024*** 0.071*** 0.070*** 0.063*** 0.063***

Lives with partner/ 
spouse

− 0.074*** − 0.073*** − 0.065*** − 0.065*** − 0.024** − 0.024**

Household work 
intensity status

− 0.147*** − 0.147*** − 0.084*** − 0.084*** − 0.091*** − 0.091***

GDP per capita 0.002 0.001 − 0.006 − 0.003 − 0.005 − 0.004

Constant 0.629*** 0.633*** 0.779*** 0.731*** 0.682*** 0.665***

Log likelihood − 2653.2 − 2668.5 − 5305.1 − 5299.8 − 4266.7 − 4265.4

0.001
(0.000)

0.002
(0.001)

0.013
(0.004)

0.011
(0.003)

0.013
(0.004)

0.013
(0.004)

Observations 11,809 11809 11,809 11,809 9,714 9,714

N of countries 26 26 26 26 23 23

Notes: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. UK and EL excluded from model (lack of data 
for LMP expenditures). CZ, DK, and SI excluded from model (lack of dependent variable). 
Base category: for unemployed: employed; for age 16– 23: age 24– 29; for education 
level: secondary education; for immigrant: born in the country: for lives with parent: lives 
without parent; for lives with children: lives without children; for lives with partner/ 
spouse: lives without partner/ spouse.
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of the data on poverty and material deprivation are collected on a 
household basis, they are sensitive to household composition. In the 
households with parents, the effects of youth unemployment may 
be buffered by parents’ higher income. Running the analyses on the 
subsample of youth living independently from parents can exclude this 
effect at least in part. Overall, results are qualitatively very similar to 
those reported for the total sample. As expected, the direct negative 
effect of being unemployed on the financial situation of the household 
is stronger for youth living without parents, but this group has a lower 
probability of exclusion from social life than youth overall. Moreover, 
higher PLMP and ALMP contributions buffer the negative effect of 
unemployment on young people’s economic situation.

The results of almost all individual- level control variables are 
robust for the three indicators analysed. Looking at the demographic 
characteristics, individuals with a higher level of education have a lower 
probability of living in a household at risk of poverty and of being 
excluded from social life for financial reasons. Younger individuals (aged 
16 to 29 years in this sample) have a higher probability of economic 
hardship when controlling for household composition. Also being a 
woman and an immigrant increases the probability of financial difficulty. 
In line with findings from other studies (for example, Iacovou and 
Berthoud, 2001; Aassve et al, 2006), household composition is an 
important determinant of poverty and material deprivation. Living 
with parents or a partner/ spouse protects young people from economic 
hardship, whereas living with children increases the risk.

Conclusions

The aim of the present study was to analyse the moderating effect of 
ALMPs and PLMPs on the negative effect of unemployment on young 
people’s economic situation. For this a subsample of cross- sectional 
microdata from EU-  SILC from 2013 was used.

The central findings of the study can be summarised as follows. 
First, they confirm that youth unemployment is associated with a 
worse household economic situation. In other words, young adults 
who are unemployed are, compared to those in employment, more 
likely to experience economic hardship measured in both objective 
and subjective ways. However, it is important to bear in mind that 
lack of financial resources might also be considered as one of the 
causes of problems with finding employment. Thus, the observed 
relationship might be bidirectional and suggest an ongoing circle of 
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social exclusion –  unemployment causes poverty and poverty constrains 
opportunities to find a stable job.

Second, results confirmed that in countries with higher expenditures 
on PLMPs, the negative impact of unemployment on the economic 
situation of youth is reduced. The same moderating effect was also 
identified for ALMPs –  higher expenditure on ALMPs decreases the 
size of the negative effect of youth unemployment on young people’s 
personal and household financial situation. However, because there 
is no detailed information on respondents’ participation in labour 
market programmes or measures, one cannot say how much of this is 
a direct effect of receiving unemployment benefits and participation 
in training or apprenticeships, and how much is an indirect effect. 
Higher expenditure on labour market policies might also be interpreted 
as an indicator of more generous welfare systems that protect both 
unemployed and employed youth against poverty. The latter suggestion 
also seems to be supported by the findings: the data show that countries 
with higher expenditure on labour market policies have lower levels 
of young people in poverty.

Third, results indicate that higher expenditure on PLMPs is especially 
important for young people who are not living in their parents’ 
households. In general, the moderating effect of PLMPs and ALMPs 
for unemployment on young people’s risk of economic hardship holds 
for both those still living with their parents and those living outside the 
parental home. However, this effect is much stronger for households in 
which young people live apart from their parents. This, again, suggests 
that in countries with higher expenditure on PLMPs, unemployed 
young people are more likely to benefit from such measures or to 
receive other forms of financial support in other policy areas (for 
example, housing or health).

Another relevant contribution of the current study lies in the use 
of different types of poverty measure –  objective and subjective –  to 
assess the economic situation of young people. Two of these measures –  
household risk of poverty and subjective assessment of household 
economic situation –  allow an assessment of the economic situation 
of young people on the household level. In order to measure the 
economic situation at the individual level more directly, a measure 
of respondents’ exclusion from social life due to financial reasons was 
introduced. Findings suggest, however, that this indicator works rather 
as a proxy for individual economic autonomy. In general, findings 
show that unemployed young people are more likely to experience 
financial problems in covering the costs of various social activities 
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(getting together with friends, participating in a leisure activity, 
regularly spending a small amount of money on oneself). Surprisingly, 
however, this effect is considerably stronger among young people 
living with their parents who theoretically might be able to count on 
their parents’ financial support. This paradox could be explained by 
financial autonomy, which is greater among young people who do not 
live with their parents. Despite encountering economic problems, they 
are more likely to be in charge of their (modest) financial resources.

To summarise, the current study shows that welfare generosity 
(measured here as investment in PLMPs and ALMPs) is negatively 
associated with youth household income poverty and material 
deprivation. In a more generous welfare state context, young adults 
excluded from the labour market have lower risks of poverty and 
material deprivation.

Notes
 1 It is necessary to take into consideration that such a definition focuses more on the 

long- term unemployed, whereas those with short periods of unemployment (less 
than 5 months) are considered to be employed. Particularly in countries with open 
labour markets, this might underestimate the actual incidence of unemployment.

 2 The household work intensity status shows the overall labour market situation of 
household members. According to the Eurostat definition, this measure is based on 
the total number of months that all working- age household members have worked 
during the income reference period divided by the total number of months the 
same household members could have worked in the same period theoretically.

 3 Although this study focuses on youth unemployment, due to the lack of comparative 
EU statistics it was not possible to use indicators of ALMP spending on youth. It 
is not just the structure of ALMPs that differs by country; they also have different 
eligibility criteria with different definitions of youth or the young population.

 4 The means and standard deviations of PLMP and ALMP expenditures can be 
found in Table 12.2.
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Unemployment and job 
precariousness: material and  

social consequences for Greek  
and Italian youth

Lia Figgou, Martina Sourvinou, Christina Athanasiades, 
Valentina Moiso, and Rosy Musumeci

Introduction

There is a growing body of literature on the consequences of 
unemployment and job precariousness in both Europe (Karanikolos 
et al, 2013; Berneo, 2014; O’Reilly et al, 2015) and beyond (Poverty 
and Employment Precarity in Southern Ontario [PEPSO], 2013; 
Posel et al, 2014). This research interest seems to derive from the fact 
that the economic crisis was followed by an increased unemployment 
rate in many national contexts (Eurostat, 2015). Furthermore, the last 
decade has been characterised by an immense increase in precarious 
employment in the labour market that is affecting sectors and groups 
that had seemed to be insulated from this in the past (Hatton 2011; 
Standing, 2011).

However, even within this body of research, studies on the socio- 
economic consequences of labour market insecurity and exclusion for 
young people are rather infrequent compared to the large amount of 
research on poverty and deprivation in other age groups. This scarcity is 
striking, given that young people have been disproportionally affected 
by increases in the unemployment rate. Furthermore, they constitute 
a group with certain characteristics, and their risk position –  in terms 
of the socio- economic implications of job insecurity –  may differ 
substantially from that of the general population (Hofäcker et al, 
2017). This chapter aims to address this research lacuna by focusing 
on data derived from interviews with young people in two national 
contexts: Greece and Italy.
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Theoretical considerations

Existing research on the socio- economic consequences of labour 
market exclusion and insecurity has revealed the multifaceted nature 
of the phenomenon (Boon and Farnsworth, 2011; Dowler and 
O’Connor, 2012). Measures of income poverty and/ or material 
deprivation have been used to investigate the socio- economic 
disadvantage of either individuals or entire households. Research 
has been based on either objective poverty and deprivation indicators 
or the subjective perceptions of social actors on their socio- economic 
situation (Hofäcker et al, 2017). Moreover, authors have highlighted 
the interrelation/ intersection between the material and the social and 
psychosocial implications by elaborating on the ways in which poverty 
gets under the skin and into the minds of those affected through 
processes of ‘embodied deprivation’ (Hodgetts et al, 2007: 714).

Since 2009, the European Union’s set of commonly used social 
indicators has included measures of material deprivation (Deutsch et al, 
2015). This term refers to a state of serious economic strain defined 
as the enforced inability to attain the material standards that most 
people consider to be desirable or even necessary to lead an adequate 
life (Whelan et al, 2008; Guio et al, 2016).1 According to Eurostat 
data, one out of six members of the European Union population was 
materially deprived in 2015. The highest proportions were in Bulgaria 
(49.1 per cent) and Greece (40.8 per cent), with more than half of the 
materially deprived persons in these countries facing severe deprivation. 
Similarly, more than half of those considered to be materially deprived 
in Italy experienced severe material deprivation (although overall, the 
country was ranked in the middle of the range for European countries). 
Greece was also among the countries with the largest increase in the 
proportion of materially deprived people during and following the 
economic crisis and particularly between the years 2014 and 2015.2

The attempt to construct absolute criteria for assessing deprivation is 
essential to obtaining reliable comparative data from different contexts. 
It has, however, certain limitations. It is well known that deprivation 
may be relative, and the feeling of being deprived may be the result of 
comparisons between oneself and others. Relative deprivation is, in 
short, the perceived discrepancy between personal status and the status 
of some relevant other(s). It is the belief that a person is deprived (or 
entitled to something) based on a comparison to someone else (Davies, 
1969). According to relative deprivation theory (Crosby, 1984), the 
greater the discrepancy between the outcomes people achieve and the 
outcomes to which they feel entitled, the greater are their feelings 
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of relative deprivation –  and this, in turn, implies greater damage to 
their well- being (Fryer, 1998). Entitlement to certain outcomes may 
be constructed through recourse to social (group level) identity (Tajfel 
and Turner, 1986). A common finding in the research is that people 
experience the feeling of being disadvantaged in relation to a reference 
group. According to Brand and Simon Thomas (2014), economic 
decline as a result of unemployment may cause a strong feeling of 
deprivation among more advantaged families whose peers are similarly 
advantaged and for whom job displacement and subsequent economic 
decline are a significant shock. Likewise, contexts of widespread 
unemployment, although associated with severe economic loss, may 
decrease the probability of internalising blame and the social stigma 
associated with job loss.

Furthermore, (relative) deprivation may also be the result of 
comparisons between one’s economic status at present and one’s past 
situation. Hence, experiences and feelings of deprivation may be relative, 
arising from temporal comparisons (Clark et al, 2001; Brand, 2015). In 
other words, the sharp increase of deprivation in some national contexts 
(for example, Greece) during the recent economic upheaval may reflect 
not only the equally sharp decrease of income as a result of massive 
unemployment and austerity measures, but also the huge difference 
between one’s situation at present in comparison with the past.

The impact of unemployment and job insecurity is not limited 
to economic decline; it also extends to family and social life and 
includes considerable short- term and long- term non- economic 
consequences not only for individuals and households but also for 
entire communities. Households and individuals who have to deal with 
enduring unemployment or uncertainty face challenges in starting or 
maintaining a family, in forming or maintaining friendships, in getting 
involved in community life, in enjoying recreational activities during 
their leisure time, or in maintaining a healthy way of life (Brand, 2015; 
Lewchuk et al, 2015). Moreover, they face psychological and physical 
distress, and, more often than not, they also have to cope with societal 
pressures and stigmatisation.

Studies exploring the impact of unemployment on family life have 
documented an increased risk of family tension and family disruption 
(Jahoda et al, 1971; Davis and Von Wachter, 2011). Another strand 
of research on the harmful effects of parental unemployment and 
job uncertainty on children has indicated a higher likelihood of 
school dropout and suspension (Johnson et al, 2012), low educational 
achievement (Kalil and Wightman, 2011), as well as erratic and low 
income of the children in adulthood (Page et al, 2007).
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The relationship between enduring unemployment, resignation, and 
lack of participation in social and community life has been emphasised 
repeatedly. It was exposed dramatically in the seminal Marienthal 
study (a deep ethnographic analysis of everyday life in a community 
outside of Vienna ridden by the worldwide economic crisis of the 
1930s) undertaken by Jahoda and her colleagues almost a century ago 
(Jahoda et al, 1971). By analysing everyday discourses and practices, 
these authors delivered an influential work that has contributed to the 
understanding of subjectivity in unemployment and emphasised that 
prolonged deprivation, far from causing a rebellious reaction, may lead 
to despair and resignation (Fine, 2016).

But what was a surprise for political activists and social scientists in 
1933 seems to constitute common knowledge nowadays. Research has 
indicated repeatedly that displaced workers are significantly less likely 
to participate socially in both formal and informal contexts including 
community groups, youth organisations, charities, and social gatherings 
with friends (Brand and Burgard, 2008; Rüdig and Karyotis, 2013). As 
Putnam (2000) put it, the strain of uncertainty, psychological distress, 
(unwanted) geographic mobility, but also reduced social trust and the 
loss of commitment to social reciprocity, vitally contribute to decreased 
levels of social participation.

Although research on the socio- economic consequences of 
unemployment is proliferating, much of it remains restricted to using 
a top- down approach. With some exceptions (Hodgetts et al, 2007; 
PEPSO, 2013), most studies on the economic and social consequences 
of job displacement and precarity apply quantitative methods and 
predefined categories and concepts. In contrast, this chapter will 
mobilise the tools and concepts of qualitative research in an attempt 
to explore the ways in which young (Greek and Italian) interviewees 
themselves construct their experience of labour market exclusion and/ 
or uncertainty, and to identify the material and social consequences 
this has for their daily lives and future planning.

Institutional context

The two contexts focused on in this analysis, Greece and Italy, have 
many similarities. They are both considered to share values and norms 
that characterise the so- called ‘Southern European social model’ 
(Karamessini, 2015) and they have been affected strongly by the recent 
economic crisis. However, they also differ in terms of the structure 
and growth of their economies as well as in terms of the specific 
repercussions of the economic recession (Eichorst and Neder, 2014).
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Youth unemployment rates, as well as precarious forms of 
employment, have increased dramatically in both countries in the ‘era 
of crisis’. Unemployment in Greece in July 2017 amounted to 21.0 
per cent, with youth (18– 25) unemployment being almost double 
(42.8 per cent) that of the general population, thereby constituting the 
highest youth unemployment rate in the EU (Tsekeris et al, 2015). 
In the same period, the youth employment rate in Italy (reaching 35 
per cent) was higher than that across all age groups (11.2 per cent) and 
that of youth in other European countries (OECD, 2018). A notable 
characteristic of unemployment in Italy is regional differences, with the 
higher rates of youth unemployment affecting the southern regions of 
the country (Leonardi and Pica, 2015). In general, young people have 
to face difficulties that were not common in past generations, and their 
situation deserves to be explored in depth (Bello and Cuzzocrea, 2018). 
Nevertheless, it is not only widespread unemployment that afflicts Greek 
and Italian youth, but also the spread of insecure forms of employment. 
In Greece, temporary employment has exceeded permanent forms 
of employment, with atypical employment increasing as a result of 
market deregulation and policies to promote flexibility (Gialis and 
Tsampra, 2015). Joblessness, skill mismatch, and unemployment among 
highly educated young people have resulted in a massive emigration 
of highly qualified youth, a phenomenon that is well known as the 
‘brain drain’ (Labrianidis, 2014). In Italy, fixed- term contracts grew 
disproportionately among young adults (Eurostat, 2020). The economic 
crisis, however, is not the only cause: several labour market reforms have 
been introduced since the end of the 1990s with the aim of increasing 
flexibility without linking these new types of contract to adequate forms 
of social protection and institutional support. The spread of temporary 
employment increasingly made the search for ‘well- protected’ and stable 
jobs more difficult, resulting in fragmented and discontinuous work 
paths for most young people (Bertolini, 2011).

Both countries also suffer from a constant decrease in GDP. However, 
in Greece, the rapid fall in GDP between 2008 and 2014 (25.9 per 
cent) as a result of the financial problems and the strict austerity 
measures that followed the ‘bailout’ deals with the ‘troika’ of the 
European Commission, European Central Bank, and International 
Monetary Fund has produced a humanitarian crisis. According to other 
commentators, the impoverishment of 35 per cent of the population 
within a period of four years can be equated with the repercussions 
of the great depression of the 1930s (Karamessini, 2015). Italy, on the 
other hand, is witnessing a phenomenon of hidden poverty. Italian 
GDP is diminishing under austerity measures (Engler and Klein, 2017), 
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and in the absence of a minimum income scheme, young Italians 
often need to rely on their families –  something that causes increased 
financial difficulties for thefamily and enforces their dependency on 
parents (Saraceno, 2015).

Finally, both Greek and Italian welfare are characterised by fragmentation 
in entitlements, gaps in social protection, and familialism. Conditions in 
Greece deteriorated because the rapid increase in unemployment and 
the fall in economic activity seriously undermined the social insurance 
system and, in particular, health care coverage. Statistics from the Hellenic 
Labour Inspectorate reveal that almost 40 per cent of people working in 
precarious and/ or low quality jobs do not have social or health insurance. 
Within this context, the family is expected to serve as a social shock 
absorber (Karamessini, 2015) and protect its members from exposure to 
severe social and financial risks (Papadopoulos and Roumpakis, 2013). 
Italy is also considered to have a ‘familistic’ welfare system. Family is 
expected to be (and in fact is) the main protective factor against social 
and financial risks, although differences can be spotted between the south 
and the north (León and Migliavacca, 2013).

Research questions and aims

Focusing upon the two national contexts briefly sketched earlier, the 
present study aims to explore how the experience of unemployment, 
job insecurity, and their implications are constructed in the discourse of 
young people. The approach is based on the assumption that lay people 
do not necessarily structure and give meaning to their experiences by 
using the same categories that social scientists apply in their macrosocial 
approach to social reality. Thus, by adopting a bottom- up approach, 
the purpose of this chapter is (a) to document the ways in which 
the material and social consequences of labour market exclusion are 
constructed by social actors themselves; (b) to highlight the complicated 
nature of the everyday experience of unemployment and precarity, 
and (c) to indicate relations and intersections between concepts while 
reconsidering existing categories and binaries.

Data and methodology

Sample

The analytic material is derived from 90 semi- structured interviews 
conducted for the EXCEPT project (see Chapter 1 in this volume). The 
Greek sample consisted of 40 interviews with 20 men and 20 women 
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of whom 19 were aged 18 to 24 years and 21 were aged 25 to 30 years. 
Sampling focused mainly on cntral and northern Greece, areas both 
urban and rural in which the unemployment rate is considerably and 
constantly high. When it comes to the education level, according to the 
ISCED scale, seven of the interviewees had low education level (ISCED 
0- 2), 21 had medium level (ISCED 3- 4), and 12 had high education level 
(ISCED 5- 8). In terms of employment status, the sample included nine 
young people in temporary employment (TE), 10 in non- contractual 
jobs (NCJ), 15 unemployed (U), and six not in education, employment, 
or training (NEET). It is worth noting that seven of the total sample 
were immigrants.

The Italian sample consisted of 50 interviews with 31 interviewees 
living in northern Italy and 19 in the south. The overall sample was 
balanced in terms of gender. With respect to age, 25 interviewees were 
aged 18 to 24 years, while the other 25 were aged 25 to 30. Regarding 
their educational level, most (26 out of 50) had medium education 
level (ISCED 3- 4), 12 had high education level (SCED 5- 8) and 12 
had low educational level (ISCED 0- 2). Regarding their employment 
status, 17 had temporary employment (TE), 21 were unemployed 
(U) or working in non- contractual jobs (NCJ), six were NEET, and 
another six had permanent employment (PE).

Interviews

Interviewees were recruited through both formal (career counselling 
services, public employment offices, and training institutions) and 
informal channels. All interviews took place between November 
2015 and July 2016 and lasted from 45 to 120 minutes. In nearly 
all cases, interviewers first contacted the potential interviewees via 
telephone and informed them about the research aims in general and 
the interview procedure in particular. On the day of the interview, 
the interviewers explained the procedures regarding confidentiality 
and requested consent to record the interview. Finally, they asked the 
interviewees to fill out and to sign the consent forms. The interview 
outline included questions asking directly about interviewees’ current 
economic situation and about savings and financial planning. They 
were also asked directly about the consequences of unemployment and 
precarity for their living conditions and future plans and expectations.
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Analytic procedure

A thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) was conducted on the 
interviews with the assistance of ATLAS.ti 8. The construction of the 
codebook was both theory driven and inductive. The initial coding 
phase was data driven, whereas the grouping of codes into themes 
was both theory driven and guided by the prevalence of these themes 
across the data set. This phase also used both a semantic approach 
(focusing mainly on explicit meanings) and a latent approach (taking 
into account underlying assumptions and implicit relations between 
data categories).

Findings

Material deprivation and economic strain

At some point in the interview, all interviewees (both Greek and Italian) 
expressed their concerns about the implications of income shortage 
and/ or instability for their lives. Some of them vividly described the 
challenges they currently faced, whereas others expressed their fears 
about the near future and the possibility of having to face unexpected 
costs. More specifically, all Greek interviewees discussed economic 
strain as part and parcel of their daily lives and emphasised their inability 
to face unexpected expenses. Characteristic is the following extract 
from the interview with Dimos, a young man who works (without a 
contract) in a small family business. In the interview extract quoted 
here, Dimos, who lives with his unemployed girlfriend, highlights 
how difficult it is for them to make ends meet when they rely solely 
on his own basic income:

‘Uh if something happens out of the blue and you need money, 
this thing keeps you back [pause] it has happened to me to owe 
money for electricity for half a year, because something else had 
come up, my fridge broke down and I had to fix it.’ (Dimos, M, 
29, ME, TE, EL)

Most Greek interviewees express their concern that if a serious health 
problem were to occur, they would not have the means to pay for their 
treatment. The interviewer invited Valeria, a young woman who at 
the time of the interview had a temporary non- contractual job at a 
pharmacy, to evaluate her current employment situation. She reports:
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‘Uhm [pause] I don’t believe my money is enough mhm because 
if a sickness comes up, I cannot afford the cost. Of course, sickness 
can be the flu [laughs] which is okay. For something, more serious 
that may involve hospitals and so, money is not enough.’ (Valeria, 
F, 24, ME, TE, EL)

Greek young people refer to their inability to cover health expenses 
and their tendency to postpone a visit to a doctor unless they face really 
serious health problems. The majority of interviewees depict particular 
medical treatments (such as dental treatment) as totally inaccessible. 
Young people whose work trajectories have been characterised by 
precariousness and income instability emphasise their inability to 
organise their expenses and engage in any type of financial planning. 
In the following extract, Victoria, who was unemployed at the time 
of the interview, talks about her past employment experiences when 
she was working in modelling as a freelancer.

‘The bad thing with it [working as a freelancer] is that you don’t 
earn a standard amount of money per month, so that you can 
organise your expenses, and some months may go great while 
on others you may earn nothing.’ (Victoria, F, 27, HE, U, EL)

According to some Greek interviewees, one reason why their budget 
management is extremely challenging is having to pay back existing 
debts. Debts accumulate during periods of unemployment, and the 
low- paid jobs that follow these periods do not provide the financial 
resources to manage existing debts without accumulating new ones.

But although the previous findings apply to the vast majority of the 
Greek sample, there were also some cases in which Greek interviewees 
narrated stories of extreme poverty and deprivation, talking about their 
difficulty in covering basic needs such as food or electricity. Asimakis, 
an interviewee who lives under extreme poverty conditions, vividly 
describes his situation:

‘I’m deprived of, first of all, of the most basic things. Food. Let’s 
say a steak, to have a steak in a Sunday meal. We reached the point 
of seeing it [a meal that includes meat] as a miracle.’ (Asimakis, 
M, 24, LE, NEET, EL)

According to the interviewee himself, long- term unemployment and 
absence of family support have contributed to his situation. Extreme 
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poverty in the parental family and lack of familial support seem to 
constitute an important risk factor for Foteini. In the following extract, 
Foteini describes the conditions of extreme poverty that she and her 
family had to face when her father’s small business closed down as a 
result of the economic crisis. The interviewee, who was unemployed 
at the time of interview, is particularly eager to find any (type of) job 
in order to cover her own needs and to support her family financially.

‘We have spent many years without electricity [pause] it was 
really hard and I don’t think that any kid should be forced to go 
through this thing [lower voice], because we owned a gift shop 
and it didn’t do well, and we ended up in a thing where we had 
no electricity, we had to eat from the soup kitchen.’ (Foteini, F, 
20, ME, U, EL)

The majority of Italian interviewees, on the other hand, do not narrate 
stories of extreme deprivation. In general, they mention cutting back 
on what they deem to be unnecessary expenses such as holidays 
or leisure activities, but they do not represent themselves as being 
materially deprived, maintaining that they are in a position to cover 
their more urgent needs.

‘Basically, what do I need, apart from the rent? It’s not that I’m a 
big spender, nothing else than eating a sandwich, when I’m out, 
or a beer. I also don’t travel much. If I do, I’ll take a train and I’ll 
stay with friends who can host me.’ (Carlo, M, 26, LE, TE, IT)

Of course –  in common with the findings from the Greek study –  low 
pay or work and income discontinuity represent important risk factors 
for economic strain for Italian youth as well. In many cases, their income 
allows them to cover only their basic daily needs, and the only buffer 
against deprivation is family support. Hence, in common with the Greek 
context, family economic background is a very important protective factor 
against the most severe implications of unemployment and precarity.

Living in the south of Italy where the percentage of population at 
risk of poverty is almost double the national rate (Istat, 2016) seems to 
constitute a differentiating factor between Italian respondents. Youth 
from the south maintained that both they and their families had been 
affected by the crisis, and they face its implications in their everyday 
lives. Gaia was unemployed at the time of the interview and she was 
unable to rely on her family, because her father (an electrician) was 
also affected by the economic crisis (seven years later). As Gaia says:
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‘When he [the father] comes back home, he brings shopping 
bags full of fruit because old people sometimes pay him this way. 
Sometimes people also pay him with bad cheques. We have found 
our bank account empty many times.’ (Gaia, F, 24, ME, U, IT)

Tamara was also unemployed, as were her father and her brother. Her 
mother is a housewife, but she sometimes works irregularly, taking 
care of an old woman without a regular labour contract:

‘My mom has now got a job. She takes care of an elderly lady, 
aged 88. She is saving some money, in order to buy a car. A car 
would be very useful. We go everywhere on foot, even when we 
need to go to the doctor!’ (Tamara, F, 23, ME, U, IT)

Long- term financial planning and the time perspective

Unemployment and precarity also impact on young people’s ability to 
make long- term financial plans. Income poverty and/ or instability make 
it extremely difficult for both the Greek and the Italian respondents 
to save money and to make long- term financial arrangements and 
plans –  something that has dramatic implications for different phases of 
the respondents’ lives. As Stavros, a Greek young man who works on a 
temporary basis as a supply teacher in the public sector puts it, he earns 
some money every now and then, and when the work comes to an end, 
he starts to worry until the next temporary appointment comes through:

‘I know that this year, I will work until June, I will earn some 
money and then again I will start to worry. So, there is no room 
for long- term plans.’ (Stavros, M, 28, HE, TE, EL)

Lack of long- term planning in general and retirement plans in particular 
can be found in Greek interviewees’ accounts of the problematic aspects 
of the Greek social insurance system. The rigours of acquiring social 
insurance puzzle them. Olek, a second- generation immigrant to Greece 
from Ukraine, has been working to support himself since completing 
his compulsory education. He has changed jobs many times, but he 
has not received any insurance or employment stamps as evidence of 
his work experience. He describes this situation as being the rule in 
the Greek market, and that causes worries for the future.

I: Regarding your employment is there anything that 
concerns you?
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R: It does concern me that I will never get pensioned, because 
I do not have the employment stamps needed and they [pause] 
they don’t give you any out there. (Olek, M, 26, HE, U, EL)

Italian interviewees also maintain that they are unable to do much for 
their economic future. In fact, they do not earn enough to be able to 
save or invest. Furthermore, they point out that they do not think about 
retirement plans. Having a pension seems a rather remote objective 
that is difficult to achieve. Hence, investing in a pension and paying 
contributions means simply losing money:

‘I would work, I would work again, paid under the table. Anyway, 
I won’t get the pension myself. So why should I give them the 
money? To pay someone else’s retirement benefits?’ (Mara, F, 
30, ME, U, IT)

To sum up, the majority of both Greek and Italian interviewees seem to 
pay attention to short- term economic consequences and to be oriented 
towards the present. Their inability to plan for the future results, according 
to interviewees’ accounts, in a focus on the present, on immediate needs 
and short- term goals, and on lowering one’s expectations. This ‘present- 
time’ orientation demonstrates not only an inability to have control over 
the future but also distrust towards it. The following quotes from Mara, 
a young Italian woman, and Dimos, a Greek interviewee, are examples 
of the present- focused perspective of youth:

‘At this moment I don’t see any future [pause] it’s bad to say so, 
but it’s like that. The money, really, the money makes the future.’ 
(Mara, F, 30, ME, U, IT)

‘As I told you I live thinking only of the present [pause] I always 
think that yes, in the future nothing is for granted. I may be left 
without a job, for example.’ (Dimos, M, 29, ME, TE, EL)

In many cases, intergenerational comparisons illustrate the lack of 
future perspectives among young people. In the following extract, 
Mary, a young Greek woman, compares her life with that of her 
parents. She claims that they lived a ‘full’ life while she stands still due 
to unemployment:

I: Mhm. So, you think your parents have been living better? You 
think it was better back then?
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R: Yes, yes. Much better. They had a job, the opportunity to 
dream, and the potential to make their dreams come true. 
(Mary, F, 26, ME, U, EL)

In the same way, Italian interviewees feel deprived compared to their 
parents, but not compared to their peers with whom they share the 
situation of precariousness.

Implications for family life

The lack of adequate financial resources, and therefore of autonomy, 
not only raises the risk of severe economic deprivation, but also affects 
social and family relationships. The majority of Greek and Italian 
interviewees report on the consequences for family life caused by 
financial strain. For example, Valeria sees the everyday tensions in her 
family as natural in the context of financial hardships:

I: Did you have any other sort of income?
R: No. No, no, uuh I was strained with uuh the reactions in my 

home, which were natural but they didn’t do any good [pause] 
when there is no income, there is a negative atmosphere, fights, 
complaints. (Valeria, F, 24, ME, TE, EL)

Italian youth living with parents also reported some cases in which 
the family climate is affected by economic hardship, with quarrels 
between family members on how to use the little money they earn 
being part of their daily routine. Tamara, for  example –  quoted earlier 
when commenting on the material consequences for their family of 
her father’s job loss –  also maintains that her relationship with him has 
become really difficult to deal with:

‘I can’t talk with my father. We don’t get on well. With my 
mother, yes: since we have the same opinion about many things.’ 
(Tamara, F, 23, ME, U, IT).

As far as relationships with partners are concerned, research has shown 
that precarious employment, non- standard working hours, and irregular 
work schedules may make it difficult to co- ordinate shared leisure time 
between couples, and that this has implications for the sustainability 
of relationships (Craig and Brown, 2014). Partnership relations also 
seem to be affected by the disruption of the male breadwinner/ female 
caregiver model and the increase in women’s ‘market- related resources’ 
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(Fuwa, 2014). In the following extract, Thomas expresses concerns 
over the implications of the fact that his partner seems to be the main 
bearer of the financial burden of the household:

I: Does your partner have a steady job?
R: She has a steady job, yes, and unfortunately, she shoulders 

more expenses than me, which is very stressing.
I: For you?
R: Yes. She herself hasn’t touched on the issue but you can 

comprehend that it is an issue. Maybe not for her, but for the 
people around us. (Thomas, M, 28, HE, NCJ, EL)

Precarious employment can shape and limit important life decisions 
including partnership formation, where to live, when to start a 
family, and many other choices that can affect the quality of life of 
individuals and households. Many of our interviewees maintain that 
they may decide to live with partners and gain some of the benefits 
of marriage, including sharing housing costs. However, making strong 
commitments seems unrealistic, given their uncertain future. Thanos, 
who was unemployed at the time of interview, states that starting a 
family is an issue that worries him and his friends:

‘We would like a family, but nowadays it’s so hard to think 
about it, even if you have a relationship that’s going towards this 
direction uuh it’s hard. I mean, your job is not for sure these 
days.’ (Thanos, M, 27, ME, U, EL)

Along the same lines, Andrea, a young Italian man, says that he is very 
reluctant to start a family given his poor and unstable income; and he 
constructs this situation as being common for people of his age.

‘I really like to have a family, but how can you support a family 
on €800 a month from precarious work? I hope we won’t go back 
to the Middle Ages when they would choose for you a partner 
who had money.’ (Andrea, M, 24, ME, TE, IT)

Maintaining friendships and social bonds, participating in 
social life

Precarity and economic hardship seem to affect the social life of 
interviewees. As previous research indicates (Lewchuk et al, 2015), 
income instability lessens the chances of being involved in social 
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activities and being engaged with the community. Therefore, it 
increases the chances of social isolation. The workplace can function 
as a social network in which friendships might occur. Hence, when a 
person is unemployed or employed under precarious conditions, the 
likelihood of forming social bonds is limited. In the following extract, 
Thaleia, a Greek interviewee, considers that forming new friendships 
constitutes one of the positive aspects of having a job.

‘Maybe those who aren’t in the working field don’t have the 
chance to meet new people. That’s because, when you work, 
you meet people, you mingle with them and necessarily you have 
some common interests. I still have contacts with people from 
my last job. We go for a coffee, we share our news.’ (Thaleia, F, 
24, HE, U, EL)

Interviewees also pointed out that unemployment and precarity 
can affect existing friendships, because of the financial incapacity to 
participate in social activities and to follow social norms. They pointed 
out that material deprivation is often accompanied by feelings of 
shame. Gedi, a young immigrant living in Greece, vividly describes 
how poverty penetrates social life:

‘I can’t go out like a normal person to drink a coffee with my 
friends. I don’t go out. If you don’t work, you can’t do anything, 
you go out with your friends, they drink a beer, but you don’t 
have a euro in your pocket, you get mad.’ (Gedi, M, 28, LE, 
NEET, EL)

Along the same lines, Mara who had no income of her own at the time 
of the interview, argues that she cannot have any social life. Having a 
social life, she maintains, always implies costs that she cannot afford:

‘I cannot buy any Christmas presents, because I cannot afford it. 
I’d like to go to the theatre, but with what money? So, these are 
all things that, anyway… force you to stay at home, in the end, 
to become antisocial.’ (Mara, F, 30, ME, U, IT)

The fact that young people are forced to withdraw from friendships and 
social life due to economic hardship seems to produce a vicious circle, 
because according to their own accounts, friends constitute a very 
important source of support. According to our interviewees, even if it 
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is not a source of information on how to get a job, the social network 
remains an important source of material and emotional support.

Being deprived of basic rights and reluctant to claim them

Another important outcome of living in conditions of prolonged 
uncertainty, according to youth interviewees, is the fear of claiming 
one’s rights. As other commentators have argued, unemployment and 
precarity may result not only in deprivation of economic rights but also 
of civil, cultural, and political rights de iure and de facto (Standing, 2014). 
Job insecurity leads to compromise and accepting less because of the fear 
of long- term unemployment. Complaints about the way in which the 
labour market situation can result in deprivation of rights are evident 
in interviews in both countries, albeit more frequently in the Greek 
context –  something that, given the rate of youth unemployment, is 
to be expected. Kiriaki, a young Greek woman, maintains:

‘I believe that everyone is afraid of demanding their rights, 
because we know that if we demand anything, we won’t continue 
working or we won’t even be hired, so we keep our mouths shut. 
We don’t ask for anything, because the boss will say “If you don’t 
accept what I’m giving you, I can find someone else” [pause] 
there is so much unemployment.’ (Kiriaki, F, 29, HE, NCJ, EL)

Greek interviewees draw comparisons between the pre-  and post- crisis 
labour market. Gedi talks about how he used to bargain for better 
wages. However, in recent years, he accepts a job under any (in many 
cases humiliating) circumstances.

‘Now you can’t [bargain] [pause] heads down. Back then you 
would say “I want this money”. If they didn’t give you, you would 
go elsewhere mhm now they just don’t give you. Now they say 
uuh “Do you want that? If you don’t, don’t come.”’ (Gedi, M, 
28, LE, NEET, EL)

Nevertheless, interviewees do not construct their reluctance to 
claim their rights as some type of resignation. Instead they represent 
it as a decision imposed on them by the fact that precarious work 
constitutes the only alternative to unemployment. Exploitation and 
precarious conditions are not constructed as an exception; they are 
represented as a generalised work regime. Within this regime, youth 
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do not have a choice. The only alternative to precarious employment 
is unemployment (Kesisoglou et al, 2016).

Interviewees also emphasise that, in order to make claims, they have 
to meet certain requirements such as having formal employment status 
(a contract) or having been employed for a certain period of time. 
Entitlement to (most) employment rights is a consequence of being 
fully integrated into the labour market. Thus, under conditions of 
insecurity, it is very difficult to make claims. Emma, a young Italian 
woman, says:

‘At the *** [4- star hotel on the ski slopes] I replaced a member 
of the staff for two weeks [pause]. No contract. He paid me 
€50 for two weeks of work [pause], I was finishing work at two 
o’clock at night, starting again at six, four hours to sleep [pause] 
but anyway at that moment I had nothing in my hand.’ (Emma, 
F, 20, ME, TE, IT)

Hence, the result is a vicious circle: precarity makes claiming one’s 
rights difficult or even impossible, and by the same token, gives birth 
to further exploitation and uncertainty. In some cases, interviewees 
maintain that after having worked for a couple of weeks, they were 
‘fired’ without notice and told that they would not be paid because 
they had just completed a trial period. This was the case for Olek, 
quoted in the following extract:

‘I had spent two, two and a half weeks working there, when 
I told them to give me my money, they said “Uh no, you were 
on a trial period.’” (Olek, M, 26, HE, U, EL)

The interviewees are willing to make a lot of compromises in order 
to obtain a job: Francesca was advised not to say she had a child when 
she was called again for a job through a private agency. Her daughter 
was only 3 months old and Francesca needed to work because she did 
not receive any type of institutional support:

‘I was only 19, I was told: “No one is ever gonna bother 
keeping you there, if you have kids.” My daughter was so little –  
3 months! She was 3 months old. I could have stayed longer 
with my daughter! Of course. But obviously since I didn’t have a 
contract, I didn’t have the opportunity to go on maternity leave 
or anything.’ (Francesca, F, 23, LE, TE, IT)
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For other Greek and Italian youth, working without payment is 
something that they themselves offer to do in periods of prolonged 
unemployment in order to improve their job prospects. This is the only 
way, according to some interviewees, to obtain the work experience 
that employers commonly ask for:

‘Of course, I was looking for a job. I was looking in newspapers 
and I was asking people, but it was hard. If you don’t have work 
experience, they will not hire you [pause] So, after that I started 
working voluntarily at a cafeteria, without payment. I worked for 
a whole summer without being paid.’ (Matina, F, 22, ME, TE, EL)

‘Honestly, I can adjust myself to everything. You know even 
if I don’t get paid, I’ll do it all the same, rather than staying at 
home, being paid or not!’ (Isa, F, 22, ME, U, IT)

In most cases, the interviewees themselves admit that this strategy 
seems to have negative implications, not only for the individual lives 
of the young employees themselves, but also for further deregulation 
of the labour market. Young people end up with insignificant short- 
term work experience which does not substantially improve their 
employment prospects. On the other hand, willingness to work under 
any conditions harms individual self- esteem and reinforces exploitation.

Conclusions

This chapter considered the material and social consequences of 
unemployment and job precariousness as constructed subjectively in 
interviews with Greek and Italian young people. Findings reveal that 
the implications are drastic and complex and affect many aspects of 
respondents’ private and social lives. As far as the Greek interviewees’ 
construction of their economic and material situation is concerned, 
the analysis confirmed what has been documented repeatedly in other 
studies (Karanikolos et al, 2013; Tsekeris et al, 2015): Greek society 
is experiencing a deep humanitarian crisis with tremendous effects. 
Thus, the most vulnerable of the interviewees narrated stories of severe 
deprivation and poverty such as having to live without enough food, 
heating, and electricity for long periods of time. The majority of Italian 
young people, on the other hand, did not represent themselves as being 
severely materially deprived. The relatively infrequent narratives of 
severe deprivation in the Italian sample come from interviewees located 
in the south of the country where the effects of the economic crisis 
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seem to be more salient. Italian youth, however, also face the material 
implications of unstable income and fragmented and discontinuous 
working paths that allow them to cover only their essential basic needs 
(Bertolini, 2011).

In both contexts, family is constructed as a potential source of 
support, and the material situation of youth is related closely to the 
financial situation of the parental family. In Italy, parental material 
support appears to constitute the most important protective factor 
against the harshest implications of income poverty and/ or instability, 
creating a phenomenon of ‘hidden poverty’ (Saraceno, 2015). In 
Greece, on the other hand, where unemployment in the general 
population has reached dramatic proportions, let alone the high youth 
unemployment rate, other family members, including parents, are also 
affected by unemployment and low work intensity, and the family 
cannot always protect young people from severe social and financial 
risks (Papadopoulos and Roumpakis, 2013).

Both Greek and Italian interviewees, even if the latter do not 
construct their financial situation as being extremely harsh, express 
their complete inability to engage in any type of financial planning, 
and they construct access to pension and future financial security as 
an objective that they will never achieve. Consequently, they avoid 
considering the future and prefer to work ‘under the table’ –  something 
that affects interviewees’ ‘employment capital’ and has multifaceted 
negative implications for different aspects of their life (Thomas et al, 
2013). Interviewees’ tendency to focus on the present and to distrust 
the future seems to echo the results of other studies on the economic 
crisis and its repercussions on the general population. According to 
the Eurobarometer (2014), a high percentage of Greek (almost 65 
per cent) and Italian (42 per cent) people argue that as a result of 
the crisis and its repercussions, they refrain from dreaming about or 
making plans for the future. Other authors have argued that, as a 
result of the austerity in Southern Europe, new ways of approaching 
temporality have emerged (Knight and Stewart, 2016). According to 
these authors, austerity differs from poverty or underdevelopment, 
because it applies to situations in which social actors or communities 
that used to enjoy higher standards of living have to cope with a 
new situation. In these situations, the linear course of events, which 
characterises the modern collective representation of reality, gives 
way to temporal comparisons and ‘plunges societies into the converse 
of counterfactual history in which one is invited to ask, “what if 
the past had happened differently?” ’ (Knight and Stewart, 2016: 3). 
Intergenerational comparisons that contrasted the present situation of 
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youth with that enjoyed by previous generations were common in our 
interviewees’ accounts. These comparisons involve both temporal and 
intergroup dimensions, and they make explicit the complexity of the 
construct of subjective (relative) experience of poverty/ deprivation 
and the difficulty in operationalising it.

Apart from employment capital, the interviewees’ social capital is 
also affected by unemployment and labour market exclusion (Van 
Oorschot et al, 2006). As other commentators have stressed (Jahoda, 
1981), employment is associated not only with visible material benefits 
but also with latent benefits such as a time structure, social contacts, 
and personal status. Interviewees maintain that the workplace gives 
them the chance to meet new people and to form social bonds and 
friendships. In contrast, during periods of unemployment, they become 
totally isolated. Furthermore, involvement in social life is conditional 
upon one’s ability to spend; and poverty may in some cases have 
implications that violate social norms. Personal and family life are 
presented as influenced in various ways by a precarious work life and 
by unemployment. First, employment insecurity, unpredictable work 
schedules, and varying income flows increase tensions at home and 
make it difficult to sustain relationships. Second, due to insecurity, 
long- term binding decisions are necessarily postponed (Buchholz 
et al, 2008). Finally, another consequence situated within the social 
and political sphere of the interviewees’ lives has to do with the 
violation of certain rights and entitlements. They tend to maintain 
that they are reluctant to claim their employment rights and tolerate 
labour exploitation because the only alternative to poor employment 
conditions and precarity is unemployment (Kesisoglou et al, 2016).

In conclusion, these findings from interviews with young people 
in two Southern European countries situate the material and social 
implications of unemployment and precarity in the context of 
the recent economic turmoil in line with existing literature. The 
bottom- up perspective adopted here, however, serves to highlight 
complex relations and intersections between constructs that are usually 
contrasted and operationalised in existing literature (temporal vs group 
comparisons, individual vs household deprivation), and this perspective 
emphasises new forms of subjectivity and agency (Gershon et al, 2011; 
Standing, 2011). Of course, given the nature of qualitative research, 
it is necessary to recognise that although these findings may be valid 
in the specific context in which they are set, their generalisation is 
limited. However, some of the intersections between constructs that 
have been indicated here may have some validity beyond the specific 
microsocial context and confirm the need to give prominence to 
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lay discourses and subjective experiences at times of ever- growing 
inequality (Fine, 2016).

Notes
 1 This refers particularly to the inability to afford items and activities such as a 

washing machine, TV, telephone, car, holidays once a year, and keeping one’s 
home adequately warm. It also includes enforced inability to pay unexpected 
expenses and being confronted with payment arrears (for example, mortgage or 
rent, utility bills).

 2 https:// ec.europa.eu/ eurostat/ statistics- explained/ index.php/ Glossary:Material_ 
deprivation
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Syntheses of long- term  
socio- economic consequences 

of insecure labour market positions 
for youth in Europe1

Dirk Hofäcker, Sina Schadow, and Janika Kletzing

Introduction

As a result of the projected ageing of Europe’s population, the 
sustainability of public pensions has become one of the most important 
political issues in recent decades, because the number of pension 
recipients is increasing while the number of pension contributors is 
decreasing. Hence, the period over which pension recipients receive 
pension payouts is expected to increase in many OECD countries 
(Chomik and Whitehouse, 2010). Pay- as- you- go pension systems, 
which are common across Europe, face increasing difficulties in 
ensuring their current and future sustainability.

These difficulties were already acknowledged in a report published 
by the World Bank in 1994, entitled Averting the Old Age Crisis: Policies 
to Protect the Old and Promote Growth. Here, it was argued that in the 
face of ageing populations, three- pillar pension systems should be 
established that combine standard public pensions with additional 
savings into both occupational and private pension plans. Up to now, 
many European countries have established such three- pillar pension 
systems, though with significant cross- national variations in the relative 
importance of the three pillars. At the same time, the generosity of 
public pensions, which previously accounted for the ‘lion’s share’ of 
old- age income, has generally decreased –  for example, by reducing 
the gross pension replacement rate and increasing the retirement 
age (OECD, 2013). With the implementation of the three- pillar 
pension model, responsibility for ensuring a sustainable income in 
old- age has been shifted increasingly away from public authorities 
and on to individuals. This creates intergenerational inequalities, 
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because –  unlike today’s pensioners who still retire with good public 
pensions –  almost all young Europeans will retire under the new 
three- pillar pension system (Ebbinghaus and Gronwold, 2011). Hence, 
reforms of public pensions will affect young people in particular 
who are increasingly expected to invest in occupational and private 
pension plans as early as possible to ensure their future old- age income 
(Hofäcker and Blossfeld, 2011).

At the same time, employment conditions have changed substantially 
for European youth whose employment paths have become 
increasingly insecure. Young people frequently experience long- term 
unemployment and are also disproportionately found in atypical 
employment such as fixed- term contracts, platform working, or (fake) 
self- employment in the gig economy, which often pays lower wages 
than those for the regularly employed (Rokicka et al, 2015). The 
impact of employment uncertainty is likely to decrease young people’s 
capacity to save for their old age. Because the employment path has 
become more unpredictable, young people may find it difficult to 
commit themselves to long- term binding financial investment plans 
that require continuous contributions.

Taking all these factors into account, young people in Europe will 
be increasingly dependent on additional income in old age due to the 
cuts to public pensions. However, the current labour market situation is 
making it increasingly difficult for them to save towards pension income 
(Hofäcker et al, 2017). In the long- term, employment uncertainties 
such as periods of fixed- term employment could accumulate into 
substantial pension gaps. This suggests a more negative view of atypical 
types of employment, which previous studies have shown to be less 
detrimental in the short term (Rokicka and Kłobuszewska, 2016) or 
to act potentially as a stepping stone to secure employment in the 
medium- term (Hofäcker, 2017).

Against this background, this chapter aims to systematically address 
the long- term socio- economic consequences of insecure labour 
market positions such as unemployment or atypical employment for 
future pension prospects, considering all three pension systems: public, 
occupational, and private.2 These long- term socio- economic consequences 
will be analysed from both demand-  and supply- side perspectives. On 
the demand side, it will investigate how far young people are aware of 
the increasing need to invest in occupational and private pension plans 
together with their actual saving behaviour. Are young Europeans 
building up savings for old age and, if not, what prevents them from 
doing so? On the supply side, it will investigate how far young people –  
if interested –  have access to such pension schemes and how they 
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treat periods of employment uncertainty with regard to their future 
pension entitlements.

This investigation employs a mixed- methods approach. The 
methodological approaches used will be presented separately for the 
demand and the supply side.

Demand side

For the demand- side perspective, quantitative data are taken from a 
Flash Eurobarometer of 2008 (European Commission, 2009) and the 
European Social Survey of 2006 (ESS Round 3, 2006). These include 
single indicators on savings behaviour, though with a focus on the 
overall population rather than on youth.3

Furthermore, interviews were conducted with experts from different 
fields and professions in six EU countries (Estonia, Germany, Italy, 
Poland, Sweden, and the United Kingdom [UK]) as well as the 
Ukraine. The selected countries –  drawn from EXCEPT member 
states –  represent different types of welfare system: conservative 
(Germany), Southern European (Italy), liberal (UK), social- democratic 
(Sweden), and Eastern European (Estonia, Poland, and the Ukraine) 
(Esping- Andersen, 1990). These countries differ widely in their general 
welfare logic (Myles and Peirson, 2001) and in the structure of their 
three- pillar pension systems.

One of the main reasons for expert interviews was that although 
there are some data on public pension savings for youth, cross- national 
comparative evidence about occupational and private pension schemes is 
scarce. This is due not least to the fact that the structure and management 
of occupational and private pension plans differ widely among European 
countries and are also often based on individual negotiated contracts 
rather than ‘standard models’. Faced with this variety, experts can take 
the role of specialist ‘informants’ who possess specific knowledge about 
the structure and administrative process and procedures for these schemes 
(Gläser & Laudel, 2010). Expert interviews were used to provide a 
deeper insight into the reasons behind the savings behaviour of young 
people in all three pension pillars. In light of the relative importance of 
each pension pillar and the complexity of the national pension systems, 
at least three interviews were conducted per country.

Quantitative results

To investigate the importance attributed to savings by youth in 
Europe, Figure 14.1 displays results from a question included in a Flash 
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Eurobarometer study in 2008. This asked respondents: ‘thinking of 
the time when [they] retire, would [they] consider saving money or 
taking up insurance in case that [they] become dependent’, with the 
response categories ‘yes’ or ‘no’.4 Figure 14.1 shows the proportion 
of the full (non- retired) sample reporting individual readiness to save 
compared to respondents aged up to 39 years.5

Results provide clear evidence of a high level of readiness to make 
additional savings among European youth, ranging from 80 to 90 
per cent in countries such as France, Ireland, Luxembourg, and 
Sweden to between 50 and 60 per cent in some Eastern European 
countries (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, and Latvia), but also 
the Netherlands and Cyprus. Notably, this readiness is often slightly 
higher among younger respondents than among the overall population. 
Despite their temporal distance from retirement, young people seem 
well aware of the need to make additional provision in a changing 
pensions landscape.

Figure 14.2 goes beyond the mere readiness to save by focusing on 
actual savings behaviour. Data originate from the third wave of the 
European Social Survey 2006 in which respondents were asked ‘are 
you currently saving or have … saved in the past specifically in order 
to live comfortably in your old age?’ The figure reports the percentage 

Figure 14.1: General importance attributed to savings in European 
countries: young people (15– 39 years) versus full (non- retired) sample in 2008
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of respondents making own savings, again contrasting young people 
(respondents aged up to 29 years) with the entire population.6

In contrast to the readiness to save (see previous discussion), 
Figure 14.2 shows a clear gap in actual savings between younger people 
and the overall population. Overall, the proportion of people who 
save varies widely between around three quarters of the population in 
countries such as Austria, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Switzerland, 
and one third or less in a number of Eastern European countries. In 
contrast, less than half of young people effectively have savings, with 
particularly low levels in Eastern and Southern European countries. 
A more detailed breakdown of figures among youth (see Hofäcker et al, 
2017) shows that savings behaviour is particularly low among young 
people in fixed- term employment, suggesting that it is not only their 
age, but also their insecure labour market situation that prevents young 
people from saving for the longer term. As other research such as Tosun 
et al (2019) has shown, young people may also be discouraged from 
further savings by their perceptions of their own financial situation 
which they view as being worse than that of the previous generation.

Findings from expert interviews: financial literacy of youth

Besides the delaying effect of insecure employment on pensions as 
reported previously, experts from different European countries indicated 

Figure 14.2: Own savings to live comfortably in old age: young people  
(15– 29 years) versus full (non- retired) sample in 2006
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that the financial literacy of youth –  that is, their understanding of 
multi- pillar pension systems and their key characteristics –  could be 
another factor that keeps young people from putting savings into 
occupational or private pension plans. Most interviewed experts claim 
that the financial literacy of young people in Europe seems to be low 
in general (see Moiso, 2017; Schadow, 2017; Stasiowski, 2017; Unt 
and Reiska, 2017).

‘It’s a problem that many people, especially young people –  no 
matter which country you look at –  are not well prepared to 
make financial decisions.’ (EXP02, Germany)

In particular, young people with a low level of education apparently 
face difficulties in making rational financial decisions because they 
often do not possess the necessary knowledge about pension systems.

‘I do not know if children in Poland are taught to save money 
[pause] I do not know if a lower secondary school graduate who 
goes to high school has any idea what the interest rate is on 
credit, how much it costs him to borrow like this [pause] why it 
is worth having some savings.’ (EXP03, Poland)

These findings are in line with those of other studies reporting low 
levels of financial literacy across the population as a whole (Lusardi and 
Mitchell, 2011b) and for young people in particular (Lusardi et al, 2010; 
Garg and Singh, 2018), and showing that financial literacy correlates 
highly with socio- demographic characteristics such as educational 
background (Lusardi and Mitchell, 2011b; Garg and Sigh, 2018).

Without doubt, increasing individual responsibility for one’s own 
pension provision and the associated investment in financial markets 
increase the importance of financial education (Lusardi and Mitchell, 
2011a), especially when the market for pension plans is highly 
complex as in Germany, Italy, and Poland (Moiso, 2017; Schadow, 
2017; Stasiowski, 2017). However, it is questionable how far financial 
literacy alone can improve the situation and lead to greater engagement 
in occupational or private pension savings plans. On the one hand, 
information provided about different occupational and private pension 
schemes is inconsistent, and this makes comparisons difficult even for 
the financially literate (for Germany, see Schadow, 2017). On the other 
hand, it is problematic to estimate the future development of global 
financial markets over a time horizon of about 30 or 40 years even for 
experts or rating agencies (Fachinger, 2018). Furthermore, financial 
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literacy can do little to improve the situation when the possibility of 
putting savings into additional pension programmes is limited by low 
and unpredictable income.

Supply side

Attention now shifts from young people’s understanding of the need for 
pension savings to the supply side –  that is, the type of pension schemes 
offered to young people and how they treat employment uncertainties. 
In this respect, the initial focus will be on public pension systems that 
still make up the major pillar of pension income in European countries. 
To this end, stylised institutional data will be used from various cross- 
national databases such as the Mutual Information System on Social 
Protection in Europe (MISSOC, 2016) or the OECD Pension at a 
Glance Report (OECD, 2015). The analyses here consider existing 
regulations for the period 2014– 15 whenever possible. For occupational 
and private pension schemes, again findings from the expert interviews 
were utilised (for the methodological approach, see earlier discussion).

Characteristics of public pension systems

One key characteristic of public pension systems is that they are in 
principle universal –  that is, they cover the entire population of a country. 
In some countries, certain groups such as the self- employed, are exempt 
from public pensions and have their own old- age insurance schemes.

The following typology developed from the literature and data 
focuses on how employment uncertainties influence future pension 
outcomes. Pension systems are expected to be less ‘youth- friendly’ 
when periods of employment uncertainty effectively reduce the extent 
of pension rights, or when they endanger eligibility for pensions in 
general. Four dimensions regarded as key components of public pension 
systems are considered here (see Hofäcker et al, 2017: 42ff.): the 
assessment basis, the qualifying period, the treatment of periods of 
unemployment, and the treatment of periods of childcare. For each 
dimension, each national public pension system is classified as being 
either favourable for youth (3), partly favourable for youth (2), or 
unfavourable for youth (1).

• The assessment basis of a pension scheme reflects the calculations 
on which pensions are computed. As marginal cases, they can be 
based on either the amount or the length entirely decoupled from 
a contribution logic when a flat- rate basic pension is paid out. It 
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is assumed here that the stronger the logic of proportionality with 
contributions, the more negatively such systems will penalise youth 
with employment interruptions, lower wages, or less stable wages. 
Based on this assumption, one can classify countries in which pension 
systems depend solely on the level of previous contributions as being 
unfavourable (1), those in which means- tested minimum pensions are 
targeted at specific individuals as partly favourable (2), and those in 
which later benefits are not means- tested and entirely independent 
of previous working life as being favourable for youth (3).

• A pension’s qualifying period refers to the minimum requirement 
in contribution years to become eligible for a pension. It can be 
assumed that the higher the number of years required, the more 
difficult it will be for those with employment interruptions to reach 
eligibility. Again, countries can be clustered into three groups based 
on their actual distribution within Europe: those with a qualifying 
period of up to five years are considered as favourable for youth 
(3), those with a qualifying period of between six and 15 years as 
being partly favourable (2), and those with more than 15 years as 
being unfavourable (1).

• Whereas the previous dimension refers to the more general 
logic of pension systems, countries can also differ regarding how 
employment interruptions are treated as contribution periods 
when calculating pension benefits. The more comprehensive 
they are, the less disadvantageous they are to young people with 
discontinuous careers. On the one hand, this concerns periods of 
unemployment. Countries in which unemployment spells are 
not considered at all or are considered only for minimum pension 
entitlements are assumed to be the most disadvantageous for youth 
(1). Countries in which pension benefits are considered only for a 
first period of unemployment and/ or are considered at a rate of up 
to 80 per cent of previous contributions are assumed to be partly 
favourable (2), whereas those in which pension benefits are paid 
continuously at higher rates are considered to be favourable (3).

• A similar approach is applied for periods of childcare. Countries 
that do not consider such interruptions when calculating pension 
benefits, that factor them in at 25% of normal contributions or less, 
or that restrict the consideration of such contributions to one year 
are considered unfavourable (1). Countries that consider childcare 
breaks for a period between one and three years are assumed to be 
partly favourable (2), and those that consider them for more than 
three years or consider them close to previous earnings are taken 
as being favourable (3).
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Data from cross- national institutional databases were examined 
systematically and values for 2014– 15 were assigned to countries based 
on the typology. Values for the single dimensions were then added up 
to form a composite unweighted index value (see Figure 14.3).

Figure 14.3 shows the respective results for European countries, 
reflecting both the overall index value as well as values for the single 
dimensions. It is clear that European countries vary substantially in 
their consideration of employment uncertainties for public pension 
benefits. On the one hand, in a number of mostly Central and 
Northern European countries (with the single exception of Malta as 
a Southern European country), various characteristics of the national 
pension system account for labour market uncertainties of youth 
positively, and this is reflected in high index values. In Denmark, for 
example, the basic pension shows no connection to previous earnings 
(score of 3 for assessment basis), and there is also no minimum number 
of years required for qualifying for a pension (score of 3 for qualifying 
period). Contributions for periods of unemployment and childcare 
are paid at up to double the amount of standard contributions (score 
of 3 for consideration of unemployment respectively childcare). In 
contrast, in a number of Eastern European countries in particular, 
the situation for young people facing employment uncertainty seems 

Figure 14.3: Consideration of employment uncertainty in public pension 
systems: composite index
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to be particularly unfavourable with regard to their future public 
pension rights.

One possible drawback of the focus on institutional differences 
in considering employment uncertainties applied here without 
considering the actual incidence of such uncertainties, is that if 
employment uncertainties are not widespread, the outlined pension 
consequences may apply to only a small group of youth. However, 
further evidence shows that particularly in countries in which, 
for example, unemployment is accounted for comprehensively 
when calculating public pensions, youth unemployment rates are 
comparatively low with values roughly between 10 to 25 per cent (see 
Hofäcker et al, 2017). Vice versa, the highest unemployment rates are 
found particularly in countries where unemployment is accounted 
for least favourably(Hofäcker et al, 2017). This suggests a negative 
relationship between the consideration of unemployment uncertainties 
and their incidence among youth. In other words, in contexts in 
which youth unemployment is a major problem, unemployment 
will have severe consequences for young people’s income in later 
life because employment interruptions are not accounted for in 
pension calculations.

Findings from expert interviews

Public pensions

The findings in the previous section focused on the consideration 
of employment uncertainties for public pensions. In the following, 
this information is supplemented with evidence from the qualitative 
expert interviews. For virtually all countries in the sample, experts 
expected that the (gross) pension replacement rate would decrease in 
the future (see Merritt, 2017; Moiso, 2017; Schadow, 2017; Stasiowski, 
2017; Unt and Reiska, 2017). At the same time, the retirement age 
is rising almost universally. The increase in potential contribution 
years, however, is likely to be “eaten up” (EXS01, Germany) by 
employment interruptions, particularly in countries in which periods 
of unemployment are not considered in calculating public pensions. 
In sum, these developments imply that young people will need to 
work longer to receive relatively less (Schadow and Kletzing 2017). 
As occasional evidence suggests, however, youth are not always aware 
of this projected decrease (Stasiowski, 2017).

Experts also highlighted that there are still several groups that are not 
covered by mandatory insurance, particularly in flexible employment 
forms that apply disproportionately to youth. In some countries (in 
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the present set, Germany, Poland, Sweden, and the Ukraine), the self- 
employed are not mandatorily covered by public pensions or, where 
they have the possibility of voluntarily joining the scheme, can choose 
to reduce their contributions; an option that is used widely (see Choi, 
2009; ifo Institute, 2015; Nikolaieva and Vakhitova, 2017; Schadow, 
2017; Stasiowski, 2017; Strandh, 2017).

Occupational pensions

Expert interviews also allow an assessment of current trends in the 
second pillar –  occupational pensions –  and their implications for the 
future income of young people in old age. One main advantage of 
occupational pensions is that future pension rights are often co- financed 
by employers, thereby increasing the amount of pension payouts. In the 
UK, for example, employers often double the amount that employees 
contribute to occupational pensions.

‘A lot of employers do give more than the minimum. And often 
double what people put in up to a set amount. For example, if 
the employee puts in 2 per cent they will give 4 per cent. Usually 
up to 8 or 10 per cent.’ (EXP02, UK)

Occupational pensions are much more common in established welfare 
states (Germany, Italy, Sweden, and the UK), whereas in the relatively 
new welfare states of Eastern Europe (such as Estonia and Poland), 
such second- pillar pensions schemes do not exist or are of only 
minor importance.

Notably, when occupational pensions are not made mandatory, 
they frequently have only rather low coverage rates due to restrictive 
access conditions. The coverage rate of occupational pension plans 
is naturally limited, because they do not cover the self- employed or 
unemployed. Furthermore, even among the dependent employees, 
occupational pensions effectively apply only to those on regular work 
contracts, whereas the atypically employed are often not covered (Moiso, 
2017). In Germany, occupational pensions have a wider coverage, but 
are frequently used as a human resource policy instrument and thus 
are often offered only to higher- skilled employees in internal labour 
markets (Schadow, 2017). Even in the UK in which an auto- enrolment 
into occupational pensions7 has recently been established for new 
working contracts, specific groups of employees such as those with 
zero- hour contracts, low- waged employees, or those on fixed- term contracts 
with a duration of less than three months are still excluded from 
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occupational pension plans, (see Merritt, 2017). Only in Sweden do 
occupational pensions cover about 90 per cent of Swedish employees. 
However, they are not common in the health sector in which many 
Swedish young people work nowadays (Strandh, 2017).

Pensions portability can be an issue for occupational pensions –  that 
is, savings from these schemes are often not portable between sectors 
and employers internationally or even on a national level (Schadow, 
2017). If the transfer of pension entitlements between different 
occupational pension schemes is possible, such transfers often have 
high transaction costs.

Furthermore, occupational pension plans are frequently connected 
to a minimum qualifying period. Particularly young people on 
fixed- term contracts may find it hard to fulfil the qualifying periods 
because of their frequent job mobility. This problem of portability 
could also affect successful and highly mobile young people who 
may accumulate savings in multiple occupational pension plans, yet 
with only low or no revenues (Hofäcker, Schadow and Kletzing, 
2017). Furthermore, one main disadvantage of occupational pension 
plans is also that in contrast to public pensions, contributions cease 
during periods of unemployment or childcare, effectively punishing 
employment interruptions.

Even for young people enrolled in occupational pension plans, the 
effectiveness of savings in the second pillar to ensure a sustainable 
income in old- age has deteriorated dramatically since the financial crisis 
in 2008. Since then, many good schemes with high revenues –  often 
defined benefits schemes in which revenues are guaranteed –  have 
closed to new members (Merritt, 2017; Moiso, 2017; Schadow, 2017). 
Hence, young people in Europe face specific disadvantages in the 
second pillar, because their savings conditions are worse in comparison 
to those of older generations. As one expert strikingly put it:

‘Previously, there were more promises for occupational pensions 
and also higher promises.’ (EXP06, Germany)

Private pensions

Private pensions are individual investment accounts that are offered by 
insurance companies and based on individually negotiated contracts. In 
some countries, such plans are subsidised generously by tax benefits, 
as with the so- called ‘Riester Pension’ in Germany (Schadow, 2017).8 
The expert group report that all countries had implemented third- 
pillar private pension plans and that there are explicit state subsidies 
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in Estonia, Germany, Italy, Poland, and the UK. In comparison to 
occupational pensions, there are no access conditions and virtually all 
individuals are advised to invest in such schemes to complement public 
pensions. The only exception is Sweden where private pension plans 
intended for some risk groups such as the self- employed or migrants, 
or for people who have frequent interruptions in their career due to 
unemployment or periods of childcare (Strandh, 2017).

One main finding from the expert interviews in all countries in 
which they were conducted is that the use of private pension plans 
seems to vary strongly with educational and financial background. In 
most countries, private pensions are used disproportionally frequently 
by high earners and higher educated people. Experts pointed out that 
the observed problems of distribution could arise from, on the one 
hand, the strong connection of private savings to individual resources. 
On the other hand, especially experts in Germany indicated that high 
earners will benefit more from tax benefits than low earners, because 
their tax load is particularly high (Schadow, 2017). But not only 
income and educational backgrounds seem to be a strong predictor 
of participation in private pension plans. Experts claimed that it is 
especially young people who do not often participate in such schemes 
(Moiso, 2017; Schadow, 2017; Stasiowski, 2017; Unt and Reiska, 
2017). On the one hand, they claimed that young people normally 
have low wages at the beginning of their careers that naturally limit 
their ability to sacrifice some savings for pension products. On the 
other hand, retirement seems to be a remote topic.

‘The main problem we see in pensions with young people is that 
they are not interested in pensions when they are 18, 19, or in 
their 20s; they have other things they want to spend their money 
on, and retirement seems an awfully long way away and you sort 
of think, I’d rather go out and have a few beers tonight. It’s too 
far away to be of interest.’ (EXP02, UK)

Furthermore, particularly in well- established welfare states, the private 
pension market has reached a high level of complexity and increasingly 
lacks transparency (Merritt, 2017; Moiso, 2017; Schadow, 2017). 
Considering the generally low financial literacy of young people, it is 
nearly impossible for them to make rational investment decisions. As 
a consequence of this situation, if they join such a scheme at all, many 
young people simply join the first scheme they are offered by their 
consultants without comparing different pension products: 
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‘You could say, they give themselves into the hands of the 
consultants. Do what you want with me.’ (EXP04, Germany)

Particularly the young unemployed may not be able to pay contributions 
to private schemes. Even when private pension plans offer the 
possibility of lowering the contributions or pausing them, times of 
no or lower contributions will negatively affect future revenues from 
such schemes. For young people on fixed- term contracts, the assumption 
of continuous contributions could also be a barrier that may prevent 
them from committing themselves to long- term financial investments, 
because they also need their savings for transition times between 
working contracts.

‘To have a decent supplementary pension they have to have 
so much money [pause] that young people do not have! … if 
young people save in a pension fund, they will get their money 
back when they retire, while there are other products they can 
withdraw when needed.’ (EXP03, Italy)

Furthermore, in countries such as Estonia in which the poverty rate 
is high, private pension products will not ensure additional incomes 
for old age, because the potential of savings is low, which is why many 
people will not be covered by such schemes.

Like occupational pensions, private pension plans were hit hard by 
the financial crisis and that has dramatically reduced their effectiveness 
in ensuring future income in old age (Antolin and Stewart, 2009), 
because interest rates still have not recovered ten years after the 
crisis. Private pension products in Eastern Europe were particularly 
badly affected. In the Ukraine, the financial crisis has left the stock 
market for private pension products largely ‘dead’ (Nikoleiva and 
Vatikova, 2017).

Policy recommendations

From the previous discussions, it emerges almost unanimously that 
today’s youth is in a very difficult situation with regard to future 
pension outcomes. Up to now, none of the three pension pillars have 
adapted to employment flexibilisation and increasing labour market 
mobility.9 For youth in uncertain labour market positions, this means 
that it has become increasingly difficult to invest in savings for old 
age. Nevertheless, from our consideration of overall trends and single 
country results, some more general challenges and policy conclusions 
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can be derived that could help to improve the situation of young 
people in the future.

One basic problem for the future savings of young people is that 
the three pension pillars –  even public pensions –  do not in effect 
offer universal coverage. In order to protect ‘weaker groups’ of young 
people at the margins of or outside the labour market, public pensions 
should be reinforced to ensure they really are universal by including 
groups such as the self- employed or atypical workers in compulsory 
insurance schemes.

Another problem is that the overrepresentation of young people 
in atypical employment, especially at the beginning of their careers, 
leads to difficulties in accessing secondary and third- pillar schemes. 
Access conditions for both occupational and private pension schemes 
should be made more flexible for the self- employed or those in atypical 
employment as young people will need savings in all three pillars to 
provide a sustainable pension income in old age.

Restricted portability of different pension plans in cases of high job 
mobility was also identified as a major problem for youth. This may 
apply on either a national or international level, as national differences 
in pension systems can make the international transfer of pensions 
difficult. Thus, old- age savings problems arise not only for young 
people in precarious work situations but also for mobile and successful 
young people with sufficient earnings. Partly in response to this, the 
EU has recently proposed the Pan- European Personal Pension Product 
(PEPP)10, intended as a move towards solving the problem of portability. 
The major advantage of the PEPP product is that it represents an EU- 
wide pension plan with portable entitlements. Furthermore, the PEPP 
programme does not change with employment status. This ‘open 
access’ circumvents the problem of various existing private pension 
plans. Nevertheless, as already described at the beginning, it may well 
be that it is primarily successful young people who benefit from this 
new type of product.

However, the present findings strongly suggest that there is no one- 
size- fits- all solution for all countries. Especially for countries in Eastern 
Europe or some Southern European countries, different solutions have 
to be developed that take the country- specific context into account. 
The implementation and maintenance of a three- pillar pension 
system rests on specific requirements including stable labour market 
conditions, stable financial markets, low poverty and unemployment 
rates, and relatively stable political conditions. Those conditions are 
often not met in Eastern European countries, either because of high 
youth unemployment rates or limited budgets that make it difficult 
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for governments to support multi- pillar pension systems. This is 
particularly critical in the Ukraine (Nikoleiva and Vatikova, 2017). 
Enforcing pension privatisation could make their situation even worse, 
because transitions to funded pension systems frequently imply an 
increasing burden on government finances in the short to medium 
term (Orenstein, 2011). Case studies in Poland (Stasiowski, 2017) and 
the Ukraine (Nikoleiva and Vatikova, 2017) showed that in countries 
in which such systems were not securely established, the 2008- 09 
financial crisis further increased the burden of pension schemes on 
public finances. Under these conditions, stabilising the labour market 
and financial situation must take first priority before further reforms 
of the pension system.

For countries in which the aforementioned preconditions in terms of 
labour market conditions, financial markets and political conditions are 
fulfilled, the case studies suggest that there are at least two best- practice 
examples in countries which have reformed their pension systems 
in a way that makes them more sustainable with regards to old- age 
security for today’s youth: Sweden and the UK. Both countries have 
developed differential multi- pillar pension systems, yet both options 
rely on intrinsically different policy assumptions about responsibility 
for the maintenance of such a system.

In Sweden, the public pension system combines different types of 
pensions –  universal and private –  directly within the public pillar: the 
income- based pension system covers all employees and the self- 
employed. A quasi- private ‘premium pension’ is added, into which 
employees can invest 2.5 per cent of their taxable income. In this pillar, 
Swedes can choose to invest their money in five of more than 700 
funds, including independent fund managers as well as one offered 
by the National Swedish pension fund (Strandh, 2017). Effectively, 
90 per cent choose this ‘default’ option provided by the Swedish 
government (Barr, 2013: 78). A third subpillar is the ‘guaranteed’ 
pensions provided through the government as a minimum pension to 
those on low incomes. In addition to this differentiated public pillar, 
occupational pensions cover 90 per cent of the population, and are 
jointly governed through collective bargaining between unions and 
employers. The third pillar consists of private insurance and savings 
solutions, but its importance is clearly decreasing. Taken together, 
Sweden has differentiated its pension system into a multi- pillar system 
that includes public, occupational, and private components. Yet, the 
role of the state in the governance and administration of these funds 
has remained high. The offer of a private ‘default fund’ in the first 
pillar has reduced the complexity of choice that frequently overburdens 
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(young) individuals in their pension choices. The Swedish model thus 
combines sufficient security through a multi- pillar pension structure 
with state- based governance of pensions that facilitates young people 
making lasting decisions for security in their old age.

The UK’s pension system consists of three pillars: a public pension 
ensuring basic security through modest replacement rates, an 
occupational pension, and an additional private pension (Merritt, 
2017). The peculiar feature of the UK pension system lies in the 
construction of the occupational pillar. The British government 
decided in 2017 that by 2018, every employer must automatically enrol 
its employees in an occupational pension plan,11 thus making second- 
pillar pensions available for larger groups of employees. Employers 
will make additional pension contributions supplementing those of 
their employees which will increase the amount of savings and spread 
responsibility to different actors. Young people are then ‘released’ from 
the sole burden of making long- term binding decisions for old age 
that are particularly hard to take under conditions of labour market 
uncertainty (Hofäcker et al, 2017).12 Individuals can ‘opt out’ of this 
occupational pension system, but have to do this deliberately. The 
coverage of this pension pillar had risen to 84 per cent of eligible 
employees in 2017 (DWP, 2018), whereas opt out rates have remained 
modest with little difference according to salary (DWP, 2014). The 
‘default’ occupational pension equally secures more and differentiated 
savings for young people in an insecure labour market. Yet, unlike 
Sweden, the key responsibility has shifted more toward the free market 
of employer– employee negotiations on occupational pensions and 
individual deliberation about investing in such schemes rather than 
relying primarily on state governance.

Yet, even in these two policy models, a relative disadvantage remains 
for weaker groups of young people in both the UK and Sweden 
(Hofäcker et al, 2017). This may result from one of the main problems 
of funded pension provisions, because the tight link between pension 
payouts and paid contributions tends to discriminate against people 
in weaker labour market positions. Thus, funded pension provisions 
always involve problems concerning social inequalities that they do not 
and cannot compensate adequately, thus making the future of old- age 
security one of the most important social issues faced today.

Notes
 1 This chapter presents a synthesis of results from the analysis of long- term socio-

economic consequences of insecure employment. More detailed information is 
available in Hofäcker et al (2017).
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 2 Though it may be interesting to look at further long- term outcomes of employment 
uncertainty –  on, for example, career progression, acquisition of poverty, or physical 
or mental health –  this chapter is restricted to an analysis of the consequences 
within different types of pension systems. This is either because these aspects have 
been covered in other parts of the EXCEPT project (physical/ mental health) or 
are very difficult to trace empirically given their large variation across countries 
(property ownership or firms, career patterns).

 3 It was necessary to go back to this older data as a rough proxy, because, up to 
now, hardly any cross- national comparative data are available on young people’s 
savings behaviour apart from some national studies such as the German SAVE 
study (Börsch- Supan et al, 2009). Furthermore, these focus mainly on the general 
attitudes of populations towards pension systems and their legitimacy (for example 
Bechert and Quandt, 2010).

 4 The item was asked as part of a larger item battery focusing on post- retirement 
behaviour without a clear temporal focus on the proposed behaviour. This makes 
it somewhat difficult to link the item directly to the current individual savings 
behaviour of non- employed persons. Yet, in the absence of alternative indicators, 
this item is used in the following as a rough proxy indicator of the importance 
attributed to savings for old age going beyond mere pension savings.

 5 Given small sample sizes on the national level, the age window had to be opened 
up to 39 years.

 6 Higher sample sizes allowed the use of a narrower age bracket for this indicator.
 7 The auto- enrolment rule was implemented in 2017. Since 2018, all employees 

over 22 years of age are automatically enrolled in an occupational pension scheme. 
Employees can also decide to opt out within 30 days (for more detailed information, 
see Merritt, 2017).

 8 The ‘Riester Pension’ is a specific state- subsidised private pension plan with tax 
benefits. The state funding consists of supplements from the state (€178 from 
2018 on per year for each contract and €300 per year for every child born from 
2008) and tax benefits (the contributions to the Riester Pension are tax free). Taxes 
have to be paid on pension payouts from private pension plans in retirement. To 
receive the full state funding, people should invest 4% of their yearly gross income, 
otherwise the state funding will decrease according to the amount of investment.

 9 However, previous results were based on the extrapolation of existing standards 
and trends in contemporary pension systems. Naturally, these standards are not 
necessarily stable, so there is also the opportunity for changes that could improve 
the socio- economic situation for youth (Hofäcker et al, 2017).

 10 For information see: https:// ec.europa.eu/ commission/ news/ new- pan- european- 
personal- pension- products- 2017- jun- 29_ en

 11 This group includes employees who are over 22 and under state pension age and 
earn more than £10,000 a year (Merritt, 2017: 69).

 12 However, a sizeable number of young people will not be covered by this reform, 
because they are self- employed or on zero- hour contracts which are both still 
largely excluded from occupational pensions.
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Conclusions: Integrating 
perspectives on youth transitions 

and the risk of social exclusion

Sonia Bertolini, Vassiliki Deliyanni- Kouimtzi, Michael Gebel,  
Dirk Hofäcker, and Marge Unt

Most previous research in this area has addressed the drivers of youth 
job insecurity and especially youth unemployment. Gathering and 
implementing knowledge to prevent youth unemployment and 
support youth pathways out of temporary jobs is a highly relevant 
research activity. Moreover, there is also an urgent need to understand 
the consequences of such individual- level labour market insecurities, 
because unemployment along with extended periods of temporary 
employment, including a chain of mini- jobs, are a widespread 
phenomenon among youth. Likewise, policies need to be evaluated 
not only in terms of their ability to tackle youth labour market 
vulnerability per se, but also regarding the role these policies play in 
mitigating the consequences of labour market insecurity on other 
dimensions of young people’s lives. This book extends the limited 
amount of previous European comparative research in this field (see, 
for example, Blossfeld et al, 2005; Gallie, 2013; Vossemer et al, 2018; 
Stasiowski and Kłobuszewska, 2018; Högberg et al, 2019a, 2019b; 
Hvinden et al, 2019; Täht et al, 2020).The chapters of this book do 
not follow the same line of analysis for all countries, but take more of 
a comparative approach providing systematic in- depth insights into the 
different consequences of individual- level labour market insecurities in 
Europe for the risks of social exclusion of youth. Starting from a shared 
multilevel theoretical model, the book approaches this research topic 
empirically from a multimethod and European comparative perspective. 
The aim is to promote comparative qualitative research by adding to 
the almost non- existent qualitative literature on young people’s own 
perceptions of labour market insecurity from a comparative perspective.

Taking both a short-  and a long- term perspective, this book examines 
the microlevel effects of young people experiences of labour market 
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exclusion in their early careers on a multitude of outcomes reflecting 
the risk of social exclusion: (a) the development of their health and well- 
being, (b) their chances of gaining autonomy by leaving the parental 
home and gaining economic independence from their parents, as well 
as (c) their economic situation in terms of risks of poverty, material 
deprivation, and eligibility for social security. It investigates the coping 
strategies and compensatory mechanisms available to young people 
who are having to deal with negative consequences on both the micro-  
and the mesolevels. On the macrolevel, it studies the role of labour 
market, economic, family, housing, and social policies in either aggravating 
or mitigating the negative effects of labour market insecurities.

This chapter reviews these findings against the background of the 
three main research questions, addressing the multifaceted consequences 
of labour market insecurities, coping strategies, and policies that are 
effective in mitigating the negative consequences. It summarises the 
findings and conclusions in response to each of these three questions. 
The final section offers a critical discussion of the limitations of this 
study and outlines potential directions for future research.

Research Question 1: Consequences of labour 
market insecurities

The first research question focuses on the multifaceted individual- level 
consequences of labour market insecurities for young people’s risk of 
social exclusion. The following will highlight the main findings and 
conclusions structured along the three dimensions of risk of social 
exclusion: namely, youth well- being and health, autonomy, and socio- 
economic consequences.

Well- being and health

One central aspect of social inclusion is the subjective well- being 
of young people, and there is a growing body of research aiming to 
obtain a better understanding of how this along with youth’s health is 
affected by labour market insecurities (Fryer, 2000; Thern et al, 2017; 
Vancea and Utzet, 2017). The present book delivers complementary 
findings and further insights into these effects. For example, the results 
of quantitative analyses in various chapters (Chapter 2, Nizalova et al; 
Chapter 3, Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh; Chapter 4, Lauri and Unt) 
show that unemployment and job insecurity reduce life satisfaction 
and happiness compared to being employed and in a secure job, 
with the effect of unemployment being stronger than the effect of  
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job insecurity. There is also variation in effects depending on which 
outcome variable is considered. Negative effects of unemployment 
and job insecurity are larger for life satisfaction than for happiness; and 
effects vary substantially across countries. Next to the negative effects 
on subjective well- being, Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh’s findings 
(Chapter 3) reveal that becoming unemployed is also associated with 
significantly poorer self- rated health. These findings from quantitative 
analyses are in line with in- depth insights from qualitative analyses. For 
example, Schlee et al (Chapter 5) illustrate how being unemployed 
or in insecure jobs relates to the malaise, worries, and anxiety of 
young people.

The adverse effects of a lack of jobs may go beyond the individuals 
who become unemployed and also affect their closest family 
members –  that is, their partners (Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh, 
Chapter 3). Analyses reveal that it is not only individual, but also 
partner’s unemployment that is associated with statistically significantly 
poorer health in both women and men.

Interestingly, the analyses shed light on potential gender differences. 
The effect of unemployment on life satisfaction and happiness is 
stronger in young men, whereas the effect of insecure employment on 
life satisfaction and happiness is relatively stronger in young women. 
Put differently, the state of being unemployed seems to be more 
detrimental for the well- being of males, whereas having an insecure 
job is more detrimental for the well- being of females. Results also 
suggest that unemployment has a considerably larger effect on young 
men than insecure employment, whereas the difference between the 
two effects is much smaller in young women.

Gender- specific findings also reveal that while becoming unemployed 
is also associated with significantly poorer self- rated health for all, the 
transition into inactivity is associated with a negative effect only among 
men. Detailed analyses by Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh (Chapter 3) 
show that after controlling for unobserved heterogeneity, the impact 
of both unemployment and inactivity weaken but remain statistically 
significant among men but no longer play a major role among 
women. Regarding the spillover health effects, Baranowska- Rataj and 
Strandh (Chapter 3) show that the effects of partners’ transitions into 
unemployment are stronger on women than on men, implying that 
the impact of unemployment on health in partners is gendered. That 
is, the association is stronger on women’s health in the case of a male 
partner’s unemployment, whereas the association on men’s health when 
a female partner is unemployed is only half as large.
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What are the drivers of loss of well- being in the case of labour market 
vulnerability? Investigations of the causal mechanisms by Nizalova 
et al (Chapter 2) via quantitative analysis highlight that the effects of 
unemployment and job insecurity on life satisfaction and happiness 
cannot be attributed to the loss of income alone, although this is 
theoretically one of the main expected causal mechanisms. Likewise, 
results reported by Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh (Chapter 3) show 
that the negative effects of a partner’s unemployment on individual 
health still prevail, even after controlling for the change in household 
income. In contrast, controlling for a partner’s health eliminates the 
effect of a partner’s unemployment on individual health.

Partial and indirect insights into the causal mechanisms can also 
be gained from the qualitative study on the meaning of work (see 
Chapter 5, Schlee et al; Chapter 6, Roosmaa et al). Results show that 
young people still see work as an important source of identity and one 
young man even described it as ‘the engine of life’. Work has a manifest 
function as a provider of financial resources. However, next to a salary, 
almost all interviewed young people emphasised other aspects of work. 
Latent intrinsic functions of work such as an interesting, self- fulfilling 
job or having good relations with colleagues and supervisors are 
reported as well. Work is seen not only as a source of income, but is 
also associated with dignity, self- worth and stability, as well as autonomy 
in general and especially autonomy from parents. Being without a job 
for a long time is related to strong fears about the future in different 
institutional contexts. Moreover, young people in a context with low 
overall unemployment describe stigmatisation as a mediator between 
unemployment and well- being.

Autonomy: transition to adult life as a dynamic process

The chapters in Part II of this book scrutinise the process of leaving 
the parental home, which is traditionally a central marker of adulthood 
(Corijn and Klijzing, 2001). Housing autonomy is linked closely to 
but not coincident with economic autonomy. In line with previous 
literature (Blossfeld et al, 2011), the chapters in this book demonstrate 
that social exclusion from the labour market and job insecurity 
postpone the transition toward autonomy. However, it is also crucial 
to note that insecurity in the labour market not only postpones leaving 
the parental nest (Goglio and Bertolini, Chapter 7) but also renders 
it more complex.

Housing autonomy still carries a high value for youth. However, in 
respect to becoming adult, leaving the parental home is not universally 
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considered to be an important step towards adulthood –  or, at least, not 
the only way to become an adult –  in a time of economic constraint. 
Moreover, housing and economic autonomy are no longer coincident 
for young people’s transition toward self- perceived adulthood 
(Chapter 8, Bertolini et al; Chapter 9, Meo et al).

Different modalities of becoming adult emerge from the qualitative 
insights. Vulnerable labour market conditions such as low incomes in 
Bulgaria, long spells of unemployment in Greece, and precarity in Italy, 
together with the fact that young people in these countries generally 
have no access to unemployment insurance (because of contributive 
systems in all three countries), have made prolonged cohabitation 
with parents the norm (Chapter 8, Bertolini et al). Young people can 
remain in the parental home for long periods, they can live in the same 
house but apart from their parents, they can return to the parental 
home in case of need, or form a family but still live in the same house 
as their parents. For instance, in Bulgaria, Greece, and Italy, young 
people usually believe that moving out of the parental home implies 
starting a new family. This is undoubtedly a very traditional notion of 
the transition to adult life which is still prevalent in these countries, at 
least perceived as an ideal life path. In reality, the lives young people 
live can differ dramatically from their aspirations. Due to economic 
constraints in Bulgaria, for instance, vulnerable young people tend to 
live with their parents even after they get married. Although young 
people in Bulgaria aspire to autonomy, they prioritise their well- being 
over housing autonomy, for example.

Thus, as a consequence of labour market insecurity, housing autonomy is 
no longer so central, especially for Mediterranean and Eastern European 
countries, and new modalities of becoming autonomous and adult are emerging.

The second dimension of autonomy, financial independence, is linked 
to self- perceived adulthood and is perceived as a desired outcome. Meo 
et al (Chapter 9) show how even if they gain a foothold in the labour 
market, young people do not attain financial independence. Their 
narratives demonstrate that economic autonomy is a fuzzy concept 
shaped by individual assessments of the balance between available 
resources and personal needs and goals. When young people are unable 
to support themselves and to provide for their own livelihood through 
work, they redefine economic autonomy creatively and diminish its 
scope. They see it as a capacity for self- determination while still living 
in the parental home. In such cases, interviewees define economic 
autonomy as the possibility of and ability to satisfy their needs within 
their own resources, by defining their needs mainly in terms of small 
personal daily necessities.
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However, the interviewees perceived and represented themselves as 
autonomous, in that they were able to decide for themselves by defining 
their own training and work paths, by managing their daily lives, 
and ultimately by developing their own system of preferences, even 
though they had to remain economically dependent on their parents. 
As a possible consequence of increasingly scarce job opportunities, it 
appears that job uncertainty pushes them to dwell only in the present. 
For many young people today, being independent means having to 
deal with problems and decisions on a day- to- day or short- term basis 
and, from an economic point of view, being able to cover one’s own 
leisure expenses plus a little on top. A process of redefining the concept 
of autonomy is taking place. Young people’s definition of autonomy is 
increasingly limited in space and time.

As a consequence of the process of redefining autonomy, the findings 
presented in the qualitative chapters do not identify risks of social 
exclusion for young people in the traditional sense of the concept, 
but rather as risks of exclusion from adult roles. Young people in these 
countries do not feel themselves excluded socially in relative terms, 
because their situation is similar to that of their friends. However, they 
behave as if they were socially excluded. They feel excluded from 
policies and limited in their ability to stand up for their rights when 
working in insecure jobs, and this gives rise to further exploitation and 
uncertainty. Then they mainly use exit strategies, they find refuge in 
the private sphere and in the family of origin (Chapter 10, Meo et al; 
Chapter 11, Ricucci et al; Chapter 13, Figgou et al).

Socio- economic consequences

The underlying assumption in this book is that labour market 
insecurities (through both labour market exclusion and insecure jobs) 
may also impair the socio- economic situation of young people due 
to the absence of or fluctuations in income from work. Compared to 
youth in safe, well paid and continuous jobs, these young people are 
relatively disadvantaged in material and financial terms.

In the short- term economic situation, as Kłobuszewska et al’s 
quantitative analysis (Chapter 12) demonstrates, the major detrimental 
consequence of unemployment is a lack of personal income. This 
translates directly into a deterioration of young people’s financial 
situation and material deprivation, and it also manifests itself in a higher 
risk of exclusion from social life. Since the Great Recession, youth 
aged 16 to 29 who are not in education or training and cannot get a 
foothold on the labour market are twice as likely to be at risk of poverty 
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compared to employed young people. Unemployed youth assess their 
subjective economic situation as being fragile because they often have 
greater difficulty in making ends meet than employed youth. However, 
after controlling for household structure, the analysis no longer suggests 
gender- specific poverty is a risk among young people. It is the presence 
of children that increases both the objective and the subjective poverty 
risk, whereas living with parents or a partner mitigates it.

Following the dynamic life course perspective, Hofäcker et al 
(Chapter 14) extend the view to the long- term consequences of 
labour market problems in the early stages of young people’s careers. 
The negative impacts of unemployment are not restricted to the 
immediate situation; unemployment also increases the future risk of 
poverty for young people. Chapter 14 highlights how, particularly 
in countries with high youth unemployment, public pension 
systems barely take account of gaps in employment or pension 
contributions when calculating future pension entitlements. The 
dynamic life course perspective is also important for accounting for 
differences in the short term and consequences in the long term. 
Whereas in the short term the socio- economic consequences of 
temporary employment are modest compared to unemployment, 
they are more detrimental in the long term. Savings behaviour is 
negatively affected for young people in fixed- term employment, 
and this is particularly harmful to their socio- economic situation 
in the long term. Fixed- term employees are rarely included in 
occupational pension plans, contributing further to a higher risk 
of poverty in old age.

Concern about the long- term consequences of current labour 
market insecurity is vividly expressed in the narratives of Greek and 
Italian youth (Figgou et al, Chapter 13) who describe their complete 
inability to engage in any type of financial planning. They see a pension 
and future financial security as impossible objectives to achieve. The 
institutional analysis of pension systems and expert interviews across 
Europe (Hofäcker et al, Chapter 14) demonstrate that until now, 
public, occupational and private pension pillars have not adapted to 
employment flexibilisation and increasing labour market mobility. 
Hence, results highlight a paradoxical situation for young people in 
Europe. In the context of recent reforms and developments, they 
will depend increasingly on additional income in old age due to cuts 
in public pensions; yet, the current labour market situation makes it 
increasingly difficult or impossible for them to contribute to other 
savings or pension schemes.
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Research Question 2: Coping strategies

The second research question asks what coping strategies and 
compensatory mechanisms on the individual and mesolevel young 
people use to face the consequences of labour market insecurity. 
According to Schlee et al’s qualitative analysis (Chapter 5), it becomes 
evident that the individual impact on well- being depends strongly on 
individual coping strategies. The coping strategies young people use 
include optimistic thinking and either ignoring or whitewashing the 
current insecure situation in order to avert the potentially negative 
influence on their own well- being (emotion- focused); or they search 
for jobs and write applications to counter uncertainties resulting from 
financial limitations or a lack of meaning in their lives (problem- focused).

Apart from individual- level coping strategies, family and social 
networks are very important moderators on the mesolevel. The family 
and social relations are used as a protective factor or to provide financial 
help (for instance, when formal support is not available or insufficient), 
and sometimes advice and emotional support. Next to the family, public 
services and various youth organisations also play a role. Generally, a 
number of coping strategies are combined in a latent or undifferentiated 
way. However, the mesocontext can also have detrimental moderating 
effects. For example, family conflicts and the dissolution of parental 
households exacerbate the situation for young people experiencing 
labour market insecurities (see Meo et al, Chapter 10). Shore and 
Tosun (2017) have reported negative assessments of public employment 
services by young people in Germany, although this country is often 
highlighted as an exemplary case for good youth labour market 
outcomes. The qualitative insights into youth experiences with and 
perceptions of public services illustrate some of the triggers for their 
negative assessment of public employment services such as the perceived 
bureaucratic ritualism, excessive focus on rules and regulations, and 
an impersonal approach which may further exacerbate the feeling of 
stigmatisation (Chapter 11, Ricucci et al).

Adjusting personal feelings of autonomy to the available opportunities 
and/ or cohabitating with a partner are the most common strategies 
young people use to cope with the existing situation, especially those 
living in societies in which young people typically leave their parental 
homes early. The findings of Bertolini et al (Chapter 8) and Meo et al 
(Chapter 9) provide insights into the ‘late- exit’ countries, revealing 
that postponing housing autonomy is often used as a mechanism to 
help avoid the consequences of unemployment and to facilitate the 
process of gaining financial autonomy.
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Regarding socio- economic consequences, and in line with previous 
findings, the chapters in Part II show that household composition is an 
important determinant of poverty and material deprivation for young 
people. Kłobuszewska et al (Chapter 12) demonstrate that living with 
parents or a partner/ spouse protects against economic hardship whereas 
living with children increases this risk. Meo et al (Chapter 10) and 
Figgou et al (Chapter 13) shed more light on the interplay of coping 
mechanisms on the individual level by investigating the experience of 
receiving support from family, friends, and others to help them face 
insecure employment. For young people, parental resources and support 
are crucial in pursuing the path toward adulthood and counterbalancing 
the lack of job and income. Hence, the material situation of young 
people is closely related to the financial situation of the parental family. 
Broadly speaking, the biggest difference between unemployed and 
employed youth is their ability to participate in social life. Qualitative 
evidence reported by Figgou et al (Chapter 13) provides in- depth 
insights into the narratives of Greek and Italian youth and shows how 
unpredictable work schedules and varying income flows are constructed 
as having drastic and complex implications for social life, and how 
these relate back to heightened anxiety about the future. Vulnerable 
young people do not have sufficient resources to keep up with the 
lifestyle of friends who are better off. Although friends invite them 
and pay for them, such relationships are hard to maintain due to shame 
and, more broadly, a strong social norm favouring mutual reciprocity 
in social relationships. The forced withdrawal from friendships and 
social life is one of the mechanisms which contributes to a vicious 
circle, because friends –  especially working friends –  are an important 
source of information, material support, and emotional support; and 
without such support, it is more difficult to obtain a job. The second 
important mechanism contributing to this vicious circle is that young 
people in insecure and especially in informal jobs find it difficult to 
claim their rights –  and this gives birth to further uncertainty. Young 
people are willing to make many compromises to get or keep a job, 
and this effectively silences their voices, even in extremely precarious 
work situations.

However, it is also important to describe the interplay between the 
meso-  and the macrolevel in different contexts. For instance, in Greece 
and Italy, interviewees stressed above all the role of their parents given 
the lack of formal support, whereas in Estonia and Germany, many 
young adults in the sample combined formal (such as unemployment 
benefits) and informal (economic and other) supports to cope with 
their situations in times of job insecurity or unemployment. Indeed, 
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it appears clear that informal support and the parental family in 
particular play a role even in those contexts (such as Germany) in which 
institutions and formal support are widespread and deeply consolidated.

Research Question 3: Policies effective in mitigating 
the negative effects

The third research question addressed in this book examines which 
policies are effective in mitigating the negative effects of labour market 
insecurities for young people at risk of social exclusion. This question 
introduces the macrolevel into the multilevel model. Yet, in doing so, 
the interest is not primarily in the direct effect of macrolevel institutions 
on social exclusion (that is, an analysis of whether institutions directly 
influence the overall degree of labour market exclusion in European 
countries), but far more in the moderating effect of institutions – the 
ways in which nation- specific institutions strengthen or weaken 
the effect of unemployment and employment uncertainty on the 
different outcome variables examined in this book (health, well- 
being, autonomy, and socio- economic situation). This research 
question is approached in various ways: using broad comparative 
survey data, authors estimate multilevel regression models in order to 
identify the general moderating effect of specific types of institution 
through interaction effects. This focus is supplemented by small- N 
comparisons of countries purposefully selected to identify the effects 
of concrete institutional regulations more closely both quantitatively 
and qualitatively. Finally, qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) is used 
to better understand the effects of specific institutional constellations 
(rather than single institutions) in moderating the consequences of 
labour market uncertainty for youth. The results of this differential 
approach can be summarised as follows:

Nation- specific institutions matter for youth, because they moderate the 
consequences of labour market uncertainty in various respects. This is shown, 
for example, when Goglio and Bertolini (Chapter 7) demonstrate 
that even though experiencing unemployment generally delays youth 
transitions out of the parental home, the degree to which this negative 
effect on an individual’s autonomy materialises depends on the type 
of labour market regulation. Particularly in countries with segmented 
labour markets (such as those in Central and Southern Europe), the 
delaying effect of unemployment is high. In a similar way, Lauri and 
Unt (Chapter 4) show that the negative effect of unemployment on life 
satisfaction is moderated by passive labour market policies (PLMPs) –  
that is, the degree to which life satisfaction declines depends on the 
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material support provided through state policies. Hence, negative 
effects of labour market uncertainty on the life situation of young 
people are not uniform across countries, but differ depending on 
nation- specific institutions. From a policy perspective, these findings 
inherently mean that policies matter, and that the repercussions of labour 
market uncertainty for youth can, in principle, be shaped through the 
implementation of policies.

In many cases, it is not single institutions that moderate the negative effects 
of unemployment and employment uncertainty, but rather the mutual interplay 
between different types of institution. In other words, institutional effects are 
those of institutional packages rather than single stand- alone policies. This 
finding stands out particularly in the QCA performed by Lauri and 
Unt (Chapter 4). They show that in many of the Nordic countries, it 
is the interplay of strong ALMPs and PLMPs (the so- called ‘universal 
route’) that may account for the more modest drop in life satisfaction 
for the unemployed. In Spain and Portugal, a similar effect is achieved 
through a combination of PLMPs and extended family support. In 
contrast, the reliance on ALMPs alone, as practised in the ‘capacitating 
route’ taken by liberal countries, cannot moderate the negative effects 
of becoming unemployed to the same degree.

The effects of policies are not restricted to those impacting on the immediate 
situation of young people, but are also linked to long- term social security 
programmes. As Hofäcker et al (Chapter 14) show, the negative long- 
term effects of unemployment and uncertain jobs on future social 
security savings can be mitigated by policies that foster employer- based 
social security (as in the UK) or integrate young people into state- 
governed multi- pillar pension systems (as in Sweden). Policymakers 
are thus advised to consider not only the immediate effects of political 
reforms, but to design more far- reaching ‘life course policies’ that also 
promote individual welfare in a long- term perspective.

Results also show that, in many respects, public policies need to be 
contextualised within their broader societal setting. This general conclusion 
applies in multiple respects:

First, public policies may not be seen as the only provider of welfare for 
youth. In providing for youth, it may be necessary to consider the entire welfare 
triangle of Esping- Andersen (1990) and additionally involve the family and the 
market. The previous section has already highlighted the contribution 
of family and private networks to diminish the effects of employment 
uncertainty. Hofäcker et al (Chapter 14), in contrast, also highlight 
that employer- provided occupation pension schemes –  that is, support 
through the market –  may help to mitigate the negative consequences 
of labour market uncertainty for future pension savings.
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Second, the effect of welfare policies needs to be viewed in the light of more 
general economic conditions. As Nizalova et al (Chapter 2) show, a favourable 
economic situation, as reflected in high GDP, moderates the negative 
effects of insecure jobs on the health and well- being of youth. On the 
other hand, in countries with high unemployment, being in an insecure 
job may not be perceived as being as detrimental as it is in countries 
with low unemployment, because gaining employment of any sort 
may already be perceived as a relative success under difficult conditions.

Third, the effect of public policies does not depend solely on further structural 
factors such as other welfare providers or the general economic setting. It is also 
embedded in a broader cultural context. Baranowska- Rataj and Strandh 
(Chapter 3), for example, demonstrate that the negative effects of 
unemployment on a partner’s health depend on the country- specific 
cultural context. Particularly in countries with a patriarchal culture 
manifesting in a male breadwinner norm, the negative effects of 
unemployment loom largest.

When considering the impact of policies, policymakers are thus 
advised not only to take into consideration the effects of policies ‘in 
general’, but also to be sensitive to their embeddedness in a broader 
cultural context.

The previous remarks already point to the more general conclusion 
that there are no easy ‘standard’ policy solutions to improve the situation 
of youth. As Ricucci et al (Chapter 11) highlight, young people 
themselves have little trust in ‘standardised’ institutional approaches, 
but prefer individualised approach to ensure that their situation will be 
treated with the necessary specificity. Hence, future policies will need 
to pay specific attention to the demands of youth, particularly of those 
affected most seriously by labour market uncertainty. Furthermore, 
there also seems to be no one single ‘policy role model’ towards which 
countries may orient themselves when developing appropriate policies. 
As Lauri and Unt (Chapter 4) show, even within the previously uniform 
social- democratic model of Scandinavian states, some have gone on 
to follow differential reform pathways in recent years. Hence, when 
trying to implement successful policies, policymakers will will need to 
consider a complex set of contextual factors. Further research at the 
national and international level is needed in order to better understand 
the mutual interrelationships of these factors.

Limitations and directions for future research

Studying the aforementioned questions in order to understand 
consequences for young people often confronts researchers with 
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limitations in the availability of longitudinal data (Gebel et al, 2018). 
First, there are no truly pan- European comparative longitudinal data 
on youth. Very few European countries such as Germany, Sweden, and 
the UK provide good longitudinal data (either survey or administrative 
data). In contrast, Eastern and Southern European countries (for 
example, Estonia, Greece, and Italy) are often largely under studied 
due to a lack of recent longitudinal data on youth transitions and/ or 
longitudinal cohort studies. Furthermore, comparative longitudinal 
analyses require longer term panel studies that focus particularly on 
youth on an internationally comparative level. Such data would allow 
better comparisons of life course trajectories and lead to a better 
understanding of how policy and labour market circumstances affect 
well- being, health, and other outcomes. Longitudinal data may also 
help in investigating long- term effects – for example, the analysis of 
young people’s future social security on which research to date is 
rather scarce. Such analyses may deliver innovative suggestions for truly 
life course- oriented policies that would increase the inclusiveness of 
society. When taking short to medium and long- term perspectives, 
it is important to identify future risks and opportunities and make 
appropriate policy recommendations.

Acting in the present has consequences in the long term and 
young people are not always aware of this. From a macro point of 
view, it is very important for policymakers to consider the long- 
term socio- economic consequences for youth. Temporary contracts 
have a considerably smaller effect on well- being and autonomy than 
unemployment. However, a slow and fragmented entrance into the 
labour market seriously hinders young people’s capacity to save and 
contributes to future inequalities in pension entitlements. These 
inequalities can be compensated by suitable policies and a responsive 
welfare state system. For these reasons, this book shows that it is 
important to design more far- reaching ‘life course policies’ that also 
promote individual welfare in a long- term perspective.

The findings also highlight the vital need to better integrate 
qualitative and quantitative data. The combination of these two kinds 
of data had allowed us as researchers to individuate new modalities 
of transition to adult life, both in terms of objective conditions 
and subjective perceptions of the process and decision making. 
Mixed methods research would benefit particularly from qualitative 
longitudinal data sets which can track agency and change in different 
aspects of well- being, autonomy, and socio- economic consequences 
over time and make a significant contribution to life course analyses.
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The current COVID- 19 pandemic, and the great individual and 
collective uncertainty about the present and the future associated with 
it, will certainly have an additional impact on young people. Many 
countries are already experiencing rising unemployment and decreasing 
labour force participation. However, the first wave of the COVID- 19 
crisis has been cushioned at least partially by strong fiscal responses 
from the EU and most European countries (Eurofound, 2020; ILO, 
2020). The uniqueness of the situation generated by COVID- 19 is 
that collective and individual uncertainty are strongly interconnected, 
and this leads to an escalating reinforcement of uncertainties. The 
health crisis is clearly affecting older cohorts more directly, whereas it 
exposes younger cohorts more to the economic and social crisis because 
joblessness and its consequences escalates faster for young people than 
for the rest. A recent blog by Eurofound (2020) shows that youth 
unemployment has risen more quickly and that young people feel that 
it is more likely that they will lose their jobs in coming months. The 
restrictions on social interaction have also been particularly detrimental 
to young people, as they were more at risk of depression than the rest 
of population during the lockdown in April 2020 (Eurofound, 2020). 
The collective uncertainty caused by the COVID- 19 crisis is likely to 
impact on young people’s already undermined ability to make long- 
term and binding decisions, on their ability to imagine and plan for 
the future.

It is too early for any concrete analysis, but it seems plausible to 
assume two possible outcomes of the COVID- 19 crisis. On the one 
hand, rising uncertainties may mean that risks for youth as well as 
the social inequalities in facing these risks may grow even further –  
that is, there will be differentiated socio- economic impacts in the 
different European countries due to variations in the ability to prevent 
risks. Some recent trends point in this direction. In many countries, 
protection increased for those with permanent contracts through 
the extended layoff prohibition as a precondition for state support 
throughout the early lockdown period. The same did not take place 
for those who had temporary contracts or engaged in new forms of 
work like gig workers. In this way, young people and young adults 
working with this kind of temporary contract, especially in countries 
with segmented labour markets, face even higher risks of labour 
market exclusion.

However, the pandemic could also redesign new borderlines and 
new forms of social inclusion and exclusion. Throughout the early 
pandemic period, teleworking has been expanding as well as use of 
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digital technology. Moreover, the pandemic has highlighted the value 
of essential services that preserve basic societal functioning. This 
change could generate more negotiating power for those essential but 
undervalued workers and contribute to more overall equality in society. 
This change also has the potential to generate new opportunities for 
young people to enter the labour market, and to valorise their abilities 
to use digital technologies. However, such developments require 
political will, and in the case of digital working, they also require 
national governments to make major investments in education, lifelong 
learning and the digital infrastructure. Without such investments, 
international differences between countries, as well as inter- individual 
inequalities between young people with varying human capital in the 
affectedness by labour market uncertainties and their negative effects, 
may increase only further.
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